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This memorandum reports the results of a meeting nt © 

of the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional Review of Sg , 
the Intelligence Community, (hereafter referred to as the 
Group), held on 3/7/75. 

The Group is chaired by Mr. John Clarke, Associate ee 4 
Deputy to the Director of Central Intelligence, and is made *# 
up of representatives of agencies and departments having ae 
membership on the United States Intelligence Board (USIB). : as 
Its purpose is to serve as a coordinating mechanism for PuLune do 
testimony before various Congressional committees. . : 2 

At the meeting of the Group on 3/7/75 the following 
items were discussed: Neer 

Congressman Robert McClory has been designated as 
the minority leader of the House Select Committee. Copies of : 

a the annexes prepared by various members “of the Intelligence “yO 
Community have been delivered to both the majority and minority “™ *% 
leader of the House Select Committee. Congressman McClory. is MOR 
very security conscious, is concerned that sensitive relation- ee 
Ships are not inadvertently disclosed during forthcoming hearings « «. 
and according to Mr. John Clarke appears to have no questions “ * 
egarding FBI authority to engage in domestic surveillances. 4 

CIA has prepared a draft letter to Senator Church releasing ", 
CiA employees from any obligations imposed upon them by CIA's : 
Secrecy Agreement (draft copy furnished the Legal Counsel 
Division). Prior to releasing the letter to Senator Church, 
{cra is having it reviewed by.” ‘they White House to determine if 
' they have any objections to it ar" vm fe son 
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of 
CIA anticipates that on ee employees of the Sena teas sont: 

§ Select Committee (SSC). Will have. direct access to CIA buildings - 
/ but will not have direct access to.@IA files or CIA p&rsfhne?.1975 32) 

Arrangements for the staff of the SSC to interview CIA personnel =, | 
| will be made through Mr. John Clarke. OE 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 

¥ ae LMR FE 

TIO a a eres 

Mr. James Wilderotter, Associate Deputy Attorney 
General, and Mr. John Warner, General Counsel, CIA, will 
have a meeting with the Counsel of the SSC on Tuesday, 
3/11/75, to work out precise wording for a Secrecy Agreement 
that all members of the SSC staff have agreed to sign. 

On 3/10/75 the staff of the SSC will convene to 
develop a list of requirements that they expect to levy on 
all agencies making up the Intelligence Community. Hopefully 
Mr. Clarke will have some information on these requirements 
prior to the time they are levied on the individual agencies. 

As a result of Mr. Colby's appearance before the 
House Government Information in Individual Rights Subcommittee, 
Government Operations Committee, 3/5/75, CIA is getting many, 
many, calls from Senators and Congressmen asking how they can 
find out whether CIA has a file on them and what its contents 

: are. Mr. Clarke noted that members of the Group should 
anticipate receiving similar calls from Congressmen. 287()) 

Mr. Hank Knocke, who heads up the CIA task force 
responsive to the Rockefeller Commission, advised that staff 
members of the Rockefeller Commission have been issued CIA 

3 , \badges, occupy CIA office space, and have authority to 
‘L. .-s|personally contact any CIA employee without clearing such 
| jcontact with CIA officials. In addition, the Rockefeller 

Commission staff employees have been granted access to CIA 
files. After reviewing these files, if the staff decides to 
make certain portions of the files a matter of official 
Commission business, CIA has a right to excise the names of 
any sensitive sources. In the event information contained in 

| these files originates with another Agency of the Government 
CIA has insisted and the staff concurs that the originating 
Agency must be consulted before such information can be 

- released to the staff. (yw) 

Mr. Knocke also advised that it is his understanding 
that both Mr. Kelley and Mr. Colby will receive in the mail 
snore a request from the Commission to prepare a joint 
esponse SA the activities of foreign intelligence officials 

in the U. S., é 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall oe x Geet 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

CONFIDENTIAL 
CIA as well as the rest of the Intelligence 

Community is concerned over requests received B¥ Morton 
Halperin under the Freedom of Information Act. Treasury, 
National Security Council, Defense Intelligence Agency, 
CIA, State Department and the Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB), have received requests from Halperin. 
According to Mr. Clarke, a meeting will be convened by the 
OMB involving. intereSted parties in an effort to coordinate 

r. Colby, in his role as the Director of 
Central Intelligence, is very concerned that in responding 

‘to Halperin's requests one Agency does not deny providing 
information to Halperin that another Agency expects to give 
Halperin. To date the Bureau has not received a request 
from Halperin under the Freedom of Information act KO) 

ACTION: 

For informatim and record purposes. 
a 
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"“" Agsistant Attorney General for Administration: March 7, 197 
get, 

‘ / Nicholas P. Callahan oO | 
syto/ Associaie a FE Se wsTudy V5 

Vocus BUGANERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO) AND. 
THE OFFICE DiXMANAGEMENT AND BUDGET (OMB) 
CONCESRING/ IN RELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
seen nctenntte: Leet Satine MEET Te i GET ee 

ay Sanpergteratieds= 1777... NG = onl | 

| On the afternoon of March 7, 1975, Mr. James F. Hoobler, : 

Director, Manazement Programs and Budget Ctaif, furnished a copy of a 

memorandam f7om GAD to the Deputy Director of the OMB which requested 

information conceriing appropriations, oxtlays and legislative authority 

for euch appropriations and expsnditures, “. 

_. With rogard to the FBI's Intelligence Division, a response 

was reqested concerning the amounts of budgat authority for fiscal years . 

1974 and 1875 and actual outlays for fissal year 1974; an indication of where 

in the Foderal budeet these amounts or any portion of them appear, any 

lanmiare in the budget witieh explains or incicates the purpoce or pirposes 

for whizh sich emounts will be spent; and the legislative authority for each ’ 

of the Hated exnronriations and exyepeitures. F 

aa rec 
, j 

3 The Wil does nr eive buiest authority or account for 

budget oxlays scecifically for internal security or intullisence aetivicies or 

for eny organizational comyonme handling sich riatiers, The FEI's bndgot 

request for funds to hundle internal sesunity or intalligonce matters cis’ sat 

fourth wucer the brdest - activity: "Ssc:wliy and Criminal Inve stisnitions, * 

Based cu maneeyer ‘willection sarvoys whica have been condicted, it is 

estiusted that ayorozvimeateiy 25 porecnt of the FRI's revorrees Go to suvrort 

activities under the sareevision of tie Intelligeate Diviaioa. li is estimated, 

therefore, that in the fissal year 1074 the rul"s bucwet avthority contamod : 

ands emountics to some Gai million and that it had orvflays.of sbout 303 million -F 

Assoc. Dir, af io saupurt thisa aetivties, The amos 66 ataised fa the FBI's budget authorisy ; 
op. AD Adn yo “ “ ate «@ OR ee a a S9ES me pa ge Sa Sates 

per Marios the Egcai year: 1910 is oiinates to be S163 mitten. LUMA pees 
acid J VI Bo Ager... eat | . . 

Aari nf ar hn ?, s . ieee “ ate 

ao a The porcgees for whieh these finds are exs.iea ATE SG ore 

Ext. Affars — $n, Juetitiertion eT wongin-: bdgst estimates cubwitved to the WORT ts 

ginal Filed a 00-922 
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Assistant Attorney General for Administration 

In the FBI's material for fiscal years 1974 and 1975 these purposes are 

set forth under the acction "Objective’ and they are captioned “Domestic 

Intellicence" and "Coordination and Dissemination of Security Data." 

Additional data is furnished in each of those years under the section "Status 

of Base Program" and is captioned "Internal Security Operations." 

: _ The legislative authority for the appropriation and expenditares 

for the fiscal year. 1974 is contained in the Departments of State, Justice, . 

. Commerce, and The Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriation Act, 1974 

= (Public Law 93-162). The legislative authority for fiscal year 1975 is - 
7 contained in the Appropriation Act for the same agencies (Public Law 93-433). . 

«4 , <q 

1 - Mr. 3 ames F.-Hoobler, Director oe 

Management Programs and Budget Staff — 

‘\ 1 |= Mr. Wannall - Enclosure 
| 1 - Mr. Mintz - Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Moore ~- Enclosure 

NOTE: The attached inquiry from GAO is being coordinated by the OMB. It 
was received by us from the Department at 1:14 p.m., 3/7/75, with a request 
that the information be furnished by the close of business the same date. 
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

ROUTE SLIB 

Take nocessary action CJ 
To Mr. Hoobler 

Approval or signature CI 

ars Comment J 

Pregace fely = 

Discuss with me UJ 

= For your informettion [J 

See remarks below 

FROM Jim Purcell 

REMARKS 

Mr. Hoobler: 

- Will you please provide the requested 
information indicated py Mr. Scantieburg's 
memo Of February 24 pertaining to the FBI. 
Item "8" which refers to the FBI Internal 
Security Division should be interpreted 
as the FBI's Intelligence Division. 

I would appreciate having this information, 
i£ possible, by close of business, today. 
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©. TED. STATES GENERAL ACCOUI. ‘2, “FICE _ 
rc 

{ 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 205413 | | . 

| : 
DIVISION OF FINANCIAL AND . , ; é 
GENERAL MAMAGEMENT STUDIES , | ‘ : 

( : 

: , ¢ | | FEB 24 1975 

Mx. Paul H. O'Neill 
: Deputy Director 

Office of Management and Budect 

~ 

Dear Mr. O'Neill:: 3 . at 

We have recently received a request from a Member of the Senate 
Budget Committee for our assistance in obtaining budget data with 
respect to various intelligence activities of the Federal Government. 
We have the budget data that is publicly available. However, as you are: 
avare, most of the requested information is not readily available and 

is usually provided to the Congress in limited briefings. We have 
discussed this matter with representatives of the Senate Budget Committee: 

and it is their desire to‘obtain the requested data by other than oral 
briefings. 

= ne 

¢ 

~ 

{fhe request involves amounts of budget au fe for fiscal years 

$974 and 1575 py eacu ut ihe Lollowlng agencics 

by each such agency during FY 1974. 

et ee See oe ~~ jn weno &} ¢) 0% 

1. Central SHeeacucé Agency 
‘ “ 

. e 

2. National Security Agency 

“+s, 3. “Defense Intelligence Agency 

4. Avmy Intelligence 

 §. Naval Intelligence 

6. Air Force Intelligence (including the National 
Reconnaissance Office) : 

7. State Department Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

8, Federal Bureau of Investigation Internal Security 

: Division 

i 
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9. Atoaic Enerpy Coumission Diviston of Inte ee | 

| 

‘ - oe ' 40. Yreasury Department Intellivence Division : 

| 
The Committce would also Like to know the following: 

‘ ; 

“Where in the federal budget does each or any portion 
of the above-mentioned amounts appear? Indicate to 

the closest possible Gesree of specificity, designating 

; such amounts by the accounts or Line itens, or combina- 
tions of accounts or Line items, under which the 

amounts are. included, and any language in the budget 
which explains or indicates the purposé or purposes 
for which such amounts will be spent. 

_ = 

eee 

"What is the legislative authority for each of the 
above-listed appropriations and expenditures?" 

We would appreciate your reviewing these items and responding at 
your earliest convenience. We have advised members of your staff of 
this request. We will be happy to work directly with your. staff to meet 
this congressional need. . To the extent that any of this information is 
not available, we will need, in writing, the legislative citations or 
precedents for not supplying the data. - 3 
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TO. 

FROM 

\unyeer: 

Grohe sceUNG 10° * “so10-106 oo 4 Lied e 

UNITED STAT ES iin \ : <a 

3 ‘a oe a: rf 

4 Dep. Memorandum baer | 
‘ 

4 fir Ve Gomp aT 

CALLAHAN DATE: 3/ 1 4 [Dyers : 
— Gen. Inv, 

Wh ALY. YHPORUAT TOM oan tes ag ‘ . Ident. 5a re wn 

J. B, ADAMS HERRIN ISUNCLASSEPIFD = Rat 
DATE II- - BY i wa Laboratery 

a aaa Inv. PONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY Ls, 

“oensifud bw VS ) 
Mrs Teyagked that in connection with iitave t stimony 

we prepare two papers“One is to be a dissertation about our procedures rior .: 
in opening and closing domestic security cases, including the application FS 
of criteria for opening such cases end determining how long the cases 
should remain in a pending status(QThe second paper is to involve the 
jurisdiction of the President to authorize unusual investigative techniques 
in foreign intelligence investigations such as wiretaps, microphones 
and surreptitious entries. This should include a definition of his 
Constitutional powers and the derivative author ity invested in the Attorney 
General and the FBI. 

in connection with these two papers, it is desired that there be 
coordination between the Intelligence Division, Legal Counsel Division 
and writers in the External Affairs Division, who should participate in the 
basic research and discussions and prepare ‘the final paper cutlining the 
research and analysis of the other two divisions. 

Mr, Kelley's purpose is to have papers available on various topics 
such as this which reduce technical dissertations to a style which can be 
used for argumentative purposes in an easily understood form. The types 
of questions he receives generally do not require a highly technical response 
but a concise presentation of the issues involved and the propriety of our 
procedurés. 
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‘ / “UNITED STATES C WWERNMENT 
Dep. AD Inv. 

% : Admin, —_ 

; ‘ Comp. Syst. 

TO : Mr. J. B. Adams pate: 3-6-75 erin 

Legal Counsel \ ooh ALY, IHPORMATEGS ene — es FROM ega ounse COs? epee on 

: -y (j a | oe IS UNCLASSIRIED tall See I 

DATE M7200 _BYSZ-Z At re 
\ 2 ty) 4 Wm fae 1. (| sunject/AHOUSE GOVERNMENT INFORMATION IN 

To INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTEE ~~ _Tesnig age 
7. THE/GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE Telephone tl 

OPT ape eg, aoe Director Sec’y __ b- ING, MARCH. 5. 10"e 
ON ia ‘Sekec wield goes Aetitice Pulp 
7 S ae 7 “Seite Thisn st Cog Mn tee. eu, whe “py Congresswoman Bella S. v 
i oS me ‘Abzug (D-N.Y.) convened on March 5th to hear testimony from Director of . 
An “Othe CIA, William E. Colby. It was brought out at the hearing that the W 
& “OD | iCentral Intelligence Agency had furnished information in their files pertaining ze 
aos ito Congresswoman Abzug the previous evening, March 4th, with the exception S af 
~ . 140f information which could not be disclosed without compromising a sensitive = ~ 
4 ee : ‘ ‘ ; ; iL ‘ 
ee jsource or intelligence gathering procedure. Director Colby also advised ' 

2 ~ 3Congresswoman Abzug in response to her inquiry that the source of some = aw 
< . -S fitems that she was in receipt of had been concealed because it was from = 
\ ‘ze. another agency. ‘Colby did not disclose the identity of that agency. ae 
st ot | it 

43. \ Congresswoman Abzug asked Colby, and he agreed to aa 
Ji . }eommunicate with that agency and have them contact Congresswoman Abzug /7., 
se ee (concerning the aforementioned information. By way of background according / ft i 
ot = {to a memorandum captioned "Bella S. Abzug (D-N.Y.)," dated 3-4-75, the vf 
6] \ jCIA asked for and received permission from this Bureau to release the PART aE a3 
pe ;contents of unclassified reports furnished the CIA by the FBI and could be 
&i ,  tfurnished by the CIA to Congresswoman Abzug. From the remarks made 
= ‘by Director Coloy, it would appear that the topic of discussion between 

“~Iy 7 Congresswoman Abzug and Director Colby pertained to these documents 
« + » jand that we can expect some communication from the CIA in accordance 

oe mit Congresswoman Abzug's request. | 
Puls “hes SE ee be ) 4 

FE , 

During the question and answer See of Director Colby’ Ss 
lesion, Director Colby stated that the CIA would obtain information 

_ pertaining to American citizens in only two instances in the future. (1) Infor- 
~ Ination developed incidental to their surveillance of a foreign targets Ratkeugeomn peentameat 

: - 
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Legal Counsel to J. B. Adams Memo 
Re: HOUSE GOVERNMENT INFORMATION IN 

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTER 

(2) Investigations conducted pursuant to FBI requests. He was asked 
what the CIA's response would be to an improper request for investigation 
concerning American citizens. He indicated that they would refuse such 

a request and had done so in the past. The implication being from the 
context of the question that the FBI had made an improper request of 
the CIA. 

In view of the wide scope of authority enjoyed by 
Congresswoman Abzug's Committee and the realistic expectation the 
FBI will have to testify before this Committee, it would be to our advantage 
for the Intelligence Division, through liaison, with the Central Intelligence 
Agency to obtain a transcript of this Committee hearing so that same 
might be reviewed and possible questions contained therein concerning 
FBI investigations be analyzed and responses prepared. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Intelligence Division take action in line with the above. 
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: mi} (Indicate page, name of 
To Hunt Bom bers rS : =) / newspaper, city and rath 

a week a= 4.3 weed Mees eis at Pe. 4 a 

The Star Beacon > 

qe * Herey we go< oagain. gs ee, a a a Le 

i} i ° The bombing of a State Departrnent 7 : a ‘a ~S 
| restroom and followup phone call from, DLn S {4 : a << ao | MK, 
| someone calling itself the “Weather Un-. ae x 3 . 
| derground” } is reminiscent of times past. ' Many of these congressmen and sen- £) 

. ators knew bloody well what these agel- — ‘ 
The bombers are apparently protest- ‘bies were doing in years past, but nev E ~ 

ing any economic aid to non-Communists raiseda whisper, let alone a howl. Novi Ne 
‘| in South Vietnam and Cambodia. _ - with home-grown terrorism seemingly — R 
| ; behind us, the legislators play dumb . 

There’ sa oertaind irony in the t iuming.: and feign ‘shock or outrage over what 
Bi At the very moment the CIA and FBlare. they call “disturbing revelations.” =. —— 2 

being raked over the coals by self-right- eee . 
‘{ @ous members of Congress, a radical Pena, the You can bet ifa bomb went off in the i 
. te like the Ones under surveillance Senate. or House charnbers, Congress. — k * 

sta — and early is Pus olf | I lwould call out the FBI, CIA and any other y 
ar Pee +b. agency versed in intelligence gathering. . 

We wouldn't blame the FBI fortum = com ee 
ing the investigation of the latest bomb- What's. more, the legislators would. ss 
ing over to the congressional committee !wonder why the FBI and CIA couldnt. yg Rowley 
investigating government surveillance. itnmediately produce the 10 oS me ae 

| Let the legislators handle it. _ Suspects, | “ Miscellaneous 

Some measure of auieinuness must “Where’s your sur veillance mechan- ee 
ke maintained over agencies like the ism,”somesenatorwoulddemand. | ¢. | Public relation 

e ie end CIA. The repugnant aspect qf | % sification: Matters 
[ || What we have, folks, is Congress at I : : 

ib all is congressmen leading the media lishypocritical worst. A appitting office: Cleveland 
handwag gon toroasttheagencies. : |_] Being Investigated 

| : Lo! ie SIs" 4. 
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SENSTUDY 75 * Spec. Inv. 

Training 

Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec’y —__ 

This memorandum reports the results of a meeting of 
the Executive Committee of the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on 
Congressional Review of the Intelligence Community, (hereafter 
referred to as the Group), held at CIA Headquarters on the even- 
ing of 3/20/75. 

This meeting was chaired by Mr. Colby in his role as 
the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI). In attendance were 
Mr. Philip Buchen, Counsel to the President; Deputy AG Laurence 
Silberman; Associate Deputy AG James Wilderotter; Mr, John 
Clarke, Associate Deputy to the DCI, as well as officials from ;,, 
Defense, Treasury and the Energy Research and Development AL 
Administration (formerly the Atomic Energy Commission). 

The meeting was called to have all agencies identify 

of which was arguable, and (3) Types of information that could 
be disclosed to Congressional Committees. The FBI was asked to 
lead off the presentation. The Group was informed that we were 
reluctant to discuss sensitive matters in such a large group 
jand we asked that the Group be reduced to a select few people 
who would have to have knowledge of sensitive FBI operations. 
After some discussion, the White House agreed this was a good 
procedure and it now appears that Mr. Buchen of the White House, 
one of his associates and probably Mr. Silberman will arrange 
at some future date to discuss the sensitive type information 
embraced in the above three questions. No definite date was 
set for this review and presumably either Mr. Clarke's office 
or Mr. Silberman will be im contact with the Bureau regaidi 
this, = . f ee 

Enclosed herewith is a paper prepared by Mr,. Clarke 
which attempts to outline a course the DCI can take“¥#*coordinating 
inquiries from the Senate and House Select Committees. Although 

cia APR 9 1976 

Enclosure pore CEE GE, 
WOC :ebe i°' : 
(17) < CONTINUED - OVER, 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall ; 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 : 

this paper was on the agenda for this meeting, it was never 
discussed because of the length of meeting, concluding at 
approximately 8:30 p.m. Following the meeting, Assistant 
Director Mintz and Mr. Cregar had a discussion with Mr. Wilderotter,. 
During this discussion Mr. Mintz pointed out to Mr. Wilderotter 
that it was imperative that this Executive Committee clearly |. 
define how résponses” to the Select Committees would be coordinated 
and how matters dealing with policy would”! be cleared with the——~ 
White House. Mr. Wilderotter described the following procedure. 
All questions received by agencies of the Intelligence Community 
from Select Committees would be furnished to Mr. Clarke, As a 
matter of fact, Mr. Wilderotter advised a copy of the questions 
received by the Department from the Senate Select Committee 
requiring responses from the FBI had already been turned over to 
Mr. Clarke by Mr. Wilderotter. Upon receipt of a copy of such 
questions, Mr. Clarke would review them and attempt to identify 
which questions involve policy matters of interest to the White 
House. He would then inform all agencies involved in such a 
response that such a question involved policy. Those agencies 
would be obliged to discuss the response between themselves and. 
arrive at a coordinated answer. That answer would then be 
furnished to Mr. Clarke who would in turn make a decision“as to 
whether it should go forward to the White House forresolution, 
Answers to questions which did not involve policy matters would 
also have to be furnished to Mr. Clarke to insure that there was 
some coordinating mechanism in the Community and to insure that this 
mechanism was in possession of all questions and all answers which 
might be provided the Select Committees. 

Mr. Mintz made it quite clear to Mr. Wilderotter that 
this was not the Bureau's understanding of how the coordination 
process would work and was of the belief that no other agency 
represented on the Executive Committee was aware of this procedure, 
Mr. Wilderotter was asked to develop such a procedure for pre- 
sentation to the Group to imure everybody was in agreement as to 
how this process would work, 

On the morning of 3/21/75, Mr. Clarke advised that 
as a result of the meeting during the evening of 3/20/75 he was 
completely confused and was at a loss as to how the coordination 
process was going to work. He advised Mr. Cregar that he would 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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‘the tremendous amount of information that will be required 

ee Page 16 

Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

attempt to get some clarification and hopefully be in a 
position to provide some information as to how the White House, 
Mr. Silberman and Mr. Wilderotter wanted to proceed. 

It is the opinion of both Mr, Mintz and Mr. Wannall 
that the Bureau must immediately set up a Task Force to handle 

from the FBI, including the coordination of our responses with 
other agencies who might be involved in such an answer, as well 
as to insure that both the Department of Justice and the White 
House are fully informed. We can anticipate very short deadlines 
and requests for information that are not readily retrievable 
from Bureau records without considerable research involving 
several divisions :in' the Bureau, 

ACTION: 

That aXTask Force be immediately created within the 
Bureau to facili’ ate the collation of information as well as 
the coordination of such information” responsive to the requests 
we can ever ae receiving from Select Committees of _the Congress. 
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INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY STAFF 

‘ 20 March 1975 
~ 

no wy 

this represents a working paper, It attempts 

to outline a course the DCI can take in dealing 
with the Senate/House Select Committees' 
inquiries. The details herein have not yet 
been discussed or coordinated with representa- 

~ tives of the Ad Hoc Group of USIB. 
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A. RESPONSIBILITIES AND SUPPORT } Ve 3 . 

In treating with Congressional inquiries, the Director of Central 
Intelligence will provide leadership to the Intelligence Community. 

The Associate Deputy to the DCI for the Intelligence Community, 

supported by the Intelligence Community Staff, will provide the 
principal staff direction and congressional liaison for the DCI in these 
matters. He will serve as a focal point for coordination among Community 
entities and assure communication with the Executive Office as appropriate. 

The IC Staff with the assistance of. USIB-Agencies_will provide legal, 

! security, substantive, and registry support structured so as to assure pea ae 
| __ “appropriate support to the DCI and the Intelligence Community. ' The: 

AD/DCI/iC will chair an Ad Hoc Coordinating Group of USIB as a 

| principal mechanism for exchanging information and coordinating USIB 

pS activities with respect to the inquiry where needed. The AD/DCI/IC and 
the USIB Ad Hoc Coordinating Group will establish periodic and special _ 

time sensitive reporting to keep the DCI, the USIB principals, andinvolved - >= 
Executive Branch agencies advised on USIB Agencies! liaison relationships 
with the Select Committees and on substantive exchanges in response to 

Select Committee inaniries, Where nseful, cnmmon standards and procedures 

will be developed by the USIB Ad Hoc Coordinating Group. 

B. COORDINATION 

1. Physical security is proceeding well. The Chairman of the Security 
aa Committee of USIB has been assigned as the principal Intelligence Community 
| officer on physical security and clearance matters. Agreements have been 

reached with the Senate Select Committee on physical security standards. 

These standards have been provided to the House Select Committee Staff. 
The Senate has arranged for central facilities which meet the physical 

security standards and has appointed a full-time security officer who will - 
provide certification of personnel clearances. The House at the present 

fime is not planning central facilities and we understand Se be dispersed 
in at least three different locations. | 

‘Discussion of classified information will occur outside of the - 
security-approved Committee rooms-and particularly in the offices of the 

members of the Select Committee, Agreement has been reached that the FBI 
will approach the House and Senate Staff Directors and offer technical sweep 
services for the Congressional offices involved. 
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2. Personnel security investigations on Select Committee Staff are 
under way by the FBI. It is understood that upon completion of Staff 
investigations, the Select Committee Chairman will-certify to the DCI 

the Top Secret clearances of Committee Staff. The DCI, through his 
Intelligence Community Staff, will pass along the certification to the 
security elements of the respective agencies. Compartmented clearance 
arrangements and certification also have been agreed with the Senate Select 

-Committee Staff. Similar arrangements have been SNe with the House 

Select ee Staff. - 

¢ 
° 

3. Secrecy agreements for the Senate Select Committee Staff employees <-' 
are being drafted and the AD/DCI/IC, supported by the CIA General Counsel 

and the Associate Deputy Attorney General, will negotiate similar arrange- 

ments with the House. The DCI policy is to insist upon secrecy agreements. 

4, Arrangements will be established by the USIB Ad Hoc Coordinating 
Group for the recording of documents, testimony and transcripts, and for 

procedures to protect sources and methods which may be contained in the 
maintcxyial flowing to the Seleci Cotmuiliees fruniall aycucics. A cenirai 
index service will be provided by the Intelligence Community Staff to serve 
the DCI and USIB Agencies. The following describes the general content 

of this central index. 

a. All requests received a USIB RECRGIES: from the Select +-—~ 

Committees. 

b.. All other communications from Select Committees on subject 1 

of interest to more than one agency. : 

c. Reports and responses by othér non-intelligence elements of the 

Executive Branch (if desired by those elements). 

d. Identification of document responses provided.to- the requests _ - 
and listing of subjects covered, 

e. Prepared statements and transcripts of testimony made to_ . 
Select Committees. | . 4 a | “ 

-f, Selective material released or'denied under the Freedom of 7 

Information legislation which relates to subjects of interest to the 
Select Committees: 
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Under this concept, all USIB Agencies would have a re orting 

responsibility to keep the central index current. Procedures will be 

developed. All agencies would retain responsibility for the physical 
" possession and accessibility of their documents. The third agency rule 

will apply in providing documents to the Select Committees. 

CC. PROTECTION AND HANDLING OF MATERIALS ~  _. 

1, -It is suggested that in general there are four levels of security 

_ applied to documents supplied to the Committees. 

a. The bulk of historical data, organizational directives, budgets 

cash flow, command and control procedures, etc. should be made available 
~ «~~ to the-Gommittees on request and transmitted by the agencies comcerned: ~~77>~ 

directly to the Select Committees. This material will be under the control 

| of the Select Committees. It should be properly classified as appropriate 

! to assure downgrading under the Freedom of Information Act is consistent 

with the judgment of the originating agency. The agencies will inform the 
central registry of the IC Staff of such transmissions and provide a 

description of the materials. The record file will be maintained by the 
originating agency so that it may be retrieved if necessary for use by 

(egeneet ee re 

b. A second level of material will involve more sensitive data where 
sanitization or compartmented arrangements may be desired. Agencies wilt 

be responsible for these determinations. The IC Staff and the USIB Security 

Committee will develop general guidelines for application of sanitization 
‘procedures. Emphasis will be placed on protecting sources and methods 

while providing meaningful response and documentation to the Select 
Committees. The record copy of all such material will be available in the 
originating agencies. The existence of the , Original file and its “sanitized 

version dH and location will be recorded with the registry. Keys to sanitized 
gh, ee ae er re ee sa nenmenten thiamin nt A 

versions will be held by the agencies “concerned. 
wer ee oe TTI 

ate Pema 

tae OE cee ind Re SEN Ma 9 he Ay ate ER Fie tetra: | aha eee A ee 

c. A third type Sf material will be ace available to Select 

Committee members or staff at the originating agency or if desirable at 

a central point to be determined. (Facilities for a central reading room 

can be established by the IC Staff, if desired. ) This material would be 

provided in the presence of an authorized representative of the originating 
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agency. These "fondling" files may have specific limiations placed upon 
them by the agencies concerned. Where such search limitations are 
determined, they should be consistent with the agreements contained in the 

DCI letter to Senator Ghurch or with ground rules agreed among responsible 

agencies or with the-Select Committees. The Ad Hoc Coordinating Group 
provides one forum for such determinations where interagency discussions 

are useful. | ag o zs 

—--- \(& fourth type of material for numerous reasons will not be = os 

available to Select Committee Staff in its raw form, e.g., memoranda to 

_or from the President, especially sensitive matters where Executive Branch ' 
prerogatives are involved. This material can be used to prepare briefs or 

provide briefings to Select Cornmittee Staff or members bur specific 

documentations normally will not be provided. If such briefs or briefings 
-do not satisfy the Select Committees, negotiations will be undertaken with 

ee 
eg eer if after negotiations there is provision of oom data, such data 

e hand-carried to the Committees and read by the Committee c or 
| ESTE PSTHREFS TH TRS See aenne BF Saath of an autho rized representative ve of the 

cetacean Wit tr etn dit ~ ate ae, ire Bin en MoMA 2 oy WE 

Originating agency a aS ‘Tn c. above, “This shall be ede a matter of record 

: By Memorandum “of the originating agency to the DCI and recorded in the 

IC registry along with the ground rules negotiated with the committees 
and the agencies in their negotiations. These ground rules will normally 

be an agenda item on the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group agenda. 

2. Testimony given in informal interview with Select Committee Staff 

will be recorded normally in a memorandum of record and filed in the agency 

concerned. Employees not wishing to report such testimony are free from 

doing so. Notification will be given to the IC central index of the existence 
of the file, its location and access rules. - To the degree possible, the 

registry will cross-reference all materials provided the Committees and wili ; 

prepare current reports on such materials. | 

D. LEGAL SUPPORT AND QUALITY CONTROLS 

1. The Intelligence Community Staff has several lawyers who will be 

assigned to provide support to legal matters relating to this inquiry. The 

leader of this group will be expected to have regular consultation with the 
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oe We can anticipate the Select Committees will have 40-50 staff 

5 i a” 

- 

General Counsels of all USIB Agencies and the Department of Justice, 

the NSC, the OMB, and other Executive Branch elements involved in the 

inquiry. Since the inquiry can résult in the introduction of legislation, 

the IC Staff lawyers will also provide to the DCI appropriate legal briefs 

for his use. The recording of these briefs will also be made by the. 
central index. The lawyers will also assist the DCI and USIB in ensuring 
that the Select Committees' procedures are developed in consideration 

of the legal and constitutional position of the USIB agencies and employees 
es 

‘ personne] involved in the inquiries and that they will normally proceed 

directly to the agencies concerned within their functional areas of interest. 
Cross agency activity coordination and substantive comparisons will occur 

within the Select Committees! staffs.. It is in the interest of the USIB | Ww‘: _. 
Agencies to assure equally good coordination between and among the . 

members and Executive Branch elements as appropriate in the material , oe 

and testimony provided and that a general quality control of the product 

is exercised. The Ad Hoc Coordinating Group provides the forum for keeping 

USIB Agencies informed on responses provided in the course of the inquiry 

and avoiding surprise. Further, the IC Staff will establish a small quality - 

control and evaluative function and be alert to the indicators available as 

the investigations proceed of potential actions or further inquiries that could 

derive from materials or testimony provided by the various agencies. . 

3. There will be a range of 'skeletons" and allegations which may 

surface in the course of the inquiry. USIB Agencies will seek to assure that 
all the facts are found and addressed so as to be responsive to the Select 

Committee inquiry and in consideration of the Administration. 

BE. ALLEGATIONS AND PUBLICITY 

1. The nature of the investigation will undoubtedly continue to afford 
considerable public discourse. Many press allegations will cause further — 

oaPe ion, 

inguiry. A system to check the » ¥eracity of such allegations should ‘be : 

éstablished by each USIB . Agency. The IC Staff will also undertake to . 
monitor press allegations and arene them with the agencies involved 
as appropriate. 

u 
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2. Senator Church intends to provide the press with commentary on 
selective testimony or facts pertaining to the inquiry. He has advised that 
he will clear with the Director these releases to avoid inadvertent disclosure 

harmful to U.S, intelligence agencies. Review of such releases will be 
undertaken by the IC Staff in concert with appropriate agencies. 

t . 

3. In preparing statements or testimony to be given in open or closed. 
hearings, senior intelligence officials should-avail themselves of all 
prévious related testimony or muster iat furnished by ornee sources. 

4, The DCI, through his IC Staff, wall assure regular ee with 
Executive Branch agencies on press matters and take steps to fostér good 
communication between USIB entities and political officials. 

Notification of all inquiries from press officials to intelligence 
agencies concemed should be provided to the IC Staff and a record of these 

ce eRe er ge ee eam oes 

inquiries maintained in vale central registry. ast : | 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN, REG, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES G 

i. 5030-106 > 

ices 2 ee Adm. 

Memorandum 1 - Mr. N.P. Callahan = 
1 —- Mr. J.B. Adams 

Comp. Syst. 

y ‘\ Ext. Affairs __ 

TO ° Mr e W. R e Wannall whe TH DATE: March 27 3 1975 Files & Com. __ 

Gen. Inv. 

p 1 - Each Assistant.Director,...; + ectio From: W.o,\tvegar Csi 
1 ~ Mr. W.O. Cregar Eaberstery Iv 2 7 Plan. & Evol. — 

a Spec. Inv. 
SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 75 ae 

Legal Coun. - 
weet we 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Director Sec’y __ 

This memorandum is responsive to a request by the 
Director, that is, "It appears we are gearing ourselves to tial 
quick responses--why can't we get an agreement as to a Cyst 
reasonable response time?" bt 

tN EG i mie 
Memorandum W.O. Cregar to Mr. W.R. Wannall, dated 

3/21/75, captioned as above, described in considerable detail 
problems concerned with coordinating responses to the Select 
Committees of Congress. One of the significant problems is A 
the very short deadlines we anticipate receiving from the fi 
select Committees. 

Responsive to the Director's question, should we 
get unreasonable deadlines from the Select Committees 
requiring extensive file reviews, our legislative liaison 
will personally contact Senator Church or Congressman Nedzi, 
pointing out £9 oe em, ge problems -attendant to the short 
deadline and poktuosenric. an extension in order that we may 
be completely responsive to their requests. 

ACTION: REC-28 2-639 8- 

For the Director's information. 
wae PSS Beatson: 

WOC :bew . | 
17 Cae oes \or f Yim 

vet f 

PPO pmeremi Baee 

U 7 
"2 APR & 1978 
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DIRECTOR se 9 7 9 

- - Sederal Bureau of Jnvestigation 

United States Departiuent of Dusiice 

Washiugtan, B. C,. 

- August 24, 1936. 

4 v 
iv e 

| Ro 
| oO 

. This morning, in accordance with the request of the President 
conveyed to me personally by him last Wednesday in New York City, i called 

at the White House at 9:15 and was with the President until 10:15. 

. He was Gesirous of discussing the question of the subversive 
activities in the United States, particularly Fascism and Commutiisu. He 
had previously received the memorandum which I had prepared covering ny 

‘gonversation with General Smedley Butler and the effort of Father Coughlin 
‘to have GeneralySutler head an exoedition to Mexico. I informed the President 

concerning certain recent develooments in the Commmist activities in the 

‘country, particularly the efforts of the Bridges organization in Sen Fran- 

cisco and their progressive control of the shipping on the Pacific Coast, 

the Gulf Coast and their'recent expansion to shippiag operations on the 

. ASlomtis-Ssast. -I told wim that while*their contreet wiil expire on 

September 30, 1936, they are endeavoring to have it temporarily extended 

until April 1, 1937, in order to conform to the same date that tne United 
‘Mine Workers' contract expires, which organization is headed by John L. 
Lewls. I told-him that the Bridges organization was practically controlled 

: by Communists and that the Communists had now decided to make very cefinite 
' plans to get control of the Lewis organization. 

I called his attention to the activities of the Newspaper Guild 

headed by Heywood Broun, which has strong Communistic leanings, and which | 

has been responsible for putting out of operation the Seattle Post Invel- 

ligencer. I told him that my information was that the Communists had plarned 

to get control of these three groups and by doing so they would be able at 
any time to paralyze the’ country in that they could stop all shipping in 

. and out through the Bridges organization; stop the operation of industry 

through the Mining Union of Lewis; and stop publication of any newspapers 
of tae country tarough the Newspaper Guild. 3 

I also related to him the activities which have recently oc- 
‘eurred within Governmental service inspired by Commnists, particuiarly 

in some of the Departments and in the National Labor Relations Soard. 
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CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM = 2 S~24~—36 

I likewise informed him that I had received information to the 
effect that the Communist Internationale in Moscow has recently issued 
structions for all Communists in the United States to vote for Presiden 
Roosevelt for reelection and against Governor Landon because of the fac 
that Governor Landon is opposed to class warfare. 

3a 

ai 
: 
ww 

The President stated that he had been considerably concerned 
about the movements of the Communists and of Fascism in tae United States 
and that while the Secret Service of the Treasury Department hed assured 

-him that they had informants in every Communist group, he believed that 
LZ that was true it was solely for the purpose of getting any information 
upon plots woon his life, whereas what he was interested in was obtaining 
a broad picture of the general movement and its activities as may afrect the 
economic and political life of the comtry as a whole. I told him that there 
is ab the present time no governmental organization which is getting any 
So-called "general intelligence information" upon this subject. He inquired 
what suggestions 1 mignt orrer relative to this matter. 2 toia uim tows 
the approoriation of the Federal Bureau of Investigation contains a provi- 
Sion that it might investigate any matters referred to it by the Department 
of State and that if the State Department should ask Tor us to conduct sucn 
an lnvestivation we could to so under ow: bresent aeons in the agora. 
priation already ¢ reanted. He stated that he is reluctant to have a form 
request come piseaes the State Department because of the many leaks therein, 
‘but that what he would do would be to put a handwritten memorandum of his 
own in his safe in the | White House, spating te had 3 instructed the Secretary. 

ree ee ere ee easacsent — 

ee Oe Sertareire 

te gree ent 

Justice. He ee = cat ae oe Ssenceay of State at ine ate aeeka 
tomorrow afternoon, and asked me to call at the White House at 1:45 p.n. i 
to see him, the President, and the Secretary of State, at which time the 
matter could be further discussed and an oral request could be made of ne 
by the Secretary of State for investigation so as to avoid any possibility 
of any leak. 

He suggested that I endeavor to coordinate any investigation 
along similar lines which might be made by the Military or Naval Intelligence 
pervices. He stated that the Secret Service was not being brought in on this 
investigation as they should confine themselves strictly to the matter of 
protecting his life and the survey which he eee to have made was on a 
much broader field. 

John Edgar Hoover. 
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Bederal Burran of duuesitgetion 

“United States Dopariment of Bustice 

Washingion, B. @. 

August 25, 1936. oe 

O 
foday, in line with the request of the President, I called at tne 

White House at 1:45 o.m., and present at the conference were the President, 
the Secretary of State and myself. The President related to the Secretary of 
State his concern relative to Communist activities in this country, as well as 

tFascist activities. He stated that he was very desirous of having a survey 
made of these conditions and informed the Secretary of State that this survey 
could be made by the Department of Justice if the Secretary of State oo 
the Department to conduct the inquiry, as woder the Appropriation Act thi 
Bureau would have authority to make such investigation if asked to do so By 
the Secretery of State. The President pointed out that both of these move- 
ments were international in scope and that Communism particularly was directed 
from Moscow, and that there had been certain indications that Qumansky, at- 
tached to the Russian Soviet Embassy, was a leading figure in some of the 
activities in this country, so consequently, it was a matter which reli witarn 
the scose of foreign affairs over which the State Department would have a rigct 
to request an inguiry to be made. 

tie mede 3 A . mise or oe <n “Sey — witha = oy rt mn 

re ve 2 a wane, ete ae Tx Bola wt hee oeNF  daekaAterwy ahead 
a oy "SEL 

weiting. The Pre 5 idex ince icated that it should not oe since he desired the 
matter to be handled quite confidentially and that it would be sufficient thar 
the President, the Secretary of State and I should be the ones aware of this 
request. 

The Secretary of State asked that the investigation be made and then 
made several suggestions - cone, relative to the making of a protest, either 
formally or infornally, to the Russian Government relative to its interference 
with affairs in this country. Discussion was also had as to the information 
obtained indicating that the Third Internationale had indicated preference Yor 
Roosevelt as against Landon. It was the opinion of the President that some 
Statement should be made along this line by the Attorney General at an early 
date. The President asked that I speak to the Attorney General, woon his re- 
turn to the clty, aoout this matter, and he suggested to the Secretary of 
tate that he talk over the technique to ee followed in this particular aspect 

with the Attorney Veneral. 

d John Edgar Hoover. 
Fa 
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"MEMORANDUM FOR THR DIRECTOR, FEDERAL | 
: i 

‘BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION = ba . 

i oe shasdien ~ 5 . e0 | | = 7 ® ee 3 

een Seca es ee Although the bulk of criminal offenses occurring : 
. eins . : 

in the course of recent riots have been local rather 

than foderval jn nature. the question 4s to wnhetner 

there was an ree tion which (2) had. made advanced 
Dians for, and (b) 3 was active during any of the riots 
in the summer orf LOOT is one that cannot always be 

: readily resolved by local authorities. In view of the 

seriousness or the riot activity across the country. 

» 

xa ite 

19 

ee ent ar det bet xt 

= it is most important that you use the maximum available 

_* "pesources, investigative and intelligence, to collect | 
a and revort all facts bearing upon one question 25 to 

. . nee there has been or is a scheme or conspiracy dy 

any group of whatever size, effectiveness or affiliation, . 

. to plan, vromote or aggravate riot activity. — | 

7. | _ In this connection the following federal 

_- . “gould be apolicable depending, of course, upon 
| penne that devel Lops: aah oo 

oo os  PEtle 18, USC, " Section '2383, which proscribes 

oe the inciting or engaging in any rebellion or 
insurrection against the autnorlvy or tne 

“United states. 

238, which proserti ie ‘Title 18, USC, Section pes 
conspiring to overvhrow or co destroy by force 

- | . the Government of thé United States or ‘to 

= ‘oppose by force the authority thereor or oy 

a: ) -force to prevent, hinder or delay the execuvion 

.of any law of the United States. Ze 

» 
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‘alert to this proodlem and ‘is currently submitting intelli 

presently know about. We must recognize, I believe, th 
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Title 18, USC, Section 2385, which proscribes, ~ 
‘inter adie, advocacy of overthrowing the 
Government of the United Jtates or the Govern- 
‘ment of any state, territcry, District or , 
possession thereof. or the Government of any | ; 
political ‘subddivision therein by’ force or 
violence. 

Activities Affecting Armed 4 Forces, 181 USC 2388 

“. Selective Service, 50 USC {App.) 462 

Travel and Interstate, Transportation, 
18 USC 1952 fArson) eee CS 
18 USC 831 ~33 (E explos3 ive) Bayes | 

~-, 

Assault and Killing of Federal per ieebs and : 
Employees, 18 USC i. 1i4 and 2231 . * | 3 

Destruction Of Government Property> 18 usc 3361 et al. 

Federal Firearms Act, 15 USC g01- 909° 

Crimes on Federal Re servations , 18 USC Aas 81 et al. 

I appreciate that the Bureau has eonstanely been 
I 

2 
gence reoorts to us about riots and about the activity of 
certain groups and individuals before, during and after 
a yriot. Indeed, the President nes said both publicly and 
privately thet the FBI is conducting extensive and comprenen- 
Sive pO Senos ears of these matters. 

‘There persists, however, a, widespread belief that 
there is more organized activity in the riots than we F 

24 

this is a relatively new area of investigation and int el 
gence reporting for the FBI and the epartment of Justic 
We have not heretofore had to deal with the possibility 
of an organized pattern of violence, constituting a, 
violation of federal law, by a group of persons who make 
the urban ghetto their base.of operation and whose 
activities may not have been” regularly Se by 
ewes cee nee sources.: — : 

ces, we must be certain that 
e to get all information 

3; to take every step possiole 

In these circums 

every attemot is being: m2 

bearing upon these prob le: YY s 
hii - 
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to det ermine whether the rioting is pre-planned or 
'- organized: and, if so, to determine the identity of 

.. the people and interests. involved; and to deter this 

fe Snes by prompt and vigorous legal action. , 

“As a part of the pred investigation which must 
necessarily be conducted, it is requested that all 
available information be reported and analyzed regard- 

- .. - = ~ting each sniper caught in any riot or extremist 
ae activity and regarding those arrested during the course 

_ of a riot or significant racial disturbances who were 
* .. not.residents of the general area. ‘Moreover, sources 

'. or informants in black nationalist organizations, SNCC 
and other less publicized groups should be developed 
and expanded to determine the size and purpose of these 
groups and ae relationship to otner groups, and also 
to determine the whereabouts _ of persons. whe-might-be———~ 

= = » ee ana a = io 1 radeeh che Bit “dnstigncine SOS oC ole oY 4A es a ee 
» 

"low rederal Taw. Furtner, we née SSQTEO INVEST EATS Polly 
rieestions of consviratorial activity thatcome to our 
attention from outside sources such as those revorted 

a . rogarding Newark in Life Magazine for July 22, 1967, 
‘. and those reece pine the Detroit riot which were furnished 

o the Department by Walter Sheridan of the National 
roadeasting Company (summary of latter is ava: 

. ” . 
* - a. * *- 
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ie gee Se Attorney General 
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“DERECTIVE OF TRE ¥RESTDENT OF TNE UNITED STATES 

DECERBER 15, 1953 a 

& 

| Con September 6, 1939, Jamnary 8, 1943, and July 24 
L950, Preside ntial Directives weve issued requesting ali eaenforco~ 
tent officers, bot th Federal and State, to report promptly alk 
information relating to espionage, sabotage, subversive activities 
Had <clated matters to the nearest field representative of the 
Federal Buxeau of Investigation, : 

| "he Federal Bureau of Investigation is charged with 
investigating 21ll violations of the Atomic Buergy ACt, INCIUAGINE 
the iilegal export or import of fissionable material, the Jilegal 
possession or transportation of poeta ine material anda the . 
Si Leora production, transt¢ *, or POSE ssion of any eauanment or 

- : owt? ~ ~ aw” gt ee “em ee - a 2 “4 3 - 

they De < Ci x, oe one wk = iste 2 us oslo } able Hit’: C2 ZS mle mL ox nn SOU Aa ee. Ne Cis y 3 be y+ ous ie Te, Loo 

Weepon., biiseienabic material’ means plutonium, uraniumeZad or 
other, material which the Atomic Energy heen yee hes determined 
to be capabie of releasing substantial cuantities. of energy through 
nucle ax ehein reaction, JI am requesting that etl cnforcement: 
officers’: both Federal and State, report all informacion relating 
to violations of the Atomic Energy Act to the nesrest Liecld Pepr een 
SBentatave of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

| "Y suggest that ali patriotic organizations and tndividusis 
Lixewise report ali such information oe the. Federal Bureau OS 
ery igation in the same manner," , 
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a HPORIATIO IN RELA Ie TO J DOES TIG RSPLONAGS, 
SABOTAGE Tae “SUSY ~2Sry: oo “ACTIVE iiss Ae oe RELATED 2 tes COTERS ay ag 

f : A Te Ore LR CAE CAD LOC OL A LAL OO A ALLL OCT AL eL fae momearane tranetaawarincale e . Te 

- : g- 2 . ” . rs : 

mS On Septerber 6, 1939 and Jenusry 8, 1913 a Presi-~- 
dential Directive was issued providing that the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation of the Deparitcent oz Justice should take ; 
Charge of iaves vige vive work in matters relating to esplonace, aw 
Sabotage, subversive activities and related satiers. Tt vas 

-* pointed out that the’ aA vestisations must be conducted in a — 
‘ccnprohensive manner on a National basis and a2]. tnformation 

: carerulljy sifted cut and correlazved in order tr avoid confusion. 
T shantd Jika tna BaD Im anh) than attantian nf ai} Dntarnaatant : 

Officers, both Federal. and Stace, to the recvest that they re- 
- port alt. information in the above cnumerated fields promptly 

to the nnarest- Field Representative of the Fedare] Dvresu of - 
tnvastarstion, which is — reed with te responsibility of ~ 
comet Li Line LNs HATer lak ond res orrang matvuers which are under 
the sur, sciiction of any gehen ‘easral acsncy with res sponsibii iii 
tlus in this field to the appr opi “A208 ALETICY. ! : 

« : I 

E suggest that all patrLotic orsenizations an | 
jndiv iduals Jikowlse report all. such inforsantion ‘relating to : : 
espionage, sabotase and-subversive activities to the Foderal . 

. Bureau of Investigation in this sane renner, : ; 
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REPORT SECURITY MATTERS TO FBI 

"On September 6, 1939, ] issued a die 
rective providing that the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation of the Department of Justice 
Should take charge of investigative work in 
matters relating tO espionage, sdbotage and ' 
violations of the. Wevtrality regulations, 
pointing out that the investigations must be 
conducted in a comprehensive Manher, On a 
national basis, and all ipformation carefuily. 
Sifted out and correlated in order to avoid 
confusion and irreSponsibility. JI then 
requested all police officers, sheriifs, and 
other law enforcement officers in the United 
States, promptly to turn over to the nearest 
representative of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation any such information. 

so . 

"IT am again calling. the attention of ail 
enforcement officers to the request that they 
report call such aafGimativow prumprty to une 
nearest field representative of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, which is charged 
with tne responsibility of correlating this. 
material aad veferring matters which are 
under the jurisdiction of any other Federal 
agency with responsibilities ‘in this field 

‘to the appropriate agency. 

"I suggest that all patriotic organiza- 
tions and individuals likewise report all 

such information relating to espionage and 

related matters to the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation in the same manner. : 

"T am confident that all law enforcement 

officers, who are now tendering such invalu- 

able assistance toward the success of the 

internal safety of our country wild Ce 

in ue matter." 
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OXLRNCTIVE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES * 
SEPTEMBER 6; 1939 eee 

"rhe Attorney General has been requested by me to instruct | 
the Federal Bureau cf Envestigation-of the Department of Justice | 

-to take charge of investigative work in matters relating to espic itg¢e 
Bubotage, and violations of the neutrality r-gulations. 

terest t Sam re te aSae a . =e ete os as Se ae ee mm o3 ona ~*~ mame nhy mets of wf. 

442 4. WOAMAn S04 We ON AA ws se - 3 . 

effective mannex on a national basis, and all informavion ius 
. earefuliy sifted out and correlated in order to uvoid contusion and 

iyresponsibility. ; 

ie 

3 ‘ . : + i 

"To this end I request all police officers, sher3ivs, ans 
n2li other law enforcement officers iu the United States promptiy 64 
turi over to the nearest representative of the federal Sureeu oz 
Ynvestigation any information obtained by them relating to esplonars 

. Gounterespionage, sabotage, subversive getivities and viowstions ox 

the neutrality laws," a 
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X. 

the Attorney General April A » 1975 
/ 

# 

\ ; | 1 - Legal Counsel Division 
peeeee eee 1 - Me, W. O, Cregar 

I 

ra UNITED eee iaiaie eld COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVIT 

rn Ae 

3 Reference is made to a letter from the senate 
| Select Committee dated March 19, 1975, requeSting certain 
| ~ documents and other information from the Federal Bureau of 
| Investigation, 

Committee is the original of a memorandum which constitutes 
an initial reSponse to the various requests set forth in 
referenced letter, A copy of this memorandum is enclosed 
for your records, Processing of the additional requests 
is continuing on an expeditious basis and further responses ™ 
will be forthcoming, “4 / 

' Attached for your approval and forwarding to the 

AE 
~ ¥ 

aa Gsw 

Enclosures (10) | oe 

EWL:jvi-f QO : i 
(5) ae u 

ae Tr? 

a aly O/ 
oe A a tlle * 

ar 

» 

2 = as 

} % 

"yy '* ee une m eee TF a, 
wo. -, ~ roe ee hs ae , 7 = Zo Ge Ss 

Ves(Co: : 
* a fates. ae = ~~ 

~ 

Fmpr 16 
r fee 

. a 

t ® 

; 

j 
¢ 

H gna MZ ppp 8 1975 ] 
Assoc. Dir, 

Dep. AD Adm. — 

en iCLOSURE 
on 2B he i . r, j 

Asst. Dir.: . ‘ f | i aie a} ‘ oe neo 
Peer ; te ‘ 4 f } L, [ Tp: ne Pd 

v we % ss a Comp. Syst. —.,+ 1, 

Ext. Affairs na eo 
ea if 

Files & Com. i {. - } / G ; ; / ? ‘ 

Gen. Inv. ( 1 a: Y ngptteee ; 
t 

Ident. = : ° 

Inspection re 5% \ 
intell. Nn ay 
Laboratory ____. Aly A Ge 

Plon. & Evol, — ae SO 
Spec. dny. q " ah ‘: 

Traini CLINP R. 

Legal Coun. __ 

Telephoge Rek: , 

Directdh TRAC MAT i TELETYPE UNIT (__] GPO ¢S4.54 
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» 

Ll = Legal Counsell Division 
lL ~ Mr. W,. 0, Cregar 

” 
o April 4, L975 

ote 2 uNyimD spfiTns SENATE SULECT COMMETTEE 
ee ~*~ TO/ STUDY “GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
e elt RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES — 

Reference ig made to letter dated Narch 19, 1975, 
to the Attorney General fron the Chairman of captioned 
Coumittee, which enclosed certain requests for documents 
and other infornetion from the Federal Burean of Investiga« 
tion tpt), 

| Attached are various documents which constitute an 
An3tial ond partial response to the Committea's request, 
These documents are deseribed as foliows: 

A, A menerandum from Atternoy Gcneral Ransey Clark 
to FRI Divector J, Edgar Hoover, dated September 14, 1967 . 

2, Two FBI memoranda recording Instructions 
received from President Franklin DB. Roosevelt by FBI Director 
Hoover concerning FRE investigations of subversive activities 
and which indicate moetings hetween President Roosevelt and 
Director Hoover on August 24 and 25, 1936, 

3. <A nemorondum from Director Hoover to FBI 
Ausociate Director HE, A, Tanm, dated September 16, tenes 

Z the ProsidentiaL directives dated September ‘s, 1938; 
Seaiaee &, 1949; duly 24, 1956: and Becember_i5, 1953. 

| The various other requests contained in the 
Conmittes'’s Letter of March 19, 1975, are recciving attention 
and rosponse will be forthcoming at the carliest possible 

Assoc. Dir. tine, 

Dep. AD Adm. — 

Dep. AD inv. —_ 
yer Asst. Dir.: : 

. Admin. Enclosures (8 ) 
: Comp. Syst. 

ny : : Ext. Affairs 

Files & Com. __ 

Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

1 - The Attorney General 

Inspection 

Intell. : Aa 
Laboratory ____ EWE ; J vi i 2 

Plan. & Eval, (5) \ if a 

Spec. Inv. ° ly, - re : 2 
me ae = ee / Mes sow i‘ am Ly! iy 

Training wo “oe e a 2 ‘ 

Legal Coun. le oy Te ~ | Wy ~ [ ff Be =e 

Telephone Rm. i UT Ti aad) 

Director Sec'y... MAIL ROOM[__] TELETYPE UNIT 
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\ Asst. Dir.: 

Gen. Inv. 

' [dent. 

Intell. 

Training 

Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. _.. 

Dep. AD Inv. ow 

Admin, ... 

, Comp. Syst, 

Ext. Affairs 

Files & Com. —_ 

a 

inspection 

Laboratory 

Plan. & Eval. _ 

Spec. Inv. 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. __ . 

) (Ay MAM ROOMEAR/" TELETYPE UNIT [_} GPO Wr Es 
wT A, 

55073 Docld:32989530 Page 40 

Director Sec 

The Attorney Gencral March '¥31, 1975 

REC-AG be ie oe Ul | 
Director, FBI ce. wie. oe AY : . sy eee 

| L- Mr, J.A. Mintz 
1 
1 

- 

— 

- Mr, W.R. Wannall 
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEL sa -~ Mr. W.O. Cregar 

Reference is made to 2 telephones convorsation 
betveen Associate Doputy Attorney Gonoral James A, Wilderotter 
and Inspector John &. Hotis on March 25, 1975, 

This will confirm the authorization provided hy 
Mv, Wildecrotter to Mr. Hotis with regard to permitting CIA 
to furnish a monorandum dated February 7, 1966, entitled 
"CIA Operations in the United States," to the staf? of the 
Sonate Select Conmittce, 

it is our understanding that Me. Willian G. Millcr, 
Staffl Director, Sonate Select Comnittec, tclephonicaliyzy 
contacted My. John Clarke, Associate Deputy to the Director 
of Contral Intelligence, and requested a copy of the above-~ 
describcd memorandun, | 

way 

1 = The Roputy Attorney General grnnPR Ve 
‘aici es ad oe * ri pw + 

ht wa \2sl00- SPARE 
Ao | 

NOTE: VU" 

See memorandum W.O. Cregar to Mr. W.R. Wannali, 
dated 3/24/75, captioned "Senstudy 75," prepared by WOC:ebc. 
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Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. 

OPTIONAL FORM:NO. sa = _ 010-106 
MAY 1962 EDITION ‘i 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 7 

UNITED STATES abies 
Dep. AD Inv. 

M emorandum ree 
Comp. Syst. —_ 

% 
Ext. Affairs —__ 

: Mr. W. R. Wannall DATE: 3/24/75 Files & Com. —_ 
Gen. Inv. 

1 - Mr. Adams oe 
FROM : W. ee L me Mr. Mintz Intell. | 

apis 1 - Mr. Wannall fp / 
fu - 1 mle 1 - Mr. Cregar eae pe 

Spec. Inv. SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 7 5 
ets mag Ante ent i a RE A Training 

Telephone Rm. _ 

Director Sec’y __ 

This memorandum reports that on the morning of 
3/24/75 Mr. John Clarke, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Coordinating 
Group on Congressional Review of the Intelligence Community, 
telephonically advised Section Chief William O. Cregar, the 
Bureau's representative on this Group, that the Senate Select 
Committee (SSC) has requested a copy of the 2/7/66 FBI - CIA 
Understanding, <«* es “CIA bferat eines dv ihe Unetud S1odéios," 

Atm bie We have i cianaiie received requests from the House 
Appropriations C ittee as well as the Rockefeller Commission 
for copies of tHe FBI —- CIA Understanding dated 2/7/66. In ’ 
both instances J Deputy AG Laurence Silberman authorized the | 
release of the/FBI - CIA Understanding to the House Appropria- f 
tions Committée-aSs "Well as the Rockeféller Commission, 

aa oe 
4, 

aoe 

LRIH 
Y COLTS TIED 

PLL SLOPES 
= | 

On the morning of 3/24/75 Mr. John Clarke telephonically 
| advised that CIA has received a request from the SSC to provide 
the SSC with a copy of the FBI ~ CIA Understanding. Inasmuch as 
we have previously provided a copy of this Understanding to 
another Congressional committee, it would appear that we have no 
choice but to furnish a copy of this Understanding to the SSC; 
however, clearance should be obtained from Deputy AG Silberman, 

er > 

ATT, DITOM MATL 
tie ee wit 2.0 ie oye ES £ 

Dalz 28/6 : me de 

Inasmuch as a timely response to the SSC is desired, 
it would appear reasonable for the Legal Counsel Division to 
telephonically inquire from Mr. Silberman whether he interposes 

x any objection to CIA furnishing a copy of the Understanding to 
the SSC. If oral authority is obtained, the Intelligence Division 
will confirm such authority from the Deput PIC AG in BG ne j | 

S, 
REC-46 (422 — if 

ACTION: re 

If approved, the Legal-Catinsel eA 
to obtain Mr. Silberman's authority for FBI to_advise.ciA, that 
this Bureau interposes no objection to CIA furnishing a copy of 
the FBI - CIA Understanding dated 2/7/66 to the SSC staff. This 
authority will be confirmed in writing if granted. tHe 

On W25f8S, [Psice lLepon Gh 0 
"tas 4 g LA Seenaas tin tderet bes o Aad ‘aly awe 

te Ly, cfs ‘woes Arcs PES = 266: 

S og id Fes Tere otetltese A bb has e6 - ea 

cllel 2f/7fis wo, s Se © ft 
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tis 3 HW 55073 Docld: 32969550 Page 41 



WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505 

: FORE 
“ES 

oat o-P spans nlite 

Lae 
fe f 

The Honorable Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, —. 
Washington, D.C. 20535 Pee 

Dear Mr. Kelley: ‘ 

ees INTELLIGENCE inne 

ELS EL ETL 5: 

Assoc. Dir, « 
Dep. -A: pAdn Ms. 

. Dep.- mn. 
[ Asst. ,D ua 

| adhin. — 
Comp. Syst. 
Ext. Affairs ——! 
Files & Com. — : 
Gen. Inv. .. 
Ident. | 
Ins ep Z 

In i! f be | 
Laboratory 
Pian. & Eval. 
Spec. Inv. 

| raining WWW | 
| Legal Coun. 
j Telephone Rm. 
| | Director Sec’y —.- 

20 March 1975 

a ilar 

Thank you for forwarding me a copy of your letter to 
Bill Cotter covering postal-related matters which might come 
up in the Select Committees' review of U.S. intelligence. I 
have passed this communication to John Clarke and can reaffirm 

that John will be in touch with Bill as these matters evolve. I 5 

want to assure that subjects dealing with any postal relationships ‘ 

‘are properly coordinated. era eI 

Iam furnishing Mr. Cotter with a copy of this letter. 

CC: 

ae 
HS APR eg ‘ars 
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Sincerely, 

God $-[/65 70 Ue 

\ © Colby — Seema xemsanion eoeentient 
Director ; 
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OE er soe 
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a Pd 

CODE TELETYPE 
, 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

. ce ee Ay  or@AnRBaTioNs SECTION 
. | TO ALL SACS se aie Gp ll ee } 

. a las l2e— . MAR 2A“Q75 
\ FROM DIRECTOR F BI oye “are OD exi4- 
5 / rete pre o 

0) SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE actives! YP EB 
wm ut we ee enc 

— 
~ emia ga Mpa emiien 

SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, CHAIRMAN OF THE SENATE SELECT 

COMMITTEE «TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO 

INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES HAS MADE AN INITIAL REQUEST FOR INFORMA- 

TION FROM THE FBI, AMONG THE ITEMS REQUESTED IS A BREAKDOWN 

OF FIELD AGENT PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO INTERNAL SECURITY AND 

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE MATTERS, 

ACCORDINGLY, WITHIN FOUR EIGHT HOURS EACH SAC SHOULD 

SUTEL TO FBIHQ, ATTENTION: BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING SECTION, 

SETTING FORTH SEPARATELY THE NUMBER OF SACS, ASACS, SUPERVISORS 

AND AGENTS ASSIGNED TO INTERNAL SECURITY AND COUNTERINTELLI- -' 

GENCE MATTERS, PERCENTAGES OF AN AGENT'S TIME, WHEN NOT | 
ba 

ASSIGNED FULL-TIME TO THESE ACTIVITIES, SHOULD BE USED IF APPRO- 

PRIATE, PARTICULARLY IN THE SUPERVISORY CATEGORIES. THIS 

INFORMATION SHOULD BE BROKEN DOWN SEPARATELY BETWEEN INTERNAL 

Assoc. Dir. 
| Sede. 

oo iy US oh / oat 
pee NOTE: By letter dated 3/19/75 Senator Frank Church, Chairman‘of the ‘Senate 
Con syn. Select Committee To Study Governmental Operations With Rsspect To Intelli- 
at Ales — — gence Activities, made an initial request for data con¢erning the FBI's legal 
Gen.inv..-—s quthority, jurisdictional agreements, organization and staffing olicies and 

ellie procedures and studies and reports concerning internal security an counter=—— 
p intelligence activities. It is necessary to contact the field offiges : aphane, . 

cee specific information concerning the current agent a assigned to thésé 

i 1 - Each Assistant Director 

Intell. 

Spec. Inv. DWeAc jth \ | a bia PennpateZeTey Rees 

Training yi Ay \ 7 

egal Coun. i" . J ; 

Face Rm, co e ‘ : \ ( UK 

Director Sec z 
BD A se ee 

; MAILROO ha TELETYPE UNIT 
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ayia ie 

ae - + . : 
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RE: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

SECURITY AND COUNTERINTELLIGENCE, YOUR RESPONSE SHOULD 

BE LIMITED TO AGENT PERSONNEL ONLY. 
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This memorandum reports the results of a meeting 
of tne Naa 1 Hoc Coordinating Group-on_Congressional Review of py . 1 

a the Int lligence Community, (hereafter_referred.to as the | 
\o group), held on 3/14/75. eae 
3S “Jos, 

Vd) The Group is chaired by Mr. John Clarke, Associate 
Deputy to the Director of Central Intelligence, and is made 
up of representatives of agencies and departments having 
membership on the United States Intelligence Board (USIB). 
Its purpose is to serve as a coordinating mechanism for future 
testimony before various Congressional committees. 

4 
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AY At a meeting of the Group on 3/14/75 the following 
¥ items were discussed: 

Sf Freedom of Information: 

| Mr. Clarke asked all agencies to report on the oe 
volume of requests that are received under the Freedom of * 
Information Act. The CIA representative pointed out that we 
as of 3/10/75 CIA had received 93 requests. Since 3/10/75 
the requests are averaging approximately 50 per day. The 
National Security Agency has received approximately 35 requests. 
None of the other agencies reported any high volume of requests 
and those requests that had Os received did not impact on 
the Intelligence Communit \V 

. ) REC-38 / ¢; ae 12 security Arrangements: ee, - fe B VT - if 2 

CIA's Director of Security, Mr. ee Kane,” and 
the Chairman of the USIB Security Committee, > Donakd E.,--Mipore , 
,have met with Mr. Ben Marshall, Security Office er for the Senate 
{Select Committee (SSC), and are encouraged by he “physical. and 
document security arrangements the SSC intends to employ. Attached 
is a letter from Senator Church to Mr. Colby expressing “Sena tor 
.Church's appreciation for the help provided by Mr. Colby's staff 
in developing security precautions. 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

The FBI ~ CIA 1966 Understanding: 

Mr. Clarke advised that the Rockefeller Commission 
requested a copy of the FBI - CIA Understanding of 1966 and 
inquired whether one could be made available to the Commission. 
I advised Mr. Clarke that we had made the 1966 Understanding 
available to Congressional committees and I saw no reason why 
a copy of the Understanding could not be furnished to the 
Rockefeller Commission but I would have to defer to Deputy AG 
Silberman (also in attendance). Mr. Silberman said by all means 
we would have to respond to the Rockefeller Commission and he 
authorized Clarke to furnish a copy of the Understanding to 
the Rockefeller Commission, 

Clearances for Staff Members of the SSC: 

Attached hereto is a copy of a letter to the Staff 
Director of the SSC from Mr. Clarke outlining procedures for 
the certification of clearances granted to SSC staff members, 
As an enclosure to this attachment is a suggested format which 
the SSC could use in certifying that staff members who have 
received a security investigation by the FBI meet the require- 
ments of Executive Order 10450 for access to classified informa- 
tion up to and including "Top Secret." A second enclosure to 
Clarke's letter to Miller contains a copy of Director of Central 
Intelligence Directive (DCID) 1/14 which sets up the Uniform 
Personnel Security Standards and Practices Governing Access to 
Sensitive Compartmented Information, Clearances for access to 
compartmented information are the responsibility of CIA and such 
clearances will be issued to select members of the SSC on a 
“need-to-know" basis. 

Staff Members on Whom Substantial Derogatory Information is 
Developed: 

Mr. Clarke asked if I could describe for the Group 
what procedures had been worked out with Senator Church when 
information was developed of a significant derogatory nature 
regarding potential staff employees. I advised the Group that 
upon such a determination a Bureau official would bring the 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 

RE: SENSTUDY 75 

written results of the investigation personally to the 
attention of Senator Church or his Staff Director. Follow- 
ing that a copy of this investigation would be made available 
to Mr. Colby as the Director of Central Intelligence and that 
Senator Church or the Staff Director would welcome any comments 
from Mr. Colby as to the security ramifications attendant to 
the employment of this person. Mr. Clarke agreed this was a 
very desirable procedure and the Group fully endorsed this 
arrangement, 

Organization of the SSC: 

Attached is Mr. Clarke's understanding of how the 
SSC will be organized. It is noted it will be broken down into 
for Task Forces, each with a Task Force Director, a lawyer or 
lawyers assigned, each with several researchers. As noted from 
this enclosure, Task Force three concerns domestic activities 
including the FBI and those parts of the CIA that relate to 
domestic matters. Army counterintelligence activities may also 
come under the cognizance of this Task Force. Staffing for Task 
Force number three is still in. process and no Task Force Director 
has yet been appointed. 

CIA Secrecy Agreement and Employee Bulletin: 

Attached hereto is a letter to Senator Church from 
Mr. Colby designed to relieve current CIA employees from any 
obligation of secrecy. It is noted all CIA employees sign a 
secrecy Agreement as a prerequisite to employment. Also attached 
is a copy of an Employee Bulletin, dated 3/12/75, advising CIA 
employees as to the procedures he should follow if he is selected 
to be interviewed by a member of the SSC or its staff. It is to 
be noted that both the Employee Bulletin and Colby's letter to 
senator Church were reviewed by the White House and the Department 
of Justice. 

CONTINUED ~ OVER. 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

CIA Requirements Received from the SSC: 

Attached herewith is a letter from Senator Church 
to Mr. Colby enclosing the initial request for CIA documents 
for transmittal to the SSC. According to Mr. Clarke, it is 
his understanding that similar requests if not already received 
are being prepared by the SSC for other members of the Group. 

Executive Session: 

At the conclusion of the formal meeting, Mr. Clarke 
asked for an executive meeting to include the following persons: 
Deputy AG Laurence Silberman, Associate Deputy AG James Wilderotter; 
Mr. Philip Buchen, Counsel to the President; Mr. Chamberlain, 
Inspector General, CIA; Mr. Thomas Latimer, Department of Defense 
and myself, 

According to Mr. Clarke the purpose of this meeting 
was to develop strategy as to how the Group would respond to 
the anticipated requests from the SSC. Both Mr. Buchen of 
the White House and Mr. Silberman,acting in his capacity as the 
President's Counsel for Congressional Inquiries, insisted that 
all requests as well as the responses to all such requests be 
coordinated through the above Group. Much discussion was had as 
to how this could be accomplished. No definitive decision was 
arrived at. However, it was agreed that the CIA would prepare 
a paper outlining how they would respond to the questions that 
they had already received, defining the level of response, the 
area of coordination and identification of sensitive problems. 
It was not quite clear to the Group as to exactly what form CIA's 
paper would take. It was proposed by Mr. Buchen and agreed that 
the same Executive Group would meet at CIA Headquarters on 3/19/75 
to review the paper developed by CIA. 

In view of the various legal questions involved and 
ibecause of the direct involvement of Congressional committees, 
the question of the Bureau's representation was discussed with 
Mr. Adams. It was agreed that in addition to Mr. Cregar, the 
Bureau would be represented by Assistant Director Mintz. This 
proposal was discussed with Mr. Clarke and he readily agreed that 
certainly Mr. Mintz' presence would be a valuable asset to the Group. 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

As a result, Mr. Mintz and Mr. Cregar will attend the meeting 
of the Group on Wednesday, 3/19/75, at CIA Headquarters, at 
10:30 a.m. 

Senator Towers had requested the Bureau to conduct 
a counteraudio sweep of his personal office inasmuch as he 
anticipated having sensitive conversations in his office: con- 
cerning the business of the SSC. Mr. Cregar was asked to raise 
the question of a counteraudio sweep during the executive session 
to get an expression from the Group as to whether counteraudio 
sweeps should be done. Both Mr. Silberman and Mr. Buchen felt 
it was desirable to conduct such sweeps and strongly recommended 
that they be done. No commitment was made as to who would do 
the sweeps at the time. However, after consultation with Assistant 
Directors Wannall and White, Mr. Adams and Mr. Callahan, it was 
agreed that the Bureau should do the sweeps inasmuch as it was 
a domestic matter. Mr. White indicated that he did have the 
personnel and the equipment to conduct such sweeps. As a result 
of that decision Mr. Clarke was telephonically advised that the 
Bureau would conduct counteraudio sweeps of the personal offices 
of both the Senate and House Select Committees providing such 
was in accord with the desires of both Committees. Our Legisla- 
tive Liaison is currently contacting both Senator Church and 
Congressman Nedzi to confirm that both Committees desire this 

include the outer offices of the Senators or Congressmen and will 
not include the offices of the employees of both staffs. 

|tnetuae the check. It is to be noted that these sweeps will not 

ACTION: 

For information and record purposes, 

» 
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RANK CHU*2H, IDAHO, CHAIRMAY’, 

JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICG CHAIT 

2, TENN. 

e 

PHILIP A. HART, MICH. HOWARD H. BAK 
WALTER F. MONDAL.S. MINE BARRY GOLDWATKES UiRIZ. 
WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JR.,-MD. 
ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. 
GARY HART, COLO. 

WILLIAM G, MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 

RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA. 

Mr. William E. Colby 
Director of Central Intelligence 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, D.C. 20505 

Dear Mr. Colby: 

“Mnifer States Senefe 
SELECT COMMITTEE TQ 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 84TH CONGRESS} 

WASHINGTON, D.G. 20510 

March 12, 1975 

_Ad Hoc Staff 

On behalf of the Senate Select Committee To Study Governnhental 
Operations With Respect to Intelligence Activities, I want to thank 
your for your letter of March 11, and the copy of the Employee Bulletin 
you have issued to all CIA employees. As we jointly recognize,, ‘in 

order for the Committee to carry out a thorough inquiry, in accordance 
with the mandate contained in S. Res. 21, the Agency's full cooperation 
will be necessary. Your recognition that our mandate authorizes all, 
past and present, agency employees to cooperate fully, and without 
impediment due to secrecy agreements, will serve to facilitate our 
expeditious collection of material relative to that mandate. 

I particularly appreciate your statement recognizing our security 
precautions. 
staff in designing those precautions. 

As you know, your staff was very helpful to the Committee's 

The Staff Director and the Chief Counsel will, under the direction 
of the Committee, notify Mr. John Clarke of the members of the Committee 
who have been designated to carry out studies, inguiries and investigations 
required to meet the tasks specified in 5. Res. 21. 

Tt is the Committee's understanding that the members of the Committee 
and designated staff will have access to any and all information which 
the Committee determines is necessary for its inquiry. We recognize, 
however, that the Committee inquiry may touch on sensitive areas, such 
as the identity of CIA personnel, sources, or cooperating organizations 
whose disclosure could place persons in actual jeopardy. In the event 

that the Committee inquiry touches on such sensitive areas, which matters 
we have already discussed in our meeting of February 27, we should discuss 
jointly, and as you suggest quickly, what procedures might be followed 
should the Committee decide it requires more information in these specific 
areas » 
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Mr. William Colby 
Page Two 

March 12, 1975 

I welcome these first steps in close cooperation and hope that 
it forecasts an expeditious and thorough inquiry that will result in 
the strengthening of our nation's intelligence activities under the 
law. : 

MM Sincerely, fp 

TT awk 
Frank Church 

Chairman 
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THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20505 

13 March 1975 

Mr. William G. Miller 

Staff Director 
Select Committee to Study Governmental 

Operations With Respect to Intelligence Activities 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Bill: 

Following up on otr brief discus sion Tue sday on the clearances of 
Committee Staff, I thought it might be helpful to outline a procedure 
which you may consider reasonable to use. 

As I understand your current ground rules, you are submitting your 

staff applicants to the FBI for full field security investigation and on report 
from the Bureau, under the authority of Senate Resolution 21, the Chairman . 
and/or the Committee will take action to grant or deny clearance. 

The next step requires a notification to the Director of Central 
Intelligence of the Chairman's decision and certification of the clearances 

granted. I've attached a suggested format for this which you could use. 

On receipt of the certification we will advise the USIB security elements 
of the people so certified. 

I also promised to go over with you the range of compartmented 
clearances that exist and I am prepared to do that when we next get 

together. You will recall these are the clearances for which you will 

want to determine the 'need-to-know" for selected members of your 
staff. We need to establish agreed procedures here as well. Access to 
this information requires that an individual meet security standards set 

forth in DCID 1/14, a copy of which is attached. 

Classified by _ 0068 05 : 
Exempt from General Declassiiication 
Schodule of £.0. 11652, Exenrption 
Category: 58 (1), (2), (3) or (4) 
Declassified only on approval of the 
Rirector of Central intelligence 

-txa:) Unclassified 
"ote i3 detached, 



I would like to suggest that you appoint a member of your staff - say, 
Ben Marshall - as a focal point for handling compartmented information 

_access approvals and assign him the responsibility of insuring that these 

security standards are met by persons selected to participate in this 
goat ‘sensitive area. | 

The CIA operates a Compartmented Information Branch as a service 
of common concern to the intelligence community which records the names 
of all individuals in the Government with access to compartmented information. 
Your personnel would be similarly recorded which would considerably ease 
the access certifications to all organizations for the duration of your inquiry. 

As indicated, I am prepared to discuss this with you at any time. 
5 + 

— a ~~ ' 

Sincerely, 
. 

t 

LO’ ohn M. Clavie 

~" Associate Deputy to the DCI 
for the Intelligence Community 

Attachments: 
1 - DCID 1/14 
2- Suggested Format 
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The following Staff officials of the Senate Select Committee as 

identified below by date and place of birth and social security number 

have received a security investigation by the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation within the past five years and are hereby certified 

as meeting the requirements of Executive Order 10450 for access to 

classified information up to and including Top Secret. 
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(2) The members of the individual’s family and those personsto Sa ss 
whom he is bound by affection or obligation should neither be sub- a.) (O 
ject to physical, mental and other forms of duress by a foreion . 
power nor advocate the use of force or violence to overthrow the 

_ Government of the United States nor the alteration of the form we 
_ Government of the United States by unconstitutional means. 

4. When there is compélting need to grant ‘access to sensitive ¢ com-. ee 
partmented information: prior. to completion of the full prescribed in- <": - 
vestigation, such investigative checks, as are immediately possible shall _ - 
be made at once, and shall include a personal interview by trained 
security or counterintelligence personnel whenever feasible. . Access in 
Such cases shall be strictly controlled, and the full prescribed investiga- 
tion and final evaluation shall be completed at the earliest practicable 
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5. The exceptions to ‘sieisic 3.D. ( (2) sage may be siented only 
by the Senior Intelligence Officer of the parent organization represented 

on the United States Intelligence Board (USIB), including military de- 

partments, or his designee, unless such authority has been specifically 
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: os delegated to. the head of an office or organization. as set forth. i in. inter 2 
departmental agreements. All exceptions grated will. be 2 common 
sense determination based .on all available. information, and shall be 
recorded by the agency making the éxception. In those cases in which ~ me 
the individual thas lived outside of the United.States for.a substantial.“ ~. 
period of his life; a, thorough assessment of the adequacy of the investiga-::... ; 

oe .. +7 tion in terms of: fulfillment of the minimum investigative requirements, ou” en 
5. Bate oie See ie ce judicious. review of the information therein must be made before --.~: .. 

a a . amexception, is considered. i: re ee eae eae ee sad eset, coh re 
Se ys + SSSERY Soin ey Exe f Gu osie Eston See's Bees esse sore defy SRShee ely Pet 

ae _ - Kovestigative: Requirements. EB haa a ae Lips “hyp Baeities See et 

nit eue 2 Sk "<2" g. The investigation coniucted om an: individtal-onder ‘consideration? ny Ep wend GBs 
ae ae ee ee EE decess to-sensitive conpartmented infortnation. shall bé thorough. and > 2 ss ee oe. 
ee ' shall’ ‘He designed to: develop-information: as-to whether the individual - Pe ae at SO 
oo ee ee Se ee "leary. Theets the above: Personnel Security Approval. Criteria. “Ay HBSDE 14 ae : ee 

ania MS 2 Sees cenge ee rete ese eas et B ~arcers aioe gia BR Ue 
oe ae 7 tathe investigation shall be accomplished tbrotigh personal interviews 225 J .-)-. 
Ape RR s - by trained investigative personnel and shal. establish. affirmatively to the eee ce 

ee Fie serpin: agency complete continuity. of identity. to. include. birth, 2%: : oe i 
oP wheal ¢°. “ds residences, education,. emloyments. and military service. Where’ the“; Ce as 
_nwieivcags "- , + Gireurustancesiof a.case indicate, the investigation. shall exceed the basie °:-~ a oe 
pre . requirements:set out below té-ensure: that: those responsible for. adjue >: a 
ROTA Ge eee ye Fe = Ceeune: ‘access.eligibiity have-in, their possession. all the relevant facts .~’ ! 

Eine tie, de, Svallable. . oe Sie fil. atid SEB oi aca eee 

eee ae 8. During ities edirse ‘of the investigation: ‘the individual shall furnish == oe ee 
ee oe asioned. personal’ history statement anda certificate of mon-affiliation - s 

ae sae a ‘ with those organizations designated by the Attorney General eae. oo . 
a ee to Executive Order 10450. - Fingerprints of a quality acceptable to the - 

er es - Federal Bureau: of: ‘Investigation shall be obtained. Photographs of the . 
: Ne” ig a “ oe ‘individual-'shall‘alse: ‘be- obtained where: ‘additional.- corroboration: ° of 2 eee 

Lon yt 7 | identity is required, ae OU SPORT ag BEAD Be ae ee a Se 

eee ‘oF The: indivi vidual “andes: investigation shaik be given 2 ‘personal inter~ a. eed 
Nie Ses view “by ‘trained: ‘security. ‘or kainsyen coal a ara Lapeer “whenever ae Sat 
ae ae . feasible.” sored Kesar ae See eee ee a ee eee oar: 

ee, ae » ¢ a, JSS GSR aa Fa ea meet Re yee ae ts tr stapes Mawes oe oe and Bards a ae ee: ae 

ae Fi >. = 10. Minimum, standards for the investigation are as follows: .~ Se S : 

ist (a::Verification of ‘date: and ‘place ‘of birth. and . citizenship of the - io 
individual. °°: STE USS, ine Fe > 

r " b, Check of the subversive and criminal files of the. Federal Bureau. a ee 
of Investigation, including submission of fingerprint charts, ‘and other’ 1°, ~ 

: national agencies as appropriate. An additional check of Immigra- ~ vs as 
tion and Naturalization Service records shall be made if members” of. « 
y the eee immediate maceaee are eraee pee United States citizens *: a 
~ By. birth. vey ov yet ee a ot 7 - eae . genau ¢ 

~¢. Local eae in all areas of the United States wists the individual 
"ae resided.for at least six (6) months during the past fifteen years . 

ae ° 3 ; aie GROUP I ; sees ao 
= Excluded from avtomatie}- a7 ee 
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“OYr since.age eighteen, whichever is the shorter pene such PeLOe 
. of coverage shall include the following: - : 2 aaa (ee ee ay i 'S 

Ke (1) Check of police and credit oe i wrhasd s dates ? ie 

(2) _ Interviews with neighbors at present residence: ‘Tegardless of 
- duration and, to the extent considered to be productive and ae 
any other address at ‘which the individual has resided... ee ass 

y tte Confirmation of all employment during the past fifteen oe or ‘ 
-- since-age eighteen, whichever is the shorter, period.... Personal inter-. - -.. .- 
- views with supervisors and co-workers who had personal contact with © Be ale a: 

_ the individual shall be oe to the extent possible and Pe Soe oes ae oe 
tical, : eae sien Sees ne ee 

gO cigies Shite ibhaehal cid oct san ye? ah vbseiaeaie a FS o* Wo oe. Pena ae 
"+ @. Attendance at institutes of ‘higher aa ofatthe mostrecently °° 

_ attended secondary: school shall. he verified in all instances: During Te ed - 
these inquiries collateral verification of prior educational records shall 
be made and personal interviews with faculty members who had per- 
: “sonal. contact withthe individual shall be epee mnushed. to. the seaaiin Rie 
“possible and practical. “’ ae Sthe Le Pet ET a Me gh LN 

Sw ha Ve me yea wy 22 p wet Wee 

4 

lw 

a Ss ie : » if a 

Mt ¢ tener + 53! a nj iw Men dae a 52 nt wee = » - Ff i cia 

-. i. Review of appropriate. ‘moilitary. records. | iy sche sdqeren-eqe 
2 

name me” o ine fan ee we Sox 

. ., , .3* g. Interviews with.a sufficient number of OS references. given - 
. by the individual and with a minimum of two other persons who can: 
“furnish information on the basis of personal. ee concerning 

Ba dee eee the indi individual’s character, discretion a and loyalty. . pales 2 PLE Ras. eestnatt, mee E SE 

| h. When employment, education or residence, Serer. US. Govem- > ee Ea 
- ment service, has occurred overseas during the past fifteen -years, or - 
, Since age eighteen, a check of the records will be made at the Passport 
- Office/Department of- State, Central Intelligence Agency and other 
. appropriate agencies. ‘Efforts shall be made to develop. informants 

' ‘who knew the individual overseas in order to cover employment, edu- 
cation or residence during this period. . obese See) ee Shen eats . 

tate - ~~ 

. iL” The spouse of the individual and. members of the immediate family yo a 
shall be investigated to the extent necessary and appropriate to permit —~ aes 
affirmative.determination by the adjudicating agency that the provi- © 
sions of paragraph 3, Personnel Security Approval Criteria, above, are 
met. In all cases, the spouse shall be checked through the subversive 
files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and other national eoaneles: - Se 
as appropriate. ase ae 

- whew Fane a tune, -~ 

Previous Investigation _ Le a eae. RU, ee er ender 

Ji. Where a previous investigation has been esnaucted within the past 
five years which substantially meets the above minimum standards, it 

may serve as a basis for granting access approval provided 2 review of the 

personnel and securit y files does not reveal substantive changes in the een 

individual’s security eligibility. If a previous investigation does not 

substantially meet the minimum standards or if it is more than five years 

: ( 
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: . + old, a current investigation shall _he required but may_be limited to that 
necessary y RO Dring tne sntviguads Ble-up in date in accotdanck with the ~ 
investigative requirements set forth in paragraph 4, above. Should new 
information be developed during the current investigation which bears 

. unfavorably upon the individual’s activities. covered by the previous ::. --.>, 
_ an . investigation, the current inquiries shall be pene 8S ney to he 
a ae . develop.full deiails.of this new information... 200/00, ee eee 

f 4 - 1 
co ‘ e ™ ~* te wy * ~~ Sf "en ‘. ‘ aa a eee y aie <= aw Lhe Se ied a ce 2 

oe wf 7 tae ed Oe sav .- a5 teeh oR eq “ =» -w ee We oe a i a ah ne 

; * 
* 
ss ? . ae eae a 

‘ ; ‘ : oe Ee 
val tis a te “ 1 a 

Ua on 2 ~ ano 8 te ae ai 5 * x oe "ee tr, an wee ae he 7 7 
= zs nh 
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"99, ‘the praluhtion’ Gi the viformaticn ‘Getsloed’ oe fhivestig gation. Or 
an individual's loyalty and suitability shall be performed by analysts of 
broad knowledge, good judgment and wide experience in security and 
counterintelligence. - When all other information developed on an in- - 
dividual is favorable, a minor investigative requirement which has not 
been-met. will not preclude favorable adjudication. In-all evaluations - 
ae elo of the national peter eee. is Perera aay, aoubt cons 

shall be resolved in favor of the national security. “The nitunats deter 
mination of whether the granting of access is.clearly consistent with the . 
interests of national security shall be an over-all common sense because te. 

; minauon pases on all available information. te eee ie 
+ a4 «tom wo -. s- 5 enh en 

ie . . 

. * * - a tw . - « « = * 
om = « “eC “<M he . ‘a ape “Tags ey -"3¢ weak se ere gs ME 7 

= - ss 
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* * < a ca Fae we 
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‘Security Programs ; : en ee oe 

C0 SST LA order to fac faciiltate the atlaiiment of the ‘highest standatd of = °° 
personnel security and to augment both the access approval criteria and 
the inyestigative requirements established by this Directive,. member . - 
departments and agencies shall institute continuing Security Programs 
for all individuals having access to compartmented inforrnation.. In 
addition to security indoctrinations, these programs ‘shall be tailored to -_ 
create mutually supporting procedures under which no issue will escape = :. °° - 
notice or be left unresolved which brings into question an individuals © - .-" 

” loyalty and integrity or suggests the possibility of his being subject to ee 
undue influence or duress through foreign relationships or exploitable ~~ 
personal conduct. When an individual is assigned to perform sensitive — 
‘compartmented work requiring access to sensitive compartmented infor- 
mation and operations, the department, agency or Government program - 
to which he is assigned shall assume a continuing security and counter- | 
intelligence responsibility for that individual re the oe of 
his assignment. 2m cis. ae. oe ie ns 

rea? ee 
” 

14. The Security Sian shall include the following: : ae 

a. Security Education Programs to ensure that individuals who are 
granted access to sensitive compartmented information are initially 
and periodically thereafter indoctrinated as to its unique sensitivity 
and that they understand their personal responsibility for its protec- | 
tion. These indoctrinations should. be conducted by individuals haying 

Excluded fram automatic 
( ; ‘ 5 GROUP } 

downgrading ond 

COMNFERBETEEAS declassification ‘—. 
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extensive background and experience regarding the nature and special a ae 
: Vulnerabilities of the oe Le af cag aden information  .. 0° ©. {.JL: 

Involved. «v.00 24: (2 ET RMER AUR are OF 
b. Security Supervisory teciciieie S ensure ‘that supervisory” pers | 

sonnel recognize and discharge their special responsibility. for main- .*. ; Ged, ey, Cae 
taining the security of sensitive information. Such programs’ shail aces a - iy ere 
provide practical guidance as to indicators‘which may signal matters . °° 7° 0. ce 
of security concern. Specific instructions concerning reporting pro- = pre ee 

cedures shall be disseminated to enable the appropriate authority to oe og ee 
-> + take: timely -corrective- action: to, safeguard. the-security..of-the, United, 2 ..../% cs gt wWokid Bhs 

' States as well as to provide all necessary hetpito. the individual cone; . oe Z ee eeu 
| . eerhed to, neutralize- his vulnerabilitye:..0-024 2 25 .plalgnet hand fh ar og ee 

em ; . eSecurity ‘Review.Programs to ensiire that appropriate: “settrity: 0-59 es, 
= . : authorities. invariably-receive and exchange, in-a-timely:manner, all a 7 cee See 
: “information bearing on the security posture of persons having access - rh Piet, ee 
: -:to- sensitive information. - Personnel history information shall be kept - Se gee 

oe .., = Current... Security: and “related. files. ‘shall -be kept under’ continuing. . ... ie rae eg ee ee 
3 . review.’ Departments and agencies shali ‘develop security programs : i ee a ale 
ae “ under which at intervals ‘no “greater than 5 years; checks are.made ° fo: 7) 2-20 eS) 
4 with the Federal Bureau of Investigation as well as all relevant police ©. $:tr 37250 S255 of ah. 

~ he _ and credit sources ‘and, where feasible, each individual is given a perz.0,-° 7:3 °F P2 SE 
= sonal interview by trained security or counterintelligence. personnel. ees i ee 

OT. ED 15. Whenever indicated during the course of these Security Programs, Sie ee 
« “RT, ssl icLappropriate investigations shall be conducted on a timely basis. «In. the. Rede sess( 

cae : absence of such indication the tempo of additional investigation Shall be... fee LN OG 
oe %, tailored by the adjudicating agency to the circumstances ‘sutrouriding 2.1/0.0 220% 
<a - the individual under consideration as well as the breadth of knowledge ri... 5 d0¢ 20 <4 
a and dégree of sensitivity involyed in his access... The investigation shall’ "PF (7.00 28 
te .. be sufficient j in scope to ensure that continued utilization of the individual ©; 7... eee 
os in activities‘requiring sensitive compartmented ‘information’ is- clearly: wir pee ET et” 
he consistent with the interests of: the national security. vow e PA TW Gee SY SS ee : ee a ee ee ee ee SRE ts Bah 

Ettective. Date & eo Sie . Brak 2 aon Tatas face pct oe aston boca, 2 ES me gt shes 
enter nk Taeg gone my rye re Shay: Pace septs a oe a ear 

: ’ 16. This. Directive declares the policy ‘of USIB concerning. Uniform... 
Personnel Security Standards and Practices for Access to Sensitive Com-. | i. - wae 
partmented Information.. This policy shall become effective as soon as. . = BOG ea 

7 .. practicable’ after approval of this Directive but in no case later than -' J... ° -.° 5 > us 
2 1 July 1968." Existing directives,? regulations, agreements, and‘ such 2 A ee 

z other references governing access to sensitive compartmented informa~. 7 Vi 8 ay. ot a. 
tion as defined herein shall-be ‘revised ERE: ® ea oer ane = eg eee a 

ee a ee ae Richard Helms" ces. cee Sak ce 
a SS ' Director of Central Intelligence ee ee 

* These include pertinent provisions of the Clearance Standards and mnvéstiga~ 
tion and Evaluation sections of DCID 6/3. “ 
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The Organization of the Senate Select Committee - Rough Structure 

The Committee will organize inte four Task Forces ~ each with a Task 

Force Director, each with a lawyer or lawyers assigned and each wi ith 
Beevers) researchers. Total professionals - 30/40. ; 

n Intelligence — Task Force One - Forei 

This will deal with the CIA as a line Agency and with the institution of ~_. 
the Director of Central Intelligence in his responsibility under NSCID #1. 

 USIB intelligence entities, i.e., State, Treasury, AEC and the military ~ 
' establishments collecting, processing or producing foreign intelligence - 

will be reviewed in this context as well. CIA covert action is wine covered here. : 

They plan to begin! with basic papers being Pere eon USIB cauailed 
their missions, functions, organizations and general contribution so as to 
provide the Committee with a "sound understanding on the role, nature, 

performance and: structure of intelligence looking toward legislation.which 
would address national intelligence needs, and provide adequate oversight 
of national and defense amber Nie oCe entities and their relationships in .._ 
foreign policy generally.’ William Bator is designated the Task Force _ 

Director, ae © . 

Task Force Two - Military Intelligence 

This Task Force will deal with the organizational entities within the 
Department of Defense collecting, processing, or producing intelligence : 
including the DIA, the Services Agencies, and the National Security Agency, © 
the NRO, and other collection entities suchas AEDS, Attaches, etc. The 

interrelationships between Task Force One and Task Force Two according 

to the Staff Director will be accommodated by regular communication among 
the Select Committee staff and be addressed by the Committee in the broader, 
context of considering possible legislation for alternative structures. The © 
staffing for this Task Force is still in process and no Task Force Director 
has yet been appointed. 
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Task Force Three - Domestic. Activities 

This Task Force will concern itself with intelligence organizations 
engaged in domestic activities and including the FBI, those parts of the 
CIA that relate to domestic matters, and possibly Army counterintelligence 
activities, The staffing for this Task Force is still in pbk and no 
ieee Force Director has yet ‘been appointed. 

Task Force Four - Executive Branch Command and Control, 
This Task Force will be concerned with the tasking of the intelligence 

community ~ its oversight, the use of intelligence, and the adequacy 
thereof and mesh with the DCI's role as principal intelligencé advisor to 
the President. It will treat with the National Security Council's activities, 
functions, and structure. It will address the variety of sub- committees 
thereunder as well as the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board 
(PFIAB). David Aaron will be the Task Force Director. Notes Cavert 
Action direction and oversight is also included herein. ee 

“Sey 

x * 

- « 

The Staff Director has indicated that the Committee is interested in dealing | 
with Agencies and documents therefrom in the most efficient fashion consistent’. ~~ 
with security and economy of time. He is not committed at this time te any 
particular procedure, He has stated a desire to work selectively inside the 
Agencies where access and screening of selective records could take place. 
He wishes to avoid shipping in loads of data to tne Comunittee. . 

= 
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9. RAL INTELLIGENCE cae 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505 

7 141 MAR 1975 

The Honorable Frank Church 
Chairman 
Select Committee to Study Governmental 

Operations with Respect to Intelligence 
Activities 

United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

This letter will confirm and reduce to writing some 
of the matters agreed upon at our recent meeting. 

At the outset, I should like to express my deep 
personal appreciation for the candor and helpfulness of 
you and Senator Tower in that meeting and for your 
sensitivity to the respective responsibilities under our 
Constitutional framework of the Select Committee and the 
Central Intelligence Agency in the area of your review. 
For my part, I should like to renew again, for myself and 
the CIA, my promise of cooperation with respect to the 
important work of the Select Committee. In my judgment, 
a spirit of good faith and cooperative effort is not only 
necessary to enable your Committee to discharge its 
responsibilities fully and expeditiously, but is indeed in 
the best interests of the intelligence community as well. 
I am convinced that a responsible and thorough review of 
U.S. intelligence activities will serve to vindicate the 
CIA and enhance the public's understanding of the important 
contribution that the intelligence efforts of this nation 
can make toward the goal of preserving and strengthening 
our democracy. 

ENCLOSURE 
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I am particularly appreciative of your recognition 
that certain sensitive aspects of our intelligence 
activities must receive special consideration and treatment 
by the Select Committee in the course of your work. As we 
discussed, such matters as the identities of our sensitive 
sources, the material provided to us by cooperating foreign 
intelligence services, the details of technical devices and 

- systems and of. ;operational methods, the identities of certain 
of our employees who could be targets of kidnapping or 
assasSination, the identities of American citizens and 
organizations who have cooperated with U.S. intelligence, and 
some additional materials the public disclosure of which would 
create serious foreign policy or national security problems, 
should be protected not only from exposure, but indeed from 
the risk of exposure. We should also work together to protect 
certain other information which, if improperly disclosed, 
might impair the privacy rights of individuals. Where these 
kinds of considerations are present, I anticipate that appro- 
priate understandings can be arrived at to avoid the risk of 
exposing such matters and at the same time to satisfy the 
Select Committee's need for a full understanding of our 
activities. | 

t 

As I stated to you, employees of the Central Intelligence 
Agency will be available to the Select Committee for staff 
interviews and for testimony. As we have discussed, this 
might require, in some circumstances, special arrangements to 
protect the identity of particular employees whose physical 
safety or future career might be placed in jeopardy by exposure. 
I anticipate that suitable safeguards can be established to 
avoid such dangers. I assume the Committee will make its own 
arrangements with respect to ex-employees as to whom I no 
longer have the authority to direct their cooperation. However, 
I am available for whatever assistance I can provide in this 
regard. 

AS you are aware, all employees of the Centrai Intelligence 
Agency are required to sign a secrecy agreement when they enter 
on duty. This is a condition of employment, and it requires 
that they keep forever secret all classified information gained 
during the course of their employment. The secrecy agreement 
further requires that they may not disclose classified informa- 
tion, either orally or by publication, without prior authoriza- 
tion from the Director of Central Intelligence. Under the 
secrecy agreement, an employee's obligations with respect to 
the protection of classified information continue after his 
employment with the CIA has been terminated. 
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It is my desire that the secrecy agreements signed by 
our employees shall not impair the necessary work of the 
Select Committee. To accomplish this, and in recognition 
of the security protection contemplated by the Select 
Committee, I have determined that disclosure of otherwise | 
protected information to the Select Committee or its designated 

ok staff members will constitute an authorized provision af infor- 
mation within the meaning of the secrecy agreements. This 
letter may be used to indicate such authorization for any 
Agency employee or ex-employee to furnish information to 
the Select Committee or appropriate staff members on matters 
which would otherwise be covered by their secrecy agreement, 
but which are not among the particularly sensitive matters 
such as mentioned above. With respect to those particularly 
sensitive matters, different procedures are obviously neces- 
Sary. Accordingly, where any matter included in these sensi- 
tive categories would be involved in responding to the Com- 
mittee, the employee should express his concern and, if 
possible, propose a way of responding to the Committee without 
exposing such sensitive details. If the Committee helieves 
that a disclosure of those aspects is nevertheless necessary, 
the matter will be discussed between the Committee and the 
Agency. I am prepared to consult with the Committee at any 
time to avoid difficulties in this area and quickly determine 
together the appropriate course of action to be taken. 

With the good faith evident in our discussions on these 
matters, I believe that these arrangements will enable me to 
discharge my responsibilities to protect intelligence sources 
and methods from unauthorized disclosure, while at the same 
time to provide the Select Committee with all the information 
it needs to accomplish its task. 

As we have agreed, it is in the national interest as well 
as that of the Select Committee and the U.S. intelligence 
community to ensure that your review proceed as smoothly and 
as expeditiously as possible. Toward that end, I have in- 
structed all CIA personnel to respond in a spirit of coopera- 
tion. 

Sincerely, 

W. E. Colby 
Director 
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12 March 1975 

Senate Select Committee To Review 

—- U.S. Intelligence Activities 

senate Resolution 21 established a Select Committee of the 
senate to review U.S. intelligence activities. The Resolution calls 
for a comprehensive review of the total U.S. intelligence effort 
and is not restricted to the recent charges and allegations against 

CIA alone. Consequently, it is likely to be far-ranging in its impact. 

It is in all of our interests to see that the Select Committee 
receives full understanding of our activities and their contribution 
to the country as expeditiously as possible. I have every confidence 
that the inquiry will be responsible, and constructive, and will pro- 
duce new understanding of, and improvements in, the American 

intelligence system. 

It is with this conviction that J have pledged my personal coop- 

eration and that of the CIA. I have advised Senators Church and Tower, 
the Committee Chairman and Vice Chairman, that employees of the 

CIA will be available to the Select Committee for Staff interviews and 
for testimony. We are working with the Committee Staff to design 
procedures to facilitate their work in examining topics of concern. 

Attached to this bulletin is a letter which I have sent to Senator 

Church. To facilitate the necessary work of the Committee and in 
recognition of the security protection contemplated by the Committee, 
I have determined that disclosure of otherwise protected information 
to the Select Committee or its designated Staff members will constitute 
authorized provision of information within the meaning of the Secrecy 
Agreements signed by each CIA employee, subject to the special proce- 
dures and limitations set forth in the letter regarding particularly 
sensitive matters. Senator Church has agreed that reference to sensi- 
tive data in any Committee report will be subject to consultation between 
the Committee and the Agency. 
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. The Sooperative spirit of our relationship with the Committee 

and its-Staff must at the same time take account of the rights of 
Agency employees. The Committee Staff has agreed to advise 
employees of their Constitutional rights at the beginning of any 
interview or other appearance. 

When a current Agency employee is selected to be interviewed 
by the Seléct Committee Staff, the Staff Director or Chief Counsel 

will normally notify Mr. John M. Clarke, who is my principal 
liaison with the Committee and its Staff. Mr. Clarke, in turn, will 

notify the employee. The purpose of this is in no way to inhibit the 

work of the Committee. It is intended to allow time for the employee 
to gain general legal guidance if he wants it, and to obtain security 
guidance from an appropriate senior officer. 

My own belief is that after a careful review of all U.S. intelli- 
gence activities, the Committee will address needed legislative 
changes and will reaffirm their confidence in the importance and 
contribution of U.S. intelligence programs. 

W. E. Colby 
Director 

Attachment: a/s 

DISTRIBUTION: ALL EMPLOYEES 
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ont * FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN. 
: * JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS. VICE CHAIR gE a, 

*” PHILIP A. RART, MICH. . HOWARE H. BA +. TENN, 
WALTER F. MONGALE, MINN. BARRY GOLDWA RIZ, ‘ 
WALTER 0. HUDDLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JR., MD. 
ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA, 

cae ean G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR “a (mifen —aiates apercerfe 
: c SELECT COMMITTEE TQ 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH. 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT TO 5. RES, 21, TH CONGRESS) 

' WASHINGTON, D.C. 205106 

March 12, 1975 

Mr. William E. Colby 
Director of Central Intelligence 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, D. C. 20505 

Dear Mr. Colby: 

Enclosed is an initial request for documents approve 
by the Committee at its meeting this afternoon. 

Our respective staffs have discussed the request in its 
draft form and I trust that they will continue to work together 

in the spirit of mutual cooperation which we both recognize is 

necessary to ensure’a thorough and expedatious investigation. 
/ 

Frank Church. 

Chairman 

Enclosure 
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@ March 12, 1975 - - 

'- REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION ~ . 

TO: The Director of Central sina aa and the Central Intelligence 
Agency . oo 

FROM : The Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with 
Seen to nesses Activities 

Guidelines 

1. The attached request is not intended to call for a general file search. - 
of the Agency. Rather it is intended to call for various significant documents . 
available in the upper levels of the Agency. Without foreclosing any further 
file review that may seem appropriate to agency personnel familiar with agency 
files, we would suggest the following offices rs and past —— as likely 
sources for initial review: . 

(i) The U.S. Intelligence Board staff and Ics | . 
(11) Offices of the Director and the Deputy Director/CiA’” 3 

(111) Offices of the General Counsel and Legislative Counsel/CIA : 
(iv) inane fou the = cea oad none) Bente eee ne and 

ancefCIA’. :. |: he 

2. ‘The requests are sdaeeued to the Director, oth in his cies as s 
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency and as Director of Central Teer 

‘and Chief Executive of the ese States errs eee Board, a: 

3. Rather. then waiting until all materials are availanie, it would be helpful 
if any particular group is produced when ready. ae 

oh, As previously discussed, please advise in there are scala of ester ta? 
where it would be appropriate for Committee staff members to review called for . 
material on the Agency premises in order to cull out the most pertinent MOLer dele. 

5. The request covers documents in the covered offices wherever originated _ ; 
(including other departments or agencies). If any document referred to is believed - 
by the Agency to be in the possession only of another agency or department, advice . 
to that effect plus an indication that the Agency would not object to its being 
made eae to the Committee, would facilitate an ee ae 
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ee REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

ae: _ OUTSTANDING rfPsrs 
The Agency has agreed to provide the Committee with (1) charts indicating 

the organizational history of the CIA; (2) identification of headquarters per- 
sonnel; and (3) budgetary and cash flow information. The following is a further 
elaboration of the kind of material in each of these categories which is necess- 
ery for the Committee's basic understanding of the Agency: 

_ A. Organization Charts and Personnel - The charts reflecting CIA organizational 
|" “history down to the Branch level should be accompanied by annotations or a nar-.—.. 

rative explaining when particular units were formed, merged, expanded or abolished. 
The narrative should also indicate any changes in Lines of authority, reporting 
responsibilities, and functions for each unit. Changes in unit eens which 
were not “Becompansed by BUDA vaneaNe changes should be noted. 

The ae should include the organization and staffing re of the USIB, 
the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, and its Reeeneow ag and 
the Forty Committee and its predecessors. Par. = 

. The identification. of personnel should include all officials snd 5 aici down — 
to the Branch Chief and Deputy Branch Chief level, and to the executive assistants 
for the directors or deputy directors of all Divisions, Offices and Staffs and a 
similar assistants for any officials above those levels. . as 

B. Budget and Cash Flow - The budgetary information should include both the naleiia ae 
proposed to OMB and the final budgets approved. ‘The cash flow data should include 
the funds actually appropriated,. their location in the appropriations for other .- -. 
Departments and agencies, and an indication of whether funds transferred from ears se at 

ticular a ere earmarked for particular uses within the o- nese a ates 

IIT.: SPECIAL REPORTS OR STUDIES “ 7 | 
' The following are requested: in their ial form (at the highest level 

of classification} with all appendices, annexes and transmittal documents: 
1. The Dulles, Correa, Jackson Report on‘ the Intelligence Community 
2. 1949 and 1955 Hoover Commissions, Intelligence Task Force Reports . 
3. 1953 Historical Study of the Expenditure of oo fects er 

by the General Counsel's Office. 
4. 1954 General Doolittle Report on the CIA 
‘5. 1960 Bureau of The Budget study of intelligence ntivition | 
6. 1961 Taylor Report on covert action and the intelligence community 
7. 1962 Organizational study of the CIA initiated by John A. McCone 
8. 1964 Study by John A. Bross, Frederick Nolting and. Major General © 

gohn Reynolds _ 
9. 1965 Study of CIA initiated by Admiral: Raborn — | | 

10. 1965 Study for the Director on CIA air propriataries | + sti 
11. 1967 Internal CIA study for the Director on CIA activities at educational 

facilities in the United States | ; 
12. 1967 Katzenbach Study (with John Gardner and Richard Helms) < on CIA 

- domestic activity | 
13. 1967 Cunningham Study on the intelligence ‘cpieminnies . 
14. 1967 (or 1968) Eaton Committee Report for the DCI on NSA and the National. 

. Intelligence Resources Board Study for DCI on NSA . 
15;. 1967 (or 1968) report for DCI by the Senior Executive Group on the intelligence 

community © 
16. 1970 Study under Admiral Wilfred McNeil on CIA Financial seacednee e 
17. 1971 OMB study under James Schlesinger of the intelligence community 
18. Executive Order of November 5, 1971 restructuring the intelligence COmmAn SLY 
19. 1973 CIA internal review prepared for James Schlesinger on the CIA 3 ae 
20. Additional studies specified in Appendix D of book furnished the a a 4 

Committee staff on March 5, 1975 | = 

. III. LEGAL AUTHORITY AND OPERATING PROCEDURES 
A. Legal Authority” - | : 

1. All files dealing with the history of the igh CIA Act and the CIA sections 
of the 1947 National Becurity 4 Act. 
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Or: * 

2. All agreements on jurisdiction or operational authority between the 

CIA and other U.S. intelligence and law enforcement agencies, 
3. All legal opinions, memoranda or other materials analyzing the 197 2 

and 1949 Acts, Executive Orders or National Security Intelligence Directives 
in regard to: 
(a) the authority of CIA to conduct covert actions 
(b) the authority of CIA to conduct particular categories of activity, 

or specific activities, within the U.S., including without limitation: A 
(i) the collection or maintenance of information or files on U.S. 

citizens $ 
(ii) the conduct of domestic surveillance on U.S. citizens or foreign 

nationals; 
(iii) the organization and operation of proprietary organizations 

{c) the appropriate scope or application of the agreements requested in 
supra, including documents prepared in connection with their 

negotiation 
(a4) the applicability to CIA of restrictions placed by Congress on the use 

-6f funds included in appropriations from which CIA funds are transferred — 
‘(e} the generation or use of funds from any source other than appropriations . 

transferred to CIA, and the investment for profit of funds from any source’ 
_h, All legal opinions, memoranda or other material analyzing the desireability 

or effect of legislation proposed or considered to alter the authority of 
the DCI or the nature, structure or powers of the Agency in areas other than 
employee compensation and benefits or headquarters construction. This should 
include analyses of the CIA amendment to the 1974 Military Aid Act, whether 
prepared before or after its adoption. 

5. All Director Central Intelligence Directives ("DeIDS") 

Operating Procedures 
i. An index of all major aiesees ea. guidelines, regulations, manuals or similar 

materials which prescribe or explain authorization and reporting procedures 
2. Directives, guidelines, manuals or Similar materials describing the various 

filing systems of the Agency : 
3. Specifically, all directives, guidelines, manuals or other materials svesewi oie 

or explaining procedures to be followed and the authorization and documentatiorix_,», 
required in connection with covert operations, including without limitation: 
(a) field or headquarters initiation of proposals 
iP} planning and modification of proposals 

approval for commencement, continuation or renewal, and eeatnatien 
(ad) field reports on .the conduct or results of operations 
(e) evaluations following operations 

" : fhe materials should indicate the criteria which determine the level of 
authorization required--Division Director, Deputy Director for Operations, 
DCI or Forty Committee--for a particular operation. They should also indicate 
the procedures and documentation involved in CIA inter-agency staff coordination 
and CIA staffing for the review by the principals on the Forty Committee. To 
the extent the procedures described differ from those previously in effect, 
furnish earlier directives, guidelines, manuals or Similar material regarding 
such previous procedures and provide a narrative description of how and when 
these procedures have changed from 1948 to present. 

(Request #3 is confined to procedures so that the Committee can subsequently 
better understand CIA operations in the covert action area.) 

Financial Procedures 
In addtion to budgetary and cash flow figures, the Committee will need explanatory 
information to understand the financial operations of CIA. This request consists 
of all directives, guidelines, manuais and other materials governing or describing: 
1. Procedures for preparing and discussing budgets with OMB, including ident- 

fication of the documents involved in the process 
2. The general procedures for expenditure approval, accounting or auditing which 

are used either within the CIA or in connection with Executive or Congressional _, 
oversight 

3. All special procedures for expenditure approval, accounting or auditing in 
regard to particular funds or types of activity, e.g., proprietary organiza- 
tions, currency transactions, or the discretionary fund of the Director. 
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he ALL Bureau of the Budget and OMB examiners’ reports on the Agency, and 
all memoranda and reports provided by the Intelligence Community Staff 

j to OMB 

D. All Annual Reports of the Inspector General and all Inspector General reports 
for the past five years on all components of the Agency. 

E. The Agency's "Allegations and Résponses” files 

IV. DIRECTOR COLBY'S JANUARY 15, 1975 TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENATE APPROPRIATIONS 
COMMITTER 
All materials reviewed or used by the Office of the Director in preparation for 
Director Colby's testimony on January 15, 1975 before the Senate Appropriations | 
Committee, including materials referred to in such testimony, (a representative 
list of which has been furnished to Central Intelligence Agency staff by the 

Senate Select Committee staff). 
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Thy reboroR ot COLBY'S PUBLIC SENATE TESTIMONY ON DOMESTIC OPERATIONS 
‘Refereace 18 made to Director Colby's public testimony ge January 15, 1975: 
before the Senate Appr ations Committee » in which DS tor Colby identified 
several documents basic W#® an understanding of the Agency's domestic operations. 
The following requests are based on that testimony. Parenthetical page references 
after each request indicate the page of Director Colby's testimony where ‘the 
the items requested were identified. 

‘Ll. The directive or other documents establishing the Domestic Operations Division, 
' defining its authority and stating its missions; all subsequent gs or other 

documents revising its authority or missions; (p.13) 
2. The directive or other documents in 1972 reflesignating the Domestic Operations 

Division the Foreign Resources Division; .(p.13) 
3. The directive or other documents defining the authority of the “cover and 

commercial staff" and stating its missions (p.13) 
4, The directive or other documents establishing on August 15, 1967, a unit within 

the Counterintelligence Office "to look into the possibility of foreign lirks 
to American dissident elements," or defining the units eure eee eveuane 
its missions; (p. 19) 

5. The August 29, 1967 letter from the Executive Director to the Kerner Ginn seions 
. The September 1, 1967 reply of the DCI to the Kerner Commission and all attachments 

thereto; (p. 19) . . 
6. The directive or other documents establishing CIA participation in "an interagency 

program in support of the National Commission, among others." (p.20) 
7. The document resulting from the DCI’ s review of the unit created on August 15,1967 

in which he coneluded it was proper,"while strictly observing statutory and de 
facto proscriptions on Agency: domestic involvement;" (p.20) 

8. The directive or documents governing €IA participation in-the preparation of the 
Ad Hoc Interagency Committee: Plan’( the "Huston Plan"), and the directive or 
documents governing CIA participation in the SUUSHEOSE Cy eee ueeeen ‘Committee 
when the.Huston Plan was abandoried. (p.20-21) 

9. The document authorizing the operation ‘in which. "the Agency Peer 38 or inserted 
about a dozen individuals into American dissident circles ‘in order to establish 

. their credentials for operations abroad; (5.22) 
LO. The 1973 diréctive limiting the program described in request #9; hes 22) - 
Li. The directive or other. documents..which oy meres "4974 terminated the: program 

described-in request 79 (p. 22) , 
‘12.The directive or other documents auteone ine the elimination from files of-material 

Americans: generated from the program descscribed in request. #93; (p-23) 
43. The directive or document authorizing the destruction- in March 1974 of tHé IDIU 

- tape listing of 10,000 Americans received by CIA in May 19703 (p.23) 
14. The directive orother documents authorizing the program to insert agents into. 

dissident organizations in the D.C. area to protect CIA installations, personnel, 

and information.; if a new unit was established within the Office of Security 
to operate this program,.the directive. -or-othersfocuments establishing the new unit, 
definiting its authority or stating its missions. (p.23) 

i - ake or other documents terminating. the Beceem cree eee in request #1 
Dee 

15., Indicate all lists " dexeloped ‘at various times in the past ... which do appear 
questionable under CIA's authority" ( do not supply lists); (p.26) . 

16. All “current directives" prohibiting maintainance of the kinds of lists described 
in request #15; (p.26) 

17. May 9, 1973 directive requesting employees to report questionable activity; all 
written responses and all other docurfists reflecting oral responses to this; (p. 27) 

"" 18. The documents prepared for or constituting the "internal review" which resulted 
, from the responses described in Request fe 17: (po. 27) 

19. All documents containing “policy sngea"igqied 1 and guidance that (Agency | 

activities remain within proper ARES SH ue in August 1973; (p-27) os 
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" 20. The directivei other documents establishing boy mail inspection 
programs withthe CIA or at its direction Meen 1953 and February, 1973; is 

el. The directive or other document terminating mail inspection programs in 
February, 1973; (p32) 

22. The documents prepared for the review of CIA assistance to other federal, state 
and local government components; all documents terminating or modifying =uce 
assistance as a result of that review; (p.33) 

23. All directives subsequent to the directive of May 9, 1973 which similarly 

requested employees to report questionable activity; all written responses and 

all other documents reflecting oral responses to such directives; (p.3%) 
24. All internal regulations,policy statements or similar documents pursuant to 

the recomendations of the Katzenbacj task force in 1967. (p.35) 
25. The Presidential Directive of October 9, 1974 regarding reorganization of the 

intelligence community. 
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bee nn WANE IRE PPE MATEY IAAI ASICS SS dap SENTENCE NEO TY Telephone Rm: 

Director Sec’y __ 

On 2-19-75 Inspector Bowers talked with William Miller, 
Staff Director of captioned Committee. Miller was asked if the Committee 
had established a possible timetable concerning hearings. He stated they 
are "months" away from formal hearings but that they expect to begin taking 
testimony in closed sessions to ''build a record” in about two weeks. 

REAM IY 5 rae Ae ORS 

Miller said these sessions will be conducted by a Member of the 
Committee but will basically involve questioning of various agency officials, 
not at the Director level, to provide basic information about the administrative 
structure, legal basis, objectives and mission, and budget of the various 
agencies in which the Committee will have an interest. Miller was requested 
O give us specific notification as far in advance as possible concerning such 
testimony sessions so that we would have sufficient time to prepare the necessary 
material. Miller said this would be done. 

Miller stated he would doubt that the Director would be needed 
| for any testimony for some time unless the Director wishes to be involved in 
the early stages of providing basic information. } 

al 

It seems apparent that the Committee still is uncertain of its .«*" 
course of action. Miller commented that the Committee will probably follow 
much the same procedure as used in the impeachment hearings where extensive 
testimony was taken in closed sessions and used by the Members and staff to 
prepare for the later public hearings. It seems apparent that John Doar and his 
staff who worked on the impeachment hearings will play a major role in the 
Select Committee operations. Doar and a number of his former eee staf FP 
members already are working with the Select Ho. REC3o 2 a lhe 3% hb 7 Gk 

ey ‘ 

To date, we have received Pade requests from the Select Committeé - 
for investigations of potential staif people in connection with the cledtAl tle Hiege 
people by CIA following certification by the Committee. These investigations-are., 
being handled by the Special WS = on a two-week deadline basisey 
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Comp. Syst. 

(a -Mr e alc B. Adams DATE: 3/14/7 5 es 

4 ie 4 
‘ en 

FROM’ :Legal Couns be— ec — 

| O 
os eae 

. . ; Ae Plan. & Eval. __ 

suet QENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 4 mOE IE os Rw 
ONINTELLIGENCE = AIT cHrOR ATE age TRD Ie as f 
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE mms UCL 62 anit pie es 
ON INTELLIGENCE oe 1299-8 

During a meeting attended by Section Chief Cregar, Intelligence _ | 
Division, on March 14, 1975, it was approved by the Deputy Attorney | 
General and Philip Buchen, Counsel to the President, and concurred 
in by William Colby, Director of CIA, that the Chairman of the two captione 
committees should be approached and asked whether they would make 
a Committee request for the offices of members to be examined for any 
electronic surveillance devices. Offices occupied by staff members 
would not be included in their proposed search. 

‘a, 

7 pe 

he 

mC het SLE SLE. wif 
RECOMMENDATION: 

£ ey 

C0 cleabeypdh Gif7o~ 

The Legal Analysis Office will contact Senator Church and 
Congressman Nedzi to inquire éf they;, acting as Chairman of their 

respective committees, would make a committee request for such ah! 

a search to be conducted. ae qpessil] oy Clisetinte et gee pe 

EG SOO riot Al gotirtley”s 
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Assoc. Dir. 
UNITED STATES Geren: & ec 

oo Daphaghiaw. 7 
Asst. Dir, ‘ Memorandum PR 

TO - Mr. Adams DATE: 2-6=79 poe 
Gen. Inv. 

. b es 

ff FROM : Legal Counsel’ ee ate eB car 
a write an ee sub ae : Laboratory 

~«& QO | ESS SPAMS rete 
supject: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE sige ]00> Or 

ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 4 Thheee aa 
yd 4 Director Sec’y —__ 

Reference McDermott to Jenkins memorandum of 1-31-75 : 
recommending contact with Senator Frank Church (D-Idaho) concerning the 
procedure for clearing staff personnel for captioned Commiitee. 

Contact was made with the Senator's office on the morning of 
2~6-75 to arrange an appointment. The Senator's secretary advised that his 
schedule was so crowded that it would be impossible for him to discuss this 
matter for several days. She said he requested that we discuss this situation with 
William Miller, who the Senator intends to have head the Select Committee staff. 

Miller was contacted on the morning of 2-6-75 by Inspector 
Bowers, accompanied by Inspector Hotis. It was explained to him that the FBI 
has no authority to issue clearances as such but that in conference with Central 
Intelligence Agency officials it had been agreed that the FBI will investigate 
prospective staff personnel, furnish results of the investigation to Senator Church ; ey 
as the Select Committee Chairman, and CIA will issue actual clearances based 
on certification from Church. Miller agreed to this procedure. He was furnished : 
a small supply of SF 86, Security Investigation Data for Sensitive Position forms. 
It was pointed out to him these forms should be filled out in complete detail and 
furnished to us along with a current set of fingerprints. It was suggested the 
applicants for these peek i aaa . the Capitol Police Deparine nt. 

CA 16295— WO 
Miller stated th they would need ai of these investigations as 

soon as possible and after some discussion he agreed that a two week deadline 
would be reasanable. It was suggested to him that in cases involving clerical- 
type personnel that perhaps a longer deadline might be in order, and he said he 
would keep this in mind. It was pointed out to Miller that results of the investigations 

d to Senator Church personally. He also was advised that 
representatives of various intelligence agencies currently are drawing up proposed 
guidelines to suggest to the Committee for use in determining whether or not an 

er 

1 - Mr. Callahan | 1 - Mr. Cleveland 1- Mr. Cregar 
1 - Mr. Adams 1 - Mr. Mintz 1.~2MAR BOWé#s 
1 -~ Mr. Wannall 1 - Mr. McDermott oe 
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Legal Counsel to vir Goons Memo 
RE: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

~ x 
. 

4 

applicant qualifies for security clearance as well as proposed guidelines to 
deal with the maintenance of classified material received by the Committee. He 
was told someone will be in touch with Senator Church regarding this in the near 
future. 

Miller stated that the Committee is going to set up offices in the 
auditorium of the Dirksen Senate Office Building, the same space used by the 
senate Watergate Committee. This space currently is being altered to meet 
Committee requirements. 

Miller stated that the Committee probably will bring on board as staff 

personnel most of the "security team” used by the House Judiciary Committee 
during the impeachment hearings. He said this group has a proven track record 
with respect to leaks of information since all leaks resulting from the impeachment 
proceedings have been traced to Members following hearings rather than staff 
personnel. This is the group headed by former Assistant Attorney General John 
Doar, and Miller indicated Doar will play a major role on the Senate Select 
Committee staff. 

Miller will furnish Bowers the completed SF 86 forms and 
fingerprint cards on proposed staff personnel as soon as possible and these will 
be furnished directly to Assistant Director Cleveland for handling. This matter 
already has been discussed with Mr. Cleveland. 

RECOMMENDATION: 2 Se on 

For information. 

wy by “i 
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UNTIED STATES ERNMENT Dep. AD Adm. __ «ff 
Dep-AD ge 

Memorandum rors 
Admin, 

&e 
Comp. Syst. 

Ext. Affairs —_ 

TO DATE: 1- 3i- 15 Files & Com. — 

; Gen. Inv, 

Ident. 

af pT obras pa Inspection 

FROM RUD TNrOR Se e aye LED ies ae Intell. 
ort yas esih eS poi: pf) ARIA Laboratory 

4/2 [0 Plan. & oa 

pate Spec. Jnva sat 

Goncr SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE : rng 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES Teletinl e Wy 

Director Sec’ Yona 

We have received the enclosed letter dated 1-29-75 from Senator 
Frank Church (D-Idaho) writing in his capacity as the Chairman of the recently 
established Select Committee on Intelligence Activities. The Senator states that to 
carry out the task of the Committee, it will be necessary for the Members and 
designated staff to have access to the most sensitive classified material.—He 
said the Committee is in the process of gathering a staff, adding that it is likely 
many members of the staff will not have current security clearances. He stated 
he would bé most grateful if the FBI could expedite clearances on _designated 
staif so that work can proceed as expeditiously as possible. He points ‘out the 
standard clearance agreed upon during debate on the resolution creating the 
Committee would be the equivalent of a ''Q" clearance. 

; 

William E. Colby, as Director of Central Intelligence, is 4 F 
coordinating the compilation from various agencies of the intelligence community 
suggested guidelines dealing with clearances and the handling of security information 
to be presented for consideration to the Select Committee. FBI eee onen me | 
from the Intelligence Division have been participating in this matter. 

; REC-7)3 GA-//62? 95 =f 
This matter Ee 149 ss ed with At Ce and = 5 I6 %., 

it was agreed that the Intelligence Division representative. should explore with 
CIA whether or not that agency would agree to issue clearances for the Select 
Committee staff if the FBI handled the investigations. Section Chief William O. 
Cregar took this matter up on the afternoon of 1-30-75 with John M. Clarke, 
Associate Deputy to the Director of Central Intelligence. Cregar advised Clarke 
had obtained Colby's agreement to the following procedure. The FBI will handle 
investigations of potential staff members named by the Select Committee. Results 
of the investigations would be furnished to Church as Chairman of the Select“ ~— 
Committee and the Committee would determine whether or not the indiyigy MeO Tas 
the necessary criteria for clearance. Following such certification by. ne 01975 
Committee, CIA would issue the appropriate clearance. A Sub Groupto&the... 
Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional Review of the Intelligence Commun nity 
was to meet on 1-31-75 to draw up proposed guidelines to be presented to the ..; 

+ ete - 

Enclosure Bly ” 

1 - Mr. Callahan ~ Enclosure 1 -~ Mr. Mintz - Enclosure t ie a 
1 -~ Mr. Adams - Enclosure 1 - Mr. McDermott - Enclostre’! 
1 - Mr. Wannall - Enclosure 1 - Mr. Bowers - Enclosure wi 

- Mr. Cleveland - Enclosure 1 - Mr. Cregar - Enclosure bs 
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J. J. McDermott to é. Memo @ 

RE: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

Committee regarding the storage of information and the clearance of the staff. 
This group consists of representatives from the FBI, CIA, NSA, and Atomic 
IFmergy Commission. These guidelines, once approved by the Select Committee, 
would be followed in determining whether or not potential staff members should 
receive clearances. 

Cregar said there is no objections to the FBI discussing the 
foregoing procedure--FBI investigation, Select Committee certification, followed 
by issuance of clearance by ClA-with Senator Church. Senator Church will be 
told at the same time that proposed guidelines regarding a clearance decision 
will be presented to him as soon as they are compiled. 

acrnowled 92
 the /z4 1S

 / etter and
 

‘That Inspector Bowers/inform Senator Church of the above 
procedure and work out with him appropriate arrangements for the referral 
of potential staff members to us for investigation. 

go wy 

RECOMMENDATION: 

oe 
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) Assoc, Dir, ' 
1 Dep.-A.D.- 

re oe | ep.-A.D. * 

j Asst. Dir 
A 

i Admin. — 

| Comp. Syst. WW. ‘ ; 
FRANK CHURCH, ID “) 1 Fixt. Affairs 

CHARLES MCC, Me, MD. Mrnifed Diates D evafe | Files & 2 : 
CO-CHAIRMEN SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL EMERGENCG HES ‘2 

PHILIP A. HART, MICH. CLIFFORD P. CASE, N.J. AND DELEGATED EMERGENCY POWERS i} 
hele JA . ' e 

ADLAI £. STEVENSON II, ILL. GlisronS & aANGEN vive. (PURSUANT TO S. RES, 242, 98D CONGRESS) 
WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR ROOM 252, RUSSELL SENATE OFFICE alan 

THOMAS A, DINE, PROFESSIONAL STAFF MEMBER WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 ; : 
f § Laboratory fi 

O4y | Plan. & Eval. —| 
H §6Spec. | ; 

January 29, 197 kK , mee a i 
: ekeOoun , 

7 Bes Hone Rm. 
| Director See’y __ ff 

The Honorable Clarence M. Kelley 
Director 

7 Federal Bureau of Investigation | 
{ Department of = 2 . 

Washington, D. C. 
Oe ass, Sefer - Cocco tt tf i rr Al © | | 

Dear Mr. Kelley: rte Ceghtn i ActtrorT ee | 

The Senate, on January 27, eal, a Select Committee to Study | 
Governmental Operations With Respect to All Intelligence Activities. : 
I am confident that the Federal Bureau of Investigation will make ! 
every effort to assist the Select Committee in its work, and I look | 
forward to working together with you in completing this important task. | 

IC. 
won wrt ty aan a) : 

e 4 - * an & arts MRE oat ee 

bes = 
pan ey 

In order to carry out the necessary tasks mandated by the vote Ke 
of the Senate, it will be necessary for Senators and designated staff Fre * 
to have access to the most sensitive classified material. The Select i 
Committee is now in the process of bringing together a staff to assist a ; 
in carrying out its work. In this regard, it is likely that many members - 
of the staff who will be hired will not have current security clearances. 

~ 
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eaten aad On behalf of the Select Committee, I would be most grateful to 
} you if you could expedite, as a priority matter, clearances on designated 
baa staff so that the work of the committee can proceed as expeditiously 

as possible. In debate, prior to passage of S. Res. 21,. the standard 
of clearance agreed upon by the Senate was equivalent to thes tanders ae 
applicable to a "Q” clearance. 4 A- / 6 3 3a 26 or t 
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oak. Syst. —_ 

Ext. Affairs __ TO : Mr. J. B. Adams DATE: 3/14/75 tees 
Gen. Inv. 

tas Ident. 

FROM : Legal Counset;{" eee 
JN 

Laboratory 

. (eo m% eae Plan. & Eo 

SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 75 ie facen : rainin : 
. : nl Legal Coun pant ft Pf 
ae rattan vceenadtins am et 7 Telephone Ri. ad 

Reference is made to memok¥ndum Of We 'Os, Cregar Tr 
to Mr. W. R. Wannall dated 3/10/75, captioned as above. 
Page three of that memorandum referred to the CIA, as well 
as the rest of the Intelligence Community, being concerned 
over the request received for access to their files by Morton 
Halperin under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). It was - 
also noted that the Bureau had not received a request as of 
that time from Halperin under the FOIA. 

The Department has now referred over to us today, 
3/14/75, a request from Mr. Halperin to "inspect and, if I 
choose, to copy files marked ‘Official and Confidential’ or 
‘OC' kept in the private office of J. Edgar Hoover." This 
request is being processed in the FOIA Unit. we 

RECOMMENDATION: Z 

For information. 

Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Adams 
Fach Assistant Director 

~ Mr. Cregar 
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GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES G saat 
Memorandum ben 

J es Aleta 
TO : Mr. W. R. Wannall Wj DATE: 3/7/75 Files & Com. 

Gen. Inv. 

mRNMENT 

Ident. 
L- Mr. A ction 

FROM : W. WS evar L-~ Mr ee nl 

f}. L = Mr. Wannall aboratory 

C23 1 - Mr. Cregar Ree 
ee SENSTUDY 75 Spec. Inv. 

F Trainin 
ss os aeae eae Tatestious Rit <— 

set, ie Director Sec’y __ 

ae ‘Rhis memorandum reports aut of conversations 
with Mr. JohixiClarke, Chairman of thé*4d_Hoc Coordinating Group 
for Congressional Inquiry, referred to ereafter as the Group, 
reporting steps taken to insure that Mr. William Cotter, Chief 

4s Postal Inspector “is 3 invited “to- any. ‘discussions of the Group 
// wherein the question ‘of opening U. S. mail is addressed in (y 

the context of Congressional hearings. ; 

In a memorandum to Mr. Adams and Mr. Wannall, dated | | 
3/4/75, Mr. Kelley reported the results of his meeting with .” 

. Mr. Cotter on that date. Cotter advised the Director that the 
Postmaster General has become alarmed about the opening of mail ° 
by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Mr. Cotter asked the 
Director if the FBI knew this was going on and did we actually 
receive the benefits of it. Mr. Kelley pointed out to Mr. Cotter 
that the FBI ene bkeh16t and did get information on the procedure 
from CIA. REC-10 fat Jit 4 Fe, ~ au 

During the course of their conversation, Mr . Kelley 
told Mr. Cotter that he should’be joined in the group of 

vs investigative organizations headed by Mr. Colby, Director of 
a CIA, to consider actions in the Select Committee's probe. 
we Mr. Wannall was instructed to make. sure the PESTA] “SOYV IES Gs 

Bis included in the Group. 
Es 7 MAR 21 1978 
Ss On 3/6/75 Mr. William 0. Cregar, the Bureau's 

representative on this Group, discussed this m@tvter-wift 
Mr. John Clarke. Mr. Clarke advised that inasmuch as member- 
Ship on the Group is made up of United States Intelligence 
Board (USIB) agencies and departments he felt most matters 
discussed at future meetings of the Group would not be of interest 
to the Postal Service and would be a waste of Mr. Cotter's time. 
However, he assured Mr. Cregar that should a question involving 
opening of U. S. mails be addressed by the Group or any questions 
involving matters of interest to the Postmaster General, he 
would see to it that Mr. Cotter or his designated representative 

% 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

was invited to the meeting. In addition, Mr. Clarke 
indicated he would be in telephonic contact with Mr. Cotter 
to arrange for any discussions Mr. Cotter might desire to 
have with him. 

ACTION: 

Pursuant to the Director's instructions, attached 
is a letter to Mr. Cotter setting forth the arrangements 
that have been made with Mr. Clarke regarding future atten- 
dance of Postal Service representatives at meetings of the 
Group. A copy of this letter is being furnished to Mr. Colby 
for his records, 

fo 
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Harch 13, 1975 
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" REC- oe wt ow QP ir, Adams 
= l=~ Mr. Mintz 

Ll - Mr. Wannall 

Honorable Willian J.otter a geet 
Chief_Postal Inspector et 
U. S&S. Pastal Service | je ge 
Washington, D. C.__ 

cal Rear Bill: 

Purinst our meeting in ny office on March 4, 
1975, we discussed your participation in the group of 
investigative organizations headed by i. Willian 
Colby, Director of Central Intelliscence, to consider 
Community actions resulting from Select Comnittee 
probes. 

ota wd 
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Patna, 

On March 6, 1975, Tir. William 0. Crear, my 
representative on this Group, discussed the natter vith 

» . oF Pye 

a =s 7. a 

Mae 4a Tes Central Intelligence for the Intellisence Community and 
Chairman of the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group for Congres-= 
Sional Inquiry. Mr. Clarke advised that membership on 

j this Group is made up of representatives from the U. &. 
: intelligence Board agencies and departments and that the 

major portion of information discussed at this Group 
would Hlot-involve the Postal Service. lWUowever, Me. Clarke 
has assured Mr. Crerar that should any questions rerarding 
natters of interest to the Postmaster General be scheduled 
for discussion before this Group, he would see to it that 
your office is so advised in order that either you or 
your designated representative can attend the meeting. In 

;cddition, Mr. Clarke indicated he would be in telephonic 
“contact with you to arranre for any discussions you might 

r r de? 
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Honorable William Jd. Cotter 

Eat sending 2 copy of this letter to Mr. Colby 
for his records. 

Sincerely yours, 

Clarence M. Kelicy 
Director 

L - Honorable William E, Colby (BY LIAISON) 
Director 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, D. C. 

NOTE: 

See memo W. O. Cregar to Mr. W. R. Wannall, 
dated 3/7/75, captioned "SENSTUDY 75," prepared by WoC:ebc. 
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~i,, Memorandum me 
W) Comp. Syst. —_ 

TO MR. 7 pate: 3/17/75 eo 
ecoislative Matters Section eenelny: 

Ident. 

Inspection 

Intell. 

a. ; 
Ae “ Laboratory 

pon epee oa 
We Plan. & Eval, 

SUBJECT Gc SENSTUDY 15 A fos daa 

Ny Pa Legal Coun. 

sie 1D Telephone Rm. __ 

Director Sec’y —_ 
In reference to imemorandum from Legal Counsel to 

J. B. Adams dated 3/12/75, SA Johnny L. Evans will be the 
contact and coordinator for OPE in regard to the captioned matter. 
Mr. Evans' extension is 2854, 

OPE has no input into captioned matter at this time. 
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, Depap Coie | , Memorandum — 5 « 

Comp. Syst. 

; TO Mr. re B. Adams DATE: 914-75 Ext. Affairs 

Files & Com. __ 

P Gen. Inv. 

pr Ident. 

rom: Legal Couns . nerect ag 
ow}. eee f Laboratory —____ 

, wf Plan. & Eval. — 

suBJECT’ SENSTUDY — ae k eee : 
LETTER FROM SENATORS MANSFIELD AND SCOTT « poltGoul 
RE DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS : etn en 
JANUARY 27, 1975 

wh 

In a letter to Mr. Kelley dated 1-27-75, “ 
Senators Mike Mansfield (D - Mont.) and Hugh Scott (R - Pa.) a 
requested we.not.destroy any documents or files that may be of interest oA 
to the Senate in the forthcoming hearings on intelligence activities. 

A memorandum from H. R. Hauer to Mr. LaPrade dated “ 
sl — 75 captioned "Destruction of Files Records,.. Files and Com- SS 

ons Division, ' pointed out that ourWestruction program-~is.governed 
aglpederal Records Act of 1950 and regulations..of.the’National Archives 

Ce 

aS Da nesevas service. Our current practice is to destroy files over —~ = 
a d NI} 25 years old relating to subversive activities which are based on unsub- 
sae a stantiated allegations and have not resulted in prosecution. Criminal 

x 

= 
a + 

files over 10 years old are reduced to microfilm and the paper records g 

i? sas a Hie 

«= Fh 

vey BY. 

So wt ive 

are are destroyed. ‘In addition, all duplicate copiés of communications are 
destroyed when they no longer serve a useful purpose. The Files and 
Communications Division asked the Legal Counsel Division to determine 
whether the Senatorstrequest applied to our current destruction program. 
Mr. Callahan noted sr h SSC staff. '' (a 2) + ye Z 3 AS Bue 

On 2-10-75 Inspector J. REG “WO is Legal Counsel Division, 
met with William G. Miller, Staff Director, Senate Select Committee on 
Intelligence Adivities, concerning this matter. Miller was toldabhat OUdtine 
destruction program has been suspended until we can determine whether; 
any my documents are involved that might be of interest to the Committees 4 
Miller said he doubted that the Committee would inquire into intelligence: 
maiters that were over 25 years old but asked that we withholédestructioi"""™ 

Jof files until he consulted with Senator Church. He said he would contact 
us later this week. 

Enclosures (2) wien a~] 4 ~/ 7 

1 - Mr. Callahan 1 - Mr. McDermott — “sane 25 191% we ie 
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Memorandum to Mr. J. B. Adams 
Re: SENSTUDY 

Letter from Senators Mansfield and Scott 
Re Destruction of Records; 1-27-75 

Attached are letters to Senators Mansfield and Scott 
acknowledging their letter to the Director and advising them that we 
have suspended our destruction program until the matter is clarified. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

be sent. 
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Ext. Affairs ___ 

TO : Mr. W. R. Wannall DATE: 3/10/75 Files & Com. — 
Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

sie Mr. Adams nspostig 

row w, 0, Gean at itr. D.W. Moc a 
$ ~ Mr. D.W. Moore pars 

Te £2—— y 75 ast see “O° Mr. Wannall a: 
Searing _SENSTUDY 75 l- Mr. Cregar Spec. Inv. 

Training 
-_ paw 

Telephone Rm. —_ 

Director Sec’y __ 

This reports information received telephonically 
from Mr. Robert Gambino, Office of Security, CIA, on the Mon” 
morning of 3/1/75. pie 

According to Mr. Gambino, a CIA officer employed 
by CIA's Office of Security, has been 
called to testify before the Rockeféller Commission on 3/3/75, 
The purpose of this testimony is to discuss CIA's recruitment 
of approximately 10 dissidents. The dissidents were to be 
infiltrated into extremist and revolutionary groups active in 
the Washington, D. C., area in 1967 in order that CIA could 
obtain firsthand knowledge as to whether aJFK Act 6 (1) (A)remist 
or revolutionary groups were planning any physical damage 
or attack on CIA installations throughout the Washington, D. C., 
area, 

ae 

In preparation for this testimony CIA was reviewing | 
all records in their Office of Security. In this connection 

: they came across a note from CIA Security Officer Paul Gaynor 
; reflecting a conversation he had with myself. During that time 

I had liaison responsibilities with CIA's Office of Security. 
The note, signed by Paul Gaynor, read as follows: ,.. Discussed with 
WilTian O.-CFEgar | -FBI, 4/4-6/67, Says” go ahead after conferring 
with Mr. William Sullivan, Assistant Director, FBI. ‘They never 
héard of this matter.'" Copies of this note are being furnished 
to the Rockefeller. Commission contemporaneous with Kuh" s | testimony. 

7 ae ee 

, I have reviewed all possible Bureau pécones in an 
- effort to locate any memoranda that might have been prepared. 

_ I have found no such memoranda and am inclined | hat 
I did not make a record of my conversation with in 

: view of the quotation, "They never heard of this parce 33 

mec ° |! “ans = = 

Woczebe 432 WH marigis7 ” 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

Although I have no specific recollection of the 
conversation with Mr. Gaynor, I do have some recollection 
that such a conversation did take place with him as well as 
with Mr. Osborn, the Director of Security, CIA. This is 
somewhat reinforced by the fact that I can recall CIA and 
specifically Mr. Osborn was concerned about the security of 
CIA's installations. There was considerable campus unrest 
during this period of time. I can recall CIA recruiters 
were attacked and beaten. As a matter of fact, I am almost 
sure that CIA's recruiters were forced off campus and did 
potential employees’ interviews in Federal buildings. 
Recognizing that both Osborn,as the Director of Security, and 
CIA generally were very security conscious, I can understand 
and believe it was probably likely that the Office of Security, 
CIA, began to plan the security and physical protection of 
all their offices throughout the U. S. The fact is that 
approximately one and one-half years after my reported con- 
versation with Mr. Gaynor one of CIA's offices in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, was bombed, resulting in the now famous Keith 
decision. In the interim Martin Luther King was assassinated 
4/4/68 and parts of the District were burned; Resurrection City 
existed during May and June, 1968. All of these events remind 
one of the situation that existed at that time and helps me at 
least put into perspective why CIA's Office of Security was 
concerned about the security of their installations. 

Although I cannot recall the specific conversation 
with Mr. Gaynor, I did periodically speak to him during my 
eight-year liaison assignment. Had I received such a request 
as reported on Mr. Gaynor's note, I would have discussed it with 
the Assistant Director at that time. It is likely that 
Mr. Sullivan who was then the Assistant Director would have 
reacted as reported in Gaynor's quotation. I say this because 
if the facts are true, no operational activity to collect 
intelligence was envisioned. CIA merely proposed to place asséts 
in a position to know if any violent activity was planned against 
CIA establishments and the Bureau was merely interposing no 
objections to such activity on the part of CIA. 

CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

I have attempted to reconstruct the events in 
my own mind as well as to view other activities that 
transpired during the approximately eight years of my 
liaison assignment. In all honesty I cannot recall any 
case wherein I was requested or instructed to make an 
arrangement with CIA without making a specific record of 
it in Bureau files. 

ACTION: 

For information and record purposes. 

ws 
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On March 12, 1975, Associate Deputy Attorney General 
Wilderotter advised me that he was just advised that the Senate 
Committee staff has compiled a lengthy list of requests for documents 
to be furnished by CIA to the Senate Committee. He said that the list 
will be submitted to the Committee today for their approval in j 
requesting the material from CIA’ He described the list as unrealistic. j ' 

FF adn ste Se he 
etter ge | ina amine 

Mr. Wilderotter said that we may anticipate that the FBI will receivea_ , 
Similar list requesting documents in sreat detail, He said that his e f 
assignment in the Department at the present time is to assist in coordinating 

: the Department responses with the White House in regard to requests from 
the Senate Committee and he requested me to advise him at once upon 

| receipt of such a request from the Senate Committee. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That upon receipt of request from the Senate Committee, 
as described above, Mr. Wilderotter be immediately informed. 
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Ext. Affairs — TO : Mr. W.R. Wannal DATE: March 5, 1975. ee a 

Gen. Inv. 

(4 1 - Each Assistant Director |... 
FROM > W, ol oe Int a il 

aborator 
1 << Mr. W.O. Cregar seg nares os 

Spec. Inv. 

SUBJECT: aie 75 Training 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec’y —_ 

This memorandum reports the results of a meeting 
of the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional Review of 
the Intelligence Community (hereafter referred to as the 
Group) held on 2/27/75 at CIA Headquarters. My 

The Group is chaired by Mr. John Clarke, Associate 
Deputy to the Director of Central Intelligence, and is made 
up of representatives of agencies and departments having 
membership on the U.S. Intelligence Board. Its purpose is 
to serve as a coordinating mechanism for future testimony 
before various Congressional committees, 

2 rem 7C- 

CONTA THE At the meeting of the Group on 2/27/75 several 
items of interest were discussed, which items are set forth, 
hereinafter. / 

vr + 

7a % ¥ 

LTT, THE ORMATIC: 

TO OACSLPTED 

~ UW: 

G0 Bf 

Mr. Colby, in his role as Director of Central FT 
Intelligence, and Mr. Clarke met with Senator Frank Church 
on the morning of 2/27/75. Church advised that it is not 
his intention to harass the intelligence community and he 
hopes to reaffirm to both the Congress and the people of the 
United States that there is a valid and critical need for 
intelligence, Church is concerned th at no inadvertent dis- 

| closures result from these hearipast Wi Bien could prejudice 
| sensitive intelligence community He assured 

Mr. Colby that he would continue to spin im ,on y. >} 

Rag a S sas > 3f 

aye a we 
lg 7 

zat 

mmpk )6 
I et AMT is ah! DATE 

sensitive matters that come before the Committee 
| such inadvertencies, Senator Church was appreciative of 

the security guidelines furnished to him for the handling 
of sensitive information and documents and assured Mr. Colb a 
that the Senate Select Committee (SSC) would abide by these ~~ 
guidelines, With regard to the Secrecy Agreement, which : 
heretofor Senator Church has been somewhat reluctant toSnaVeR 12 1978 ; 
his staff personnel complete, it is now acceptable to the si 
Senator. However, he does want to have the Chief Couns€T "or | 
the SSC review the Secrecy Agreement and will probably propose 
certain changes in its wording. (A Secrecy Agreement was 
developed by a subcommittee of the Group in concert with the 
Justice Department,) 

Enclosures ie i 
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Memorandum to Mr. W.R. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

Senator Church stated that it was the Committee's 
intention to investigate all agencies' participation in "covert 
action" with primary emphasis on CIA activities overseas. 
(Roughly interpreted, this could involve the Bureau's COINTEL 
Program.) The SSC hopes to avoid any confrontation with any 
members of the intelligence community over the release of 
sensitive documents or testimony and it is Senator Church's 
intention for him and Senator John G. Tower to consult with 
both the President and the Vice President to resolve this 
matter, In this regard, Mr. Clarke advised members of the 
Group that Deputy Attorney General Laurence H, Silberman has 
been designated by the President to act as his Gdtinsel in 

oth--the~-Senate~and” the’ House select committees, 
Tt-is tr. Ciarids | opinion that Mr. Silberman will act in this 
capacity only as long as he remains Deputy Attorney General. 

It is th feeling of Senator Church at this time that 
all staff employees of the SSC will be afforded "Q" clearances. 
(issued by the successor to the Atomic Energy Commission.) 
However, there is some question as to whether this in fact will 
be true and Clarke hopes to get further clarification on this 
point. 

Mr, Colby advised Senator Church that CIA requires 
all employees to sign a CIA secrecy agreement. It is 
Mr, Colby's intention, as he did in the case of the Rockefeller 
Commission, to issue an agency notice to all employees releasing 
them from their obligation under the secrecy agreement in the 
event an employee is called before the SSC, Additionally, 
Mr. Colby intends to write a letter to the SSC advising it that 
he has so relieved CIA employees from this obligation, (Attached 
is a draft copy of an Agency notice circulated within CIA. Also 
attached is a copy of the letter Mr. Colby forwarded to the 
Honorable Nelson A, Rockefeller advising the Rockefeller Commission 
that he was relieving Agency employees from any obligation under 
the secrecy agreement.) 

Inasmuch as the Bureau requires all employees to 
complete a secrecy agreement, the Intelligence Division believes 
that the Legal Counsel Division should review what action, if 
any, the Bureau should take in anticipation of FBI personnel 
being called to testify. 

With regard to deleting the names of Agents and 
confidential sources from documents furnished to the SSC, 
senator Church agreed that this would be acceptable providing 
he or members of his staff could consult with officials of the 
submitting agency if it was deemed necessary that the names of 

Agents or sources had to be revealed. 

2. CONTINUED ~ OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr, Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

During the Colby/Church meeting, Church advised 
that he anticipates asking all agencies and departments of 
the intelligence community for the following three items 
as their initial request: 1) Organizational charts, broken 
down to a branch level, going back as far as 1947; 2) Copies 
of all budgets since 1947; and 3) Documents reflecting all 
cash flows since 1947. 

With regard to items 2 and 3, Mr. Clarke indicated 
that he will seek clarification with regard to budget and cash 
flow submission and will hopefully have additional information 
for members of the Group in the near future as to exactly what 
the SSC desires. 

During the course of the meeting of the Group, 
Mr. Clarke advised that the Bureau should consider advising 
Mr. Colby of any "bad apples" that are uncovered during the 
Bureau's investigation of staff personnel. This was not 
intended to try to eliminate a candidate as a staff employee 
where there is some derogatory information but if the Bureau 
develops very substantial information indicating the subject 
is a definite security risk, it is conceivable that Mr. Colby 
could at least discuss that individual's possible employment 
with Senator Church to prevent the Committee from hiring 
anyone that could later prove embarrassing to the SSC. 

Prior to the adjournment of the meeting of the 
Group, Mr. Clarke queried ali members as to what provisions 
they have mde for handling the onslaught of paper and 
requests he anticipates all agencies will receive from the 
SSC. As an example, CIA has had to Xerox over 15,000 pages 
of CIA documents in the last ten days in response to requests 
from the Rockefeller Commission. Clarke feels strongly that 
each agency should develop a task force within their ranks 
supplemented by stenographic personnel to prepare themselves 
for what he believes will be very extensive requests from the 
SSC with relatively short deadlines. 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 

ACTION: 

The matters of interest reported in this memorandum 
were discussed at Mr. Callahan's conference on 3/3/75 and 
are being addressed separately in accordance with decisions 
made at that conference. 

f ~ 
1 re 

£. 
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the Director of Central Intelligence. 

‘o£ the Agency is available to the Commission and its Staff for 
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DRAFT : — S SETA INTERNAL USE 
22 February 1975 = 4 ONLY 

| : es | MDL IS 
AGENCY NOTICE’. . (2% omg oe : | be oe: SOM AFM Oh ie 

gone e 

As you are aware ,. the President on A January 1975 

vestablished a Commission on CIA: Activities Within the United 

States to Look -into allegations that certain. Agency actiyities 

conducted within this country exceeded our chavvee: and | 
x 

statutory. authority. 
- 

Upon completion of its inguiry, the Commission will ‘issue. 

its findings and submit recommendations to the President and to 

_ 

The President has directed that the Agency extend ‘support 7 ait 

o 

and assistance ‘to ce Commission, _and L have pledged my coopera—. a 

tion to the Commission and its Staff. | ae : 

X have also told the Commission . that any curxent employee 

discussions. | : 

< ‘The Agency and the Commission Staff nave now developed 

sufficient working experience oe that we can design additional 

procedures to facilitate the Staff's work in examining topics 

of concern. — 

All members of the Commission Staff have received security 

clearances and have been given badges providing them with 

access to Agency offices in the Washington, D. C. area. 
_ 



“use of specific sensitive data. from these files in any 

, furnishing of classified information. 

ane commission Staff will, during their ingud ries in ‘CIA 

‘Headquarters Anea_ Offices, be given access = ‘Agency files 
‘ 

te. Ye Be el ee » & 

oi. 

related to the Commission™: s fields of responsihitiey. : ‘ithe: 

to 

unclassified report by the Commission WLLL — subject to 

consultation between the Director and ‘the Commission. 
4 

To Facilitate interviews by the Commission Staft Officers 

vith CLA employees, I have advised the Commission ‘that employees: 

are authorized to furnish classified information. with certain 

exceptions. My’ Letter to the Vice president, the. Chaixman of 

the Commission, is attached. It sets forth guidelines for the 

; 7 . of - e - 

The cooperative spirit Of our relationship wi th the com 

mission and its Staff must at. the same time take account of he 

- rights of Agency eileyetae Like other ied. they have the 

right to xemain silent. ‘The Commission Staff will advise Saws 

employees of their rights at the beginning of any interview ox 

other appearance se - | : 
Sw 

My owe belief, after careful review of all activities in 

question, is that legal action will not be taken against 

individuals. The final decision, Baueves: must rest with the _ 

Department of Justice and other legal authorities and risk of 

-such action is a judgment each employee must make for’ himself. 



meee ae an 1. + = ee a = ns ~ = = ee a ee oe ae A es ee ee a es = ae VER ee Feeney ae SOK Oe Ree om, 
a 7 tow t 

When a current Agency employee is asked to be interviewed 

' by a member of the Commission Staff, En Stake member should notify 

Mr. E. HL _ Knoche wee is my assistant in charge of Liaison with 

the Commission and its Staff. ~ : . a . : nee) ot - < é =. 
. S/o?77 a " 

bic -- Knoche, in turn, will. ads the euployee, eee’ he 

. purpose of this is in no way to inhibit the work of: staff eee. . 

Xt is intended to allow time for the employee to gain general 

legal guidance 1£ he wants ‘it, ang to. obtain security guidance | zo 

| £xom an appropriate senior officer. oe . = ar - Ss : 

‘Normally, we think an employee would ibvide tile wipiartteds _ | 

or other A gency authorities on the nature of the interview. ot 7 ed ae 

enoue be understood, however, that this is Bok eau 

In arranging the interviews; I am cue, aware of 4 the needa” 

to avoid the’ appearance as well as the fact of collusion between - 

Agency and employee. None ofus has any intention te ‘fabricate | 

Oz mislead. I am convinced that being forthcoming gawbsa eaperhops 

enbarrassingsin-anfews adetaikes> will oeme-the=awherkes vindicate the 

‘Agency and its eminent service ‘to our country~. 

in eepeng with my long-standing ‘policyy, employees with.” 

aay knowledge of Sea eCe conducted within the United States, 

now or in the Base ; which they believe. to be of a questionable 

nature can follow the customary practice within the Agency o£ 

calling the matter to my attention ox that of the Inspector 7 

General.. This will ensure my ability to contimme to be forthcoming 

with all those involved in external reviews ef Agency activities. 

* 

* 
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Employees Should also feel free to Deen. any anes matters 

. | _ directly to ‘the attention of the Commission or re Commission 

Staff outside of Agency channels if they SO desixe. 7 ‘In doing 

so, however, employees should bear in mind. that the Commission’ Ss. 
” 

field Gf interest is CIA activities within this country. 

To contact the Commission, euenevees can cakl the Executive 

2 edie Mr. David. Belin on 456-7010_or the eo aeat, Mr. Marvin» 
- fA oaee 

Gray, dr., on 456-7014. The mail address is: <=. 

oe Commission on CIA Activities | a : 
a Within the United States = ..°). 7. = 

Ti2 Jackson Place, N.W- o wees = 
Washington, De, Ce 20500 ~ < og | 

Names of the members of the ecnnreston Stake and their _ a 

-badge numbers are attached. 

~ 

We BE. Cokby 
Director of Central intelligence 

| 
| 

| | 
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.5 February 1975 
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The Honorable Nelson x Rockefeller - 

Chairman, Commission on CIA Activities 

Within the United States 
712 Jackson Place, N.W. 

| 
| 
| 
| 

Washington, D.C. 20500 . 

Dear Mr. Vice President:: 

As you are aware, all employees of the Central Intelligence 
Agency are required to sifn secrecy agreements when they enter on 
duty. This is a condition 6f employment, and it requires that they 
keep forever secret all classified information gained during the 
course of their employment. The secrecy agreement further re-_ 
quires that they may not disclose classified information in inter- 

3 views or by publication without prior authorization from the Director 
| _ of Central Intelligence. There is a provision in the secrecy agree- 
: ment that the conditions and obligations with respect to the protection | 

of classified information by the agreement continue after Saploymen? 
with the Agency has been terminated. it 

As I have stated to the Commission, I will make available any 
employee of this Agency to the Commission for staff interview and 
for testimony before the Commission. This letter will serve as 

! | authorization for any such employees or ex-employees fo furnish 
information as requested by the Commission or its staff on matters 
that may be classified. As has been discussed with the Commission, 
there are certain sensitive items which should receive special han- 

| dling. Such items include names of sources, specific details of 
! . technical devices and systems maintained in comparimented channels 

by the Agency, names of employees, names of persons who may be 
targets of kidnapping or assassination by foreign intelligence organi- 
zations, names of organizations cooperating with the Agency, and 

detailed information which would pinpoint any of the above. Some 
information might also conflict with a Bue ect's right of privacy. 

ol /163 g 6d 5 
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There is no purpose here to impede in any way the Commission's 
investigation. I believe, however, in most cases these specific 
identifying names and details are not necessary for an understanding 

_ of our activities. Where the Commission or the staff believes that 
specific identification is necessary to the purpose of the testimony 

or the staff interrogation, the matter will be discussed between the 
Commission and the Agency, and I will be prepared to consult with 

- you and the Commission to determine the course of action to be taken. 
Where in the judgment of the employee a specific identification is 
especially sensitive as outlined in this paragraph, an identity number 
will be assigned pending resolution of the matter between the Com- 
mission and the Agency, and in the meantime the identity will Bot be 
a by the employee. 

J appreciate the cooperation of the commision and of Agency 
employees in this regard., Iam still responsible under the statute 
‘and as a professional for the protection of intelligence sources and 
methods from unauthorized disclosure. In many situations the inad- 

vertent disclosure of a name or identification could have serious 
repercussions, including placing lives in jeopardy, and I cannot in 
good conscience put such information at risk. | 

This arrangement of course does not affect the Commission's. 
procedures for advising prospective witnesses of their rights, secur- 
ing waivers, nor the employee's or ex-employee's right not to answer 
certain questions if they are concerned that the answers might terid 
to incriminate ee 

| Respectfully, 

reer. ne 

SiEHER 

W. E. Colby 
Director 

a" | ay 
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Director Sec’y __ 

Chile 
recommends that we keep Mr. Colby 
of Central Intelligence, through the 

testimony before congressional eae 
4 mittees when such FBI testimony impacts on other members of 

the Intelligence Community, could result in other members of Ae ¢ 
the Intelligence Community being called to testify, or any 
questions are asked of the FBI which are of proprietary interest 
to another agency or department of the Intelligence Community. 

=~ 

~," if 

SK 

The Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional Inquiry, 
chaired by Mr. John Clarke, Associate Deputy to the Director of 
Central Intelligence, is made up of representatives of agencies 
and departments having membership on the United States Intelli-~ 
gencéBoard (USIB). Its purpose is to serve as a coordinating 
mechanism for future testimony before congressione it heanings." |) 

At a meeting of the USIB on 2/26/75, Chairman Colb 
commented on the effective manner in which the Ad Hoc Group 
was functioning. However, he noted that it is imperative all 
members of USIB be extremely sensitive to the need for prior 
coordination to insure that the basic interests of the Intel~- 

than the Senate and Houge 

coordination is vital to 

62-116395 
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ais not in conflict with that of another through misupder 

ligence Community are served and that any testimony or documents 
furnished congressional committees are factual and accurate. 
He hoped that all members will be made aware of what other members 
are testifying to before a congressional committee as well as the 
identity of that congressional committee. 
it is highly likely that members of the Intelligence Community 
will be called before Various congressional committees other 

Mr. Colby noted that 
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ACTION: 

testify, or where questions are asked which are of proprietary 

Memo for Mr. Wannall 

RE: SENSTUDY 75 
62~116395 

or inadvertency. As an example of this coordination, Mr. Colby 
has furnished the Bureau and other members of the Intelligence 
Community the statement he plans to make as the lead-off witness 
before the Senate Select Committee (SSC). This statement has 
been reviewed by the Intelligence Division and a memorandum 
has been prepared which notes that there is nothing objectionable 
from the Bureau's standpoint in Colby's proposed statement. 

A second point Colby made at the USIB meeting was his 
desire that all members understand that no agency representative 
should discuss with a congressional committee information or 
techniques which are of proprietary interest to another agency 
without prior consultation. This is certainly a valid request 
and we should concur. (CAs an example, the FBI would not want 
the National Security Agency to discuss with a congressional 
committee FBI support of National Security Agency's TELEX effort 
without first clearing with us. Likewise, the Bureau representa- 
tive should not discuss National Security Agency's exploitation 
of teletype traffic furnished to them by the FBI without prior 
coordination with NsA.| Recently a congressional committee asked 
CIA for copies of any written agreements between FBI and CIA. 
CIA felt they had no alternative but to provide the committee 
with copies of theXFRI ~ CIA, Understanding dated 2/7/66. However, 
before doing so cik-did obtain FBI approval. ~~~” 

If approved, through the Chairman of the Ad Hoc 
Coordinating Group on Congressional Inquiry, representatives 
of the Intelligence Division will keep Mr. Colby and the 
Intelligence Community advised of any FBI testimony before 
congressional committees wherein such testimony could impact 
on other members of the Intelligence Community, could result 
in other members of the Intelligence Community being called to 

interest to another member of the Community. 

Je 
be, 
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poder: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA) EMPLOYEE a 
SECRECY AGREEMENTS | | 

OF Sead at 
” goncerping ' a2 news article appearing in the 2/28/75 es 

edition of the Washington Post newspaper (copy attached) 
entitled "Colby Will Lift CIA Secrecy Pledge to Cooperate 

\\ With Senate Probe," the Director noted "Can we determine what 
the agreement includes?" | 

on 3/4/75[____ 7 office of Security, CIA, AE 
advised that all CIA employees prior to commencing employ- ee 
ment with that Agency are required to execute an "Entrance on 
Duty Secrecy Agreement” and upon terminating their Agency \ 
employment are requested to execute a "Termination Secrecy 
Agreement" (copies of both attached). Briefly, these agree- 
ments require that CIA employees keep forever secret all 
classified information gained during the course of their ry 
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employment. Both agreements further require that CIA employees AN 
may not disclose classified information during interviews : 5 
or by publication without prior authority from the Director re 
of Central Intelligence. Both agreements specifically set 

sun THPORMAMION consataey OF/ HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED DATES forth that the employee has read the provisions of the 
espionage laws (Sections 793, 794 and 798 of Title 18, U.S. 
Code), is aware that unauthorized Gisclosure of classified 
information relating to the national defense could jead to 
prosecution and has reviewed the provisions of the National 
Security Act of 1947, which specifically charges the Director 
of Central Intelligence with protecting intelligence sources 
and methods from unauthorized disciosure. In this connec- 
tien, the "Termination Secrecy Agreement" notes that the 
employee has also read the provisions of Section 1001, Title 18, 
U.S, Code, and is aware that making a false statement "herein 
or otherwise" may be punished as a felony. The "Termination 
Secrecy Agreement" consists of a four-page form, ee 
three and four of which are entitled “Excerpts From uf oe 
United States Code gunn Sper eC eaey pong the prov 
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Memorandum to Mr. W.R. Wannall 
RE: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA) EMPLOYER 

SECRECY AGREEMENTS 

of Sections 793, 794, 798, and 1001. Both Secrecy Agree- 
ments also state that the conditions and obligations with 
respect to the protection of classified information con- 
tinue after Agency employment has terminated. 

The FBI, of course, utilizes Form FD-291 “Employ- 
ment Agreement," which has been executed by all curreut 
employees and must be signed by all new personnel entering 
on duty, to cover the foregoing situation. The "Employment 
Agreement" (copy attached) covers essentially the same 
points noted in the attached CIA Secrecy Agreements. While 
we do not have an exit secrecy agreement signed by the 
terminating employee, Form ¥D-193 "Report of Exit and 
Separation" requires (under Paragraph D, Page 2) that the 
exiting employee be cautioned regarding divulging con- 
fidential information and reminded that such improper action 
may violate Department of Justice regulations as well as 
Federal statutes providing for substantial fines and lengthy 
imprisonment or both. 
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on MEMORANDUM FOR LR, ADANS 
s $ 4 $ ; LGR, WANNALL 

wee 
SS RE: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

9 --ingry re-Crrenin of Mail-by-the 
oo Central Intelligence Agency 

On Mareh 4, 1975, Willian Cotter, Chicf Fastal insp2ctor, came 
to sce me. He said the Postmaster General has become alarmed about the // 4 
opening of mail by the Central Intelligonce Agency (CIA) for many years. =, 
fir. Cotter wont to CIA and received a listing, by year, of the activityin ~*~ 
a = This list further stimulated the alaym of the Pestmaster 
ene 

ir. Cotter advisod that ho had Imown of this project sinee the 1950s 
when he was assiened to New York as an Inspector. He said that several of 
the Postmaster Generals were informed of the project and no protesivwas. 
made. He said the genoral feeling was that these were possible cnemice of the 
notion and, therefore, the metnod was considered as necessary. The present 
Postmaster General fecis the procedure micht be highly eviticized, and 
his, Cotter came to me to get my assurance no such activity was now going 

| on, ¥ informed him it is not. TT 
. ern 

lin, Cotter furthor asked me if we know it was roine on and did we 
| actually receive the benefits of it. I informed him tre knew of & and did get 

information on the procedure from CIA. 

i then told Mx. Cotter I thought he should be joincd in the croup of 
| investinative orsanizations, headed by liz. Cofby, Director of CIA, to consider 
: our actions in the Salect Commitioe's probs, Lir, Cotter said thoy had been 

_ on, __ MVited to the first mectine, but to none cinco. 
|. AD Adm. _. 

ea Assistant Dirocior Wannall should chack to make cure thoy are included 
Admin. —— and we should contirm to Lis, Cotter at his orpanization has been established 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 16 a: $010~106 
MAY 1962 EDITION 5 
GSA GEN, REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES @ N MENT 

Memorandum - a } 1 ae 
oy ev r “ Cc. 

oOMr, unstel GAlny 

‘J. H. on USE 

Aeguonanpu FOR.MR. TAMM ape . 
‘ROM JOHN EDGARXHOOVER Somorarty Suk pSedteFron ae ~ 

DATED SEPTEMBER 10S 19 36 ; ae & 
CONFIDENTIADSUEMORANDUM By OC. ; ey S 
JOHN EDGARYHOOVER DATED AUGUST, 2551938. y. 

AN 
.f 

On this date, SA Alonzo L. Lacey of the Intelligence RS 
Division delivered the above- ~captioned memoranda to the Laboratory wD 
with a request to determine the make of typewriter employed in 
the preparation of the memoranda and the date of introduction - 
of the type styles employed. The purpose of this investigation 
was to ascertain whether or not the type styles on the typewriters 
used to write the memoranda were in use on the dates appearing 
on the memoranda. 

ra = 

-.- It was determined that the -"Memorandum For Mr. Tamm 
Prem John Edgar Hoover dated September 10, 1936" was prepared 
on an IBM typewriter equipped with a pica style of type which 
has been in use since 1930. The typewriting comprising the 
"Confidential Memorandum by John Edgar Hoover dated August 25; 
1936" was determined to have been prepared on a Remington obi 
typewriter equipped with an elite style of type that has been fh. 

AA OBPS~ 
The memoranda were returned to SA Lacey. 

Original Filed In & 2. — 

AN 

NOT F RECORDED 

The result of this examination ——" to the 
Intelligence Division = . 

RECOMMENDATION: >. 
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Memorandum 1 - Mr. Callahan ere 
lL ~ Mr. Adams Admin. 

200 baud. en \pb Mr. W. RB. Wannaia WA"? DATE: 2/14/75 capees 
f \ : Gen. Inv. 

‘ L=- Mr. Mintz Ident. 

p FROM: W. o— 1 - Mr. Wannall a ay, 
1 _ Mr ° Cregar Laboratory 

C2 emer Plan. & Eval. — 

SUBJECT: SENS TUDY 75 goatee 

Legal Coun, ____ 

Telephone Rm. _. 

This memorandum reports the results of a meeting (°°"°"’— 
of the Ya 8 Hoc, Coordinating Group on Congressional Review of (yo 
the moka 8 gence Community (hereafter referred to as the 

heew) held on the morning of 2/14/75 at CIA vente 
4 U 

ty 
By 

The Group chaired by Mr. John Clarke, Associate 
Deputy to the Director of Central Intelligence, is made up 
of representatives of agencies and departments having member- 
ship on the United States Intelligence Board (USIB). Its 
purpose is to serve as a coordinating mechanism for future 
testimony before various congressional meetings. 

fr 

= 

# 0" 4 ht 

—_ 

At the meeting of the Group on 2/14/75 several items 
of interest were discussed. They were: 

bop —/ lb G2-4 Bh 
i (1) A Secrecy Agreement (copy attached) was presented 
B to Mr. William Miller, Staff Director of the Senate Select | 
8 Committee (SSC), with therequest that all staff employees of a 
cee the Committee, which may number as high as 40, be requested to sgen. . 
Et Miller was rather cool to the suggestion and indicated that the 3 *' 
= Hees SSC and Senator Church would take it under advisement. It is > 

Yee to be noted that this draft of the Secrecy Agreement was prepares 
QE a by the Security Committee of USIB in concert with Mr. Kevin T. 
Pe Maroney, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, Qq 
Se 

hea a 
Department.of Justice. Although this was considered the final a 
draft. of thesSecrecy Agreement, the Treasury representative on : 

reed 

the Group was i@pe ful” additional language could be incorpérated 
into the Agreeme to cover other than classified information 
such as the confidentiality of Internal Revenue returns. 

(2) Memorandum Cregar to Wannall, dated 2/4/75, 
advised that Mr. Colby, in his role as the Director of Central 
intelligence, had been instructed by the White House to identify 
what information the Intelligence Community felt could not under 
any circumstances be ORE ed with a congressional a 

Encl Ae dy 2. MO37s at a osures : Seaman eoemoeey pesca TT 

ze AGS ~ 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannail 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 
62-116395 

Attached is a copy of the paper Colby provided to the White 
House responsive to this request. It does encompass recom 
mendations of member agencies of the Group including the FBI, 

At a subsequent meeting Mr. Colby had with unidentified 
persons at the White House, the above list was discussed. Colby 

fovgreeais the Intellig ace Community had rapes’? Options. to deny 
ae gel ee 

ey were: 

ee and ee ee iiity. of a iin citation, 
(B) have the President refuse\to authorize the release of such 
information, presumably through the exercise of Executive Privilege, 
or (C) the President could call the majority and minority. leaders 
of the congressional committéé to the White House, furnish to them 
the answer to the question with the added caveat that they were 
the only persons being informed of the answers and, therefore, 
would be personally accountable for any leak of information. 
Representatives of the White House were not very enthusiastic to 
the options put forth by Mr. Colby and indicated that they would 
be calling a meeting at the White House of senior officials of 
the Department of Defense, Justice Department, CIA and the FBI 
to review what position the Intelligence Community should take 
in responding to a request for extremely sensitive and highly 
classified information. 

(3) Members of the Group were allowed to read an 
internal memorandum from Mr. David W. BelYin, Executive Director 
of the Commission on CIA Activities Within the U. S. (The Rockefeller 
Commission), to Mr. Philip Buchen, Counsel to the President. 
This memorandum reports the results of a conversation between 
Mr. Bel4in and Mr. William Miller, Chief of Staff for the SSC. 
The memorandum revealed that Miller believes that within two weeks 
his staff will be in three-quarters gear. He plans to have a total 
staff of about 40, 10 to 12 of whom will be lawyers. The initial 
JjJwork of the staff will concentrate on a review of documents, 
interviews, and what Miller called "depositions." Miller does not 
plan to have any hearings of the SSC for several months and believes 
the September deadline could not be met, rather that the investiga- 
tion would take at least the rest of the year. 

CONTINUED — OVER 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 
62~116395 

BelYin's memorandum also noted that the thrust of 
the SSC's investigation will include the whole range of 
intelligence gathering agencies; will delve into the basic 
matters of policy, including whether or not there is a need 
for all of the agencies; what the results are; related public 
policy matters, as well as rights of privacy. 

Miller also advised Bellin that the SSC would operate 
out of a room referred to as "the auditorium," which Miller 
thought gave the best security. He said there would be rigid 
Standards imposed to seal off any leaks. These standards would 
include having everything in a central filing area with a specific 
check-out system permitted to particular people so that if leaks 
occurred the source of such leaks could be readily ascertained. 
Aeroxing would be severely limited. In response to a question 
from Bellin to Miller as to why the Senate and House did not 
create a joint Senate/House committee as opposed to individual 
senate and House Select Committees, Miller advised that it was too 
difficult to arrange because of matters of protocol. 

It is noted that although a House Select Committee 
is being formed with basically the same charter as the SSC, no 
chairman of the House Select Committee has been designated and 
the Group estimates that it will be a month before the House 
Select Committee can get started. 

ACTION: 

For information, 

Lik |r. 

Oyen’ 
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SECRECY AGREEMENT 

4, | » in accepting employment 
- or assignment with the Select Committee to Study Governmental 
Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, recognize the 
special trust and confidence placed in me to pEcreee classified infor - 

mation from unauthorized disclosure. 

I hereby agree to accept the specific obligations set forth 
below as a condition precedent of my employment or assignment with 
the Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect 
to Intelligence Activities, established by the Senate of the United 
States, Resolution 21, agreed to on January 27, 1975, hereinafter 

referred to as the Select Committee, 

it is my understanding that in the course of my employment 

or assignment with the Select Committee I will be given access to 
information from departments and agencies of the Government which 
is classified in accordance with the standards set forth in Executive 
Order 11652 of March 8, 1972, as amended. All classified information 

so acquired by me in the course of my employment remains the 
property of the United States of America and I further agree to 
surrender upon demand by the Chairman of the Select Committee 
or his designee(s) or upon my separation from the Select Committee, 
any classified material which has come into my possession as a 

result of my employment or assignment with the Select Committee. 

I hereby agree that the burden is on me to determine if 
information is classified and that I will never divulge, publish or 
reveal by word, writing, conduct or otherwise any classified 

information which has come to my knowledge as a result of my 
employment or assignment with the Select Committee without prior 
written consent of the Chairman or the President of the Senate or 
their duly authorized representative. 
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I hereby agree that any information learned during my 
employment or assignment with the Select Committee which is related 
to intelligence and prepared for publication by me will be submitted to 

the Chairman or the President of the Senate or their duly authorized 

representative prior to discussing with or showing to any publisher, 

editor or literary agent for the purpose of determining whether said 
material contains any classified information as defined in Executive 

Order 11652. LIagree that the Chairman of the Select Committee, 
President of the Senate or their duly authorized representative has 

the authority to make the final determination as to whether information 
is classified and thus should be deleted from:-the material submitted. 

I have been informed of the provisions of 18 U.S.C. 793, 794, 
798 and 952; and 50 U.S.C. 783 (b); and 42 U.S.C, 2274; and Executive 
Order 11652, all of which relate to the protection of clas sified infor - 
mation, and understand their meaning. 

Further, I agree to abide by such rules and procedures as the 
Select Committee shall institute for the protection of classified material. 
I understand that any breach of any part of the obligations in this agree- 
ment could subject me to legal and/or administrative action. me 7 

I further agree that all the conditions and obligations imposed 
| ‘on me with respect to the protection of classified information by this 
| agreement and applicable security regulations apply during my employ- 

ment or assignment and continue after that relationship has terminated. 

I take the obligations set forth above freely and without any 

| mental reservations or purpose of evasion. 

Signature 

Date 

WITNESS: 

Signature 

Date 
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CATEGORIES OF ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT MATTER 

LHAT NEED STRINGENT PROTECTION 

. 

4 

A « 

vt ‘7 ~ 
=, Se ds . eine 

I. The names of agents, informants, covert liaison contacts and 

operations or other See eo of sensitive 

clandestine sources: - 

a. Agent or informant names or ‘operational jeiértnation 

revealing them. ™ 

«, > 

b. Details which would reveal the effectiveness of sensitive 
methods and techniques (1) employed overseas in human source 
collection (2) employed by the FBI for internal security and counter~ 

~-The numbers, locations, times and other indications of | 
recruitment or emplacement of personnel Se raRECE organiza- 
tions. 

dSecine tatements of the use of technica] devices in 
4 neSuES op perations Se 

= = ' * e 
* 

.-'The total panes of recruitment or investiga 

against any given target organization or individual, or jack ; 
} 

thereof. ; a me 
~ 

* 

‘ rS 

» 

a , 
° on { t - 

‘ . 53 é ‘ 5. 

--Names of selected agency and/ot ex-agency employees 
if revealed would endanger lives, operations or future utility. 

°° 

° 

~-Foreign or US sources, official or otherwise, who would 
be embarrassed or endangered by disclosure’ of their role, 

2 a ~ 
~ 

* 

Il. Relationships with Other Intelligence Services ae nr rn a ee rete nen 
t * Be *, Sy ts 2 

a. Identifying information on intelligence services in friendly 
and neutral countries. 
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b. Identifyin®’ collaborative operations between the United States 

, intelligence agencies and other foreign intelligence liaison scrvices 

apainst targets within the country extending the collaboration or within 
a jointly mere ed third country. | 

. 
~ 

\ 

c. The nature of Sasser provided, or arrangements with. foreign 

intelligence services supporting US technical collection. operations. — - 

| d. Material and information provided eo the US oe a foreign service 
under eoncrtions of continued secrecy, |, 

“i 

Tit. Seva and ee ee Activities 7 eae a eae 

., a Clandestine procurement of foreign cryptologic material, 

b. Gveuations against foreign cryptologic installations. :” oo  o 
ee € . e Z 4 

apres = r . ae DW gece 

c. Activities taken with the manufacturers o£ cryptologic devices 
in the U.S. and abroad, . ; ae ge. oe 

‘ 
. 

.- 
7 7 . - ie a . z « 

. 

d. Product of telephone taps or technical surveillance operations -. 
Oe ex at eset aa. ~ i - > * #' 

BAW de eb LLG LK we” LU cravas LALILLELLED (U. O. AIL chy UchuU Je 
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> ee e. Success of cryptologic operations against both friendly and 
sige Galea targets in the U.S. and abroad. se 

* 

- 

i. Covert Signals intelligence collection including (lJ) assis sacs 
arrangements with commercial U.S. and foreign copanies (2.).taps 
(3) and from US installations abroad. | i re mr oe 

ok | : . : ; a : _ | 

g. Collaboration with foreign governments in signals intelligence 
collection, particularly for arrangements which, if revealed, would be 

' politically embarrassing in the countries involved. . hee 5 2 

bh Prbteeve communications security me@sures. ©  - oe s2 

cs | 7 mk . i : “ 

i. Efforts to collect exotic sensi 4’nd-“locate transmissions 
a 

. * 

especially critical to our work in ASW. 

IV. Technical Intelligence . . ae og 
. 7 = ee - . : a « = . 

2. identification of technical intelligence oper ations of high technical 

valnerability and extremely high Seiea sensitivity. 
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b. oul of specific covert communications systems, including 
secret writing, special agent equipment, etc. | 

c. Specific identification of foreign technical collection installations 
involving high political sensitivity in the host. country, 

~ 

4 wr % 
* s . ™, oe” 

d. Identification of technical counter -~measures techniques. 
. 

e. Characterization of.emplacement of devices for technical’ 
collection of foreign intelligence, including techniques of emplacement. . « : : ‘ ° 5 

£. Details of secure U.S. communications systems. . 

V. Other 
Ca . ° i * = > . 1 . a a * . c. 

a. Reference to covert action operations that would embarrass 
the U.S. Government or frustrate the purpose of the operation, ~ -- |. 

b. Details or disclosure of monetary arrangements with U.S. and 
-foreign banks, investment houses, eee » ln support of foreign intelligence 
operations. mot, 45 : a ee . 

c. Specific information on special relationships with private firms 
established-with the approval of top corporate officals, This includes 

_ mares of firms or industrial associations that provide privileged 
oe customers or collaboration or cover for foreign intelligence operations, 

ae 
t ! 

d. Wames of firms collaborating with U, S. - Inlelligence agencies 
‘in collection and assessment programs (especially tho Se having large 
foreign clienteles). Mo. cee “Eevee ahs 

e, Details of covert contract techniques, covert contractors, and 
a * 

7 a a covert tax arrangements. a a A es hate 
agen ~ * * 

= " . ay ‘a te 7 = 

£. Nature o% support to and from other agencies for operations. 
b against foreign intelligence targets. eof) ’ 

== . Regt sa Ripe Airey pam ae. 
o ~ * 

g. .The state of our intelligence on Soviet or PRC diplomatic or 
military intentions toward the United States or on the .state of our - 
intelligence on military technologies of these nations. m 2g 8 

= « woe . 
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Mie, WR. Wannail | February 19, 1975 
ue 

¥.0O. Cregar | Ee 
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: to Be 
HMenorandum W.O, Cregar to W.R. Wannali,- 

dated 2/10/75, recommended that a paper entitled tOriein 
and Disposition of the Huston Plan" be furnished to Mir. Colby: 
in his role as Director cf Central Intelligence (DCI) for 
inelusion aS an annex in a series of annexes Mr, Colby intends 
to provide the Senate Select Committee (SSC) on the eccasion 
of his appearance as the lead-off witness. This memorandum 
Was approved and the annex entitled "Origin and Disposition 
eof the Huston Plan" was furnished to Myr, Colby for his use. 

ue, te 

Pel ALI etesh tm hn: ear wath, 

awe > rd mats Wh? aaa sers yang - Tah ae eee . 

| in anticipation that Mr. Kelley will appear before 
tha SSO, @ canv af the annax antitiead "Oriein and Tisnongitidan Dp é 
of the duston Pinan" is helne furnished te the Legal Counsel we E 
Division for inclusion in the briefing heok being prepared f f 
the Director relative to his eakaetyatees appearance before the L. 
S8C.. | Danan § f 

7 ACTION: 
; ad 

The attached copy of the PEI papery entitled “Origin 
and Dispositien of the Huston Pinan” be furnished to the Legal 
Counsel Division for their use in connection with the prevaration 
of a briefing book for the Director's anticipated appearance 
before the Ssc. FO DPONEL ey Acie he goer 

«a? - - = = . 
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FROM 

. uP AMER S 

-H.A. Boynton, Jr. we 

oa 
SUBJECT: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON I INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES J 

OPTIONAL FORM 30. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

5010-106 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

‘UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
& 

7 XY — Dir. 

: 1 —- Mr. Adams C Jos 
M en (it 1 - Mr. Wannall 4 ae 

1 - Mr. Cregar fbr. — 

/ Mr. W.R. Wannal1” DATE: 2/12/75 eee 
Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

eae ge 

Laboratory 

Plan. & Eval. — 

Spec. wpa ; Ti 

Train} git 4! 

S i LegaliGoun. pL 

Tele shone Rm.* 

1 - Mr. Schwartz 

eA Painen PR nae Den w Mewiataenicimy Tae 

Pursuant to request of Mr. Adams, Liaison Officer 
L.F. Schwartz contacted Mr. John Clark of the Intelligence 
Community Staff on 2/11/75 with regard to suggested security Ty 
procedures for the handling of classified information by 
the Select Committee. Bt 

a 

Mr. Clark advisda that ‘on 2/10/75 he had met 
personally with Mr. WilliamMiller who has been designated 
to head the Select committee taff. He stated that he dis- 
cussed with Mr. Miller the proposed guidelines for security 
and the proposed secrecy agreement for staff members and 
furnished Miller with copies of both these items. Mr. Clark 
stated that Miller was generally receptive to the proposed 
guidelines and felt that they would be acceptable subject 
to the approval of Senator Church. Mr. Miller was decidedly 
cool concerning the idea of staff members Signing a secrecy 
agreement but indicated that a final de decision regarding ‘this. 

be m made _ de by Senator sChuren. > re 

Mr. Clark stated that he raised two specific questions 
which Mr. Colby considers most important with regard to any . 
presentation made to the Select Committee. He advised Miller . 
that the Intelligence Community would desire to not identify 
specific dgents or the details of sensitive operations which 
might reveal “the identities of sensitive sources. Mr. Miller 
was agreeable to this and foresaw no probiem with the Select 
Committee accepting this proposal. Secondly, Mr. Clark 
advised Mr. Miller that Mr. Colby, speaking for the Intelli- 
gence Community, was opposed to having any dealings with staff 
members of the various Senators and Representatives other 
than those assigned to work directly under Mr. Miller as part 
of the Select Committee Staff. Mr. Miller stated that this 
was also acceptable to him and he assured Mr. Clark that all 
of his staff members would be subject to an FBI background 
investigation and the assuaner Tor of a security poe e eu 

LFS: tdp 8 i, 
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Memorandum to Mr. W.R. Wannall 
RE: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

During the conversation with Mr. Clark he advised 
further that it is not the intention of Mr. Colby to use 
as any part of the CIA's defense for alleged domestic 
activities the allegation that such activities were under- 
taken because the FBI had failed or was unwilling to carry 
out its responsibilities in’ the domestic area. Mr. Clark 
noted that he is aware that there have been references to 
such a claim in the newspapers but he assured SA Schwartz 
that Mr. Colby does not support this position in any way. 
Mr. Clark volunteered to arrange a personal meeting between 
Mr. Colby and an appropriate FBI official to discuss this 
point, if the Bureau so desired. a 

ACTION: \ ot 
For information. /, her 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 es 
MAY 1962. ED ITION 

© GSA GEN. SEG. NO. 27 

UNITED STA’ TES COU ERNENT or aE ; BA 

ep. re A all me 

NM , 1 - Mr. Adams lain E 
emorandum Ll - Mr. Mintz ee 

Comp. Syst. 

:-Mr. W. R. Wannall DATE: 2/18/75 Se Files & Com, — 

Gen. Inv. 

1 -"Mr. Wannall Ident. \—— 

v.)StPeveger 1 - Mr. Cregar a io 
repel 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec’y —— 

This memorandum reports that on 2/14/75 Mr. John 
Clarke, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on / 
Congressional Review of the Intelligence Community, tele- Ie" 
phonically advised Section Chief, W. 0. Cregar, the Bureau's 
representative on this Group, that Mr. Samuel R. Preston, 
Senior Staff Member of the House Appropriations Committee, 
requested that CIA provide the House Appropriations Committee 
with any written agreements between CIA and the FBI. ye °} 

The Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional Review fi i 
of the Intelligence Community is made up of representatives -of se 
agencies and departments having membership on the U. S. Intelli- 
gence Board. Its purpose is to serve as a coordinating mechanism 
for future testimony before various congressional committees. 

On the late afternoon of 2/14/75, Mr. John Clarke, 
telephonically advised Mr. Cregar that he had received a 
telephone call from Mr. Samuel R. Preston. The purpose of the 
call was to request any written agreements that existed between 
the CIA and the FBI. Clarke advised the’ only written agreement 
he could identify existing between the FBI and CIA was one dated 
2/7/66 (copy attached). 

Clarke stated that<inasmuch as he had gotten this 
specific request from Mr. Preston he felt CIA had no alternative 
but to provide a copy of the Agreement to him. However, Clarke 
wanted to be sure the FBI concurred _in this action. 2 

(ry bis Att SITE a 
Subsequent to Mri Mrke's calf,7’Mr.‘ Adams telephonically 

contacted Deputy Attorney General Laurence Silberman and explained 
the problem to him. Mr. Silberman authorized the release of a 
copy of the FBI ~ CIA Agreement to Mr. Preston. On the afternoon 
of 2/14/75 Mr. Cregar advised Mr. Clarke that the FBI interposed 
no objection to the release of a copy of the 1966 sgrepment to 
Mr. Preston. cn 

EB 25 1975 
Enclosures — nee 2.04275, =? ye 
62-116395 

WOC:ebe (5) CONTINUED - a3 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 
62~116395 

Attached is a memorandum to the Attorney General 
with a copy for the Deputy Attorney General confirming 
the conversation between Mr. Adams and Mr. Silberman on the 
afternoon of 2/14/75. 

ACTION: 

That the memorandum to the Attorney General he 

\JT2 Lp 
sent. 
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procedures (such as physical or technical surveillances 

development of information through social contacts or contacts. 

functions. (6) 

en 

o® 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

a ee 

February 7, 1966 

QQ) CIA will not initiate an investigation of anv 
foreign official in the United States without the concurrence 
and coordination of the FBI. In this context, the term 
"investigation" means systematic and direct inquiries or 

or neighborhood inquiries) aiming at developing information 
concerning an individual's activities or background; 
"investigation" does not include the acceptance or the 

normally made by CIA agents in discharging their cover _ 

(2) CIA will seek concurrence and e6sratnaeion of 
the FBI before approaching for recruitment any foreign 
Official or communist~bloc visitor in the United States. 
fhe FBI will concur and coordinate if the proposed action 
does not conflict with any operation, current or planned, 
including active PUVGSELOar ECR of the FBI. (5) 

(3) CIA will advise the FBI prior to any pnanned: 
meeting between a CIA asset and a foreign official or 
communist-bioc visitor of known or presumed interest to 
the FBI (this would include all communist-bloc officials 
and visitors) for purposes of assessment and social 
development. (¢ 

(4) Clandestine CIA staff operatives, domestic 
American agents of CIA, and foreign agents of CIA recruited 
abroad who come to the United States will be identified to 
the FBI by name or appropriate description depending on 
the national security interest involved. CS) 

(S) Pursuant to paragraph 4 above, when a CIA agent 
@rrives in the United States for a visit or for an (5 

mxcLud from automatic 

doeheaghination O2- No 245-27 
Docld: 32989530 Page 127. ‘ 
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Central Intelligence Agency 
erations in the United States ( 

assignment, the Bureau will be advised and the two agencies 
will confer regarding the handling of the agent in the 
United States. It is recognized that.each case will have: 
its individual peculiarities. The governing principle will 
be positive intelligence interest as weighed against 
internal security factors. CIA will continue its 
contractual relationship for the purpose of handling © | a 
the training, the procurement of positive foreign ~~ 2 Jer. oat: 
‘intelligence, the fulfillment of CIA. commitments to -°- © 7:7: 7% 
the agent, and the ae maa of the, agent for his — 

_ next assignment abroad. ( (S) | 

- 
ow, e 

+ = - 
~ 

(6) In’ those cases ies CIA will be handling its 
agent in the United States, CIA will service FBI security 
or counterintellidence requirements and wiil provide the 
FBI all agent information bearing on counterintelligence 
or internal security matters, including the scope and 
nature of the agent's access to information and the 
identities of the agent's significant contacts, particularly 
in the communist-bloc field. In such cases where CIA 
servicing has been inadequate to FBI internal security 
interests) the FBI will have direct access to the = asent. ©) 

, 

"~ 
¢ 

* 
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TLEMEDIATE CODE TELETYPE 

\ 1-29-75 

- at TO ALL SACS AND ALL LEGATS COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 
2 | 3 FEOM DIRECTOR FBI Gf. | V3 JAN 2.9 176 

‘sg x DESTRUCTION OF FIELD FILES AND RECORDS. wrth eke 
Faas IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROPOSED INVESTIGATION AND 

Ne STUDY OF GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS WITH RESECT TO INTELLI- 

x GENCE ACTIVITIES, CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS HAVE REQUESTED se 

\:| THE BUREAU NOT TO DESTROY, REMOVE FROM OUR POSSESSION 3, 

-.-.3 OR CONTROL, OR OTHERWISE DISPOSE OR PERMIT DISPOSAL OF- Ai : “ 

"c= = | ANY RECORDS OR DOCUMENTS WHICH MIGHT HAVE A BEARING ON : = 
2 2 3 | SUBSECTS UNDER INVESTIGATION. ACCORDINGLY, UPON RECEIPT { 3 

| — D OF THIS COMMUNICATION, RECIPIENTS ARE INSTRUCTED TO HOLD | 

| se 3 |IN ABEYANCE ANY RECORDS DESTRUCTION PROGRAM PREVIQUSL 

[ial E | apPRovED BY STATUTE OR KiusGULATIONS. FURTHER: “pistRUCTIONS 
rn | +1 

one awe ot oe owe a EX 

oS?) 

IN THIS MATTER WILL BE ISSUED UPON RECEIPT. 
1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (sent direct) 
1 - Mr. Callahan (sent direct) 
1 - Mr. Jenkins (sent direct) 

ee “via . FEB 28 1975 
¥ 

Sta . 

# 
Pe 

my 

/ 
1 - Mr. Adams (sent direct) ad & 

! 1 - Each Assistant Director (sent direct) ye 
Assoc. Dir. PFS sbpr, ; Z 

’ Dep. AD Adm. — Ay 

Dep. AD Inv. —__ (19) 4 

eta NOTE: Reference letter to the Director dated 1-27-75 from Hugh Scoit, 
Comp. Syst. Republican peace and Mike nn Majority Leader, United 

BP enrosgn Sthtes Senate... i 
*. rived \ ms "a Bee 4 Ps } $+ I (7 - i j \ 
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1 

aa 
see * 

7 5 versive activities which were based on unsubstantia ted allesations and 
did not result in prosceutive action. In addition, all criminal files over 

4 ten years old are recuced to raicrcfilm and the original recorus are 
| destroyed. We aise cestroy the cuplicate copies of all decuments when 
i thece copies no Jenger serve 2. us eful nurpose. 

| 

Upon receipt of your letter, we immediately cuspended 
our degtrauction prozram and aro attemptins to determine whether any 
documents are involved that might relate to matters set out in seo é 

ft Of Sonate Mesolution 21. We also contacted William G, iiiller, itary 
i Birector, Senate Salect Cormyaittes cn intellicence Activities, he: 
i nugviced us that he will consult with Senator Chareh and advise us 
: i accordingly. 

\ 

- You may be ascured that we are taking every possible 
nn Dan Measure to preserve those records or decuments relating to intellicence 
Dep. AD Adm. 
Dep. AD inv. _ ACtivities that micht be of interest to the Senate. It is certainly our 

Asst Om: antention to cooperate fully with the Select Committee in this very 
Comp. syst... rnportant inquiry. Cp Ext. Affairs 

tv re ca 

Inspection ef 
A 

& Intell. 

Files & Com. 

palit ste vA Sincerely yours, Mm 
oe .* Wid | y ¥ “As ” t L Z 

1s { Clafence Kelley fi 
Laborator a Ag . 

on. & Eval, 0 BH -mbk - \- pe x 
ae aan (15) - a ies > Clarence MM. Kelley (ir. 

| Training Baath . , = anne, 
| Legal,Co R QTE 

my : rec y AIL ROOM({__] ‘TELETYPE UNIT aie “Gee NOTE next page) GPG 
_ NW S073 — DocId: 32989330 _ Page 130 
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: A 
voy yg ae, oe 

pr \ = é 
ry = 4 - 

1 she - tow 

oh ® we wa a nd: lL «Mr. Callahan 

cei~ If » Mr. Adams 
aera ae IL -Mr. Jenkins 

nae te a. Gee. eee - Mr. McDermott 

ee ET a | 
a TO, BRE ete February 19, 1975 eee 

gra! 6G ae 1 - Mr. Ash 
REG fi a Fe 1 - Mr. Wannall 

Honorable Hugh Scott es y a 1 - Mr. Mintz 
)| United States Senate 

leo Washincton, BD. C. 20510 a oo tot > gore ae x » 1 - Mr. Bowers 
_ es rs | 1 - Mr. Hoti 
oe lu] Bear Senator Scott: a 
io > , 
Sh We have received the letter of January 27, 1975, with 
ao ae enclosure, from you and Senator Mike Mansfield which requests that 
ae ee = we not destroy or otherwise dispose of any records or documents 
be 2 ty relating to a forthcoming, senate invectization of intcilicence activities. 

ee 
ee nn a Car procecurcs recording the destruction of dseumenis 
te TS Aaa our files are zeverned by the 2 Federal Records Act of 1959 ond resu- 
= == ,, dations of the National Archives and Records Service. It is cur current 
its -- policy to destroy all records over twenty-five years old pertaining to sub- -—-. 

Tey wane ?. ~ . P& Sakae oat 

Ye we 
Ea%s3 5 or. . rhe 

2 Sm BERT Ett 

ii BERGA, $Sh tre ee 
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poet a 

» &, 8 
\ Stag 

\ 

Honorable Hugh Scott 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

NOTE; See memorandum Legal Counsel to Mr. J. B. Adams dated 2-14-75 
captioned "SENSTUDY, Letter from Senators Mansfield ahd Hugh Scott 
re Destruction of Records, 1-27-75, '' JBH:mbk. Neither Senator Mansfield 
nor Senator Scott is on the Bureau’s mailing list. 
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7 OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106 
5 ©" © | MAY 1262 EDITIO 

GSA GEN, REG, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum s 
/ f omp aye 

TO ; Mr. LaPrade - DATE: 1-31-7 B p Ns UK ¢ dine 

», oe as ~~ 5 4 i] | ar — 
Sere : i. R. Hauer} a =, Pe 56 /. Ge as = S "] f ‘ ake a aot i ¥ 

f Plan. & Eval. — 

SUBJECT: DESTRUCTION OF FILES AND RECORDS Trelninag Ug 
FILES AND COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rit. 

Director Sec’y { 

As you are aware, Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield and Repub ican a 
Leadey Hugh Scott, in a letter to the Director dated 1-27-75, requested they ureau -! 
not tofdestroy, remove from our possession or control, or otherwise dispose or ss : 
permit “the disposal of any records or documents which. might hav have a bearing on } 
subject's under inveStigation proposed by Senate. Accordingly, Files and 
Communications Division is holding in abeyance any destruction program oieada & 
approved by statute or regulation and has issued instructions to all field offices 
and Legats:to do likewise until clarification of above request is received. ‘Recotimend 
Office of Legal Counsel prepare letter to Senators Mansfield and ‘Scott asking clarifi- 
Cation of their requést and whether or not it includes existing destruction procedures 

ey approved by the Archivist of the United States. . 

i 
Regulations of the National Archives and Records Service (NARS), General -* 

Services Administration, which are based on Title 44, Chapter 33, Sections 3301 <; 
and 3302, U.S. Code, govern the type of material which we must maintain, NARS... 
regulations also govern what material may be destroyed. Record material is i. a 
described as including "all books, papers, maps, photographs, or other docurfién- ‘4 

tary materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics, made or received 3 

by an agency of the U.S. Government under Federal law or in connection with the 

transaction of public business and preserved or appropriate for preservation by that 

agency or its legitimate successor as evidence of the organization, functions, policies 

decisions, procedures, operations, or other activities of the Government or 

because of the information value of data contained therein." Our destruction pro- 

erams are conducted in compliance with NARS regulations to conserve space and 

manpower. In those instances where we have more than one copy of a communication, 

it is our policy to file only the original of the communication and to Oe any 

copies when they no longer wo useful purpose. TP ‘OS 

bole i we REG: f 

ewe 

CN 
1 - Mr. Callahan < cy “oD wy ihe ist : gi. FEB 28 1975 

1-Mr. Jenkins ot ..  W ° si ia 
1 - Mr. Adams - a a or oe ee . | 
1 - Mr. Mintz om a “ FEES ae Be 
1 - Mr. Ash Se . \4& Wf ey 
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Memo Hauer to LaPrade 

Re: Destruction of Files and Records 
Files and Communications Division 

Identification Division has purge-type projects in both the criminal and 
civil fingerprint files involving the destruction of certain fingerprint cards and 
related name index cards, primarily duplicate-type cards on persons considered,” 
inactive because of age. _ 

Insofar as destruction of material by Files and Communications Division 
is concerned, files, index cards, and related material over 25 years old maintained 
at FBI Headquarters pertaining to unfounded allegations of subversive activities, 
membership in subversive organizations, subversive sympathies and tendencies on 
the part of individuals and organizations are approved for destruction by NARS when 

_ investigations revealed allegations predicated upon rumor, nebulous complaints and 
. honspecific allegations from which no prosecutive action occurred, Archival 
authority has been obtained to destroy FBI Headquarters files in connection with 
Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicles cases, Selective Service Act 
cases, Destruction of Aircraft or Motor Vehicles cases (provided no prosecution 
results from the inquiries conducted and the case had been closed ten years); 

—t s 7 - 

- and Archival authority has been obtained for destruction of 
files at FBI Headquarters in unknown subject cases in which there was no criminal 
prosecution (no time limit set regarding the destruction of unknown subject cases). 

In addition to the above authority for the outright destruction of FBI 
Headquarters records, Archival authority has also been obtained to microfilm any 
closed criminal file: . “oon _ after the case has been 
closed for ten or more years. Thereafter, the paper records may be destroyed. 
We currently have on hand 38, 601 index cards to be destroyed which pertain to 
paper record material which has been destroyed previously under NARS regulations 
and authority. 

In addition, personnel files concerning employees who have been separated 
more than one year are reviewed and temporary records contained therein which no 
longer serve a useful purpose are purged and only those permanent records as 
described in the Federal Personnel Manual are retained in the official personnel 
folder. 

Also files, index cards and related material, over 15 years old, maintained 
at FBI Headquarters relating to laboratory examinations requested by various local, 
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Memo Hauer to LaPrade 

Re: Destruction of Files and Records. 
Files and Communications Division 

state and Federal law enforcement organizations in cases other than FBI cases 
wherein positive identification was not effected are also purged, These files 
no longer possess sufficient reference or evidentiary value to merit retention, 

Administrative and noninvestigative records maintained in the various 
field offices of the Federal Bureau of Investigation are purged also. This material 
is retained in the field offices until necessary action has been taken or it has served 
its purpose. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That Office of Legal Counsel prepare an appropriate reply to Senators 
Mansfield and Scott to determine if their request not to destroy records and 
documents was intended to include the destruction programs enumerated above. 

KG Kye of 

| 
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f 1 - Mr. Callahan 

1 - Mr. Adams 
} 1- Mr. Jenkins 

_ : 1 - Mr. McDermo& 
\ wey ‘Z a | 5560-44 ae if L- - a x 9s aary 19, 1375 

- i 1 - Mr. Ash 

Honorable Mike Manofield a 
United States Senate i - Mr. ee MAptoR 
Washinstea, D. C. 20510 ae aa 

2 Dear Senator Monsfield: Se : 
d 
: Ve have received the letter of January 27, 1975, with 

enclosure, from you and Senator Hugh Scott which requests that we not 
destroy or othorwice dispose of any records or dceuments relating to a 

- forthcomins Senate inyectication of intelligence activities. 

) CLL) 
c LG : 

Hh eae. ‘ 

r\/ a ; 

Cur proceaures Tene the destruction of documents 
<. our files are governed by the Pederal Records Act of 1950 and recu- 

intions of the aticanl Archives and kecords Zervicc. It ic our eurrcnt 
a policy to destroy all records over tventy-five years old pertaining to sub- ¥ 

veraive activitios which vere based on unsubstantiated allegations and 

fee 
yr eh] pAote it. LU, 4, 

“i FES ia 2 ras 2 
mee i! did not result in presecutive action. In addition, all criminal files over 9 - 
Wo os ten years old are reduced to microfilm and the original rccords are - 

destroyed. We also destroy the duplicate copies of all documents swhen 38 
there copies no longer serve 2 uceful purpose. 2 

eo Upon reecint of your letter, we immediately cuspenies a 
wo | @ bur destruction program and are attempting to determine whether any 
mW & . “Rocuraents are involved that might relate to matters cet cubin coction2 = 
=: my bi Senate Recoluticn 21. We also contacted William G. iGillor, Dtafi & 
aq By Birector, Senate Select Committee ca intelligence Activities, who 
(+) Advised us that he will consult with fenator Church and ntvise us 

, cordingly. 

é ‘ You may be assured that we are tating every pasciole 
Assoc Dir, _xHeaSUre to preserve thoce records or documents relating to intelligence 
Oe apne activities that might be of interest to the Senate. It ic certainly our 

Asst. Dir: = INtention to cooperate fully vith the Select Committce in this very 

a oa araportant inquiry. Je eh J 
Ext. Affairs WW fl. 

ee ees . Sincerely yours, 1 °f i a ate 
Ident. 3} | ‘ 
Inspection... yho a Cc. M. Kelley: . p ft, mc 

ae &BH:mbk v oe . i 

Plon. & Eval £15) Wi wa ™ a Clarence 12, elley 
it S<4 Director - oN (See NOTE next page) 

_— 
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Honorable-Mike Mansfield 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

NOTE: See memorandum Legal Counsel to Mr. J.B. Adams dated 2-14-75 
captioned "SENSTUDY, Letter from Senators Mike Mansfield and Hugh Scott 
re Destruction of Records, 1-27-75, '' JBH:mbk. Neither Senator Mansfield 
nor Senator Scott is on the Bweau‘s mailing List. 
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United States Senate 
Office of the Majority Leader a | > ED 

Washington, B.C. 20510 Aeros gD, 
January 27, 19°75 sit _ es pss wee OEY 

ais 

od 

Honorable Clarence M. Kelley 
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation = tee 
Washington, D. C. 20535 : 4 

* fe Te Zi KS y 
Dear Mr. Director: A Ae yo se 

_ As you may be aware, the Senate is to conduct 
| an investigation and study of government operations with 

, respect to intelligence activities. The scope of the 
A investigation is set out in S. Res. 21, a copy of which ee 

has been enclosed for your information. oa 

We are writing to request that you not destroy, 
remove from your possession or control, or otherwise 
dispose or permit the disposal of any records or documents 
which might have a bearing on the subjects under investigation, 
including but not limited to all records or documents pertain- a 
ing in any way to the matters set out in section 2 of S. Res. Eling 

sincerely yours, 
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tst Session Sessron__. J" 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

JANvARY 21, 1975 

Mr. Pasrore submitted the following resolution; which was ordered to be placed 
on the calendar (under general orders) 

RESOLUTION 
To establish a select committee of the Senate to conduct an in- 

vestigation and study with respect to mtelligence activities 

carried out by or on behalf of the Federal Government. 

1 Eesolved, To establish a select committee of the Senate 

2 to conduct an investigation and study of governmental oper- 

3 ations with respect to intelligence activities and of the 

4 extent, if any, to which illegal, improper, or unethical ac- 
pace nnenacisgenontnsesnten aeientt Stet anal _ ame a el 2 cmt 

5 tivities were engaged in hy any agency of the Federal, 
Nese reane nm tee ~ renin 

6 Government _or by any persons, acting individually _or in 
ae IN Rn A OE, 7 Ct ganptami 

7 combination with others, with respect to any itelligence . 

8 activity carried out by or on behalf, of the Federal Govern- 

9 ment; be it further 

SS rr a ee r 

& 

10 Lvesolved, That (a) there is hereby established a select 
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2 

committee of the Senate which may be called, for con- 

venience of expression, the Select Committee To Study 

Governmental Operations With Respect to Intelligence Ac- 

tivities to conduct an investigation and study of the extent, if 

any, to which illegal, improper, or unethical activities were 

engaged in by any agency or by any persons, acting either 

individually or in combination with others, in carrying out 

any intelligence or surveillance activities by or on behalf 

of any agency of the Federal Government. 

(b) The select committee created by this resolution 

shall consist of eleven members of the Senate, six to be 

appointed by the President of the Senate from the majority 

members of the Senate upon the rscommendation of the 

majority leader of the Senate, and five minority members of 

the Senate to be appointed by the President of the Senate 

upon the recommendation of the minority leader of the 

Senate. Lor the purposes of paragraph 6 of rule XXV of the 

Standing Rules of the Senate, service of a Senator as a 

member, chairman, or vice chairman of the select committee 

shall not be taken into account. | 

(c) The majority members of the committee shall select 

a chairman and the minority members shall select a vice 

chairman and the committee shall adopt rules and procedures 

to govern its proceedings. The vice chides shall preside 

over meetings of the select committee during the absence 
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of. the chairman, and discharge such other responsibilities 

3 

as may be assigned to him by the select committee or the 

chairman. Vacancies in the membership of the select com- | 

mittee shall not affect the authority of the remaining mem- 

bers to execute the functions of the select committee and 

shall be filled in the same manner as original appointments 

to it are made. 

(d) A majority of the members of the select committee 

shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, but 

the select committee may affix a lesser number as a quorum 

for the purpose of taking testimony or depositions. 

SEC. 2. The select committee is authorized and directed 

to do everything necessary or appropriate to make the in- 

vestigations and study specified mm subsection (a) of the 

first section. Without abridging in any way the authority 

conferred upon the select committee by the preceding 

sentence, the Senate further expressly authorizes and directs 

the select committee to make a complete investigation and 

study of the activities of any agency or of any and all persons 

or groups of persons or organizations of any kind which 

have any tendency to reveal the full facts with respect to 

the following matters or questions: 

(1) Whether the Central Intelligence Agency has 

conducted an illegal domestic intelligence operation in 

the United States. 

ia. eee 
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1 (2) The conduct of domestic intelligerice or coun- 

2, terintelligence operations against United States citizens 

8 by the Federal Bureau of Investigation or any other 

4 Hederal agency. 

5 (3) The origin and disposition of the so-called Hus- 

6 ton Plan to apply United States intelligence agency 

7 capabilities against individuals or organizations within 

8 the United States. 

9 (4) The extent to which the Federal Bureau of In- 

10 vestigation, the Central Intelligence Agency, and other | 

11 Federal law enforcement or intelligence agencies coordi- | 

12 nate their respective activities, any agreements which | 

13 govern that coordination, and the extent to which a lack ! 

14. of coordination has contributed to activities or actions | 

15 which are illegal, improper, inefficient, unethical, or con- | 

16 trary to the intent of Congress. : 

17 (5) The extent to which the operation of domestic 3 

18 intelligence or counterintelligence activities and the : 

19 operation of any other activities within the United States | : 

20 by the Central Intelligence Agency conforms to the leg- 

21 islative charter of that Agency and the intent of the | 

22, Congress. 

23 (6). The past and present interpretation by the 

24 Director of Central Intelligence of the responsibility to 

5 protect intelligence sources and methods as it relates to 

HW 55073, Docld:32989530  Puge 743 
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1 the sonst ‘in section 102(d) (3) of the National 

2 Security Act of 1947 (50 U.S.C. 403(d) (3)) that 

3 “... that the agency shall have no police, subpena, law 

4, enforcement powers, or mternal seeurity functions... .” 

5 (7) Nature and extent of executive branch over- 

6 sight of all United States intelligence activities. 

i (8) The need for specific legislative authority to 

8 govern the operations of any intelligence agencies of 

9 the Hederal Government mow existing without that 

10 explicit statutory authority, mcluding but not limited to» 

11 —s_ agencies such as the Defense Intelligence Agency and 

12 the National Security Agency. 

18 The. nature and extent to which Federal agencies 

14  gooperate and exchange intelligerice information and 

1 the adequacy of any regulations’ or statutes which 

16 govern such .cooperation and exchange of intelligence 

17 ~ ‘information. 

18 . (9) The extent to which United States intelligence 

19 * agencies are governed by Executive orders, rules, or 

20 regulations either published or secret and the extent 

21 to which those Executive orders, rules, or ‘regulations 

22 interpret, expand, or are in conflict with specific legis- 

23 ° lative authority. 

24. (10) The violation or suspected violation of any 

S Res. 21-2 
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"45. + State or Federal statute by any intelligence agency or 

_g ‘' by any person by or on behalf of any intelligence agency 

3 of the Federal Government including but not limited 

“od to surreptitious entries, surveillance, wiretaps, or eaves- 

5 dropping, illegal opening of the United States mail, or 

6 the monitoring of the United States mail. 

ae, (11) The need for improved, strengthened, or con- 

g@: °- solidated oversight of United States mtelligence ac- | 

..9 . tivities by the Congress. } : 

(10°. (12) Whether any of the existing laws of the 

14. ° United States are inadequate, either in their provisions 

192 or manner of enforcement, to safeguard the rights of : 

13 American citizens, to improve executive and legislative 

qa. . | control of mtelligence and related activities, and to re- 

15° solve uncertaimties as. to the authority of United States 

16. intelligence and related agencies. 

17 (13) Whether there is unnecessary duplication of 

1g. expenditure and effort in the collection and processing 

+9: Of intelligence information by United States agencies. 

2 (14) The extent and necessity of overt and covert 

91 | Intelligence activities in the United States and abroad. 

99° (15) Such other related matters as the committee 

93 deems necessary in order to carry out its responsibilities 

oA ‘wider section (a).. 

25 SEC. 38. (a) To enable the select committee to make 

fe eats : 
TL , 
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.the investigation and study authorized and directed by this 

resolution, the Senate hereby empowers the select committee 

as an'agency of the Senate (1) to employ and fix the com- 

pensation of such clerical, mvestigatory, legal, technical, 

and other assistants as it deems necessary or appropriate, 

but it may not exceed the normal Senate salary schedules; 

(2) to sit and act at any time or place during sessions, 

recesses, and adjournment periods of the Senate; (8) to hold 

hearmgs for taking testimony on oath or to receive docu- 

mentary or physical evidence relating to the matters and 

questions it is authorized to mvestigate or study; (4) to 

require by subpena or otherwise the attendance as witnesses 

of any persons who the select committee believes have 

knowledge or mformation concerning any of the matters 

or questions it is authorized to investigate and study; (5) 

to require by subpena or order any department, agency, 

officer, or employee of the executive branch of the United 

States Government, or any private person, firm, or corpora- 

tion, to produce for its consideration or for use as evidence 

in its investigation and study any books, checks, canceled 

checks, correspondence, communications, document, papers, 

physical evidence, records, recordings, tapes, or materials re- 

latmg.to any of the matters or questions it is authorized to 

mvestigate and study which they or any of them may have 

in their custody or under their control; (6) to make to the 
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Senate any recommendations it deems appropriate in respect 

to the willful failure or refusal of any person to answer ques- 

tions or give testimony in his character as a witiess durmg 

=~ Ww bP Ff 
his appearance before it or in respect to the willful failure 

or refusal of any officer or employee of the executive branch 

of the United States Government or any person, firm, or 
Oo Kn 

corporation to produce before the committee any books, 
~], 

g checks, canceled checks, correspondence, communications, 

g document, financial records, papers, physical evidence, 

19 records, recordings, tapes, or materials in obedienbe to any 

41 Ssubpena or order; (7) to take depositions and other testi- 

12 mony on oath anywhere within the United States or m any 

4g other country; (8) to procure. the temporary or mtermit- 

14. tent services of individual consultants, or organizations there- 

15 of, m the same manner and under the same conditions as 

16 a standmg committee of the Senate may procure such serv- 

17 ices under section 202(i) of the Legislative Reorganiza- 

1g tion Act of 1946; (9) to use on a reimbursable basis, with 

49 the prior consent of the Committee on Rules and Adminis- 

o9 twation, the services of personnel of any | such department 

91 or agency; (10) to use on a reimbursable basis or other- 

99, wise with the prior consent of the chairman of any sub- 

93 committee of any committee of the Senate the facilities ox 

94 services of any members of the staffs of such other Senate 

95 committees or any subcommittees of such other Senate com- 

a or 

‘ s ; 
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mi tte¢s whenever the select committee or its chairman deems 

tht such actien is necessary or appropriate to enable the 

select committee to make the investigation and study anthor- 

ized cud directed by this resolution; (11) to have direct’ 

access through the agency of any members of the select 

committee or any of its mvestigatory or legal assistants 

designated by it or its chairman or the ranking minority 

member to any data, evidence, information, report, analysis, 

or document or papers, relating to any of the matters or 

questions which it is authorized and directed to investigate 

and study in the custody or under the control of any depart- 

ment, agency, officer, or employee of the executive branch 

of the United States Government, mcluding any department, 

agency, officer, or employee of the United States Govern- 

ment having the power under the laws of the United States 

to investigate any alleged criminal activities or to prosecute 

persons charged with crimes against the United States and 

any department, agency, officer, or employee of the United 

States Government having the authority to conduct intelli- 

gence or surveillance within or outside the United States, 

without regard to the jurisdiction or authority of any other 

Senate committee, which will aid the select committee to 

prepare for or conduct the investigation and study authorized 

and directed by this resolution; and (12) to expend to the 

extent it determines necessary or appropriate any moneys 
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made available to it by the Senate to perform the duties 

and exercise the powers conferred upon it by this resolution 

and to make the vestigation and study it is authorized by 

this resolution to make. 

(b) Subpenas may be issued by the select committee 

acting through the chairman or any other member designated 

by him, and may be served by any person designated by 

such chairman or other member anywhere within the borders 

of the United States. The chairman of the select committee, 

or any other member thereof, is hereby authorized to admin- 

ister oaths to any witnesses appearing before the committee. 

(c) In preparmg for or conducting the investigation 

and study authorized and directed by this resolution, the 

select committee shall be empowered to exercise the powers 

conferred upon committees of the Senate by section 6002 of - 

title 18, United States Code, or any other Act of Congress 

regulating the granting of immunity to witnesses. 

Sec. 4. The select committee shall have authority to 

recommend the enactment of any new legislation or the 

amendment of any existing statute which it considers neces- 

sary or desirable to strengthen or clarify the national secu- 

rity, mtelligence, or surveillance activities of the United 

States and to protect the rights of United States citizens 

with regard to those activities. | 

Nec. 5. The select committee shall make a final report 
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.of the results of the investigation and study conducted by 

it pursuant to this resolution, together with its findings and 

its recommendations as to new congressional legislation it 

deems necessary or desirable, to the Senate at the earliest 

practicable date, but no later than September 1, 1975. The 

select committee may also submit to the Senate such interm 

reports as it considers appropriate. After submission of its 

final report, the select committee shall have three calendar 

months to close its affairs, and on the expiration of such 

three calendar months shall cease to exist. 

Src. 6. The expenses of the select committee through — 

September 1, 1975, under this resolution shall not exceed 

$750,000 of which amount not to exceed $100,000 shall be 

available for the procurement of the services of mdividual 

consultants or organizations thereof. Such expenses shall be 

paid from the contingent fund of the Senate upon vouchers 

approved by the chairman of the select committee. 
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é Calendar No. 2 : 

yo zim §, RES. 21 
a RESOLUTION 

To establish a select committee of the Senate to 
conduct an investigation and study with. re- 
spect to intelligence activities carried out by 
or on behalf of the Federal Government. 

; By Mr. Pasrorn 

JANUARY 21, 1975 | 

Ordered to be placed on the calendar (under general 

orders) 
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SUBJECISSENSTUDY 75 Treining 
Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Director Sec’y __ 

This memorandum recommends that a paper entitled : 
"The, ‘Role of Counterintelligence" be furnished to Mr. Colby AAO): nag 
as the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) for inclusion i 
aS an annex in a series of annexes Mr. Colby intends to provide (| 
the Senate Select Committee (SSC) on the occasion of his 
appearance as the leadoff witness, The FBI was given the 
responsibility for preparing this paper by the Ad Hoc Coordinating 
Group on Congressional Review of the Intelligence Community. 

The Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional Review 
of the Intelligence Community is made up of representatives of 
agencies and departments having membership on the U. S. 
Intelligence Board (USIB). Its purpose is to serve as a 
coordinating mechanism for future testimony before various 
Congressional committees, 

TEL 

MOOG 

ALG INFORMA FION conten / 

TEQ f f- $ 

HEREIN IS YNCLASSIY: 

aS 

Enclosed herewith is a paper prepared by the 
Intelligence Division entitled "Ehe Role of Counterintelligence,." 
It is a basic paper and describes what counterintelligence means 
from an intelligence community viewpoint, It incorporates a 
considerable amount of input from the CIA, as well as from the 
Intelligence Division of the FBI. The paper has been circulated 
as a draft to representatives of CIA, DIA, Army, Navy, Air Force 
and NSA, All have concurred in its content and have recommended 
it be furnished to Mr. Colby for use as an annex in connection 
with his forthcoming appearance before the SSC, 

Ee 3 ACTION: K-117 REC-38 fae 7 
°  " Go 

If approved, the paper entitled "The Role of 
Counterintelligence" will be furnished to Mr. Colby for his use 

/ + | as an annex,to his prepared statement before the SSC, 

BY. 
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Counterintelligenhce is an integral part of our 
national defense. By definition and by its very nature 
counterintelligence is a defensive posture to the extent 
that it reacts primarily to intelligence initiatives of 
hostile intelligence services, As any good defense, 
however, it cannot be static or passive, It is based 
upon Knowledge of this country's adversaries; it seeks 
out and engages hostile agents and the intelligence 
services that employ them, The national counterintelli- 
gence defense, in other words, requires both sound preven- 
tive measures and an energetic and sustained counterattack, 

‘The purpose of defensive and aggressive counter~ 
intelligence is to ensure that adversaries. who do not want 
to risk open confrontation cannot attain the same objectives 
through stealth, In more concrete terms, the purpose ‘of 
counterintelligence is to identify and neutralize a 
@uag theis inaSters who Serve our. opponents, ----- “ : 

Spycatching, by itseltZ, is not enough, because 
Spies are replaceable, American counterintelligence must 
also know who sent the spies and who supported and directed 
their work in this country and in friendly nations. And 
beyond identifying these agent handlers--—the officers of 
the KGB and other such clandestine communist organizations—- 
our counterintelligence must know how these people are moti- 
vated, recruited, trained, structured, rewarded, and 
punished, We need to know how they communicate with each 
other--from New York or Washington, for example, to Moscow 
or Prague, In short, we need to know everything we can 
find out about them, as individuals and as organizations. 
And finally, what we know must be shared appropriately with 
other services equally concerned, 

This need is even more acute today than in the 
1950s and 1960s. We know from hard experience that the 
clandestine communist services always increase the range 
and the intensity of their operations during periods of 
Western relaxation, when the openness and multiplicity of 
exchanges provide favorable conditions and opportunities 
for launching intelligence operations against our country, 
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The growth in communist-bloc intelligence 
representation over the past several years, not only in 
the United States but also throughout the rest of the 
world, is statistically and operationally demonstrable, 
For convenient reference there is attached to this paper 
a fact sheet documenting this growth based on information 
recorded by the CIA and FBI. In considering the number 
of communist~bloc nationals posted to official establish- 
ments outside their countries, it is important to recognize 
that a substantial proportion of these are intelligence 
officers, These officers have a primary mission to conduct 
intelligence operations and official duties involved in 
their cover positions, if required at all, are secondary 
and serve mainly to legitimize their cover, In the Soviet 
case, it is an estimate accepted by the United States . 
intelligence community that at least 40 per cent of the 
officials are intelligence officers. Indeed, some defector 
sources have estimated that 70 per cent to 80 per cent of 
soviet officials have some intelligence connection, 
although this figure includes officials who act only in a | 

‘minimal support capacity and only occasionally, — See 

The most effective way to achieve the counter- 
intelligence purpose is to recruit personnel from hostile 
Secret services, It is also the hardest of counterintelli- 
gence tasks, a goal usually requiring years of close study 
and meticulous planning. Even if the effort succeeds, we 

, cannot accept at face value what the penetration source 
tells us, His reports must be most carefully crosschecked 
against everything kKnown-from all other sources, Otherwise 
we may be duped by an adversary who uses "our" eee to ™ : 
tell us what he wants us to hear, 

If there is no penetration of the adversary, or 
none at the level of seniority, ail the other sources 
(hostile agents whom we have detected and "doubled," inter- 
cepted communications, defectors, etc.) become all the more 
important, 

If counterintelligence is to identify and then 
contain or control secret action directed against the 

.United States, it must be closely coordinated, The adver- 
sary services do not run uncoordinated, haphazard operations 

Fad 
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against us, All their major programs of espionage, counter- 
espionage, subversion, sabotage, deception, and disinforma~: | 
tion are intertwined, For example, a computer program 
designed to keep track of CIA personnel at home and abroad 
was planned in the Soviet Union, is maintained in 
Czechoslovakia, and draws upon information from East 
Germany, Hungary, and elsewhere, Another example: informa- 
tion from multiple defector sources indicates.that the... 
Cuban security service, the DGI, since 1968-69, has agreed 
to operate against the United States and American intelli- 
gence in areas where the Soviets are at an operational — 
disadvantage, 

" A second reason why United States counterintelli- 
' gence must be coordinated is the need for effective liaison 
with counterintelligence services abroad. No one Western 
service can cope by itself with the worldwide, centrally 
directed, attack of the Soviets, the bloc (including the 
Cubans), and the whole array of Communist Party auxiliaries, 
A counterintelligence defense which stops at a border is 

—— mo defense at ail, ; 

The work within our borders is equally essential. 
a to our safety, Because the United States continues to'be- 

the main site of hostile clandestine operations, it is 
also the main site of American counterintelligence, 

Both forms of wouter tate iisencesetne security 
, Of our own operations and the penetration of operations 

. against us-=<have to be sustained if the Director of Central 
‘Intelligence is to be able to protect United States intelli- 
gence methods and sources, as required by law. 

. Counterintelligence has three values which flow 
z from its functions. The value of its security function is 

that it prevents our adversaries from gaining information 
that the United States Government does not want to make 
public, Counterintelligence cannot perform this security 
role by rote and routines, And it cannot depend entirely 

‘ upon guards, safes, and other passive measures, It must be 
| active to prevent the subversion of those people to whom 

| 
tae 
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the United States Government. has entrusted its classified 
information, Some of these persons are members in American 
intelligence and counterintelligence organizations. 

It must also prevent leakage of sensitive 
United States information from foreign services to whom 
American secrets are necessarily confided as a matter of 
common concery but which in turn have been penetrated by 
enemy agents, 

The value of what might be called an anticipatory 
defense is not always evident because when it succeeds, 
nothing happens, It is like preventive medicine, Its 
value becomes dramatically clear only when it fails, 

. The second value of counterintelligence is that 
it provides information about hostile clandestine intentions 
and capabilities, This information is the more valuable i 
our adversaries do not know that we have it, ; 

Fanaliy, the third vaiue.of counterintelligence is 
the large amount of straight intelligence obtained as a by- 
product by counterintelligence agents in the normal course 
of their business, 

=~ 

lsome specific and subsequently publicized examples of 
Soviet success in the recruitment of American officials, in 
most cases exposed and frustrated by the FBI, are: Nelson 
Drummond (1962), Jack Dunlap (1963), William Whelan (1963), 
Robert Johnson (1965), Herbert Boeckenhaupt (1966), and | 
Ulysis Harris (1967),. 

“There may be cited here some of the completed counter- 
intelligence cases which resulted in the identification and 
suppression of high-level Soviet penetrations of Western 
intelligence services and which were directly attributable 
to CIA counterintelligence work: George Blake (UK - 1961), 
Heinz Felfe (West Germany - 1961), Harold Adrian Russell ~~ 
("Kim") Philby (UK - 1963), George Paques (France - 1964), 
Giorgio Rinaldi Ghislieri (Italy, Spain - 1967), Yuriy 
Loginov (South Africa - 1967), Nahit Imre (Turkey - 1968), 
and Francis Roussilhe (France - 1969), 

Meet 7 
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All United States governmental components have 
some individual internal responsibility. for the security 
of personnel, records, and physical facilities, Aside 
from these basic security functions, the overall counter-~ 
intelligence role in the United States Government is shared 
by several specific intelligence agencies, The conduct of 
counterintelligence overseas is one of CIA's original 
functions flowing from the National Security Act of 1947, 
as amended, and specifically spelled out and developed in 
a series of National Security Council Intelligence Directives, 
The FBI has the general responsibility for conduct of 
counterintelligence operations within the United States . 
based on statutory responsibilities (enforcement of espionage, 
sabotage, neutrality, registration acts, and related matters) se 
as well as a series of Presidential Directives and Attorney  ------ 
General orders, 

Success of United States counterintelligence is aero 
proportionate to the extent to which it exists as an ae ee 
integrated, unified concept with fullest coordination among 
the separate agencies,.. It did not exist as such until : on 
World War II; and only small progress was made after that 
war, despite the National Security Act of 1947, An 
integrated system'first began to take shape in 1958, when 
the National Security Council moved directly into the 
-problem, Intelligence and counterintelligence directives a 
which established the basic: ground rules were formulated 
and placed in effect, .As a result the United States has a -- 
set of counterintelligence concepts and precepts that ~n oe 
organize our experience and hold us together, Throughout 
the recent years interagency coordination and cooperation - - --- 

_have become a working reality, becoming more and more 
effective as the level of coordination continues to rise, 

The effectiveness of counterintelligence also’ 
requires recognition of its separateness as a function. In 
CIA and elsewhere, before the mid-1950s, counterintelligence  ~— 
was often identified only with security and the ad hoc : 
exchange of limited amounts of information in liaison, It 
was sometimes regarded as an adjunct to other specialities, 
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usually espionage, This subordination degraded the function 
to its lowest level, to sueh necessary but elementary work 
as nametracing and operational bookkeeping, But these 
are only the elementary building blocks of the masonry of 
counterintelligence, If it is restricted to nothing more 
than that, American counterintelligence will inevitably 
degenerate to parochialism and departmentalism, [It will 
not be responsive to a central and vital philosophy, It | 
will tend to yield the initiative to the adversary and to 
the writing of damage reports after ‘we have been hurt 
instead of seeking the adversary out and engaging him 
before he can hurt us. 

In summary, the value of counterintelligence as 
an integral part of national defense requires a continuity 
of doctrine, an organization of experience, and must be | 
sustained by a full-time, experienced cadre of specialists 
with continuing emphasis on interagency understanding and 
coordination, 
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FACT SHEET 

COMMUNIST-BLOC INTELLIGENCE REPRESENTATION 

There are presently 667 intelligence and security 
services operating throughout the world, 

The 13 countries comprising the Soviet Union and 
other communist states, including Cuba, operate 52 services 
of domestic and foreign intelligence and security. Some 
23 of these work outside their own frontiers. The principal 
service in action throughout the world against the 

- United States and Americans-=which our highest grade 
documentary sources confirm are termed "The Main Enemy" 
(Glavny Vrag)--is the Soviet State Security Service (KGB), 
together. with Soviet military intelligence, the GRU, headed 
by a senior KGB officer, 

Soviet intelligence representation in the Free 
World has been massively increasing for at least the past 
iLO years, as the following data show: 

Year> - Persons 

1959 .- -. os 1,500 = 
1966 2,490 
1971 2. 106- 
‘January, 1974 3. 100. (est, i 

— pee -.-sThe Central Committee of the Communist Party--of- - - = = - 
the Soviet Union and the Soviet intelligence services also 
direct communist parties~-or, more accurately, certain 
sections of and individuals in such parties--for purposes 
of espionage and subversion abroad, During the period 
1969-73, Soviet funding of non-bloc communist parties showed 
actual and estimated annual costs to be almost $17 million, 
But we do not have the quality of sources that would guarantee 
this as anything but a minimal figure. 

The scope of the clandestine attack upon the 
United States is suggested by the number of identifiable 
recruitment approaches made to Americans by Soviet, bloc, 
Cuban, and Chinese services during the 9 years from 1965 

a 
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through 1973, which totals 742, This averages out to 
82 per year, or better than one recruitment attempt per 
week, These are the things we know. Our primary concerns 
now are those recruitment approaches that have been 
successful and where there has been no volunteering of 
information, 

Communist-bloc officials assigned to 
legal establishments in the United States establishments in the United States. 

Date Soviets Other Total 

. 9/61 333 285 — 518 
°9/71 707 459 1,166 

| 1/75 1,078 1,015 2,093 

‘ 

Temporary visitors : 

: | 
1972 —; 1973 oles 

Soviet Commercial Groups| — Sil 370 - 466 
_.__... Individuals Saree 6 ate we oe 299 3 - 1,500. — 

_-.. . Soviet Special Exchange- - -- -330-.- -429 --- — 486-- - — 
, Groups ee . 

Individuals 1,944 2,024 2,683 

é Visits by Soviet Ships 26 267 219. 
Crew members 1,300 13,000 | Not available 
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TO Mr. J, B, Adams pare. February 7, 1975 Ext. Affairs 
"* Eiles & Com. __ 

i SP see . 
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i Beco LU eo ee 
SUBJECT: SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE mp | See nv 

raining 

This communication is Secret ~ Sensitive since the =e ata 
information herein and in the attachments has been so classi~ ok 2 
fied by one Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). (S Aga 

a - On 2/6/75 the writer was furnished the attached material 
by Mr. William E./ Olby, Director of Central Intelligence, rial Vi] 
a meeting in his office which was also attended by Lt. General es 
Lew Allen, Director of the National Security Agency (NSA)i-" 2 .,:., + 
General Allen was provided copies of the same material. t includes 
a three-page statement containing 2 a listing of categories of activities 
of subject matters that require > stringent “protection during testimony 
before the captioned Committee by any members of the U,S, Intelligence 
Community. The FBI had input in connection with the compilation of 
this information and the material we furnished has been included. (Ss) 

: Also among the material is a copy of a statement which 
-, -? Mr. Colby is hopeful of securing permission to present at the very 

‘1+; beginning of the Select Committee hearings in order that he can 
<7; emphasize the importance of and need for intelligence operations .—" _ 
iE d$s—processes, the processes for collection of intelligence, how fit 
. *, they are controlled and overseen, why there is an overriding need’ 
scx cs Lor secrecy in certain areas and what Congress can do to enhance ~- 2: U,8S, intelligence collections, (S) 

Ree The third paper lists eleven papers which Mr. Colby intends 
to turn over to the Committee whether or not he is permitted to 
make his opening statement. These papers supplement his statement 
and have been the subject of previous memoranda, The FBI has 
prepared the last two papers listed and is coordinating with all 
other interested Intelligence Community members to assure that all 
of the papers will be in such form as not to conflict with Bureau 

Hes: -(S) re REC-38 C2 - tlo3 oe ee 

7 A review of Mr. sy's or eu opening statemelit, pas_been.. 
e. Among the highlights are the following: (5) 

He points out (page 2) that it is important crt FeBr2 9 iP 14- 
gence activities be viewed in proper perspective and that the few (Ss) 

Enclosures 
: 6 

WRW pmtge dianan (with enclosures) 
Mr . Adams (vi th enclosures = Sl 
Mr. with enclosures /\} 

i ie Greray, (with encigeures} 2 
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Memorandum to Mr. Adams 
Re: SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE 

instances of failure or error that may have occurred in the past 
be understood in context. He states we cannot operate effectively 
without more precise provisions in the law to protect our secrets, (s) 

Referring on page 5 specifically to the FBI, he notes that 
intelligence collection on a worldwide basis contributes to our 
internal security. The efforts of foreign nations to penetrate our 
society and to manipulate our citizens are well documented, There 
are several hundred foreign members of the KGB and intelligence 
operatives in this country seeking information about the United 
States and its plans and their efforts must be met by an intensive 
counterintelligence effort. He states "Within the United States, 
this is the function of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
Abroad, it is CIA's responsibility to identify the foreign agent 
before he arrives in America or to learn of the plans of foreign 
eroups to try to subvert our institutions. To this traditional 
danger has been added a new threat of international terrorism, 
CIA's foreign and the FBI's domestic intelligence activities have 
collaborated to frustrate several plans to bring to America and its 
citizens the kind of hijacking and indiscriminate terrorist bombings 
that characterize too many areas of the world." (S$ 

Beginning at page 7, Mr. Colby undeatakes to explain the 
processes of collecting intelligence and on page 10 briefly goes 
into the roles of the various intelligence components and the 
legislative bases for their activities, For example, he states 
the intelligence roles of the other members of the Intelligence 
Community in part stem from the 1947 Act and in part from separate 
legislation, such as that charging the FBI with responsibility for 
internal security, which I consider a correct statement. (S$ 

On page 11, he notes that all intelligence elements operate 
within legal authority and are given further direction by the 
National Security Council, but (page 13) "each of us in the Intelli- 
gence Community takes full personal responsibility for the actions 
recommend or taken in conformance with such general guidance and 
policy." (S 

He explains the role of the President's Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board (PFIAB) whose "members are an impressive group of 
responsible Americans who report their independent views of the 
accomplishments and weaknesses of the Intelligence Community direetly 
to the President." (¢ ) 

Following this, he notes that in addition to responding to 
various Congressional committees,the National Security Council and 
the PFIAB, all of which exercise oversight~type functions, the(s) 

oo 2D om 
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Memorandum to Mr. Adams 
Re: SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE 

intelligence agencies are exposed to audit-type functions exercised 
by the Office of Management and Budget, internal audit systems, the 
General Accounting Office, and the Director of Central Intelligence. 6) 

On page 14, after referring to the manner in which the 
Intelligence Community functions through a series of committees 
and boards, Mr. Colby states that the work of such committess and 
boards is limited to foreign intelligence,"as internal security 
falls solely within the jurisdiction of the FBI. The FBI participates 
in the Intelligence Community effort, however, so that any contribu- 
tions that foreign intelligence might make to internal security can 
be properly handled." 5) 

On page 17, Mr. Colby expresses confidence that the American 
people not only support but insist upon an effective intelligence 
apparatus to protect their security and intelligence. Thereafter, 
referring to Congress, on page 17, he states "Just tell us in the 
intelligence business what the Nation wants and does not want, and 
we will do our best to satisfy it. But also give us a way openly 
to change these rules when the Nation expects them to be changed," 
He then calls upon Congress to organize itself to protect the 
necessary secrecy of our intelligence operations while exercising 
its responsibility for oversight. (6 

A review of Mr. Colby‘’s proposed statement has revealed 
no information which I feel would be objectionable from the Bureau's 
standpoint. 

ACTION; 

For the Director's information. 

wo 
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CATEGORIES OF ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT MATTER 

THAT NEED STRINGENT PROTECTION 

wA, : * : 

1 

I. The names of agents, informants, covert liaison contacts and 

operations or other identifying characteristics of sensitive 

clandestine sources u 

- 6 
a 

a, Agent or informant names or operational information 

revealing them. . - | , ee 

b. Details which would reveal the effectiveness of sensitive 

methods and techniques (1) employed overseas in human source 

collection (2) employed by the a for internal security and counter~- _ 
° ‘intelligence purposes, ie + - 

> 

~-The numbers, locations, times and other indications of ~ 
recruitment or emplacement of personnel wit ran eee organiza- 

tions, 
or 

; auSpecific sieteniedte of the use of technical devices in 

agent Popes nee , 
~ dees > - 

— e 
* 

...-'The total eer of recruitment or investigative ef ffectiveness 

- against any given target organization or individual, oxr lack 
thereof, 

~- ~ 

.-Names of selected agency and/or ex-agency employees 

if revealed would endanger lives, operations or future utility. 
» 

s * 

--Foreign or US sources, official or otherwise, who would 
be embarrassed or endangered by disclosure of their role. 

II. Relationships with Other Intelligence services 

- ra 

a. Identifying information on 1 intelligence services in friendly 
and neutral countries. 

- = Classified by won RS Su ONT 

= . Fuomat from gancrel dsclassifiertion schadula f+ 
of EO. 11532, & mantiog caligtry: a 
£3 03, (2) ee ar ae fsisele cute ‘or mora) 
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b. Identifying collaborative operations between the United States 
| intelligence agencies and other foreign intelligence liaison services 

against targets within the country extending the collaboration or within 
a jointly targetted third country. | 

* 
"~ 

. \ 

c. The nature of support provided, or arrangements with foreign 
intelligence services supporting US technical collection operations. . - 

Ill. Cxryptolog 7 and Communications Activities - eee 

OL dusciguers or foreign facilities (U.S, and abroac}. 

under TORCIELORS of continued secrecy. _ 

d. Material and information provided to the US by a foreign service 

1 
ae 

*> * . = «* 

aa 

.. a Glandestine procurement of foreign cryptologic material, — 

b. Operations against foreign cryptologic instelations. 
* 

‘ce. Activities taken with the manufacturers of cryptologic devices 

- . we = 
* “4 . & 

‘in the U.S, andabroad,. a Es oe on Be 
- . * » . w= = « 

- 

d. Product of telephone taps or technical sunveniesice operations 

oo. 

e. Success of eryptologic operations against both friendiy and 
unfriendly targets in the U.S. and abroad. 8 

f. Covert signals intelligence collection including (1) assistance 
arrangements with commercial U.S. and foreign a (2) taps 
(3) and from US installations abroad. 

g. Collaboration with foreign governments in signals intelligence 
collection, particularly for arrangements which, if revealed, would be 
politically piubo eee e sine in the countries involved. 

especially critical to our work in ASW. > * 

Iv. 

h. Breiective comununications security measures. 

i. Efforts to collect exotic signals and locate transmissions 

Technical Intelligence 3 ae > 

a. Identification of technical intelligence operations of high technical 
vulnerability and extremely high political sensitivity. 
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b. Details of specific covert communications systems, including 

' secret writing, special agent equipment, etc. 

c. Specific identification of foreign technical collection installations 
involving high political sensitivity in the host country. 

* 
a .} 

4 * 

a : ‘4 
? 

d. Identification of technical counter-~measures techniques. 

e, Characterization of emplacement of devices for technical - 
collection of foreign intelligence, including techniques of emplacement, 

f£. Details of secure U.S. communications systems. . 

V.. Other e é : han 2 ga . . " -° 

a. Reference to covert action operations that would embarrass 
the U.S. Government or frustrate the purpose of the operation. . she 

b. Details or disclosure of monetary arrangements with U.S. and 
-foreign banks, investment houses, eES? , in support of foreign intelligence 
Operatous ° : 

c. Specific sutoretion on special relationships with ‘Gaigate firms 
- - established-with the approval of top corporate officials. This includes 

names of firms or industrial associations that provide privileged 
customers or collaboration or cover for foreign intelligence operations. 

d. Wames of firms collaborating with U.S. intelligence agencies 
‘in collection and assessment programs (especially tho se having large 
foreign clienteles), | Coe. ee ees Ae 

- 

e. Details of covert contract techniques, covert contractors, and 
covert tax arrangements. ag < SRG. oh tiny BF 

£. Wature of sdagoee to au from other agencies for operations 
§ Secrest foreign intelligence tae Bete: co -* 

Oy 

é 

g. The state of our eet eence on Soviet or PRC diplomatic or 
military intentions toward the United States or on the state of our 
intelligence on military technologies of these nations. | m we 

— 
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‘Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee 

This Committee's inquiry and its conclusions and recom- 

mendations can open a new era in American intelligence and 

even in the intelligence profession worldwide. Historically, 

the intelligence activities of a state have been considered 

an essential function, but one conducted outside normal Gov- 

ernment processes. Indeed, one foreign official recently 

expressed some surprise to me that our intelligence rests 

upon legislation enacted by the Congress and o subject to 

oversight and annual appropriation by the Congress. He com- 

mented that ne nad aiways considered it a watter eruvaren 6 

the Executive. This Committee's charter demonstrates the 

contrary in America. 

America has made many innovations in the intelligence 

_process, and I believe we have brought ours to the highest 

peak of efficiency of any intelligence service in the world. 

Our Government's policies can now be based on factual in- 

formation and demonstrable analysis rather than on hunches, 

circumstantial evidence, and overly qualified ‘judgments 

that alone were available afew Years ago. 

With the assistance of my Intelligence Community col- 

leagues, I hope to give this Committee the broadest possible 

look at these intelligence efforts of the United States. 

F rN OR . 
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I will also offer ideas for improvements that could help us 

do our job” better. 

It is important that our intelligence activities be 

viewed in proper perspective and that the few instances of 

failure or error an may have occurred in the past be 

understood in context. | 

We will welcome reas: statements of the authority and 

mission assigned to American intelligence. I believe the 

public, including those engaged in the intelligence profession, 

are entitled to and are prepared to accept clarifications 

and new definitions. The Congress and the American people 

do not expect intelligence bois carried on in the shadows 

of euphemism and ambiguity. Nor can we operate effectively 

without more precise provisions in the law to protect our 

secrets. I believe our nation is ready to accept the nec- 

essity of reasonable secrecy in our Givesinenence operations 

in the same way it accepts the need for secrecy ido a peenais 

negotiations, in development of war plans, or in protecting 

newspaper sources. i 

: | I. The Importance of Intelligence 

Mr. Chairman, American intelligence helps protect our 

country, it helps maintain peace in the world, and it helps 

our Government make better decisions affecting the welfare 

of every one of our citizens. It is not only responsible 

: 
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for warning us of imminent attack by a hostile power, these 

Gays it must also look into the future and warn of the research 

and development of new weapons systems which, unless countered 

or negotiated away, would affect the security of our citizens 

ten years hence. “ 4 . 

Perhaps the most dramatic example of the contribution of 

intelligence to our security occurred in 1962 in the Cuban 

Missile Crisis. But this story began long before in the 

secret development of the U-2 aircraft to give-us access to 

areas where we had always been blinded. Its flight over 

Cuba on October 14, 1962, provided the first certain evidence 

of the deployment of offensive missiles there, but intelligence 

during that crisis involved far more than the U-2. Through 

the entire apparatus of intelligence, a close watch was main- 

tained over all the ways in which our national security might 

‘have been jeopardized, and it was precisely this centralized 

analysis of thousands of individual bits of information that 

provided our Government with reasoned assessments and 

estimates during the critical days of October 1962. These 

assessments drew on all types of technical, diplomatic, and 
A 

Military intelligence, and they were substantially assisted 

by the contribution made by at. least one foreign agent who 
~~ 

paid for his commitment with his life. 
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Mr. Chairman, the Intelligence Community has not been idle 

Since the development of the U~2, and the improvements that 

have been made have added a new dimension to the importance 

of intelligence today--its contribution to the maintenance 
“ 

‘ 

Of peace in the world. 

HW 55073 

As I believe is well known, the breakthrough in the Strategic 

Arms Limitations negotiations followed the development of our 

ability to monitor whether or not the other side is complying 

with the agreements made. To do so with respect to closed and 

suspicious societies, intelligence has had to invest hundreds 

of millions of dollars and heavy doses of imagination and 
% 
« 

technical genius. 

We have not yet menuanced all the nations that might 

pose a threat to us that our system of openness is the best 

for them as well as for us, so we must depend upon our intel- 

ligence to give us the means with which to negotiate with 

them and, at least, to limit, if not eliminate, ‘ene risks we 

both run in today's world. 

The peace-keeping role of intelligence goes beyond strategic 

arms. There are a number of, situations in which our knowledge 

of some local situation, around the world was better than that 

of the participants. By bringing this knowledge to both sides, 

or £6, the one about to make a mistaken military move, intel- 

ligence has several times assisted in defusing a potential 

e 
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crisis and thus disproving our own predictions. This is a 

contribution of which we are proud, for our purpose is not 

merely to record facts pertaining to foreign situations 

but to help maintain security and peace as well. | 

Intelligence likewise ener eee to our internal secu- 

rity. The efforts of foreign nations to penetrate ovr society 

and to manipulate eas citizens are well documented. There 

are several hundred foreign members of the KGB and intelligence 

operatives in this country seeking information about the 

United States and its plans, and their efforts must be met by 

ee eae 

States, this is the function of the Federal Bureau of Invest- 

igation. Abroad, it is CIA's responsibility to identify the 

foreign agent before he arrives in America or to learn of 

the plans of foreign groups to try to subvert our institutions. 

To this traditional danger has been added a new threat 

of international terrorism. CIA's foreign and the FBI's domestic 

intelligence activities have collaborated to frustrate several 

plans to bring to America and its citizens the kind of hijack- 

ing and indiscriminate anv ei ce Houbinge that characterize 

too many areas of the world. Intelligence has also contributed 

to the identification of international narcotics traffickers, 

eeaueind the threat this pernicious activity poses to the 

health of our citizens. 
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Major political and economic decisions are regularly made 

by our Government and by our Congress with assistance from our 

Paces nee These decisions range from the appropriate level 

of our defense budget to economic and monetary policy. In the 

past several years ihe Intelligence Community--CIA, and parts 

of State, and Treasury in particular--has paid considerable 

attention to international economics and related political 

issues. The interdependence of the world with respect to energy, 

food, raw. materials, and persia industries is-increasing at 

avery rapid rate. The accompanying shifts in economic power 

and control can require future adjustments of grave importance 

to our country. American tote iieonce keeps watch on such 

foreign activities. Stated another way, it is becoming as 

important to our national security to watch the machinations 

of foreign cartel arrangements as to follow Soviet or Chinese 

missile development. Intelligence is critical to our coun- 

try's economic negotiations and we are contributing materially. 

Mr. Chairman, I indicated at the outset the importance 

of this Committee's getting a full appreciation for the con- 

tribution intelligence is making to our country. But foremost 

in this process is the Intelligence Community's reputation for 

objectivity in our intelligence assessments. We do not claim 

that intelligence analysis provides a scientific procedure for ° 

reaching decisions. We do feel it provides an essential 

¢ 
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‘mechanism for giving visibility to the issues for the policy- 

maker. Our job is to provide an independent and objective 

analysis based upon a wide range of confidential sources and 

technical inputs. The organization of the Intelligence Com- 

munity is designed to provide eile. dnaependence and objectivity. 

Tr. The American Intelligence Process 

Mr. Chairman, r would like to cover briefly the American 

intelligence process, as I believe it is grossly misunderstood 

by many quarters who associate it almost exclusively with the 

spectacular images of James Bond, Mata Hari, or even Maxwell 

Smart, American intelligence is first and foremost an 

-Llectual.exercise that encompasses the following steps: 

Ll. The collection and assembly of raw informa- 

tion from all sources available to the U.S. Govern- 

ment, ranging from overt news dispatches to data 

from the most secret technical devices or agents; 

2. The assessment of the validity of the raw 

information; 

3. The analysis of the.information and the 

development of objective ceneiesions and judg- 

ments; and “2 

4. The presentation of the findings to policy 

makers in a clear, succinct, and timely fashion. 

-7J- 
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The collection process involves acquiring open informa-~ 

tion wherever this is possible. This information largely comes 

from abroad but also here in the United States pean knowledge- 

able citizens and Government officers whose missions are well 

understood and accepted in ieee tonal life, such as Foreign 

Service Officers, Defense, Treasury, and even Commercial and 

Agricultural Attaches. To this is added the information col- 

lected by technical means. Today these give us access to 

areas never before seen. Electronic marvels identify details 

we never hoped to know, Ae computers select and store masses 

af detail never before manageable. These ways to collect are 

supplemented by clandestine Selection for those matters and 

in those societies where open or technical collection cannot 

provide the sleet gare plans, the research idea before it is 

visible, or a perception of authoritarian political dynamics. 

After the material is collected, it must be processed 

or analyzed. Again the electronic and computer worlds have 

added new dimensions to our potential to extract valuable 

information from hitherto incomprehensible indicators, al- 

though, alas, the computer”“has also ingeensed the incompre- 

hensibility of some of the systems we try to identify. 

ie 
= 
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The analytical process is the smallest of our categories 

of expenditure, but upon the integrity, the objectivity, and 

the expertise of this body of men and women rests the real 

fruit of the whole process~~reasoned assessments of develop- 

ments abroad today and in the fuaees. 

An ssséntial element of the process is the Bveseneation 

of intelligence to chole wus make the decisions for our nation. 

In our society this is not restricted to the Executive but also 

includes the Congress and the public. Asa consequence, intel- 

ligence has endeavored to bring its product to the Congress and 

even to the public through unclassified Kemesens where 

possible, through classified es onoas in executive session that 

is later reviewed so we can release all information that does not 

reveal our sources and methods, and through informal discussion 

with journalists and the academic community where conclusions 

can be debated but sources omitted. ‘ 

In addition, the Department of Defense has regularly made 

available the results of the intelligence process, the best 

example perhaps being the way we followed in the news media 

the development and testing-of the generation of Soviet missiles 

now being deployed. When such material is consciously released, 

it can be done in a form that allows the Congress and the public 
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to benefit from the conclusions and assessments involved but 

still euoeeens the sources and methods by which we reach them. 

Unfortunately, their revelation by individuals without author- 

ization can result in the exposure of the source or technique 

by which we learn the information. - 

Mr. Chairman, the National Security Act of 1947 was the 

foundation stone for this American intelligence process. At 

that time, intelligence was deemed by our country to be a mat- 

ter which should be protected from public exposure. Thus, 

the specifics of the intelligence process and its authorities 

were deliberately expressed in general language and left by 

that statute to be specified in classified directives by the 

National Security Council. The CIA Act of 1949 further rec- 

ognized the importance of this secrecy to intelligence and 

specifically exempted the CIA from the publication of the 

Weedanteaetens functions, names, official titles, salaries, 

or numbers of personnel employed by the Naeneie. 

The intelligence roles of the other members of the 

Intelligence Community in part stem from the 1947 Act and 

in part from Se legislation, such as that charging the 
eer 

: FBI with veeponsanl iat age al security, the AEC, now 
< 

ERDA, with its security sieioe ice. and other laws such as 
oy 

~ 

Public Law 86-36, which provides the National Security 

Agency the authority to function without disclosing 

-10- 
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information that would endanger its cryptologic functions. All 

“intelligence elements operate within legal authority. All are 

given further direction by the National Security Council. 

Those Acts, however, were not the end of Congress! role 

with respect to intelligence. Intelligence Operates on an- 

nual appropriations, it reports to a ee of Congressional 

committees, and the.Director and Deputy Director of Central 

Intelligence are appointed with the advice and consent of the 

Senate after hearings which, in the cases of General Walters 

and me, included open sessions. 

Congress long ago made special arrangements to handle 

oversight and appropriations for intelligence. The consistent 

position of the Executive Branch in this regard has been that 

it would respond to any way in which the Congress organized. 

itself to conduct this oversight and appropriations pea ceen. 

To this, as indicated earlier, I add my own eonceni that this 

aeeseee be conducted in a manner that preserves the secrecy 

upon which intelligence must rest. 

In tune with the times, we have in more recent years, 
™ 

and not just in my Directorship, become increasingly re- 
wl 

ry Speer * em 

sponsive to Congress both in executive session and in open 

session. For example, in 1974, I appeared, before thirteen 

committees or subcommittees on twenty~five occasions. 

i Vee 
¢ 
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. These were supplemented by informal responses or briefings to 

interested members on a frequent basis. The result has been 

greater exposure of the substance of our intelligence process 

to assist Congress in its decisionmaking, as well-as a few. 

untoward exposures of our sources and methods. TI hope that 

this Committee sets out clearer arrangements with both houses 

so that we can make available the substance of our intelligence 

to assist in your decisionmaking while protecting the intel- 
cl 

i 

ligence sources and methods. 

The Executive Branch directs and supervises the intel- 

| ule = ligence apparatus to insure that onr intellicaence acenc 

work together for the common goal without duplication or 

bureaucratic conflict. At the head of the structure is, of 

course, the National Security Council, pursuant to statute. 

The Council itself has issued general ainectiies to the Intelli- 

gence Community, and the subcommittees established under the 

Council give more frequent guidance and direction to our effort. 

Certain subcommittees focus on current crises and call for in- 

telligence coverage thereof, certain work on longer term problems 

that require intelligence analysis, and certain review the 

work of the Intelligence Community in specified fields. I 

will not get into the bureaucratic detail necessary to clarify 

this at this session, although I certainly expect to do so in 

at De 
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_ the future. I would like, however, to state my belief that 

the Intelligence Community receives appropriate general guid- 

ance and direction from the National Security Council and its 

committees. However, the Intelligence Community itself is 

responsible for recommending actions needed or for recommend- 

ing the best way to accomplish the general goals set out by 

policy leaders. Thus, general policy direction stems from 

the National Security Council, but each of us in the Intelli- 

gence Community takes full personal weseenstn ine for the 

actions recommended or taken in conformance with such general 

guidance and policy. 

An independent review Se oe effectiveness of our intel- 

‘Ligence effort is conducted by the President's Foreign Intel- 

ligence Advisory Board. This Board over the years has had 

an important role in stimulating and supporting improvements 

“in our intelligence machinery. Its members are an impressive 

group of responsible Americans who report their independent 

views of the accomplishments and the weaknesses of the Intel- 

ligence Communi ty Girectly to the President. 

Also in the Executive. Branch, the Office of Management 

and Budget conducts througn a compartmented unit the same type 

of budget review of the work of the Intelligence Community as 

it does of any department. 

-13- 
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The Intelligence Community is also subject to intensive 

audit, both internally within the departments and agencies 

aeoiveds. aud to the extent feasible by the General Accounting 

Office, Even in those areas exempted by law from GAO review, 

our internal procedures follow the same standards and practices 

of audit and accounting that apply to the other components of the 

Government. | | 

Lastly, consistent with the policy outlined in Section 

102(e) of the National Security Act of 1947, ne Director of 

Central Intelligence has been charged by the President with 

Lng OV rail Leacdership to the Tntélligenuce Cuiuiuntiiy. 

He has been directed to review all expenditures for foreign 

intelligence within the Government and make an annual recom- 

mendation to the President as to the appropriate level thereof. 

This charge requires him to insure that the intelligence ac- 

tivities of the various departments and agencies give us the 

best intelligence product at the least cost. | 

The Intelligence Community functions through a series of 

committees and boards that bring the different agencies to- 

gether, TI have submitted an’annex to this presentation out~ 

lining these relationships. The work of these committees and 

boards is limited to foreign intelligence, as internal secu- 

rity falis solely within the jurisdiction of the FBI. The FBI 

ahs 
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/participates in the Intelligence Community effort, however, 

so that any’ contributions that foreign intelligence might 

make to internal security can be properly handied. I will 

not take your time here to describe all of these bureaucratic 

arrangements, but I wend like to Stress the scope and com- 

plexity of the Community so that its individual elements can 

be understood. | 

The collection of raw information consumes the highest 

percentage of the resources devoted to intelligence. Large 

sums are required for the complex technical systems I mentioned 

earlier. In addition, the very substantial increases in mili- 

tary and civilian personnel eects over recent years have put 

a large burden on our intelligence budget despite reductions in 

personnel. In conformity with the Senate's vote on June 4th, 

1974, I do not propose to discuss these figures publicly, but 

I do believe that you will be impressed with the way the In- 

telligence Community has increased its productivity over the 

years and also reduced its size and focused its effort in 

order to adjust to inflation. 

Mr. Chairman, in recognition of the fundamental purpose 

of this Select Committee, I indicated early in my statement 

that I wanted to outline for you some of the ways in which our 
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Intelligence Community might be improved so as to open a new 

era in American intelligence. In this context, I believe this 

Committee may want to focus particularly on the role and pro> 

cedures of intelligence in the future as well as in the past. 

Pivsey ore ate, I believe it essential to clarify 

for the Congress and the people of America, as well as the 

personnel in our fheetivaenee Community, the authorities, the 

limitations, and the mission of American intelligence. When 

President Eisenhower assumed full responsibility for sending 

a U-2 over the Soviet Union, and President Kennedy for the Bay 

of Pigs, they repudiated in the name of the American people 

the old concept of intelligence being disowned. I am confident 

that our people not only support but insist upon an effective 

intelligence apparatus to protect their security and welfare. 

t believe, however, that they want the role of intelligence 

clearly spelled out, they want controls adequate to pre-~- 

vent abuse, and they also want necessary secrecy peo ERet ad: 

In my confirmation neaetags I suggested the word "foreign" 

be inserted each time the word "intelligence" appears in the 

charter of the CIA, to make..crystal clear its proper function 

and to end any possible "gray area" in its authority. Legisla- 

tion was introduced in the last Congress that would do this 

and would also clarify the proper role of the Agency within 

the United States. I welcome such clarification of our authority 

¢ 

~16- 
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and any limitation on our activities desired by the people 

of this country. Just tell us in the intelligence business 

what the nation wants and does not want, and we will do our 

best to satisfy it. But also give us a way openly to change 

these rules when the nation expects them to be changed. 

With respect to oversight of our activities, Mr. Chairman, 

I have described the current procedures. I believe they are 

sufficient on the Executive side, and I reiterate that the 

organization of the Congress to eis out its responsibilities 

is not a matter for my determination or recommendation. I do 

honestly request and trust, however, that the Congress will 

organize itself to protect the necessary secrecy of our 

intelligence operations while exercising its responsibilities 

‘for oversight. 

Lastly, I most earnestly request of the Congress some 

improvement in our ability to protect the secrets necessary 

to effective intelligence operations. The spectacle that we 

are presenting to the world of being unable to prevent ex- 

employees from revealing their knowledge of intimate relations 

with individuals and friendly intelligence services who put 

their trust in us is seteiae 5 cubstantiet question as to 

our ability to obtain information from such sources in the 

Future. The revelation of our activities from a series of 

leaks of supposedly secret testimony makes it impossible to 

77s 
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contemplate the initiation of sensitive operations today 

under procedures that require eis exposure to a large num- 

ber of reviewing bodies. The issue of whether we should 

again adopt Secretary Stimson's view that “gentlemen do not 

read each other's mail" (and that we live in a world of. 

gentlemen) should be faced squarely and openly by the Con- 

gress and not through irresponsible individual exposures. 

Iv. Cooperation with the Committee 

Mr. Chairman, I assure you, as I did on the telephone 

when you wens named, of my most sincere intention to cooperate 

with you and this Committee in its work. I look forward to 

your; as well - our, contribution of ideas to the shaping of 

‘the new era that American intelligence an have if we do our 

work well. By my presence here I indicate my intention to be 

as open and public as I can be during your proceedings. There 

will be, however, many mnateare which, I am sure you will agree, 

can only be handled effectively in executive session. For this 

purpose, your staffs have been given appropriate clearances by 

the committee, and I urge that you take steps to insure not 

only that they will abide by the Committee's rules but also that 
~ ser 

you have the legal ability similar to the one we use for our 

employees to require any later exposure of. such matters to occur 
=. 

-— 

only after you have had a chance to review whether they may 

improperly reveal sensitive information. 

6% 
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There are some eee! Mr. Chairman, which I am required 

under the statute and as a professional to protect against any 

chance of exposure. The names of our agents, the names of many 

patriotic Americans who have aouad with us, and the specifics 

of a number of our eaeuiy and delicate technical systems are 

so important, Mr. Chairman, that I believe an seaecional level 

of secrecy is necessary to protect them. The lives of 

individuals are at Sepia) and we cannot put them to risk. 

There are also cases where the reputations and-future prospects 

of a number of patriotic Americans who have helped or con- 

tributed to our intelligence process could be jeopardized if 

their associations are revealed openly and then twisted in 

the press through misunderstanding or by hostile opponents. 

American intelligence cannot hope to have any future if it 

repudiates the understanding of confidentiality upon which 

cooperation was extended to it. There are also a range of 

specific methods for gathering information which needs to be 

secret. Hundreds of millions of dollars in complex technical 

equipment ean be made worthless if the access it provides to 

foreign secrets is exposeds.:,  ., 

An exposure is a one-time sensation, and American in- 

telligence today is suffering internally and abroad from a 

series of exposures and sensational exaggerations which have 
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raised questions among many of our foreign individual and of- 

£2Cial sources, and also among our personnel. Whether the 

Intelligence Community can continue its contribution to our 

nation's security and welfare and the maintenance of peace ‘in 

the world will depend on our ability to conduct this review 

without further exposures. Thus , I do not propose to provide 

these details, but if oné becomes of particular importance 

to the work of the Committee, I will certainly consult with 

you and the ranking minority member to determine the best 

course of action. I stress this, Mr. Chairman, as we have 

but one chance to avoid unwarranted disclosures which can ruin 

the lives or the futures of people and institutions which 

put their trust in our nation through its intelligence 

service. I believe that you and the Committee will want to 

fulfill that trust, and that this Committee's inquiry can be 

comprehensive and searching without violating it. 

Mr. Chairman, I have not discussed the newspaper al-~ 

legations that led to this Committee's formation. TI have 

reported fully on this to the President, to the president's 

Commission, and to the Senate Appropriations and Armed 

Services Committees. I am submitting for the record of this 

Committee my remarks there and am, of course, prepared to 

expand on them. I believe it only appropriate here to deny 

-20- 
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flatly, as I have already, that CIA conducted a “massive 

illegal domestic intelligence operation." 

T have also submitted for the record a number of annexes 

to this statement, mostly in classified form, in order to set 

out for the use of the Committee and its staff some further 

detail about our intelligence apparatus and its work. I am, 

of course, available for further questioning here today and 

to cover classfied questions in Executive Session when this 

may prove to be necessary. I hope that out of -the Committee's 

work will come a better public understanding of the role 

and functioning of American intelligence today and that the 

Committee's recommendations for improvements in our authority, 

procedures, and protection may indeed be looked back on in the 

future as the initiation of a new era in American intelligence. 

We in American intelligence are proud to be of service 

6 our country, and we firmly believe that the personnel of 

American intelligence, and my predecessors in this post, have 

served their country well over the years. We are equally con- 

vinced that our intelligence profession will serve the country 
™. 

well in the new era of American intelligence being launched by 

this Committee. 

Thank you. 

ts 
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Memorandum F. B. Griffith to Mr. Bassett, dated 
2/6/75, recommended that Section Chief William 0. Cregar, iil 
the Bureau's representative on the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group 
on Congressional Review of the Intelligence Community, be 
authorized to concur in recommendations dealing.with. proposals ae 
to protect the intégrity~of classified documents which will By Pe 
necéssarily be provided to the Select Committee ofthe Senate) 
(SCS) during forthcoming hearings. Referenced memorandum 
was approved subject to a recommended change by Inspector JE. 
Herington, Legal Counsel Division. 

The Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional 
Review of the Intelligence Community met on the morning of 
2/7/75, at which time the above-described Paper was considered. 
The change of language offered by Inspector Herington was 
submitted to the Group for consideration and was adopted. No 
substantive changes in the Paper were made and the over-all 
Paper was approved, 

These security proposals will now be discussed with 
Senator Church and his staff by Mr. Colby's staff in an effort 
to insure proper protection of. classified documents that might 
be presented during forthcoming SCS testimony. 
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. On 1-23-75 Tom Hart, Professional Staff Member, 
Senate Judiciary Committee, advised Inspector John B. Hotis Ni 
that the creation in the Senate of a Select Committee on Intelligence on” 
Operations raises serious questions about the future of the FBI Me 
Oversight Subcommittee. The Select Committee will make a final SE 
report to the Senate in September, together with recommendations 5 
as to any new legislation that might be necessary. It is possible that ; 
anew committee dealing solely with the intelligence community may 
be created or that recommendations will be made that there be stronger , 
oversight by the parent committee. epg = 
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ithe Congress to reduce the power and effectiveness of the Bureau. 
He feels that is what is behind the "phony stories" that have suddenly 
been circulating about Bureau files on Congressmen. Even some of 
the "right wing Republicans, " he said, are attempting to capitalize on 
the controversy, hoping thereby to take some of the criticism away 
from former President Nixon. — a 
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He said that some of the younger Senators hi {EO Ge to 
take over the oversight responsibilities on the grounds that Senators 

Eastland and McClellan have been overly protective of the Bureau. 

itis important, therefore, that the Oversight Subcommittee show some 

immediate activity. As soon as the confirmation hearings on Attorney 

General Designate Levi are completed, Hart will go to the Rules 

Committee to get budget approval for the Oversight pUbeonmive?: 
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e Hart said that he is troubled over the mounting pressures in 
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Memorandum to JFK Act 6 (4) 

Re: Senate Subcommittee on FBI Oversight 

5 
Professor J ony lliff and two interns have been preparing materials 
for the committee regarding the foreign counterinftelligence functions: 
of the Bureau and it is expected that hearings will be scheduled in 
mid-February. 

wo Hart added that he does not know who the new members of 
/ he Oversight Subcommittee will be at this time. It could inciude 

Senators Tunney, Hart, or Kennedy. This determination will be made 
later this month. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

None. For information. 
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January 27, LO75 

/ ye 

\ nonorable John o7 Pastore () Fie 2 
a United Otates Senate / | Vhs : 

Vashinator, D. Ce. 29519 tg oe be ae AD 

Hoar Senator Pastore 

T have bad an omrortunity to read the remarks you 
made January 2ist on the Senate fleor when you presented a 
resolution to astan>lish a select committees te conduct a study 
Of governmental operations with resrect to intellicencs 
ackivitices. 

Eo vant you to knov of a sincera anoreciation for 
your very cenerous comments concerning re and Zan pleased by 
your insistence on a cornletoly fair and objective investidqation. 
I valeome the opportunity to arpsar before the distincuished 
rambers of the Senate to discuss all mathkers of interost to the 
cormittben. 

# mee 1s oft Sincerely yours, a . 
ea } Clarence A 

4l25/oo. Sp Ar } " 
a KK Me Clarence M. Relley 

costal Director ¥RLIO 
Ate me 

1 —- Boston-~ Enclosure 
1 - Congressional Services Office - Enclosure 

Ce. ee - Ses Tipe 
Assoc. Dir. UWS: - 6 8 ae 

Dep. AD Adm J x ( oo 7 a 

Dep. AD Inv. —_ vé , oes ed amerycnnmaanad — wataniiienaitnhe 

Asst. Dir: } a ae 
Admin. arta ta) we” eg ’ 

4 Me 
ee Zea Ni OTC 

Comp. Syst. be ihee® ra) as * ct JAl ty £2¢) 1975 

Ext. Affairs ee nb 7 $ ‘nA a an 

Files & Com. — Caemnanen Pires | wi CERT TATE RORSACERECOS 

Gen. Inv, i adh ery 5 “es f 

Ident. K 

Inspection .s Ae 

Intell. » eres a 

Laboratory Bd { . 

Plan. & Eval, _ ol 
i j Spec. Inv. 

1, \ Cc 
Training — ‘ 

Legal Coun, SS mich 

Tol oe ee oe \ 7 
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SION RELAEING TO INVESRIGA-~ 
TION AND STUDY ‘OF GOVERN. 

. MENTAS,- OPERATIONS  WIPH 
RESERCT TO INTULLIGENGE AC. 

 TIVETIES- -PLACED TINDER. "RES- 
CLUTIONS AND MOTIONS. OVER, 
‘UNDER SHE RULE” 

‘Me. MAMSEIELDS “ar, President,’ I 
' yield to the distinguished Senator from: 
Rhode Istand. « ; 

to the desi: & resolution and ask for its 
immediate consideration, = =. 

The VICE PRESIONNSD, 34 there eb» 
a * -o', jeotion? «oc. 

Mr.. RUG SCOTT, Mr. President, 
reserving. the risht to’ object; ¥ wunder-~. 
Stand thet this is the resointion having 
fodowith fae OLA. . 

« it, MANS REELD, With thointelligence 
community, 5 0 ee 
Mr SCH SCOTT. With the intelli- 

fence community. < 
Mr, MANSPIELD, I do not think we 

+See oY 

* should emphasize fhe CLA too much, be- 
cause if is the intelicence. community, 

The ViCR PRESIDENT. The clerk will 
_- reportthe.rezolution. . 

_, The legislative clerk read as follows: 
Resalyed, to establish a selech committee 

(of the Senets ta-conduct an investigation.and | 
., Study of governmental operations with re- 
" Spect to inteigonce activities, egega 

Min MANSE TEED -dddressed the Chair, 
Soo Mr BUG SCOTT. ta ‘ 

_ Mr. MANSETELD, Mr, President; I ask 
> Ghanimous consent, so thet it will be fully 
understead, that the resoltition be read in 
full. . a ee 

Mir, PASTORE, Thatis richt, 
The ViGE PRESIDENT, The clerk will 

:  reporé:the restlution in full, * - 
The legisiative clerk réad a3 follows: 
oa _.. & Res. 22° 

_?. Resolved, To establish & reléot committee 
- Of the Senate: to conduct an inyestigation 
Bud study: of governmental operations with 
respect ta intelligence ectivities and of -the 
extent, if any, to which Weegnl, improper, or 

| wnethical ‘activities wera engaged in hy any 
, agency of-the Pederal Government: or by any 

‘ o ' persons, acting individually or tn, combina-« 
,; Bon with others, with respect t6 any intelli- 

+ 

gencg activity .catried oul by or on behalf 
of the Federal Government. (©. | 

Resolved, ‘That. {na} thera is hereby estab-~ 
lished 6 salect -committes of tha’ Senate 
which mev be called, for conveniente of ex- 

a ‘” pression,. the Select Committee to’ Study 
fe 
i Governmental. Operations vith Respect to 

’ . Intelligence Activities te conduct an in- 
mk vestigation and sivds of the extent, if any, 

to which illegal, improper, or unethical activ- 
ities were omcaged tu, by any azency or by 
any perftons, octing eifher IndividuaHy or 
in. combinstion with others, in carrying ont 
any intelligente or surveiiiancs activities by 

“or on heheit, of any agency of the Federal 
Government, -, 2. 6 6 . 

{b). The select committes created by this 
resolution shall consist of eleven: Members 
of the Senate, six to be appointed by the 
President of thé Senate’ from the majority 
Members of the Senate upon fhe recom. 

' nendation of tho Majority Leader of the Sen~ 
pte, and five minority Members of the Sen- 

_’ cate toe be appointed by the President of the 

th Y . 

' a : “> 

:] 1 ~ ‘ Meg, M8 - 
. - 4 *, ae teh 

4 ¥ ' > 

" 4 ' 
= ' « 7 

v 

5 
~~ 

‘Senate upon the recommendation of the Mi- 
norliy Leader of tha Senate, . +, 

For the purpases of paragraph 6 of Rule 

: 4 ‘ Bi, k \ 

Ny t ab x ¢ 

ff * £ eh 

ee 

‘ 

a 

q es i 

ah 

vy 
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‘Mr. PAS@ORE, Mr. President, Y'send ‘ 

@ 4taew ese | ate 

1 hw 

" ters or questions: 

ek ( . Myr. President, I 
have reserved the richt to object. 
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| A GMIGRESSIONAL RECORD ~— “6 

| SEVATR RESOLUTION a! 25 of the Standing Rules of the Benate, sem 
ice of a Senator as a member, chairman, or 
vica chairman of tho select committee shall 

* not betaken inte zaccount. ; 
4c) The majority members of the commit. 

tee shall seiect « chairman and the minor- 
{ty membors shell celeck a vice chairman 
snd the committee shall adont rules and pro- 
cedures to govern its proceedings, The yico 

" chairman shall preside over meetings of the 
select commitfes during the absonce. of the 
chairman, and dischargs such other respon~ 

. Bibuities as may pe assigned to him by the 
‘felect -comrnittes or fhe chelrman., Vacan- 
cies, in the membership of thse select. com~ 
mittee shall not affect the authority of the 
‘remaining members to execute tho functions 
of the-selecé.commitice and phalk be filed in 
the same manners 29 original appointments to 
it.ars made... | ; en 

z*  (a}, A majority of the members of the se~ 
“Ject committee shell constitute a quorum 

. for the transaction. of husiness, but the se~ 
_dect committee may affix 9 lesser number as. 
& quornm for the purpose of taking testi- 

‘ mony or depositions. 
‘ $e. 2. The select committee ia author- 
ized and directed to.do everything necessary 
or appropriate to make the investigations 
and study speeffied in subsection (a) of tha 
first section, Withont abridging in any way 
the authority conferred upon the select 
committees by the preceding sentence, the 
Senate further expressiy authorises and-di-~ 
rects the select committee to make a com- 
plete investigation and study of the activi- 
ties of any agency or of any and all persons 
or grolups of-persons or organizations of any © 
Kind which, have any tendency to reveal the 
full facts with respect to the following mat- 

_ (4) Whether the Central Intelligence 
Agency has conducted an Nlegal domestic 
intelligence operation in the United States, 

4 w(2). The, conduct, of, domestic, intelligence 
“or vounter-intellirence operations against 
‘GUS. citizens by the Federal Bureau’ of In- 
vestigation or Bhy other Fetiéral agency. 

{3)-The origin and dispesition of the. s0~- 
balied “IZuston Plan” to epply United States 
intelligence agency capabilities against In- 
eines or organizations within the United 
tates. : 
{4} The extent to which the Federal Bu- 

reau of Investigation, the Central Inteli- 
gence Agency, and other Federal Jaw enforce~ 
ment or inteHigence arencies caordinate 
their respective activities, any agreementa 
which govern that coordination, and the ex~« 
tenf to which a lack of coordination has 
contributed to activities or actions which 
are egal, improper, inefficient, unethical, 
or contrary to the infent of Congress. 

(6) The extent to which the operation of 
domestic intelligence or counter-intelli- 
gence activities and fhe operation of any 
“other activities within the United States by 
the Central Intelligence Agency conforms to 
the legislative charter of that agency and 

- the intent. of the Congress. 
(6) The past and present interpretation 

by the Director of Central Intelligence of the 
responsibility to protect intelligence sources 
and methods as it relates to the provision In 
section 102(d)(8} of the National Security 
Act of 1947 (50 U.S.C. 408(d) (3)) that“... 
that the.agency shall have no police, subpoena, | 
Jaw enforcement powers, or internal security 
functions. .. .” 

{7} Nature and extent of executive branch 
oversight of all United States intelligence 
activities. . 

48) The need for specific legislative au- 
thority to govern the operations of any in- 
telligence agencies of the Federal Govern- 
ment now existing without that explicit 
statutory authority, including but not Iim- 
ited to agencies such as the Defense Intel- 
Jigence Agency end the National Security 
‘Agency. 7 

- The nature and extent to which Federal 
: ae 

5 2 y oa tit a G 

CRCLASUT? 

I 

2 

bel 4 

k . 

we 

t a. 

Fanary 241975 
agencies cooperats ond Oxchoaneo iIntelll- 
gence information and tha edeguaoy of any 
remulations ox ptatuted which povern-ruch 
cooperation and txchanre of Intslieonce in- 
formation. 

(9) The extent to which United Btates in- 
telligence agencies nro governed by executive 
orders, rules, or resulations cither published 
or secret and the extent to which those ex- 
ecutive orders, rules, or remuiations inter- 

_ pret, expand or are in conflics with specific 
legislative authority, . 

(10) The violation or suspected yiolation 
of any State or Federel statute by ony in- 
telligence agency or by any person by or on 
behalf of any intelligence agoncy of tho Fed- 
eral Government including but not Umited 
to surreptitious entries, curveiliancd, wire- 
taps, or eavesdropping, illegal opening of tho 
United States mail, or the monitoring of 
the United States mail. 

(11) The need for improved, strengthened, 
¥ 

or consolidated oversight of United States | 
intelligenco activities by tha Congress, 

(12) Whether any of tho dxisting laws of 
the United States are inndequate, either in 
their provisions or manner of enforcement, 
to safeguard the rights of American citizens, 
to improve executive and legislative control 
of intelligence and reinted activities, rnd to 
resolve uncertainties as to the authority of 
aoe States intellisence and related agen- 
cles, 

(13) Whether there is unnecessary dupli- 
cation of expenditure and effort in the col 
lection and processing of intelligence infor- 
mation hy United States arenciés, 

(24) The extent and necessity of overt and 
covert intelligencs activities in the Tnited 
States and abroad. 

(15) Such other related matters as the 
committee deems necessary in. order to carry 
out its responsibilities under section (a). 

Sec, 3{a)}. To enable the select committee 
to mako the investigation ana study author- 
ized and directed by this resolution, the Sen-~ 
ate hereby empowers the select committee 
25 an agency of the Senate (1) to employ and 
fix the compensation of such clerical, inves- 
“tigatory, legal, technical, and other assistants 
as it} deems necessary or appropriate, but it 
may not exceed the normal Senate salary 
schedules; (2) to sit and act at any time or 
place during sessions, recesses, and adjourn- 
tient periods of the Senate; (3) to hold hear- 
ines for*taking testimony on oath or to re~ 
ceive documentary or physical evidence relat~ 
ing to the matters and questions it is author- 
ized to investigate or atudy; (4) to require by 
subpene or otherwise the attendance as wit- 
nesses of any persons who the select commit- 
tee believes have knowledge or information 
concerning any of the matters or questions it 
is nuthorized to investigate and study; (5) 
to require by subpena or order any depart. 
ment, agency, Officer, or employee of the ex- 
ecutive branch of the United States Govern- 
ment, or any private person, firm, or corpora~- 
tion, to produce for its consideration or for 
‘use as evidence in its investigation and study 
any books, checks, canceled checks, corre- 
spondence, communications, document, pa- 
pers, physical ‘evidence, records, recordings, 
tapes, or materials relating to any of the mat- 
ters or questions if is suthorized to inves- 
tigate and study which they or any of them 
may have in thelr custody or under their con-~ 
trol;" (6) to make to the Senate any recom- 
mendations it deems appropriate tn-respect to 
the wilful fatlure or refiisal of any person 
to answer questions or give testimony in, his 
character as a witness during his appearance 
hefore it, or in respect to the willful failure 
or refusal of any officer or employee of the 
executive branch of the United States Gov- 
ernment or any person, firm, or corporation 
to produce before the committee any books, 
checks, canceled cheécka, correspondence, 
communications, document, financial records, 
papers, physical evidence, records, recdrdings, 
tapes, or materials in obedience to any sub- 
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other tesixiar on cath oarwhero tatainthe the Senate at the sarlest practicable date, 
Bnited States cr in.ony otner country; (8) to but no later than September 1, 1975. The 
procure the tomporary ot intermittent serve select committees may also submit to the Sen-~ 
jees of Individust consultants, or erganiza< sate such interim xeports as 4t considers ap~ 
tions theréot, in the samo mannerand under propriate, After submicsion of its final re- 
the sama conditions asa standing committee. port, the select committee shall have three 
of ths Sennto may. precure such services un= <calendai months to close its affairs, and on 
der goction 20211) of tha Legislativa Reorga- the expiration of. such three calendar months 

| nization, Act of 1946; 49} ta use on ‘a reim- shall cesse to exist, 
bursahis hects, wit the prior consent of the | Src, 6. The expenses of the select com- 

., Committes-on Rules and Administration, the raittee through September 1, 1975, under 
Services of Personnel of any such department. this resolution shall not exceed $750,000 of 

_ ‘ofageney; (10) to uke.on n reimbursable basis which amount not to exceed $100,000 shall be 
or otherwise with the prior consent of the available forthe procurement of the services 
‘cheirmen of any subcommittee of any com~ ‘of individual consultants or organizations 
Mittes of Lhe Senate the facilities or services thereof. Such expenses shall he paid from the 
of any rnomitors of tha staffs of such other contingent fund of the Senate upon vouchers 

INIGRESSIONAL RECORD ~— SEMA 
* pond as anders o(7Y- ta tate eco, va legislation, it deema necessary or desirable 

“#ng to mate the investigation 

Senete coxomistecs or any subconmunittees of 
such other Esusta tomm'tiees whenever the 
Belec%s conmittes or its nhairman deems thet, 
such tcfion is necessary or aopropriate to en - 
able the colect conmittes ta make the inyas-. 
tigation cud. study autnorized and airectett. 
by tits resoltiiton: (14) fo have direst access 
thimuch tra aveney of att miombers of the 
gclec’ carmmvttes ar puy of ita investigatory 
or lepal aszistants declencted, by it or its. 
‘chairman or the ranking minority member to 
‘eny deta, evidence, inforraation, report, ane 

*- slysis, or Yocument or papers relating to any 
of the rantters or questions which Jt ts au- 
thorized cunt directed to investigate.and study. 
in fhe euctody wre under the cotrol of any: 
‘Aepatiment,’ agency, officer, or employee of 
the executive, brench of 
‘Government, inoludine: pay: department, 
pgeney, veer, of emplovea of the United 
States Government Kertac the power under 
the laws of tha Urited States to Investicate ~ 
any gllesed criming! xectivitiss or. to prose- 

_ , $tte persons cheated with crimes against the’ 
‘United, States ond any department, agency, 
officer, or employes of the Tinited States Gove 

_ ,erament having tho enthortiy to-conduct in- 
teliigense or. surveilianes within or outside 
the United States, withouh regard to the jure 
isdiction or- authority of any other Senate 
committer, Which wilk.aid the select commit- 

tion and atiey authorized rnd directed py se 

this resolution: end (12) te expend to the 
extent it determines necess*rv or appropriate .. - 
any Moneys mn-de:pvaliodls to 14 by the Sen. . 
ate ta persorm, tha guties and. exercise the. 
powera conferred upon. {5 hy this resolution 
An and study jt 
is quthorized by this recolution to.meke, 

commitice eciing through tho chairman.or 
Ruy other momher designated: hy him, and 
mez be sorved hy ane person designated by 
Buch cheirman or. other member anywhere 
within the borders of the United States. The 
‘chairman of fhe elect committee, or any 
other momiber thereof, is herevy authorized 

* 
’ to administer onths to.gny witnesses appear» 

_, fag Refors thn committe, 2. 
: 40) 7H Propating Jor or conducting the in- Unanimous consent that nofwithstand- 
vestigation ond ofuty emthorized, and di- 
tected. by this resolution, the select com-+ 
mittee shail, oe. empowered fo’ exercise the 
powers conferred mpon committees of the 

. Benats by. section 8002 of tifle 18 of the 
United Strities Coda or nriy other Act of Con~ 

tho! United States . 

approved .by the chairman of the select 
committee. ; Pe 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there ob- 
jection to the resolution? p nie 

' Mr, BAUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, re- 
serving the right to object, I do so in 
arder, first, to make the point that what 

. we are really trving to do here is agree on 
a time to vote on this resolution if we 
can. If may be necessary to object for- 
mally to get the matter on the calendar. 

‘« ££ so, E will be prepared to object for that 
purpose, - . 
‘’ E am not objecting to the early'con~ 
‘sideration of the.resolution. The distin- 
‘guished miojority Jeader and I have dis~ 
bussed the possibility of an early vate. L 
“personally am in accord with that. - 

= should like to ask.one question for 
the henefit of the legislative history: It 
‘in miy understanding that it would be 
ths intention of the majority that the 

 Yico.chairman of the committee wil! be 
'& member of the minority party. 

Mx. PASTORS. Theat is correct, and 
it. is so specified in the resolution. 

Mr, HUGH SCOTT. I yield to the dis- 
‘ 96 to. prepare fon or conduct the investiga. ‘finguished Senator from Texas, if I may, 

Who may also wish to reserve the right 
‘to object, : e ; 

. Mr. TOWER. I have nothing to add 
to what the distineuished Senator from 
Pennsylvante, has said, except to express 
‘the hope thet when the objection is 

_ formally raised, we can consent to get 
_.. | <b} Bitbpenas may be icautd by the select - the resolution on the calendar as soon as 

possible; Monday, if possible. . _ 
— Mr HUGH SCOTT. For the’ purpose 
pf achieving that, I can object now. 
-' Eobject. 
. The VICE PRESIDENT. The objection 

is heard. The resolution will go over. 
under the rule. «. 

, Mie MANSFIELD, Mr. President, T ask 

- ing the objection, the resolution be placed 
-on the calender at this time to save the . 
time of the Senate. I do so because it. is 
‘not anticipated st the moment that we 

. WIL be in tomorrow, and perhaps not 
on Thursday. We will be in. Friday. It is 

plain at the time that 

. .§Tes3 repeating: the granting ‘of immunity 

- Ruthority fo recommend the enactment of | 
any Row Tesisiation ox the amendment of tion. 
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CO WHMCESS. ,, . _ _ for that reason that z make this unani- 
’ Sre..4. “Lhe pelech committes. shall have Mous-consent request. 3 

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I have no objec- 

any exicting statute.which ii;considers nec~ §§ The VICE. PRESIDENT. Without ob- “essary or desirable to strengthen or clarify jection, it is so ordered. The resolution |, the notional sceurity, Intelligence, or surveil- 3 pete aan 
|” Jahoa activities of the United States ona to,” *S Pitond on the sasenda. a notified Sen«- 

protect the rights-of United States citizens «1: : : . with regerd fo those actlvities. ators Stennis end McCrenran of what 
"... Bee. 5. ‘The select commitice-shal] make a 2S going to happen today and have also 

§nal report of the results.of the investigation . discussed the matter with the distin~ 
and sindy. conducted hy {¢ pursuant to this, Sulshed Republican leader and the rank- . 
resolutiqn, togzather with its findings ana its ing member of the Armed Services Com- 

. tecommmondations, ag ‘to new congressional mittee, Mr, Tower, 
"4 & 

eo! s 

i | pak 

a : “ . $525 

‘The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob- 
jection, it Is so ordered. 

Mr. PASTOR, Mr. President, { do 
want-to say, while the resolution is be- 
fore the Senate, that there is no inten- 
tion here to conduct a Witch ere 
38 00 one ie Senate who has more 
a recia.tion Or more respe “eA 

necessity tor a CIA, a civilian intelli- 
gence agency, #& “Military inteiligence 
‘Reency, and an HEL in order to puar- 
antec” the” security end “the survival 
Of this sreat Republic, Bus In recent 
weeks and in recent months there have 
been charges and counter charges spelled - 
out on the front page of every newspaper 
in this country, The matter has been 
discussed over, television and radio. The 
people of America, are.confused, They are 
asking themsélves, “What is actually 
happening to these organizations which 
are essential for the security and the sur- 
vival of our great Nation?”..._. 

in order to clear tho air, in arder to 
cleanse whatever abuses theré have been, 
in the.past, so that we can put these 
agencies on. the right track, so that we 
can recite, onca and for all, the proper 
parameters within which they can func- 
tion, IT am afraid we will do irreparable 
harm to the security and the survival of 
the country unless we do this. 

it was for that reason, Mr. Presicent, 
that I introduced this resolution before 
the Democratic conference. X made it 
a . in my judement 
here are no thres prester ericans 
than Colby, Helms, and Kelley, I know 
‘alr three, 1 have worked with all three, 

ave found them to be distin- an 
guished sentiemen who are patriotic and 
Ove Tis Countiy aS Much as anv other, 
Aireticans, wWithone pay coupe at al, 
“Ee wnere has been abuse. They have 
been influenced in makine their judg- 
ments, and these influences, I am afraid: 
have come from on high, may times right 
out .of the Oval Room of the White 
Touse, and sometimes from some under~ 
lines at the White House. | 
We had the instance hefore our com- 

mittee where Ehrlichman called up the 
Deputy Director-of the CIA and instruct- 
ed him to give disguise paranhernalia to 
Mr. Hunt. The question is, Under whose 
authority? Who was Ehrlichman?. Was it 
within. the purview of the statute? Was it 
in conformity with the charter that es- 
tablished the CIA? 

These are questions that have to be 
resolved, because we want the CIA to 
be responsive to the Président of the 
United States directly, and not indirect- 
ly. We want him to be responsible to the 
Congress that is responsible, in turn, to 
the people of this country. It is for that 

‘reason’ that this investization is being 
conducted and this resolution is before 
this body. ' 

it was areued by the distinguished 
Senator from Mississippl that this falls 
within the purview and the jurisdiction 
of his own Armed Services Committee. 
As a matter of fact, when we talk about - 
jurisdiction, we also have the Foreign 
Relations Committee, we have the Ap- 
propriations Committee, and’I do not 
think we are éver going to get around 
discussing the question of jurisdiction 
unless we get it into a select committee. 
If we get it into the Appropriations Com- 
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mitts gr ae Arie Services yy umit- 
tee, Tam, 2tratd wa ore ming back again - 
to the eRe an ox simiorite, the seniority 

. gemslest tink has dt swurbed so many 
: _p2bple, 

_ ff ate & coinsk putting senior Mem 
rs on, “ais select committee, bot we 

‘have & veelta, ws bave a reservoir of 
“gompe ahenee in this bedy, of people who 
here nok settled their minds or prei- | 
) Wicd Fa cirewit: 3 Gi wey ot the other. 
 Feantly, t iiust cay, ixoin my own con~ 

tact with Bhese two argancies, Zam a 
| dittle neeiuciced, mirself, in favax or tae 
ak 

— Amer FoR, ca, OOO 2 UUM he 

igs ~ yspreed Hig oth, Reb ws 

‘CEA. ot F Militar wr y jnreNienics and of t of the 
: Rt {ara chaitman o¢ the subcommit— 
(RE Tay SUNOS 

PRTC ie heer € Ein he is 2h Line 

-ponee Otic nk 4 

. aot going 1 ta 6 conduc ' % _witeh | 
. hint "Sir ehus cass, We are nok out to pen 

SOMITE EO, Vee WE AVA neo tode . 

we ae 

3 5 WP EOLCE TGHOTICO, ha TS 
ieiyr ive im on open society, sometimes - 
‘we have f4 have 2 secret. organization. 
‘The big- question is, Ta whom are they: 
“responsitn? Who pot 13 info Cambodia? 
“Who got us into Laos? Who cot us inta 
“the Rey of Pies? Wha got us inta Chile? 
“Who cot vs in all-over the world, and 

. “under whose authority, and w ay was Bw 
‘i * the Conge wee ORG? | ~ 

Here ve ares we posted. tae: wor rowers 
bil in order to restricts bie power to de- 
«glare “Av and rennvire that Congress be 

“ gonstlted, and we find, now. they can do 
“it surrept! clously, throush the GIA or 
titroveh. some other enency. of Govern- 
ment. Lin’s is ell wrens, ne . President, 
and 36 should he rectified. E hope that 
“the majority leader end. the. minerity 
._ leader will pick ont-comnstent personnel, 
of whom we_have enoveh here in the 

. Senate, ond that they will conduct a 
2 hearing, that-they wilt prot vact the secrecy 

. of the CLA, the FRI, ane. the military in~: 
, teligence, and that, they will not spread . 
ib. ovh nutbdlicly: and ‘thus injure this: 
Nation, \ an 

t think we have: that eompetence. e 
» think we have. the yesponsibility to do 
- that. And after, ail, the Armed Services - 
». Committee, the Appronrietions Gommit~ 
“bee, and tho Foreien Relations Commit-~°. 

‘tea ara “ob 50 sonctifiett that they. axe 
' the only omey who can do ih. - 

The onty thing 5 am saying is, Jeb us 

,, end jet us pick aut men who will devote 
_ themselves.to this fask, who are not al- 
ready. foo much involved with other re- 

_'», Sponsibilities in. the Cenate, and can get 

- 

on antl do this job that needs to-be done, | 
and report, back to the people. . 
Me. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the | 

_. “senator yleta? 
Mt. PASTORE! t yield. 
Mr, ISENNEDY, I wonder if X could” 

. direct the Senator’s attention to certain* 

* 6 

_ provisions of the resolution, and ask his 
ea of such provisions. 

Mr, PASTORS, ' “The Senator may. 
UMr KENNEDY. ‘Lhe first resolve 

clause; reters fo ae B “select , 
4 vig me 

” ° te 

~ ' 

> A ocr fem “s 
ch 4a t 

. 1p + om 
1 t r 5 
ee ny ea * f _ ot 

' es r! it 
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NGRESSIONAL RECORD — jy 

peu sa- 

widen eux scope, . 

“committee of the Senate to conduct 
“Investigation and study,” and then I 
‘draw particular attention to these words, 
“of Government operations with respect 
to intelligence activities.” 

TL want.to find out from the author of 
the resolution whether he interprets 
those particular words toa include covert 
actions as well as literal intelligence~ 
gathering. activities, including the full 
range of Central Intelligence Agency 
activities; such as the paramilitary 

operations, propaganda, subversion, de- 
stabilization, operation of proprietary 
companies, and counterintelligence. The 
inquiry would thus include, for example, 

SWE Ty ny humble . activities like the secret war in Laos, 
9 SpE, Tera 38: Tier FRA A a respecte Mm MCvs, Operation Phoenix, and destabilization 

-Of the Government of Chile, . . 
The VICK PRESIDENT. The 10 min~ 9 3G okt EXC 

rakes Lue. Ta tn oe eve utes .of the Senator from Montana has 
* HO te mr PIR ab im, and funda- expired; - 

malt EO TG With , Mir. MANSFIELD, Mr. President, 7 ask 
wnanimous consent that I may proceed 

' for an additional 10. minutes, and yield 
that additional time to the distinguished 
Senater from: Rhode Istand. 

The VICH PRESIDENT. Without ob- 
jection, if is So ordered. 

Mr. PASTORE. The answer is “Yes,” If 
they fall within the purview of any of 
the activities of. these agencies; and 
whether these actions are performed 
domestically or abroad, the resolution is 
Very. specific in, ‘that respect, The answer 
Is yes, | 

Mr, RENNEDY. Zi thank the Senator. 
I believe this is again referred to in sub- 
” section 2(44) of the resolution, where it 
conchides with reference to “the extent 
and necessity of covert intelligence ac- 
‘ $ivitles jin the United States and abroad. 
Mr, PASTORE. ‘That is correct. 
“Mir, KENNEDY. Zt bring this up be- 

: eplse one might later argue that the 
resolution does not cover some of the ac- 
tivities the CIA has been involved in be- 
cause they are not Hteraliy “Intelligence 
activities,” and therefore that they are 
not-subject to the scopes of the resolution. 

Mr, PASTORE. No. - 
Mr. KENNEDY. But quite clearly, as 

Tt have listened to the Senator here on 
She floor and also to his explanation in 
"the ceucus, the scope of the resolution 
covers all of these matters I have just 
referred to, and they would be so in- 
eluded in ‘the, inquiry eee by the 
resolution. 
«Mir PASTORE. That is correct; arid 

‘fhe majority ledder will address himself 
. to that point; that this is not to be con- 
strued in any Umited way, that it has to 
pe piven 2a-broad interpretation, and that 
interpretation will be the interpretation 
‘of the committee itself, and of nobody 
sare 

- Mr, KENNEDY. { thank the Senator. 
| Mr, GOLDWATER. Mr. President will 

‘the Senator yield? 
_ Mr. PASTORE. f yield to the Senator 

_ from Arizona. 
Mr. GOLDWATER. Serving on the 

Armed Services, Committee, as I do, I 
‘can understand the anxiety and the 
‘jnterest of other Members of this body 
over reports emanating from the New 

_ York Times and other newspapers in the 
eountry relative to the activities, or at 
-Jeast charged activities, of the CIA, 

aA 

; f 
' 

Sn 
i ' 

‘ ware 
te z . , 

= =e ssh, ae, 4 - 
o- 

a es 
: January "2%, 1975 

I expected that such a resolution 
would be introduced, and I am very glad 
that it has been introduced, and particu- 
lariy because my friend, the Senator 
ii Rhode Island, seems to be heading 

up. 
Now, the point that F am trying to 

get to is, servinre on the Armed Services 
Committee, there are many times-~—. 

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, may we 
have order so that thos2 who wish to 
can give attention to the debate? 

The VICE PRESIDENT. Order. 
Mr. GOLDWATER. There are many . 

times, Mr. President, when we are con- 
fronted with testimony that we do not 
want to hear. 54 is of such a highly classi- 
fled nature, ¥ do not think, frankly, any- 
one outside of the intelligence commu- 
nity shold hearit. =~ 
Now, it is my hope and prayer that 

during the course of this investigation, 
first that a proper committee be selected. 
We do not want to have anyone running 
‘for President on this committee, or any 
other office. We want to have people who 
ah going ta he objective and hew to the 
ne. 
Mr. PASTORE. That is correct. 
Mr. GOLDWATER. Now intelligence - 

js not something that we gather on 
Americans, It is something we gather on 
an enemy. Infelligence is a worldwide 
operation and, I must say, we have al- 
ready lost from the CIA probably the 
world’s fines intelligence officer, because 
he was not going to put up with what he 
thought he would be subjected to in 
questioning on the CTA. 

Mr. PASTORE. Will the Senator from 
Arizona, admit that part of that has al- 
ready been accomplished by the stories 
that have appeared? 
Mr. GOLDWATER. I am. sorry about 

what happened. 
Mr. PASTORE. Absohutely. 
Mr. GOLDWATER, What I want te 

sea prevented is a further diminution of 
the intelligence forces we have had, 

Zr never worked too closely with intelli- 
gence but ET have worked close enough 
to know, though, people in these jobs 
and in this field are very difficult to come 
by, they are very sensitive to exposure, 
and are very sensitive to haying their 
records and discussions brought “out in 
the press.  *. 

So I would hope, when the ee 
leader and: minority leader get together 
to select this committee, that they select 
a, committee that will welgh alt of the 
facts and be particularly careful about 
what is allowed to leak, because the Wa- 
tergate leaked like an old sieve, and we 
sure do not want that to happen in an 
area as sensitive as intelligence. 

I might say that we have gone through 
a lot of criticism or we have suffered 
through a lot of criticism in this country 
in the last several years, criticism of the 
military. Who is responsible for the mili- 
tarv to go to Vietnam? Zh was not the 
Pentagon; it was the President of the 
United States who was the only man who . 
could do it. 
Who is responsible for the CIA, FBI, 

and DIA and others getting into fields 
I have a feeling they did not want to 
ret into? The President of the United 
States. Now should we go that high? 

‘* 

| 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Assoc. Dir, 
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Mr. W. R. Wannall DATE: 2/10/75 eri eres 
Gen. Inv. 

1 - Mr. W. RB. Wannall eee 
FROM ¥W, ol itesar 1 - Mr. A. B. Fulton Py! Aste 

LL = Mr. W. O, Cregar hihi , Laboratory 

SUBJECT: Sensrupy 75 ras Training 

Plan. & Eval. — 

Spec. Inv. 

wre e lee. : Legal Coun. 
Fa pee tt tame nite ate 

Telephone Rm. _— 

Director Sec’y 

This memorandum recommends that a paper entitled 
“Origin and Disposition of the Huston Plan" be furnished 
Mr. Colby in his role as the Director of Central Intelligence 
(DCI) for inclusion as an annex in a series of annexs 
Mr. Colby intends to provide the Senate Select Committee (SSC) 
on the occasion of his appearance as the leadoff witness. The 
FBI was given the responsibility for preparing this paper by 
theAd Hoc. Coordinating Group on Congressional Review of the 

~~ 

Intelligence Community. " . 

The Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional Review 
of the Intelligence Community is chaired by Mrz John Clarke, 
Associate Deputy to the DCI. It is.made up of representatives 
of agencies and departments having membership on the U.S. 
Intelligence Board (USIB). Its purpose is to serve as a 
coordinating mechanism for future testimony before various 
Congressional committees. 

There are enclosed two papers which will be used as 
annexs. The first paper, prepared by the Intelligence Division, 
is entitled "Origin and Disposition of the Huston Plan." 
Inasmuch as this paper was prepared by the Bureau, we are oe es 
the Director's clearance for passage to Mr. Colby. The secon ; 
paper entitled "The Intelligence Evaluation Committee" was 
prepared by the Justice Department and was submitted to the Lv 
Bureau for our concurrence as part of the coordinating process. 

The paper on the Huston plan represents a detailed 
chronology of the plan from its inception to its disposition. 
It is completely footnoted to documents which have been pre- 
viously furnished to the Committee on the Judiciary. These 
documents appear in published form in the document entitled 
"Hearings Before the Committee on the Judiciary, House of 
Representatives, Ninety-third Congress, Second Session Pursuant 
to HH. Res. 805." The paper was reviewed by oh ile 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 

Ad Hoc group who participated in the development of the plan. 
No substantive objections were raised regarding the paper and 
it was recommended the paper be furnished to Mr. Colby for 
use aS an annex, 

The second annex entitled "Intelligence Evaluation 
Committee" prepared by the Department of Justice was provided 
to the FBI for our review and concurrence. Here again this 
paper provides a detailed chronology of the origin and disposition 
of the Intelligence Evaluation Committee. It is footnoted to 
various internal Departmental memoranda which are identified as 
attachments 1 through 6 to the Intelligence Evaluation Committee 
paper, This paper was also reviewed by the Ad Hoc group and 
it was recommended that this paper also be furnished to 
Mr. Colby for his use as an annex to his opening statement. 

ACTION: 

4 

1. If approved, the paper entitled "Origin and 
Bits Disposition of the Huston Plan" will be furnished to Mr. Colby. 

WP 2. Mr. James Wilderotter, Associate Deputy Attorney 
nj f General, will be telephonically advised that the FBI concurs 

yr 4 in the paper entitled “Intelligence Evaluation Committee" for 
Ki use as an annex by Mr. Colby. 

use WE a al 
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this memorandum recommends that a paper entitied 
“Origin and Disposition of the Huston Plan" be furnished 
Mr. Colby in his role as the Director of Central Intelligence 
(DCI) for inclusion as an annex in a series of annexs 
ir. Colby intends to provide the Senate Select Committee (SSC) 
on the occasion of his appearance as the leadoff witness. The 
FBE was given the responsibility for preparing this paper by 
the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressicnal Review of the 
Intelligence Community. | 

the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional Review 
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&ssociate Deputy to the DCI, It is made up of representa tives 
of agencies and departments having membership on the U.5., 
Intelligence Board (USIB). Its purpose is to serve as a 
coordinating mechanism for future testimony before various 
Congressional committees. 

There are enclosed two papers which will be used as 
annexs., The first paper, prepared by the Intelligence Division, 
is entitled "Origin and Disposition of the Huston Plan." 
Tnasmuch as this paper was prepared by the Bureau, we are asking 
the Director's clearance for passage to Mr. Colby. The second 
paper entitled "The Intelligence Evaluation Committee" was 
prepared by the Justice Department and was submitted ‘to -the* 
Bureau for our concurrence as part of the coordinating process. 

The paper on the Huston plan represents a detailed 
chronology of the plan from its inception to its disposition, 
{It is completely footnoted to cgocuments which have been pre- 
viously furnished tc the Committee on the Judiciary. These 
documents appear in published form in the document entitled 
"Hearings Before the Committee on the Judiciary, House of 
Representatives, Ninety-third Congress, Second Session Pursuant 
to H. Res, 803." The Paves was reviewed by those members of 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall : is 
Re: Senstudy 75 

Ad Hoc group who participated in the development of the plan. 
No substantive objections were raised regarding the paper and 
it was recommended the paper be furnished to Mr, Colby for 
use aS an annex, 

The second annex entitled "Intelligence Evaluation 
Committee" prepared by the Department of Justice was provided 
to the FBI for our review and concurrence, Here again this 
paper provides a detailed chronology of the origin and disposition 
of the Intelligence Evaluation Committee. It is footnoted to 
various internal Departmental memoranda which are identified as 
attachnents 1 through 6 to the Intelligence Evaluation Committee 
paper. This paper was also reviewed by the Ad Hoc group and 
it was recommended that this paper also be furnished to 
Mr. Colby for his use as an annex to his opening statement. 

* 

ACTION: 

L. if approved, the paper entitled “Origin and eee 
Disnosition of the Huston Plan" will be furnished to Mr. Colby.. 

2. Mr. James Wilderotter, Associate Deputy Attorney 
General, will be telephonically advised that the FBE concurs 
in the paper entitled ‘Intelligence Evaluation Committee" for 
use as an annex by Mr. Colby. 
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ORIGIN AND DISPOSITION 
OF TRE 

HUSTON PLAN ALL INFORMATION CONTA TICS? . 

, HEREIN 1S UNQLASSTEISD BACES. 

HERR SHOBN (OURRUISS 
‘BACKGROUND: 

By letter dated 6/20/69 Tom Charles Huston, Staff 

Assistant to the President, addressed a letter to the Director, FBI, 

Stating that the President had directed that a report on foreign 

soumneee support of revolutionary protest movements in the 

United States be prepared for his study. According to the 

Huston lather, the President specifically requested that the 

community, that it be as detailed as possible, and 

that the word "support" should be liberally construed 

to include all activities by foreign communists designed to 

encourage or assist evomue snes protest movements. in the 

United States. The letter stated that on the basis of 

earlier reports submitted to the President on a more limited 

aspect of the problem, it was apparent "present" intelligence 

collection capabilities in the area were inadequate. Huston 

Stated the President wanted to know what resources were currently 

targeted toward monitoring foreign acnmuaaee support of 

revolutionary youth activities in the United States, how 

effective they were, what gaps existed in our (U.S.) intelligence 

because of either inadequate resources or low priority of 

{ 
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| report draw upon all the sources available to the intelligence 
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directed, .to provide the maximum possible coverage of these 

activities. 

The request was also sent to CIA, NSA and DIA 

seeking contributions relating to this same problem. 

Pursuant to the request, the FBI and CIA submitted available 

information on the matter. These responses were handled 

unilaterally and without coordination between CIA and FBI. 

On 6/5/70 Director Hoover mee with President Nixon 

at which meeting the President appointed him as chairman of a 

special intelligence committee to coordinate a more effective 

1 He also instructed that 
ad 

the FBI, Central Intelligence Agency (Cia), National SecuLicy 

intelligence-gathering function. 

Agency (NSA) and the Defense ES eee Agency (DIA) were to 

coordinate their efforts to insure that comprehensive informa- 

tion would be obtained for the President's use which would 

provide him with a worldwide picture of the efforts of new lert 

and subversive groups in directing dissident activities in 

the United States. Present at this meeting were CIA Director 

Richard Helms; Vice Admiral Noel Gayler, NSA; General Donald V. 

Bennett, DIA; Mr. Tom Charles. Huston, White House Staff Assistant; 

luearings before the Committee on the Judiciary, House of 
Representatives, Ninety-third Congress, Second Session Pursuant 

to H. Res. 803, "A Resolution Authorizing and Directing the 

Committee on the Judiciary to Investigate Whether Sufficient 
Grounds Exist for the House of Representatives to Exercise its 
Constitutional Power to Impeach Richard M. Nixon, President 
of the United States of America," Book VII, Part 1, pg. 375. 
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Assistant to the President H. R. Haldeman ; Assistant to the 

President for Domestic Affairs John D. Ehriichman and Robert H. 

Finch, Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and 

Welfare. 

An initial meeting of the Interagency Committee on 

Intelligence (AD HOC) was held in Mr. Hoover's office on 

6/8/70. This meeting wos attended by Mr. Helms, Vice: Admiral 

Gayler, General Bennett and Mr. Huston, Mr. Hoover 

emphasized the President's keen interest in the problem of 

intelligence collection and outlined the general objectives to 

which the Committee was to address itself. He instructed 

that a working subcommittee be established, composed of 

tl 
ad representatives of all tne member agencies which subcommittee 

was to be headcd by FBI Assistant Director William C. Sullivan. 

The first mecting of the working subcommittee was 

held on 6/9/70. At this meeting Mr. Huston presented 

ee subcommittee with an outline which he stated the President 

desired the subcommittee to follow in preparing its report. 

The outline addressed itself mainly ‘0 the purpose, procedures 

and objectives of the subcommittee's review. The following 

from the outline is quoted: 

“PURPOSE: 

(A) To define and assess the existing internal 
security threat. 

(B) To evaluate the collection procedures and 
techniques presently employed and to assess 
their effectiveness. 

(C) To identify gaps in our present collection efforts 

‘and recommend steps to close these gaps. 
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(D) 

(rE) 

(F) 

PROCEDURES : 

(D) 

OBJECTIVES : 

(A) 

(C) 

' HW 55073 Docld:32989530 Page 208 

To review current protedures for inter- 
community coordination and cooperation and 
to recommend steps to imorove these procedures. 

To evaluate the timeliness of current intelligence 
data and to recommend procedures to increase 
both its timeliness and usefulness. 

To assess the priorities presently attached 
to domestic intelligence collection efforts and 
to recommend new priorities where appropriate. 

Although the sub-committee will be officially 
constituted within the framework of USIB, it 
will in fact be an independent, ad hoc, inter- 
agency working group with a limited mandate. 

Operational details will be the responsibility 
of the chairman. However, the scope and 
direction of the review will be determined by 
the White House member. 

The sub-committee will submit its reports to the 
White House and not to USIB. Report will be 
due by July Ly 1970. 

To insure that the President has all the options 
available for consideration, the WH member may 
direct detailed interrogatories to individual 
agencies in order to ascertain facts relevant 
to policy evaluation by the President. 
Information resulting from such interrogatories 
will, if the contributing agency requests, be 
treated on a confidential basis and not be 
considered by the sub-committtee as a whole. 

Maximum coordination and cooperation within the 
intelligence community. The sub-committee 
may wish to consider the creation of a permanent 
Domestic Intelligence Operations Board, or 
some other appropriate mechanism to insure 
community~wide evaluation of intelligence data. 

Higher priority by all intelligence agencies 
on internal security collection efforts. 

Maximum use of all special investigative 
techniques, including increased agent and 
informant penetration by both the FBI and CIA. 



(D) Clarification of NSA's*role in targeting 
against communication traffic involving U.. &. 
revolutionary leaders and organizations. (§ 

(EF) Maximum coverage of the overseas activities 
of revolutionary leaders and of foreign supmoré 
of U. S. revolutionary activities. 

(F) Maximum coverage of campus and student-related 
activities of revolutionary leaders and groxzns. 

(G) More detailed information about the sources and 
extent of financial support of revolutionary 
organizations. 

(H) Clarification of the proper domestic inteliigence 
role of the Armed Services. 

(IY Development of procedures for transiating 
analyzed intelligence information into a rozrmat 
useful for policy formulation.” 

At a meeting of the working subcommittee held on 

7, 6/23/70 a consensus was reached on a final draft of the Retore 

to be issued by the Interagency edness: This Report, wnich 

was captioned "Special Report Interagency Committee on Intelligence 

(AD HOC) ,"2 dated June, 1970, and numbering 43 pages was 

signed and approved by the heads of each member agency at 4 

final meeting of the Committee held in Mr. Hoover's office on 

6/25/70." The Report footnoted several objections by the *BI 

a to certain options contained in the Committee's Report. These 

objections are enumerated in a latter portion of this paper. 

*tpid., pp. 384-431. 

STbhid.,; pg. 383. 

4tbid., pg. 433. 
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the White House on 6/26/70. The "Special Report" was divided 

into three main sections: Part One, a Summarized estimate of 

the internal security threat; Part Two, a summary of various 

operational’ limitations on certain intelligence collection 

techniques with cited advantages of maintaining such restrictions 

as well as the advantages of relaxing them; and Part Three, | 

an evaluation of interagency cooperation with suggested 

measures to improve the coordination of domestic intelligence 

eeiteseion: 

During the first week of July, 1970, Huston sent 

the "Special Report" to H. R. Haldeman with a memorandum 

entitled “Operational Restraints on Intelligence Collection.” 

In his memorandum Huston recommended that. the President, 

from among the options discussed by the "Special Report," 

select; in most areas discussed, the options relaxing the 

restraints on intelligence collection.> 

On 7/14/70 Haldeman sent a memorandum to Huston 

stating the President had approved Huston's recommendations 

for relaxing restraints on intelligence collection and 

requested a formal decision memorandum be prepared. ° 

In a ‘cei Ban aun dated 7/23/70 addressed to the AD HOC 

Committee agencies with copies for the President and Mr. Haldeman ,/ 

Mr. Huston advised that the President had carefully studied 

Stbid., pg. 437. 

Srpia., pg. 445. 

7tbhid., pp. 450, 454. 
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the "Special Report" and had made cergain decisions with 

respect to issues raised therein. The President's decisions 

called for a relaxation of certain existing restraints on 

intelligence coverage including the following: NSCID~-6 was 

to be interpreted [to permit NSA to program for coverage the 

communications of United States citizens using international 
: $ 

facilities;/ the intelligence community was directed to intensify 

electronic surveillance coverage of individuals and groups in 

the United States who pose a threat to the internal security; 

restrictions on legal mail coverage were to be removed and 

restrictions on covert mail coverage relaxed to permit its use 

on select targets of priority intelligence; restraints on the 

use of surreptitious entry were to be removed on certain high- 

priority targets; the coverage of wiolence-prone campus and 

Student-related groups was to be increased; [CTA coverage of (S) 

American students traveling or living abroad was to be increased; 

the restrictions on the use of military undercover agents 

were to be retained; each member agency was to submit a 

detailed estimate of manpower and monetary needs required to 

implement the decisions; and a committee consisting of the 

directors of representative agencies or appropriate alternates 

was to be constituted effective 8/1/70 to provide 

evaluation of domestic intelligence, prepare periodic 

domestic intelligence estimates, Carry out other objectives 

specified in the Report and perform such other duties as 

the President should from time to time assign. The Director 
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of the FBI was appointed to serve as*chairman of this, committee. 

An attachment to the memorandum from Mr. Huston captioned 

"Organization and Operations of the Interagency Group 

on Domestic Intelligence and Internal Security (IAG) " set forth 

specific composition, operations and duties of this new committee. ° 

On receipt of the letter from Mr. Huston the Director, 

FBI, addressed a letter to the Attorney General dated 7/27/70 

pointing out FBI objections to certaim of the decisions reported 

in the Huston letter. Mr. Hoover objected to relaxation of 

electronic surveillance policy, the implementation of covert mail 

coverage, the removal of restrictions on the use of surreptitious 

entry of embassies to obtain cryptographic materials, the removal 

of controls and restrictions relating to the coverage of 

violence-prone campus and student-related groups and the 

establishment of a permanent Interagency Committee on Domestic 

Intelligence. The Director stated that in the "Special Report" 

he had pointed out his opposition to these aspects of the 

Report and requested of the Attorney General a prompt 

expression of his views concerning the matter. He noted that 

no action to implement the instructions contained in Mr. Huston's 

letter would be taken pending a reply from the Attorney General. 

No further action to implement the Huston letter 

Subsequent to the 7/27/70 letter to the Attorney General was 

instituted by the intelligence community. There is no indication 

that the Attorney General ever responded to this communication. 

8ibid., pg. 456. 
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White House instructing that the ‘memorandum be returned. 
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INTELLIGENC# EVALUATION COMMITTEE 

Introduction 

Since its existence was first revealed publicly during 

the height of the Senate Watergate Committee investigation in 

1973, the Intelligence Evaluation Committee (TEC) has been the 

object of suspicion and misunderstanding. Unfortunately 

associated by some politicians and representatives of the 

media with such things as political spying, illegal electronic 

surveillance and surreptitious entry, it was nothing more than 

an elfort by the Exccutive Branch to better coordinate and 

disseminate intellicuuce mformation received by various iIn- 
. Je 

telligence and investigative agonclés in the Federal Government. 

While the fact of its existence was kept secret, which may have 

contributed to the misunderstanding of its purpose and function, 

the IEC was not an operational entity. Thatis, it did not 

conduct its own investigations as did the FBI and other agencies. 

Nor did it engage in Surreptitious entries, wiretapping or 

other similar activity. It merely received data collected 

by the agencies represented on the Committee and put this 

information into one comprehensive report or estimate for 

dissemination to interested ere and individuals within the 

Executive Branch. The Committee was staffed by career personnel 

* 7 eee = - an. wwe © ee, er owe Scone Ay af een i eee Saw ote Ca soe le Pee se we ce ee gin x = 7 
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and it existed for approximately 18 months. 

Oxigin 

In November, 1970, then Attorney General John Mitchell 

met with John Ehrlichman, Assistant to the President for 

Domestic Affairs; Richard Kleindienst, Deputy Attorney General; 
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Administration (LERA) ; Robert Mardian, Assistant Attorney 

peaeet, Internal Security Division; and a consultant from 

the State of Washington, former State gudge Morell Sharp, to 

discuss the need for an inter-departmental unit capable of 

obtaining and evaluating intelligence information from ail the 

resources of the Federal simamoaees relating to the membership, 

status and activities of militant terrorist groups operating 

within the United States. The meeting took place on November 10, 

L970 in Mr. Mitchell's office and, according to a memorandum 

dated sieeeaiiinai 12, prepared by Mr. Mardian, past attempts to 

elicit such cooperation fea interested departments and 

agencies of the Bxecutive Branch had been unsuccessful. [It 

was decided that Judge Sharp, John Dean, then Counsel to the 

President, and Mr. Mardian were to contact the heads of 

various agencies and explain the wishes of the President’’and 

seek their advice and' cooperation. (See Attachment 1). °° - 
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According to a memorandum dated December 17, 1970, from 

Mr. Mardian to the a~ttorney General, a second meeting of the 

Intelligence Evaluation Committee took place at 9:00 a.m. in 

the Executive Office Building, and was attended by Mr- Mardian, 

Judge Sharp, Mr. Dean, Egil Krogh (Deputy Counsel to the 

acioa (Assistant Secretary of Seteneaik, 

James Angleton (Conutral Intelligence Agency), Thomas Kelly 

(Secret Service), Benson Beéxham (National sae eens, 

George Moore (Federal Bureau of iereeuigation) and John 

Doherty (Department of Justice). .It was agreed at that 

meeting that on ox bevore Jucuary 6, 1971 the agencies repre- 

sented would furnish, informution relating to "organizational 

sow targets and intellicsnce taryots." Judge Sharp was to be 

ayant tapie on a full-time cansulting basis beginning January il, 

1971, and the Committee was to have its next meeting on 

January 11 at°9:00 a.m. (Sea Attachment 2). . 

Judge Sharp sttended three meetings of the TEC during 

its initial stages ot develonment. He did not attend the 

‘fourth scheduled raaancing on January 25, 1971, at which time 

Mr. Mardian explaincd his absence by stating there had been 

several inguiries by the former Judge's acquaintances 
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in Congress which caused the Attorney General and the White 
4 

House to be concerned that it would be difficult to maintain 

appropriate security regarding the Committee's work with 

Judge Snes ae its head. Mardian stated that at a meeting at 

the White House on January 21, it was decided that Judge 

Sharp would be removed from the Committee and assigned other 

consultanc duties with the Justice Department. 

X 

Subsequent memoranda revealed that certain individuals 

were designated by their respective agencies as representatives 

on the Intelligence Evaluation Committee, and by February 10, 

1971 a document outlining the authority, mission, membership, 

staff, procedures and functions and office space and facilities 
sf 

- 

was drafted and presented to each of the member-representatives. 

Functions and Purpose 7 

According to the February 10, memorandum, the purpose of. 

the Intelligence Evaluation Committee was to provide intelli- 

‘gence estimates to the respective Government departments and 

“agencies on a need~to-know basis, in order to effectively 

evaluate and anticipate problems for appropriate response to 

civil disorders. In carrying out this mission, the Committea 

was to have access to all pertinent intelligence in the 

possession of the United States Government. The membership 
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wis to consist of representatives From the Department of 

Fi 

Defense, Department of Justice, Central Intelligence Agency, 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, Secret Service, and National 

Security Agency and "when necessary, representatives of other 

departments and agencies designated by the Committee.” J/ 

The Committee was to be supported by a permanent staff 

i 
COoASLS ht mine ing of representatives from member departments and 

s : s a t ‘ 

agencies and headed by an Executive Director appointed by the 
7 ¥e 

Committee. The staff was to perform certain functions which 

included: (1) when requested by the Committee, agency repre- 

en ret ee a a Lg I 

sentatives would furnish to the staff all pertinent information 

relevant to the stated request of the Committee; (2) eee 

estimates; (3) report information’gaps; (4) recommend subjects 

for intelligence estimates; (5) prepare relevant studies , 

iateeilies. sid (6) provide for the secrecy of the information 

received and the protection of ait eeueees of the ineeenatien, 

The Department of Riseies provided necessary office space, 

supplies and incidental administrative support. (See | 

Attachment 3). 

| 

1/7 In his report of January 15, 1975 to the Senate Appropri-~ 

ations Committee, Director of Central Intelligence William 
BE. Colby stated that the State Department was represented 
on the ITEC. It was not. However, at some time after its 

formation, the Treasury Department appointed a representative 

to the Committee. 

a 

. 
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Mr. Hoover initially declined a request from Mr. 

Mardian to provide staff support, but on May 17, 1971, the 

Attorney General requested that the FBI provide two agents 

and one secretary for the permanent working staff of IEC. 

X Meetings and Reports 

John Doherty of the Department of quaeice/ wae named ae 

the pieet Executive Director of the Intelligence Evaluation 

Committee and with the approval of the Assistant Attorney 

General, Internal Security Division, James McGrath, a stafet 

attorney, was assigned as his asad hail. sieequeneien Bernard 

Wells, a former Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investi- 

gation replaced Mr. SaheEey: who retired from government ueegee, 

as Executive Director in Saviano, LOT ie Weekly meetings eae 

held with representatives oe the various agencies and procedures 

for agency Meee iea to IEC estimates or Patsete were 

adopted. (See Attachment A), 

The first estimate Sy report prepared and disseminated 

by the IEC was designated E~1 dated February 18, 1971 entitled 

"April-May Demonstrations" dealing with the potential for | 

Violence during the anti-war sense eeoer eas in Washington and 

other parts of the country planned for April-May 1971. During 

the period February 18, 1971 to April 30, 1973, the Committee 
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produced and disseminated 31 estimates or reports dealing .with 

such subjects as anti-war demonstrations, potential for vio- 

lence in major cities, black power organizations, Arab 

terrorist groups, prison riots, and related eopiese There is 

attached a seeaeee Lisi l eid 102: Ehe.estsmales: Or sports 

produced and disseminated by the LEC during its existence. 
; / \ 

(See Attachment 5). The estimates Wee: casennekce to the 

Counsel to the President; Director, Central Intelligence; 

Director, National Security Agency; Director, Secret Service; 

Great. CL faves Glo Pewee cor tee oF aa * t er ers. TT ame Ss _ 
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Low Enforcement, Treasury Department; the Assistant Attorney 

General, Internal Security mige tons Department of Suse: 

and the Defense Intelligence Agency. No estimates were 

produced after April 30, 1973. A communication to all . 

interested agencies dated June il, 1973 pointed aie: Chae 

inasmuch as the end of the war in Vietnam had resulted in the 

cermination of aaineneeeaetons which carried a potential for 

violence, there was no longer any useful function to be served 

by the TEC and that, effective immediately, the IEC would no 

tonger be in existence. : 

During July, 1971, Mr. Maxdian, at a meeting of the 

IEC, stated that President Nixon had requested a report regard- 

ing the handling of classified information, which was prompted 
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by the Pentagon Papers case. Shortly thereafter, the IEC. 

staff was advised that White House Staff Member Gordon Liddy 

had been appointed to work with the LEC regarding its study of 

the handling of classified information and by November, 1971 

the IEC completed and disseminated a special report aes cues 

“The Unauthorized Disclosure of Classified information." 
by 

Relationship of the IEC to the "Huston Plan" 

In June 1970, J. Edgar Hoover met with President Nixon, 

at which time Mr. Hoover was appointed chairman of a special 

committee to coordinate more effectively the intelligence- 

gathering efforts of the FBI, CIA, NSA, and DIA. ie head 

of each of these agencies was Seeaeue at a June 5, 1970 meet-- 

ing with the President, which included White House Staff 

Assistant Tom C. Huston. Subsequently, a working subcommittee 

headed by Assistant Director William c. Sullivan of the FBI 

was formed, ane it held a series of meet unge beginning June 9, 

L970. A final meeting held in late June 1970, a re 

Report" was filed and approved by the head of each member 

agency. 

The "Special Report", which was submitted by Mr. Hoover 

to the President, was divided into three sections: a summary 

of the internal security threat; summarized limitations on 

te 
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certain intelligence collection techniques; and, a brief 

evaluation of interagency cooperation, with suggested measures 

to improve the coordination of domestic intelligence collec-~ 

tion. Mr. Hoover objected to certain options for relaxation 

or restraints on intelligence si isaee Although Seasi dene 

Wixon at first approved the relaxation of certain restraints, 

this approval was rescinded about five days later. 

Inguiries by Various Committees of 
Congress and Other Entities Into 

the Overations of the IEC 
1 

ee ° Since its Giscelosure, Lie TEC has been tha target ot 

a number of investigations and inquiries, none of which has 

revealed any illegality or inpeoore ek: The Senate Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities (Senate Water- 

gate Committee) interviewed former IEC personnel. in 1973, and 

a member of the Committee staff was offered access to all IEC 

reports snd deetaente. The final report of the Watergate 

Committee published in dune 1974 makes no reference to any 

improper or illegal activity by the IEC, but devoted a section 

to the Huston Plan. (See Attachment 6). 

The House siehietans Committee Investigating the Impeach- 

ment of Richard Nixon (Roane Committee) did not see fit to 

conduct any investigation of the IEC, and one may conclude that 

Docld: 32989530 Page 222 
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it developed no information which would require scrutiny. The 

Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights (Ervin Committee) , 

after submitting voluminous questionnaires to the Department of 

Ninitne beginning in August, 1973 regarding the activities of 

the former Internal Security Division, was given eonpiece 

information and access to all documents seeing es the TEC 

and, to date, has reported no finding of impropriety Ki 

illegality. 

The Watergate Special Prosecution Force has been given 

and it has conducted interviews of former Committee repre- 
v 

Sentatives and staff with no report to the Attorney General 

of any improper conduct. Moreover, the IEC will continue to 

ae target of get e-tke recently formed Select Gaines 

to Study Governmental Operations With Bee peaE to Intelligence 

Activities (Church pees. 

_ his testimony before the Senate Watergate Committee, 

former Counsel to the President, John Dean, testified that 

"T am unaware of the IEC ever having engaged in any illicit 

activities or assignments.” See, Hearings Before the Select 

Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities of the United 

States Senate, 93rd Cong., Ist Sess., at 916 (1973). 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Bs ote ane DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 

7 ? . 
4 Ysy4t 4 Memorandum .. 

SECRETE 

TO ; The .i:torney General - ; DATE: 11/12/70 

or, ose 

“Kitacnmene 2 
: " ‘ “? . e P a 

Form DJ-!$0 : me 

° 

} 

seule. eo ah 
mre" Robert C. Mardian 

Assistant Attorney General 

Internal Security Division 
SUBJECT: : 

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE ‘UNIT 

The purpose of this memorandum is to set forth 
the tentative conclusions reachei in the discussion in 

your office on November 10, 1970, which tas attended by 
yourself, John Ehrlichmen, the Dexsuty Attorney General, 

Jerris Leonard, Justice Morell Sherp, and Robert Mardian. 

te. “HWAt “Chere Was. ene. toe to Sacer Geeoe ernest 

unit capable of obtaining and cvilueting zatellicence 
information from all the resouriis of the Federal government, 

relating to membership, status anc anticimated activiti es 

Of Mis2tant terrorist qroucs Operetiing weetnin fae: United g P E A 
States. 

CL 

2. That previous atte:ts i 
cooperation of the Devartments and Agencies 
information have beén unsuccessfu ar 
that the most recent attemct fai 

lack of confidence by the Departxuent 
White House representative responsib 

3. That Justice Sharp, John Damn, and Robert 

Mardian be appointed es an ad hoe committee to contact the 
heads of the affected Departments and Agemcies and eee 

the wishes of the President in sas regard, and seek 

their advice and enlist their cooneration-in this effort. 
— idee 

= che That such contacts wouid onlv Be. made atter the heads c 

affected Agencies were advised by the White House of the 
appointment and purposes of the ad hoc cczmmittee. 

cc ~ Devouty Ac 

John De an Le a 14 

Jerris Leonard 

= 

eS <: Site Le 32989 540. Page. 224 - 2 
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4, That the Inter-Departmental Information 
a Unit (IDIU) of the Department of Justice would be used as 

- a cover for the proposed domestic intelligence unit. 

5. That Justice. Sharp would meet with Jim 
Devine of the IDIU for the — of informing himself 
as to the character of the IDIU operation and developing 

with Devine a strategy for the use of the IDIU as the 

operating entity for the proposed domestic intelligence unit. 

Justice Sharp, Dean, and Mardiian met on Wednesday, 

November ll, and reviewed the history of the government's 

ee attempt to create a domestic intelligence unit, including 
the efforts of the Ad Hoc Inter-Agency Committee({under the 
Chairmanshiy of Dairecror Houv..} that recently made a sae! 

of the domestic int ligence cathering process and propose 

steps that could be taken to improve that process. 

It was generally agreed that, initially, the’ 
proposed domestic intelligence unit showid limit itself to 
obtaining and evaluating the available imtelligence informaticn 
from the existing sources of the government and developing 
amore sophisticatec method of collating and evaluating such 

* information. é 

L£ you approve the foregoing amd will advise us that 

preliminary contact has been made with tche heads of the 
affected Agencies, we will proceed in accordance with your 
instructions. 

aS 
= Se ee ee ee 

= 

FPA a a a ag telat Ri tate teen 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum ” SECRES - EVES OXLY 

TO >The Attorney General DATE: December 17, 1970 

ZORFICE OF OF 5 i 

RECEIVED” / FROM > Robert C. Mardian AYA 

Assistant Attorney General 

Internal Security Division 

The second meeting of the Intelligence Evaluation Committee took 
place at the hour of 9 AM in the Conference Room of the Vice 

President, Executive Office Building, on Wednesday, December 16, 

L970. Attending were Justice Morell Sharpe, Egil Krogh, John 

Dean, Robert Froehlke (DOD), James Angleton (CIA), Thomas Kelly 

(Secret Service), Benson Buffham (NSA), George Moore (FBI), John 

Roherty (Pechnical Advisor to the Chairman), and myself. 

Assistant Secretary Froehlke explained that he had been requested 

by Secretary Laird to attend the preliminary meetings and that 
after he had had an opportunity to brief the designee (probaply 

‘Colonel Downey) that said designee would attend future meetings. 
He requested that I meet with him and Don Bennett of the DIA 

preliminary to Secretary Laird's making any designation. This |. 

~ agreed to do. : 

EY opened the meeting by briefly outlining the conclusions reached 
at our first meeting for the benefit of those who were not »dresent. 

We then discussed how best to approach a solution to the problem 
and it was unanimously agreed as follows: 

That on or before January 6, 1971, the cperative agencies 
represented would furnish to me under appropriate security 

measures: (1) organizational targets and (2) intelli- 

gence targets (such as the extent and nature of foreign 
influence on our organization targets ani the extent and 

nature of the financing of our organization targets). 

Inspector Moore disclosed that the FBI had compiled a calendar 

of demonstrations and évents planned by certain of the target 

Organizations. He agreed to furnish a covy of the calendar to 

SHECRES - EYES ONLY ° 
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me and it was agreed that I would circulate the calendar ,(much 
of which is public knowledge) under appropriate security measures 
to ascertain whether or not the other agencies represented were 

_aware of any further planned demonstrations. 

We informed the Committee that sufficient space for the evaluation 
committee had been provided in FOB #7 and that Justice Sharpe would 
be available on a full-time consulting basis starting on January ll, 
LOLs | 

The Committee agreed to have itsS next meeting on Monday, January Ill 
at 9 AM, at which time I will have engrossed the submissions of 

each of the member agencies and further that at the next meeting 

we would attempt to establish priorities with respect to our 
intelligence targets. 

The meeting adjourned at 11:35 AM. ~ 

ce: The Honorable John Ehrlichman 
The Honorable Robert Haldeman 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT © eee DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
DRAFT ¢ 

Memorandum ~~~ ~~ nie a tet bis 

. TO : 

FROM ; 

SUBJECT: 

Le 

Ilo 

Zits 

IV. 

See Addressees Below pDATE:February 10, 1971 

eo 

¥ 

Robert C. ‘fetta 

Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division . 

Intelligence Evaluation Committee 

AUTHORITY: 

Enterdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Disturbances. 

MISSION: 

To provide intelligence estimates to the responsible 
Government departments and agencies on a need~to~-know 

basis in order to effectively evaluate and anticipate 

problems to appropriately resvond to civil disorders. 
In carrying out this mission, the Committee shail have 
access to all pertinent intelligence in the possession 

o£ the United States Government. 

MEMBERSHIP: , . vi 

Members of the Committee shall consist of representatives 
of the following departments and agencies: Department of 
Defense: Department of Justice; Central Intelligence 

Agency; Federal Bureau of Investigation; Secret Service; 
National Security Agency, and, when necessary, representa- 

tives of other departments or agencies designated by the 
Committee. 

STAFF: 

The Committee will be supported by a permanent intelligence 
estimation staff* consisting of representatives from member 

* The Federal Bureau of Investigation advised it would not provides 

personnel for this starr. . 
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departments and agencies and headed by an executive 

director appointed by the Committee. 

Vv. PROCEDURES AND FUNCTIONS: 

The permanent staff will perform the following functions: 

L. When requested by the Committee, the Departments 
or Agencies represented shall furnish to the Committee 
staff all pertinent information relevarmt to the stated 

request,of the Committee. Such requests for intelligence 
data shall first be approved by the Committee. The. 

Executive Director of the permanent staff may initiate 
requests for information from member agencies subject to 

review and approval by the committee. 

2. Prepare estimates from time to time as directed by 
'- the Committee. 

3. Report information gaps to the Committee as such 
gaps are identified. ; 

. . 4, Recommend to the Committee no less often than 

monthly subjects for intelligence, estimation. 

5. Prepare other relevant studies and reports as 
directed by the Committee. 

6, Provide for the security of information received 
and the protection of all sources of information7- 

VI. OFFICE SPACE AND FACILITIES: 

The Department of Justice shall provide necessary office 
space, supplies, and incidental administrative support. 

; ' , SECREP - EYES ONLY 
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inspectoz George C. Moore : 

Mr. Benson Burtinan 

Mr. Thomas J. Kelley e: ; 
Colonel Jonn W. Downey 
Mx. Richard Ober . 
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PROCEDURES FOR THE AGENCIES CONTRIBUTION TO IEC ESTIMATES 

Le The INTELLIGENCE EVALUATION COMMITTEE (IEC) has been 

charged with the responsibility of providing intelligence 

estimates to designated Government departments by effectively 

evaluating and anticipating problems of civil disorder. 

To evaluate a potential problem it will be necessary for 

IEC to request each assisting agency to prepare an 
intelligence analysis. The analysis, in the form of 
evaluated contributions, will be forwarded to the Executive 
Director of IEC. These contributions, pursuant to requirements 

set forth by IEC, will become the basis for the IEC's 

intelligence estimate of potential problems of civil discraex. 

2% The IEC does not desire to receive a voluminous collecticn 

of intelligence data from the member agencies. The 
contribution should be an evaluation c= the particular 

Situation based on the data which that agency has in its 

possessicn. The IEC Staff may issue GUIDELINES, to assist the 

five agencies in the preparation of their intelligence con~ 

tribution. Additionally, such GUIDELINES will be of 

assistance to IEC in identifying intelligence "gaps" and 

the basis for making supplemental requests to the individual 

agency for further intelligence informetion. 

wt ie 

3% The following format will be generally used by the IEC 
evaluation staff in the preparation of intelligence estimates. 

It would be of great assistance if the participating agencies 

would follow the same format when submitting the completed _ 
: contribution. 

FORMAT 

eo The Problem 
2% Summary 

3.  Conclusions/Comment 
A, Background 

Ds Discussion 
" GROUP I 
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é? ors, Demonstrations 

Likelihood of New Momentum on the Antiwar 
Activities and Forces in View of the Laos 

and Cambodian Situation 

Likelihood of Kidnapping of any High U. S. . 

Government Official in the Immediate Future by 

POLL tCICal ‘Terrorists 

Calendar of Significant Antiwar Events 

An Assessment of the Antiwar Movement in the U.S. 

An Estimate of JEWISH DEFENSE LEAGUE (JDL) 

Planned Activities During Demonstrations 

Scheduled for Lafayette Park on March 21, 1971 

.The Potential for Violence in the Major Cities 
During Summer 1971 

Proposed Demonstrations in Washington, D. C. 
{For two week periods, bedinning w/April 23 

The EHffect of the Death of Francois Duvalier on 

the Internal Security of the U. &. 

Plans of the PCPJ and NPAC, and amy other organi- 

Zations to Demonstrate at Military Bases on 

May 16, 1971 * 

Likelihood of Demonstrations by the PCPJ or any 

other organization at the NATO Conference on 
Cities, to be held at Indianapolis, Indiana, on 

-May 26 - 31, 1971 

Intelligence Calendar of Significant Events (Monthly) 

The Planned Disruption at The White House on 

June 12, 1971 

Antiwar Conferences, June-July 1971, and Their 

bEfect on the Future Activities of the Antiwar 

Community 

Interrelationship of Black Power Grganizations 
Within the Western Hemispnere 
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Interrelationship of Arab Terrorist Groups and 
U. S. Black Militants 

e 

Jewish Defense League; An Assessment 

October-November Antiwar Offensive 

Prison Riots 

An Assessment of the Communications and Communi- 

cations Security Capabilities of Violence-Prone 

Groups Within the United States 

Unauthorized Disclosures 

Potential Disruptions at the 1972 Republican 

National Convention, San Diego, California 

Potential Disruptions at the 1972 Democratic 

National Convention, Miami Beach, Florida 

Demonstration and Racial Disturbance Study 

Phone Phreaking 

ee A 
Militant Left's Involvement in the Labor Movement 

African Liberation Day 

Tntelligence Requirements List 

Protest Demonstrations During Presidential 
Inaugururation Ceremonies 

‘ Foreign Students - Terrorists 

Events and Personalities Attractive to 

Terrorist Attack ; 
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1. TEE HUSTON PLAN 
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The earliest evidence tl.at this concept of presidential power existed 
is found ina 187U top sacret document entitled “Operational Restramts 
on Intcllivence Collection,” ?® and the various memorandums from 
Yon. Charies-Efuston to FH, R. Haldeman which were first revealed by 
John Dean.” In preparation for his testimony before the Select Com- 
mittee, Dean placed these papers, some of which bore the highest se- 
curity classitieation, in the custody of Chief Judge John Sirica of the 
U.S. Districts Court for the District of Columbia. This sten was taken 
hy Dean, on the advices of causal, to avoid violation of any Vresideuual 
directive of Iedereal laws prohibiting release of Governm-nt docu- 
ments affecting national security. After due consideration, Judge Si- 
rice released one copy of these papers to the Department of Juyrice and 
one copy to the Select Committee, pursuant to its motion” ( United 
Nlates ve. John Doe, et al., Mise. No. Tf-15, Slay 14, 1978.) 
The committee, with the aid of various intelligence agencies, re- 

viewed these documents. While the committee sealed a few items there- 
in, Which could involve national security considerations, it conelrled 
that these papers, for the most part, dealt primarily with domestic 
affairs and were unrelated to national security matters.’ The papers, 
as sanitized by the committee, were entere. into the committee’s record 
during Dean’s testimony.” 
These papers and the President’s own statement of Say 22, 1978, 

disclose that the President approved the use of illegal wiretapping, u- 
leval break-ins and illecal mail covers for domestic intelliyence pur- 
poses, The President was fully advised of the illegality of these intel- 
ligence-gathering techniques prior to approving them. In the top secret 
document entitled “Operational Restraints on Intellizence Collection,” 
the recommendation for surreptitious entries (break-ins) contained 
the following statement under the heading “Rationale”: 

:Use of this technique is clearly illegal. It amounts to 
burglary. Jt is also highly risky and could result in great em- - 
barrassment if exposed. However, it is also the most fruitful 

mean tae 

4}sbiblt 35. 3 Hearings 1662, 1319. 
W@Exhibits $6—10, £2. 3 iWearings 1062, 1324-33, 1338. 
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tool and can produce the type of intelligence which cannot be 
obtained in any other fashion." 

On July 14, 1970, Haldeman seni a top secret memorandum to 
Huston, notifying him of the President's approval of the use of bur- 
glaries, illegal wivetaps and illegal mail covers for domestic intelll- 
gence. In the memorancdiwn, Haldeman stated: 

The recommendations youn have proposed as a result of the 
review, have been approved by the President. He does not, 
however, want to follow the procedure you outlined on page + 
of your memorandum regarding implementation. He would 
profer Epat fhe fhing shinply 52 je? ger niGtton on the basis 
of this approval. Lhe formal oiesal inemorandum shoud, 
of course, be prepared and that should be the device by which 
to carry i out... .*4 [emphasis added] 

It appears that the next day, July 15. 1970, Huston prepared a desi- 
sion memorandum, based on the President's approval, for distribution 
tothe Federal intelligence agencies involved in the plan—the FBI, the 
CLA, the National Security Agency and the Defense Intelligence 
Agency.?? In his Mey 22, 1973, public statement, the President reported 
that the decision memorandum was circulated to the agenci¢s involved 
on July 23, 1970. Elowever, ihe decision memorandum is dated July 15, 
1970, indicating that is was forwarded tu the agencies on that day or 
shortly thorearter,-’ 

Huston’s recommendations were opposed by J. Edgar Toover, 
irector of the FBI.*4 Hoover had served as the chairman of a group 

comprised of the heads of the Federal intciligence agengics formed to 
study the problems of intellivence-galhering and Scone On Aragon ge 
the various intelligence egencies.*® In his public statement of May 22, 

/ 4978, President Nixon stated: 

After reconsideration, however, prompted by the opposi- 
tion of Director Hoover, the agencies were notified 5 days 
later, on July 23, that the approval had been rescinded. 

Haldeman’s testimony is to the same effect.2* Dean, however, testified 
that he was not aware of any recision of approval for the plan ** and 

. there apparently is no written -record of a recision on July 28 or any 
other date. There is, however, clear evidence that, after receipt of the 
decision memorandum of July 15, 1970, Mr. Hoover did present strong 
objections concerning the plan to Attorney General Mitchell. 

Fluston was concerned tiat Hoover’s objections would interfere with 
the plan’s implementation. On August 5, 1970. 8 days after the Presi- 
dent states he ordered recision, Huston sent Haldeman a lengthy tep 
secret memorandum on the subject, “Domestic Intelligence,” which 
strongly attacked Hoover's objectiéns and rade a number of recom- 
mendations concerning a forthcoming meeting regarding the plan 

oe a 
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S Exhisit 34,3 Tearings 1924, 
3 New York Wiumes, June 7, 1473, p. 36. 
3 New York Times, June 7, Ly73. 
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among Haldeman. the Attorney General and Hoover.” Indicative of 
the fact that the plan was still quite alive, but imperiled by Hoover, 1s 
the following language in this memorandum: 

“At some point, Floover has to be told who is President. He 
has become totally unreasonable and his conduct is cetri- 
mental to our domestic intelligence operations ... It is 
important to remember that the entire intellivence community 
knows that the President made w positive decision to go ahead 
and Eloover has now succeeded in forcing a review. If he 

_gets his way, it is going to look like he is more powerful than 
the President. He had his say in the footnotes and RN decided 
against him. Ghat should close the matter gar DT cunt under- 
‘stand why the LG is a party in reopening it. AD of us are 
going to look damned silly in the eyes of Helms, Gayler, 
Bennett, and the military chiefs if Ifcover can unilaterally 
reverse a Presicential decision based on a report that many 
people worked their asses off to prepare and which, on the 
merits, was a first-rate, objective job.* 

ft should be noted that this memorandum indicates that the NSA, 
DIA, CLA and the military services basically supported the Huston 
recommendations. 

Liwo days later, on August 7, 1970, Huston sent a brief, confidential 
memorandum to Haldeman ureins that Taldeman “meet with the 
«Attorney General and secure his support Lor the Presideni’s decision, 
that the Director (Flcover) be informed that the decision will stand, 
and that all intelligence agencies are to provced to implement them at 
once.” + Lhuston noted that: “Me. Hoover has departed 26r the west 
coast to vacation for 8 weeks, If you wait until his return to clear up 
the preblems surrounding our domestic inteigence operations, we will 
be into the new school year without any preparations,” 

, Later, on September 18, 1970 (almost 2 uonths after the President 
claims the plan was rescinded), Dean sent a top secret memorandum 
to the Attorney General suggesting certain procedures to “commence 
our domestic intelligence operation as quickly as possible.” [emphasis 
added] This memorandum specifically called for the éreation of an 
Inter-Agency Domestic Intell} gence Unit which had been an iniegral a 

part of the Huston plan. Dean's memorandum to the Attorney General 
observed that Hoover was strongly opposed to the creation of such a 
unit and that it was important “to bring the FBI fully on board.” 
Far from indicating that the President’s approval of Huston’s recom- 
mendation to rernove restraints on illegal intelligence-gathering had 
ae oe Dean, in his memorandum, suggested to the Attorney 

eneral: | 
I helieve we agreed that it would be inappropriate to have 

any blanket removal of restrictions: rather, the most appro- 
priate procedure would be to decide on the type of intellicence 
we need, based on an assessment of the recommendations of 

2% Bxhidit 87, § Teerings 1225-29. - 
Exhibit 37, 3 Hearing? 13¢8. 

sa 38, 3 Hearings 13306, 
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this nm Mit , and then proceed to remove the restraints as neces- 
sary io cbtain such inielligence’* [emphasis added] 

Dean's iremorandam indieated that the creation of the Inter-Agency 
Domestw Litelizence Unit would an forward and prov iced recom- 
menue!? ae lor the cheosing of a unit ctor to serve as a “righthand 
man? to ine Atcorey Crenezal and for the 5 eelection of representatives 
from he yarious intellivence | agencies oes would serve on it. Desn 
closect i ‘a.emoranduny with the sugcestion that the Attorney Gen- 
eral call vue xly meetings to moniter prolien ns as they emerged and “to 
make errtain that we are moving this a anio implementation as 
quickly cs possthle.” = femphasis added] Recognizing that Efoover 

Wane * : rvtinm Dove oetiled a note wa ths worton Of AS eno 

ds oe ios has-cuumesicd i6 mae thet if you would ike him 
to join you in a meeting with Floover he will beh appy to do so.” * 

Hoover, however, never did come campietely “on board” and the 
plan Lar an ee Ageney Doinestic Intelligence Unit was never im- 
plemantet. A clue to the fate of the Huston plan is provided by the 
edited, Un aihentica ted “Submission of Recorded Presidential Con- 
versation io tae duclaery Committee of the Flouse of Representatives 
by Paestdest Richard Wixon”, on April 30, 1974, where the following 
PUsse Se HI LaTS ¢ 

Th... whet Bill Sallivan’s desire in life 1s, is to set up a 
lee PLYUIUHGD Sot ands Cg snes cyatcni. a a White Flonse 

i a oe were defelent. Lie says We have never been 

eleivn-*, uae Kioover lost his guts several years ago. it 
you re a anc “on, Tluston worked on it. Tom Huston 

had 44 our ing stan ns to co ont and do it and thewhole thing 
quai es pmabiedd, 
Pe Trancdible. | F 

Deen t>-Hficd that the plan for the creation of an Inter- Agency 
Domesiia Snel Ligenee Cnit was the product of White House fear of 

demor virations and die.ont3? Haldeman denied that such an atmos- 

phere of fe: r existed in the White Louse.** In his statement before the 

comrniticy Finite emo gave as the reason for White Fouse. terest in 

improvios i ateiligence -~gathering operations the “eritical proportions” 

of the c.scnestic security problem in 1970 as illustrated by “a wave of 

bombings: end explosi ons, rioting and violence, demonstrations, arson, 

gun battles and other disruptive Y activitie s across the country—on col- 
lees CUINDRSES primarily—but also in other areas.” °° On this issue, 
Bhriichman’s testintony corroborates Halden nan’s “5,39 

The Tin-ton recommendations themselves refer to “a major threat 

to the nufernal security” ‘and express the belief that “the potential for 

even guvator vi olence is present pnd we have a positive obligation to 

take every step Ww ithin our power to prevent it... for surely drastic 
violence and disorder threaten the very fabric of our society. 7 42 

ee ei gn a 

MPxhielt 1, 8 Herringa 1333. 
4: SOE & 3h, 3 WZeering3 1337. 

3 PGi, 

AYdltod Prostiential Conversations, pp. 193-4, moe 

a3 Tfear t 142 G18, 
. ey 

387 Wort r53 2s7 4, 
3 LF I, a ae ee 

26 2fceeriz i 2312-13. 
8 oxhibie S35, 3 Hearings 1319. 
22 Exhivic of, 3 Mearinys i32 7-25. 
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The committee notes that the evidence presented to Senator Alc- 
Clellan’s Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Senate 
Comunittes on Government Operations, in hearings beginning in. July 
1970, indicates that, in the sev reral years preceding the hearings, there 
were sieniicant increas ses in illegal acts of viclence directed against 
Goverment facilities and a di sturbing mumnber of such acts directed 
against liw enforcement oficials.8 
Dean testified, however, that the White House concern was directed 
rot only tow ard violent demonstrations, but also to peaceful demon- 
strations and dissent. Asan illustration hesxid: . 

Pet ‘ing the ace winter of 1071... the President - 
happened to ioox out of rhe windows ms tha residence of t 
White Elouse and saw a lone man with a large 10-foot sign 
stretched out in front of Lafayette Dark Mr. Iigby called 
me to his office to tell me of the Presiclent’s displeasure with 
the sign in the park and told me that Mr. Haldeman said the 
sign had to come down. When I came out of Mr. Eigby" s office, 
Tran into Mir, Dwight Chapm who said that he was going to 
get some “thugs” to remove that man from Lafay atte Park, 
Elo said it would take him a few hours to get them, but they 

-- eontd do the job.*4 - 

7. 
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SUNECT: — SENSTUDY 7S wes QhsloomSe emmy — at 

Secrecy. agreement to be executed by SSC staff members “and employees. “These 

é € 
OPTIONAL FObg\ NO. 10 é 5010-106 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

. GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STA’ TES GOVERNMENT Assoc. Di abe 

Dep. ADs 

TR pee CLAS CLE LED 

Legal Coun, ____ 

Telephone Rm. —_ 

Director Sec’y 

SENSTUDY 75 is the code word for a new control file for all communications 
relating to the Senate Select Committee (SSC) to conduct investigation and study o 
conventional operations with respect to intelligence activities. 

Pursuant to recommendation in memorandum W. O. Cregar to W. R. Wannall 
dated 1/27/75 regarding the SSC, I attendéd a meeting of the Ad Hoc Security Group 
of the U. S. Intelligence Board (USIB) Security Committee at CIA Headquarters on 
2/5/75. Security representatives‘from DIA, NSA and CIA were present at this meet- 
ing which was concerned with proposals to protect the integrity of classified documents 
which will necessarily be provided the SSC during its investigation. Results are set 
forth below. ‘ 

Attached are copies of: (1) agidiillletininaaias the Directoroft Central 
Antelligence (DCI) will be asked to obtain from the SSC; (QQ)ettides f for protection 
“of glassifed information and of documents furnished the SSC; and (3) proposed. 

See ty DR 

items were discussed paragraph by paragraph and revisions agreed upon were 
penciled in. These revised drafts will be discussed at a meeting on 2/7/75 of . 
the Ad Hoc Group of USIB on Congressional Investigations to be attended by ys ‘ 
Section Chief W. O. Cregar. At this time a final Version will be approved for —— 
presentment to the DCI. 

The registry of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy referred to on 
page 2 of the guides was described as a facility geared to handle and account 
for classified documents to the {system of the intelligence Community. It 
is guarded and has a suitable a ae system. peceid /- ¢ eid oe : aaa /4 

The guides include the possibility it. presenting ‘te a may 
conduct their own security sweeps of the hearing room; calls for a system of 
document control as well as control from reproduction and, dasteuction of classfied [ 
material. Consideration of secure transcription procedures is requested with the | 

Pe CEN edtiptarsett  iemeyecectse’ af 

Enclosures (3) yr? 

1 - Messrs Callahan,. Haama: “Mintz, | : J 6” 

Wannall, Cregar ‘Mp 

. ¢ gw f FBG: 
8 4 KE Boe a5 CONTINUED - OVER x | 
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Memorandum for Mr. Bassett 
Re: SENSTUDY 75 

possibility that each agency could provide such service. It might be necessary, 
however, to provide escort service in the event outside transcribers are utilized. 
This would entail security of carbons, waste and notes and return of the transcribed 
testimony to the Committee upon completion. It was also suggested that a security 
officer be appointed by the SSC who would be a central contact for representatives 
of agencies falling within the purview of the SSC investigation. Attached material 
was reviewed by Legal Counsel Division by Inspector J. E. Herington who concurred 
with the exception of item number 4 of the proposed guidelines dealing with counter- 
measures of inspections to preclude, ". . . surreptitious use of transmitters and/or 
unauthorized recording devices similar to the device located in the Rayburn House 
Office Building on 12 February 1973.'' He noted this wording could be construed 
as placing a limitation on what type of device could be prohibited and suggested 
revising the above phraseology by placing a period after "recording devices" and 
then stating, "It is noted such a device was located inthe.. ." 

OBSERVATIONS: 

At this time it is unknown if the above-mentioned material will be accepted 
by the SSC or whether the committee will draw up its own procedures. In any 
event, the material to be presented will at least serve as a means of calling the 
senators’ attention to the many faceted program involved in the protection of 
classified information. It is felt concurrence with the attached material with the 
suggested observation of the Legal Counsel Division be accepted is to our best 
interest. 

ACTION: 

It is recommended Section Chief W. O. Cregar offer the revision referred 
,to above at the meeting on 2/7/75 and be authorized to offer FBI concurrence with 
this material. : 

A Heal ~~ 
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AGREEMENTS TO BE SOUGHT BY THE DCI WITH 

CHAIRMEN OF THE SELECT COMMITTEES 

1, It would be desirable if the DCI could secure agreement with 

the Chairmen of the Select Committees, as has been customary in other 

Congressional proceedings regarding sensitive matters, that: 

(a) Departments and agencie 5 shall have the right 

to request that testimony be given only in executive session, 

that in some instances testimony be "off-the-record' and 

that certain testimony be heard only by members and in 

some cases only by the Chairman and Vice Chairman. 

(b) Witnesses be afforded an opportunity to review 

and comment on and/or correct the record of their testimony 

prior to any publication of it. | 

(c) The 'Third-Agency Rule" is binding upon members 

of the United States intelligence community and may require 

witnesses representing one member of the intelligence 

community. to decline to testify concerning matters within 

the proprietary purview of another community member. 

_2 It would also be desirable if the DCI could secure agreement 

with the Chairmen of the Select Committees that those agencies 
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furnishing documents to the committees be authorized to excise from 

those document}? prior to presentation, the names of their personnel 

as well as those of other individuals whose safety or individual privacy 

may be jeopardized by disclosure. This would include names of 

sources or specific information on highly technical devices and 
é 

operations in keeping with the DCI's responsibilities to protect _ 

sources and methods. | 
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GUIDES FOR PROTECTION OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

AND DOCUMENTS FURNISHED THE SELECT COMMITTEES 

1. Personnel security Clearances 

(a) Background Investigation 

It would be desirable for the Select Committees to stipulate that 

no‘staff member is to be given access to any classified material, 

testimony or information received or generated by the committees 

without prior receipt of a security clearance based on a full field 

investigation. 

| (b) Secrecy Agreement 

It would be desirable for the Select Committees to require a 

Signed secrecy agreement of employees or individuals assigned te 

the committees' staffs. The agreement should include provisions: 

1) That acceptance of committee secrecy. regulations 

is a condition precedent of employment eieue eeaeaes 

2) Recognizing US Government property rights to 

classified information; | 

3) Requiring prior written consent before divulgence 

of classified information. 

4) For recognition that breach of the secrecy rules 

and pia contained in the agreement could subject the 

Pos : ne ere | 
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signer to administrative and/or legal action under 

appropriate statutes; 

5) That there is no time limit on the terms of the 

agreement. — 

2. Physical and Document Security 

The Select Committees should adopt rules to insure that the 

secrecy of any sensitive information received or generated by it be 

preserved, These rules be made known to the individuals and 

agencies who will be called upon to present testimony or iteniaist 

Among these should be rules on physical security and Peeamient 

security. 

(a) Physical Security _ | 

It would be desirable if the Select Committees adopt the following 

rules related to physical security: } ) PD 3h fl? | 

1) All classified material will be storedffor safe- 

keeping in the registry of the Joint Committee on Atomic 

Energy or similar facility and handled in accordance with 

the regulations of this registry for classified material, 

2)—Matertatshoutd=pe=stored=in=safesaitvitennh Obminewesrer 
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LB Guard protectionfshould be required onfthisnarea. 

2 f) Areas selected for use in closed session should 

be guarded against entry by Gueaiharieed persons, 

ef 8) Agencies presenting testimony should be permitted 

to conduct or arrange with the Sergeant-at-Arms to eonduee 

audio countermeasures inspections to preclude the possibility 

of surreptitious use of transmitter s and/or unauthorized 

recording devices similar to the device located in the 

Rayburn House Office Building on 12 February 1973, 

8) At.the end of each session of the Select Committees, 

the hearing room should be examined by a cleared staff _ 

' officer who will secure any misplaced classified material 

or waste. 

CH) Areas should be designated in which classified 

material can be reviewed. These areas should be secure 

against access by unauthorized personnel. Material should — 

not be removed from these areas for the sake of convenience 

except when necessary for the work of the committees and. 

should not be transported overnight to the office or residence 

of personnel of the committees. 
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(b) Document Security 

1) Committees should select and identify a single 

location/and specific personnel authorized to sign acknow- 

ledgement of receipt of classified materials providedbyCO 

the ieeeasttblad, 

2} A system of accemeicaaeeel should be established 

to permit control of classified documents to provide for 

accountabilityes 

3) Duplication of documents should be controlled so 

ulvre 
as to inal a record of the document reproduced, the 

nuinber of copies reproduced, and the custodian or 

receiving per ne Reproduced classified documents. 

should be subject to the same controls as the original. 

4) Appropriate arrangements should be made for. 

the destruction of classified waste. 

5) Transcripts. The committees should give 

consideration to the necessity of providing appropriate 

security in the transcription of testimony by committee 

transcribers. The'committees may desire to charge each. 

agency presenting testimony with this responsibility. In 
a 

some, if not all cases, this might include escort of 
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materials to the place of transcription, the securing of 

carbons, waste and notes and the return of the transcribed 

testimony to the committee for safekeeping in Seegstanes 

with committee rules. 

6) At the conclusion of the committees' investigations, 

classified material should be reviewed for the-possibitity~of / 

ied ng 
dispo sitionybygretufn to contributor s,efmeteriel-submitied 

whites 

Bs Secuxity Officer 

It would be desirable if the committees appointed one member 

of its staff as a security officer with the responsibility of discharging 

the security rules adopted by the committee and of serving asa point 

of contact with the departments and agencies of interest to the 

committee. It would also be desirable if the committee rules 

required each agency of interest to identify a single point of contact 

to facilitate provisions of security support required by the committee. 
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SECRECY AGREEMENT 

i » in accepting employment 

or assignment with the Select Committee to Study Governmental 

Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, recognize the 

special trust and confidence placed in me to protect classified 

information from unauthorized disclosure. 

I hereby agree to accept the specific obligations set forth 

below as a condition precedent of ay employment or assignment with 

the Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect 

to Intelligence Activities, established by the Senate of the United 

States, Resolution 21, agreed to on January 27, 1975, hereixf Xfter 

referred to as the Select Committee. | 

It is my understanding that in the course of my employment 

or assignment with the Select Committee I will be given access to 

information from departments and agencies of the Government which 

is classified in secehasees with the standards set forth in Executive 

Order 11652 of March 8, 1972, as amended. All classified information 

so acquired by me in the course of my employment remains the 

property of the United States of America and I further agree to 

surrender upon demand by the Chairman of the Select Committee or 
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his designees or upon my separation from the Select Committee, 

any classified material which has come into my possession as a 

result of my employment or assignment with the Select Committee. 

I hereby agree that I will never divulge, publish or reveal 

by word, writing, conduct, -i 

-telesi-sion=-breadcasts or otherwise any classified information which 

has come to my knowledge as a result of my employment or assign- 

ment with the Select Committee. without prior written consent of the 

Chairman or the President of the Senate or their duly authorized 

representative. 

a hereby agree that any information learned during my 

employment or as signment with the Select Committee which is 

related to intelligence and prepared for publications by me will be 

submitted to the Chairman or the President of the [Senate or their 

duly authorized representative prior to discussing with or showing... 

to any publisher, editor or literary agent for the purpose of deter- 

mining whether said material contains any classified information as 

defined in Executive Order 11652. I agree that the Chairman of the 

select Committee, President of the Senate or their duly authorized 
“ 
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representative, has the authority to make the final determination 

as to whether information is classified and thus should be deleted 

= of 

(Insert releyant 

from the material submitted. vise? 

_ Lave 42En (nfOrner C — 7 

codes and sections as considered appropriate by the Desavnent of 

Justice) and understand their meaning. 

Further, I agree to abide by such Files and procedures as 

the Select Committee shall institute for the protection of classified 

material. I understand that any breach exw any part of the obligations 

ol 
in this agreement could subject me to legal nth acetnlaieiien action. 

--- — - oe $C CC OO O— OO — nO OO ——<—-_——_ 

ve - 7“ 

I further agree that all the conditions and obligations imposed 

! . on me with respect to the protection of classified information by 

this agreement and Spelieduie security regulations apply during 
| 

my employment or assignment and continue after that relationship 

has terminated. 

I take the obligations set forth above freely aa without any 

mental reservations or purpose of evasion. 

Signature 

| WITNESS: ST 

Signature 
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DATE: 1/27/75 

wif l - Mr. Bassett 
) 1 - Mr. Wannall G 

4G iri 

* FROM W. yO. Cregar 
: 1 sone Mr m Cregar yy ee 

} Plan. & Eval. —' 

Spec. Inv, SUBJECT? SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE ; Training 
eee 

‘ed pe Director Sec’y 

Memorandum W. O. Cregar to W. R. Wannall, dated iN 
1/24/75, entitled"United States Intelligence Board (USIB).»-~ y 
Meeting of 1/24/75,"' recommended that Section Chief WilTiam . 
Cregar's name be provided to the Deputy Director of the | 

Hi RQFERA3/Moho530 Page 251 

Intelligence Community Staff as a point of- contact within{#He” 
FBI to coordinate matters dealing with the ‘Senate Select 
Committee (SSC). The mandate of the SSC iS” to examine the 
extent of overt and covert intelligence activities in the U.S. 
and abroad,.- 

On the morning of 1/27/75 Mr. John Clarke, Deputy 
Director of the Intelligence Community Staff, advised that 
Mr. Colby believes it is necessary for security representatives 

CIA and National Security Agency (NSA), to meétin 
de PC Vile dad fe 
© of FBI, 

order to develop recommendations for the SSC as to how documents a 
and testimony furnished to the SSC will be protected against a 
unauthorized disclosure, In this regard, Mr. Donald E. Moore, ‘ 

Mey 

hs wt 

former Inspector in the Intelligence Division and currently 
Chairman of the USIB Security ow. 24 will ane son as the 
USIB representative to this ar -Lf6 22 ae os = £3 

OBSERVATIONS: REC-L11 

According to the Senate nesoturith Fibet 1981/7 
aati relating to the investigation and study of 

tions with respect to intelligence activities, eo SSC is going 
to involve all agencies of the Intelligence Community. In 
anticipation that Bureau representatives will be called to testify 
and asked to supply some extremely sensitive documents regarding 
our investigative activity in the U. 8S., it is believed essential 
that we have an input into how such documents and testimony are 
going to be handled by staff personnel of the Committee. Unless 
we participate in developing security standards, we may find that 
sensitive documents and testimony that we are called to provide 
to the Committee cannot be adequately protected from public 

aT 4 . Fa Fg 404 Wat 

scrutiny. 
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HW 455073 

Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE 

ACTION: 

If approved, Bureau Supervisor Fred B. Griffith, 
Document Classification and Security Coordinator, be 
designated as the Bureau representative to meet with the 
Chairman of the USIB Committee and representatives of NSA 
and CIA. 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 “ 5010-106 al? 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN, REG. NO. 27 

v UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT _. aasese Dt wtf 
: 1 —- Mr. Adams one/AH ry 

NM emorandum 1 - Mr. Callahan Asst.\Dt 
1 —- Mr. Mintz sininf_— 

‘Mr. We R. Wannall wee bee pate: 1/24/75 eee 
1 ee Mr. Wannall ne 

L = Mr. Leavitt ae ion 

W. ol eens 1 - Mr. Mack | Fn. 
1 - Mr. Boynton Plan & Eve 
L- Mr. Cregar  ypyypey\h rec. inv. 

‘UNITED STATES INTELLIGENCE Ait: TNTORMA TTON CONTAINED Training 

BOARD (USIB) HERELW LS UNCLASSIFISD eS 
MEETING OF 1/24/75 DATE “alzs/o [e088 Si Ae Director Sec’y —_ 

eS C ewer 

pine ys gs ad : ; oe 5 < DED CORY, 4 sbabaie 08 (go 2 —'7) ie 

At a meeting of the USIB this morning Chairman 
Colby spoke briefly about Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 
procedures for testifying before the Blue Ribbon Commission 
(BRC) investigating CIA as well as anticipatet problems that 
might arise regarding future testimony at the~Senate Select 
Committee, (SSC) whose membership has not yet been announced. 
According to Colby, the mandate of the SSC is to examine the 
extent of overt and covert intelligence activities in the 
U. S. and abroad. Colby advised that the SSC would involve 
all member agencies and departments of the intelligence 
community and for that reason he believed the members of the 
intelligence community should stay in close communication. 

As a result of the above, Colby has selected 
Mr. John Clarke, Deputy Director of the Intelligence Community 
Staff, to act as a coordinator for the intelligence community 
to insure close coordination. He requested that all agencies 
and departments represented on USIB designate one individual 
in their agency as Clarkés point of contact.to instire the 
close coordination Colby feels will be necessary during future 
appearances before the SSC. The Intelligence Division believes 
this is a desirable procedure and recommends that Section Chief 
William O, Cregar who is the Bureau's alternate member on USIB 
be designated as the Bureau representative to maintain liaison | 
with Mr, Clarke. REC- ii ba —f fb, Pp go - f a 

In addition, Colby advised that in his opening 
statement before the SSC he intends to make a strong pitch 
for the intelligence community. He proposes to show the value 
and importance intelligence has played in the past as well as 
the future;-he expects to outline for the SSC how the intelli- 
gence business is run and organized. In addition, he proposes 
in his opening statement to make an appeal for legislation to 
shore up the protection of sources and methods against planned. 
and calculated leaks of classified information === oe 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: UNITED STATES INTELLIGENCE 

BOARD (USIB) 
MEETING OF 1/24/75 

Colby advised that any examples member agencies 
or departments could provide CIA wherein the acquisition of 
intelligence proved useful to the development of U. S. 
policies or programs would certainly be appreciated. Colby 
stated that in this regard Mr. John Clarke as the over-all 
coordinator would be in touch with the designated representa-— 
tives of USIB departments or agencies to further clarify this 
point, 

With regard to the BRC chaired by Vice President 
Rockefeller, Colby advised that CIA has already obtained an 
agreement from that Commission that any documents furnished 
to the Commission by CIA would have the names of CIA employees 
and/or CIA sources deleted from the document. The purpose of 
this deletion was to avoid such names from appearing in press 
releases. Colby also hopes to obtain the same agreement from 
the SSC. 

The Intelligence Division believes that the Bureau 
should also attempt to obtain such an agreement from the 
BRC and the SSC if at some time FBI representatives are called 
to testify or are called to produce FBI documents, This matter 
has been discussed with the Office of Legal Counsel and it 
concurs in this recommendation, 

ACTION: 
(1) If approved, Section Chief William 0. Cregar's 

name will be provided to Mr. Clarke as his point of contact 
within the FBI. 

ew Athen 

(2) Should Bureau representatives be called to testify 
before the BRC or the SSC an agreement be obtained to delete any 
names of FBI employees and/or sources with the understanding that 
the identities could be made available to either the Commission or 
Committee if either felt such names were absolutely necessary. 
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1 - Mr. Jenkins, 5744 JB 

1 - Mr. McDermott, 5634 JB 
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Mr. Gebhardt, 5012 JEH 
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ee ee CULAHOUSE, dR. 
Borns duly 4, 1849 
eens Mannossed 

Phe cantrai files of the Federal Bureau of ‘ 
investigation and the records of the FBI Identification 
Division contain no information identifiable with captioned. 
individual. 
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Dep. AD Inv. __ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 
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1 Mr. Gebhardt, 5012 JEH 
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HOWARD BOLLONGOOD 
Born: December aS, L942 
Souck Ben&k, Indiana 

fhe contral files of the Federal Bureau of 
investiga tion and the records of the FRI Identification 
Division contain no information identif lable with captioned 
individual , 
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NOTE: See J.J. McDermott to Mr. Jenkins memorandum dated 1/23/75 
captioned "Senator Howard H. Baker, Jr. (R-Tenn.), Minority 
Member, Select Senate Committee to Investigate Intelligence 
Agencies, Name Check Request." 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 , 5010-106 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN, REG, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

N Memorandum 
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SUBJECT; SENSTUDY 75 
ee 
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SENSTUDY 75 is the code word of a new control 
file for all communications regarding matters relating to 
the Select Committee of the Senate (SCS) to conduct an 

to intelligence activities. 
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1 = Mr. Callahan 
L =~ Mr. Adams 
Ll ~-~ Mr. Mintz 

DATE: 2/4/75 

1 - Mr. Wannall 

idl. Mr. Cregar 
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Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 
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a 
investigation and study of governmental operations with veeneti® 

On 2/4/75 Mr. John Clarke, Chairman of the Ad Hoc 
Coordinating Group for Congressional Inquiry, advised that 
Mr. Colby has been instructed to have four items prepared for 
the President's consideration by 2/5/75. 
(1) an outline as to what Colby plans to say as lead-off 
witness before the SCS, (2) two lists identifying what informa~ 
tion the Intelligence Community feels under no circumstanc 
could be discussed with the SCS as well as what information 
could be discussed with the SCS under controlled conditions, 
(3) a set of suggested talking points the President should 

e 

They areas follows: 

discuss with the Senate leadership regarding procedures for 
the proposed hearings, and (4) a list of annexes that Colby 
plans to provide the Chairmanship of the SCS on the occasion of 
his initial appearance, 

With the Director's approval we have provided Colby 
with our suggestions relative to items 2 and 3. With regard 
to item 4 we are preparing two annexes which will be furnished 
to the Director for his approval prior to furnishing = to 
Colby. REC-111] (ad (0 27 

Mr. Clarke was asked whether the four items to be 

~~ fp 

furnished to the President would also be provided to the Bureau. 
Clarke assured us that it was his intention to recommend to 
Colby that material covering items 1, 2, 3 and 4 sbeefunndishedTto 
the FBI as well as other members of the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group 
for Congressional Inquiry and he felt confident thatrffokhbyi Would 
so order. 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 
RE: SENSTUDY 75 
62~116395 

Upon receipt of this information from Mr. Clarke 
it will be submitted to the Director with comments where 
appropriate for his information, 

ACTION: 

For information. 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTED acejiil TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION ACD STupy OF 
ACeee) GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO sree 

ENTELLIGENCE LOTIVITIES = ay, TitFORMATION CONTALERD 
HEREIN 18 UNCLASS ae 
DATE 1416 1 Ye 

. The following are deered toa be ratters so essential 
to the security and survival of the nation that they never 
should be discussed outside the intelligence comunity, and 
even within the intellirence community, they should he 
discussed only on a strict necd=-to-knoyw basis: 

The names and other identifying characteristics of 
senpgitive sources, 

Details which vouid pernit opposition assessrent 
of the totality of ow effectiveness in the fields of 
internal security and foreign counterintellicence, including: 

The nurbers, Locations, tines, and 
affiliations of ee ee of personnel 
Within tarcet orcanizations. 

Specific subjects of highly sophisticated 
intelligence-gatherinn techniques. 

The total extent of our inventicative | 
effectiveness arainst any given target organization , 
cr individual, or the lack thereo#. | 

intelliircence information furnished in confidence i. 

by iriendily foreign agencies, the disclosure of which could 
ee jeepardize operations of those acpencies. 
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1 - Mr. J. A, Mintz 
1 - My. W. R. Wannall 
1 - Mr. W. A. Branigan 

| 1 - Mr. W. Oo. Cregar 

eo “i | ay sche Ge ie 

WS REGLIY few ff 0. 9 
ao Pebeuary 3, LOTS 

| SENATE SELECT CowMmTTrcE . 
TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION AID STUDY oF 
GOVERNUENTAL OPLEATIONS WE RESPECT TO 

ZUTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES | 

. Concern for the security and curvival of the nation 
dictates that discussion of detaiis of highiy-sophisticn ted 
inteLligcence-gathering techniques and methods employed by the 
FRI be held only undex controlled conditions, such as in 
Luocutive Session before only Senators scervinc ag menbors 
of the Committee. This includes not only those techniques 
and methods used in furtherance of PGE responsibilitics, but 
aiso those ubitized in support of missions of other members 
of the United States intelligence community. 

62-116395 

ORIGINAL AND ONE FURNISHED DIRECTOR COLBY, CIA, BY LIAISON 

HFC : dPT: dshi-iT 
( & 

NOTE: 
See memorandum W. 0. Cregar to Mr. W. R. Wannall, 

dated 2/3/75, captioned "Select Committee of the Senate," 
prepared by WOC:ebc/bew. 
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1 = Mr. Callahan . Dep. AD Adm. : 

Memorandum 1 = Mr. Adams Un on 
/' 1 — Mr. Mintz “ Admin. 
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TO : Me. W.R. Wannall werk DATE: 2/3/75 a oe 
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wy 1 —- Mr. Wannall oe 
FROM : W.O0.\Woregar 1 —- Mr. Fulton ee at. 

i ve Mr, Cregar Laboratory 

Pien. & Eval. 

SUBJECT: SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE Testes. 
- Ne ris ere cee 

ega oun. 

“. fae Rm. — 

This memorandum recommends that we provide at peers ee 
Mr. Colby's request two lists: (1) information which the 
FBI feels under no circumstances could be discussed with 
the Select Committee of the Senate (SCS) and (2) items of 
information which could be discussed with the SCS under 

controlled conditions, 
je sve 

cf HYWacH 

& 
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he 

Qs + On the afternoon of 2/1/75, Mr. John Clarke, in 
his role as Chairman of the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group for i 
Congressional Inquiry, telephonically advised the Bureau's Eos 
representative on this Group that a meeting was held at a2 
the White House on the morning of 2/1/75, Participants were |W # 
the Secretary of Defense, the Director of Central Intelli- . Ee 
gence and Dr, Henry Kissinger in his role as advisor to the E 
President on national security affairs. Dr. Kissinger 

War. G requested Mr. Colby to prepare two lists for the President's 
consideration. The purpose of these lists was to provide 
the President with information necessary for him to make a 
judgment as to whether certain information should be with- 
held from the SCS on the basis of executive privilege. 

4 

As a result of the White House meeting, Mr. Clarke 
requested the Bureau prepare by the close of business, 2/3/75, 
two lists: (1) that information proprietary to the FBI which 
under no circumstances could be discussed with the SCS and as 
a result would require the denial of such presentation by virtue 
of executive privilege and (2) a list of information proprietary 
to the FBI which could be discussed with the SCS under controlled 
conditions (presumably this means discussed in Executive Session 
limited to members of the SCS). 

lo 2. SY St 
Attached herewith are the REC-UIT 02 Mb orn / 

Mr. Clarke, which will be furnished to Mr. Colby by our liaison... 
representative with CIA. 
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OFFICE OF THE 
* DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 

January 30, 1975 

NOTE TO: William V. Cleveland 
Special Investigative Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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OPTABNAIS FCRRINO, fo 
MAY 1962 EDITION Ff 
GSAFPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES cove MENT 

Memorandum 
: The Deputy Attorney General pate: 17-24-75 

- Director, FBI 

NAME CHECK REQUESTS. MADE BY 
U.S. SENATOR HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., 
FOR THE SELECT SENATE COMMITTEE TO 
INVESTIGATE INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES 

On January 23, 1975, U.S. Senator Howard H. Baker, Jr., 
requested name checks of FBI files be made on four 
individuals who are to be staff members of the Select Senate 
Committee to Investigate Intelligence Agencies. 

In. response to Senator Baker's request, attached 
are four letterhead memoranda pertaining to Ronald David 
McMahan, Arthur Boggess Culahouse, Jr., Howard Leibengood 
and Michael J. Madigan for transmittal to the requesting 
Committee. 
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~he Deputy Attorney General Ln 247 5 

Director, FBI 

WANE CHECK REQUESTS WADE BY 
U.S. SENATOR HOWARD H. BAKER, JR., 
FOR THE SELECT SENATE COLLITTTEE To 
INVESTIGATE DITOLLIGENICE AGEUCTES 

On January 23, 1975, 0.8. Senator Howard H. Baker, dr.,; 
requested name checks of FBI Files be made on four 
individuals who are to be stafi members of the Select Senate 
Commitcce to Investigate Intelligence Agencies. 

In response to Senator Baker's request, attached 
are £our letterhead memoranda pertaining to Ronald David 
MeHahan, Arthur Boggess Culahouse, dr., Howard Loibendoocd 
and Michael J. Eadigan for transmittal to tha requesting 
Comaittee. 
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Dep. AD Adm. 

Dep. AD Inv. —_ 

Asst. Dir; 

Admin. 
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SUBJECT: 
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et 

SENATOR FRANK CHURCH 7 
CHAIRMAN, AENATE.SELECT.COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES... | 
MEETING WITH THE DIRECTOR 
11:30 A.M., FEBRUARY 6, 1975 

Director Sec’ __ 

At 2:50 p.m., 2-3-75, Bill Miller, Counsel, Senate Select 
Committee on Intelligence Activities, advised Inspector John B. Hotis 
that Senator Frank Church (D - Idaho), Chairman of the Committee, 
would like to meet with Mr. Kelley at his earliest convenience. 

The meeting is an informal one and no other members of 
the Committee will be present. The purpose is merely to get acquainted 
and discuss in general terms what the Committee hopes to accomplish. 
Senator Church also wants to assure Mr. Kelley that it is not his intention 
to undermine public confidence in the intelligence agencies of the United 
States, But the Committee wants to ascertain whether these agencies 
are being run with integrity and in a manner which is consistent with 
national goals. 

The only time this week which is mutually convenient to 
Mr. Kelley and Senator Church is Thursday, 2-6-75, at.11:30 a.m: 
This has been verified by Mrs. Metcalf and approved by the Director. 
Mr. Adams will accompany the Director to this meeting. Mr. Miller 
has been advised and he will inform us i. e precise location of 
the meeting. a {' 
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Plon. & Eval. — 

Spec. Inv. 

Tr ng ste ee 

Te 5am Rm. 

SUBJECT: SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE 

Director Sec'y __ oo 

This memorandum recommends that Mr. Colby, in 
his role as the Director of Central Intelligence, be furnished 
two write-ups for inclusion as annexes in a briefing book he 4,.« Se 
plans to provide the Select Committee of the Senate (SCS) on Le 
the occasion of his appearance as the lead-off witness before 
this Committee. The write-ups are: (1) the role of counter- 
intelligence and (2) the origin and disposition of the "Huston 
Plan," 

A previous memorandum was approved that Section Chief 
William O, Cregar be designated as the point of contact within 
the FBI to coordinate matters dealing with future testimony . 
before the SCS. Mr. John Clarke, Associate Deputy to the 
Director of Central Intelligence, has been designated as the 
coordinator for the Intelligence Community. The points of 

tact under Mr. Clarke's auspices have been given the titte 
of d Hoc Coordinating Group for Congressional Inquiry. | 

} ere eee ey a 
On 1/31/75 Clarke held a second meeting of this Group 

wherein he reiterated that it was Mr. Colby's intention to make 
a very strong plea for the Intelligence Community as the lead~ 
off witness. In addition, Mr. Colby plans to provide to the 
sCS a series of annexes, some of which will be classified, which 
will address some of the issues to be looked into by the SCS. 
Those issues have been generally identified in Senate Resolution 
Number 21, dated 1/21/75. Representatives at Mr. Clarke's 
meeting were asked to prepare certain of these annexes. The 
FBI was requested to prepare the annex on the role of counter- 
intelligence as well as the pret n the origin and disposition 
of the "Huston Plan.” b2 // o 4 OSs 

f) mare 

The Intelligence Division in responding to the request 
from Clarkés Group will prepare these two WL LTC-UPSrem el lest Seema 
anticipated that there will be no problems in connection with 
the write-up on oo and this is going, forward. 
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Memorandum for Mr. Wannall 

RE: SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE 
62—-116395 

With regard to the origin and disposition of the "Huston Plan," 
we anticipate having an initial paper ready for discussion 
with representatives of the National Security Agency (NSA), 
CIA and the Department of Justice by Wednesday, 2/5/75. This 
coordination is necessary inasmuch as both CIA and NSA were 
actively involved in the development of the Plan. The 
Department's participation is necessary inasmuch as the Intel- 
ligence Evaluation Committee (IEC), chaired by the Department, 
evolved from one of the recommendations set out in the "Huston 
Plan.” Mr. James Wilderotter, Associate Deputy Attorney General, 
is a member of the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group for Congressional 
Inquiry and is preparing an input to the "Huston Plan" annex, 
which input will describe the origin, function and disposition 
of the IEC. 

Prior to releasing these two annexes for Mr. Colby's 
eee they will be submitted to the Director for his approval. 

ACTION: 

For information. 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
£0 CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF | 
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS VITH RESPECT TO 

INTELLIGEICE ACTIVITIES 

With regard to lerislation proposed by the FBI, 
a letter was sent to the Office of Legislative Affairs, 
Department Sf dustice, on August 29, 1974, strongly 
recommending that consideration he given to a legislative 
proposal that would authorize the Governnent to conduct | 
court~approved electronic surveillances in domestic security 
cases. This recommendation was based on the Supreme Court 
decision which held that electronic surveillances conducted 
solely within the discretion of the Executive violated the 
Warrant requirement of the Yourth Amendment and our opinion 
that the current standards imposed by Title III of the 
Omnibus Crine Control and Safe Streets Act of 1970 would be : 
incitective techniques in domestic intelligence investigations. | 

in another lesislative bill pending in the United States 
senate, Sénate Bill S3001, although the YEE was not the 
Sponsor of the bill it has a particular interest in its 
passage both for internal security and foreign counterintel~ 
Jigence considerations. This biil would make it a Federal 
orfense to obtain, produce, sell or utilize false docunentation. 

Of possible interest, in recognition of questions 
which have been voiced as to the jurisdiction and authority 
of the PBI to conduct domestic intellicence investigations 
and in order to cover any possible cap between statutory 
authority and Executive authority necessary to protect the 
national security, this Eureau submitted to the Attorney 
General in August, 1973, a proposal for an Executive Order 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION AND STUbY OF 
GOVEANUENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESDECT TO 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

to establish both authoritative ond definitive guidelines 
for the PBI in this area, The proposed erder took cognizance 
of the constitutional responsibility of the President to 
defend the Constitution and the Government; of continuing 
threats to domestic tranquility and the general yelfare; 
of existing statutes relating to national security and 
public safety; and of the President's need for intelligence 
information. The propesed Executive Order included an 
order by the resident that “The Attorney General prepare 
and issue suidelines, conzorming to the principles of the 
Constitution ond the Bill of Pights, and outlining the 
necessary direction, coordination, and guidance of inventigations 
to assure that the Federal Bureau of Investigation provides 
on a continuing basis Lwtelligence information essential to 
the execution of laws pertaining to subversive activity and 
other such activity affecting the national security, domestic 
tianquility, and peneral welfare of the United States." 

NOTE: 

see memorandum W. O. Cregar to Mr, W. BR. Wannall 
' 1/28/75, prepared by WOC/ebc, captioned as above. 
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DECLASSIFY ON: 20 

fne PEE bio the onelusive reoponcibility gor 
protection of the internal ccenrdty of the Uniticd States. 
Ag vecaxcs forolea counterintediic cance artivities in the 
United States, the Pol, a9 a mombcr of sun United vtated 
intelliconae community, not only has tho function of 
cotectine and noutradinior hostile intellisconse activitica, 
Gut 26 2 pracucor oF ftaskbive imtoliironee Ingornation of 
valuc to the United States Govosnmeone. 

ino iRE'’s Leroion countordintelliccnce apoxyavions 
not only thravt the oxcorts of hostile intelligence soryiecs 
but contxvibute ta the overall bnoviecse and cafcetivencss of 
the Unitod Gtatcsa intollipencs cemumity. Goines 1000, morc 
than 130 Savict-biee intcliicone: officers and/or aprons 
have been ronavad fron their official pocitions within the 
United States or omeluced fron ontey or wrecntry into the 
United States ag a vosuls of PDE invostirative ofgoris. 
Sao Hotevorthy oxannics of the Pui‘'s conteliaution in this 
avon and of the types of heatLic activity whieh chalicoure our | 
intoliigence comunity soltloc: 

BERLIN (8 BNELASCIPISS ge T, SLL EMPORMATEON CONTA EN WHERE SHOWN OTELRVIST . 

in 1968 tha PDE wae suecossiul in teorninatine on 
operation which was becun in 1050 vhen tho Praviot intcliiponec 
corviees attonpted to covelop an arent of Inciuoneo in Gcortean 
polities. A Soviot intollicones offieor cxaployed ai the 
United Nations Cocvotariat cultivated a Naw Yosk Inv stucone 
ond oyentualiy ogfered to ginancc thio indivicual's campaign 
oc a ¢ondicate fox tho Nev York State Accenbiy. Tne TOE 

Assoc. Dir. tomminated this opoxation by empockuy it and tho soviot 
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SLATE SLLLCE COMPETE LE 
20 CONLUCY AN INVUSSIGATION AND STUDY OF 
GOVERNING AR GPUMATIONS WETH MGGPLOT FG 
MELELIGIICH ACTIVITIES 

in duly, 1066, a Cnceh intellirenca officcor 
wseinned ta the Czucch Cnbassy in Vashineton, D. C., was 
dcclarcd porsonn non crata £ollowing ou FRI opcration which 
balked his pions to place an clicotyvenic Listonince device 
ju on Vopartuomk of State offtee. ( 

Xu 1907 a foviet~bine diniomt defeeted to tho 
United States. the history of Soviet-bioa espionage in 
colored with tho efforts of their services te prevent 
vetcetions and take roprisnis against those who throw 
off the communist yoke. In 1900 the FOE daetectad a plot 
by hostile intelligence against the aforcmentioned defector 
who was residing in the United States. The FBI deternined 
that the hostiie service had recruited two individuals 
during visits by them to theiy forei¢n honeland and assicned 
thea to loaate and photograph the defector. The innicrants 
conicssed their assienvonts agcaidnst the dofoctor and a stern 
warning was issued by the Bepaytuent of State to the offending: 
nation that such incidents would not be tolerated in the future oS 

On February 7, 1O7O, a Soviet national employed at 
the United Notions Secrotariat was arrested on ospionag 
charrces in Seattie, Washineton. Uc haul been dispatched to 
the United states undorcovexr 25 2. transiator at the 
Waited Nations, but his primary job was to ecallect classified 
decuncntis nhout United States western alx defense Yromn an 
agent the seviets balioved they had developed, but who actually 
wis a double agcont undcr FBX control. The complaint acainst 
this Soviet was dismissed with the provision that ho cepart 
tho United States by Vebruary 17, 1970. (6) 

On february 14, 1072, another Soviet national who 
was dispatched to tho United States undex the covor of transiator 
at the United botieas, was arvested outelide of 2 restaurant on 
Lonc faland in the process of receivine classified dacumonts 
portaining to a got Lighter airplane Goins bullt for the 
Ynited States Navy. dcain, an FDL doubio arcont wag involved. 6) 
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On duly 21, 1973, 2 Covict diplionnt assirned to 
tho voviel umbassy in Vashineton, D. C., wie dotained in 
“ew York: Clty in the process of nectins wlth a nembor of 
the United States military. The United States military man 
{RS arrested on ¢charpes oF coplonarc and unon cotablichias 
the aact that he hod dipiomtic immunity, the soviet wor 
parnltted to deport the United States on dusust 15, 1975. 
By this arvoct the TOL provonted tho transmission to tho 
soviet Governrent of over 1,000 ainccifiied cecumonts 
wolohine noarly 40 pounds and cneounaccing in2ornation 
fvor the ontire United Sinton Intellinene: community. Cs) 

Caving LO7S throo highly onpiesive coviers yore 
lounted in the vicinity of three isrnclii-commectid business 
cotablichuonts in How Yori: City. The explosive cevicas 
fortunately Zakied ta cctonate, thun savins noscibly 
hundreds ox dives. ©€RE investinntion identified an Praqi 
NLtLONSL wae hid cntered the United otates on a visitor's 
Vita during the cariy part of 1975 es the individual wo planted 
these devices. It was lator deveioncd that tho fraqi national 
wae ci timown monbes of the Bleach Septenbor Orcanienation, which 
is the soevet torrorist wines o£ AL Vateh, Tha Ivaai nations 
was indicted da hastora vistrict Hew Yorls on May 17, 1073, on 
onc count, ond in Couthern Bistrier how York on Many 3a, JO7s, 
om tyvo counts of violations of Title 15, Ceetion 0441.(§ 

Zndustrint coplonanre by hostile intollisonec corviccr, 
Wwhiel, causes & drain of vatuanhle technology grom the 
United States, ia of imercasins conecorn to the United btaten 
intellircones connaunity. in Ausust, 19738, 2. foviet-blca 
LnGUvts1al ropresentative, who had centered the United Gtates 
ontensibly Lor commercial purposes just a few caya kofore, 

! Wis arvested by PBI Asonts folloving tn attioennt ta steal a 
| eecoere$ ploss process cron the Tord Uoter Conmany. The proaces 
| roportediy cost ovor ono miliion collars to covotop. (S) 
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SLATE SELECT ComIEPrce : 
TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF 
GOVERIMENTAL OPIRATIONS WITH RESPECT TO 
LATOLLIGENCE ACTLVITIES 

Another example of investigations dealing with 
communist officinls permanently assigned to the United States 
was the attennt by another Soviet diplomat curing 1971 ‘to 
penetrate the secure voice communications systen of the 
Prosidential comumnd planc, as well as the secure yoieo 
communications syatem between Tho White Mouse and 
Numbexy 10 Downing Street, This operation alse failed 
because of FHL counterintelligence offorts. (S 

in attempt of the Soviets to penctrate United States 
policyemaking and legislative organg cang to the attention 
of the FBE éuring tha lsnttor part of 1075 when a Soviet 
intelligenea officer contacted an aid to a United States 
icgisiator. During this same period tho RI lcarned that 
an individual connected with the Comaunist Party of the 
United States had been encouraged to move to the 
Viashington, DB, 0., area to gather all available informtion 
concerning this sant iceisiator, Colneidental with this 
display of intcrest in the particular icgisiator, it was 
tearned that the wife of aniother Soviet intelligence officer 
attempted to gather all information available concerning this 
logisiatoy throuch the New York Timea Information Bank 6° * 

NOTE: 
Sce monorandum W. 0, Cregar to My, W. R. Wannaill, 

dated 1/28/75, captioned as above, prepared by WOC:ebe. 
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" ENATE SELECT COMMITTEL 
TO concn AN INVESTIGATIGN AND STUDY OF 
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO 

INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

Inasmuch as the captioned Committee, to be referred 
to hereinafter as the SSC, will, of necessity, be concerned 
in part with highly censitive information relating to 
national security, this Bureau succests that apreenent of 
the S&C be sought for the adoption of the followings cecurity 
measures and procedures, both in the interests of national 
security and of protection of privacy of individuals: 

in the resoluticn establishing the SSC it wes 
established that no enpieyée of the SEC or person performing 
tasks for the SSC on a contractual basis should be riven 
access to classified material unless appropriately cleared ror 
access: to such material by the SSC. I¢ was indicated that 
the type of cleararice would be commensurate with the type 
of information to be nade available to such persone under 
sonditions agreed upon by the SSC. In this rerard it would 
be desirable for the SS¢ to stipulate that no stare nenber 
who is to be given access to any raterial, testimony, or 
infornation received or génerated by the committee other than 
that which is, in essence, public information be cranted such 
aceess without prior receipt of a secerity clearance based on 
2 full field investication. Consideration might alco he given 
by the SSC to assuring itself that its members are appropriately 
cleared to receive ali material to which they may have access, 

The SSC should adept rules to insure that the 
E Aaseeois secrecy of any sensitive information received er feneratcd 

Dep. ADAdm. BY 2¢ be preserved and that these rules be made known to the 
acer AD iw — Individuals and eg who will be cnlied upon to present 
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SENATE SELECT COMMTTTER 
TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION AND oircDyY oF 
GOVERNUENTAZ, OOIMATIONS VITA RESPECT TO 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

= Et should be stipuiated that those arencies which 
will procent dosuments to the committec be autherized to 
excise from those documents, prior to their presentation, the 
Roanes OF thOir personnel ac well as those of any other 
individuals whese safety or individual privacy wight be 
jeopardized by unauthorized disclosure of their identitics, 

kt should be stipuiated that, ac hac been customary 
in other Congressionsl proceedings regarding sensitive matters, 
witnerses shail have the right to request that testimony be 
Given in executive secaion, that in sors inctances testimony 
he “orl -the récord," and that certain testimony be heard only 
by menbars of the Occ, 

It chould further be stipulated that witnesses be 
afforded an opportunity to review and comment on and/or 

the recerd of thoir testinony pric: to any publiention 
© : ~ = 

Zt should be understood by the committees that the 
"Third Agency Rule," binding wpon members of the United States 
intelligence community, may oblige a witness representing. 
oné member of thé intelligence conmunity to decline to 
testify concerning matters within the proprietary purview of 
another community member. 

kt is the intention of this Burean to cooperate 
fully with the SSC. It will be requested that in attempting 
to satisfy réauirerents of the SSC we he afforded aufficient 
time to research these requirenents in order to insvre that 
ow answers will be totally responsiye and accurate. 

Provision should bé made for the safecuarding of 
iniormation and documentary materials received or generated 
by the EXC, consistent with their substance, and, at the 
conclusion of the Committee's investigation and study, for 
scoure disposition of such records, including return te 
contributers of materials submitted by then. 



SENATE SELECT COMMETTER 
TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF 
GOVERNHENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

NOTE: 

See memorandum W. Q. Cregar to Mr. W. R. Wannall, 
1/28/75, prepared by WOC/ebc, captioned as above. 
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SENATE SELECT COMITTTER 
TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF 
GOVERNUENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO 

TUTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

There have been public charces that the FBI has 
operated for 50 years without oversight or any external 
coutrols. This is not accurate. in tne Conrress, several 
bodies have had jurisdiction over matters affecting FRI 
prograus and activities. These include the Appropriations 
Committees of both Houses, the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee 
on Constitutional Rights and on Administrative Practice and 
Procedure, a special Senate Foreign Relations Subconnittee 
on Surveillances, the Mouse Judiciary Committee, the forner 
Nouse Conmittee on Internal Security, the Government Operations 
Committees of both the House and Senate and the Senate Sub 
committee on FRI Oversight. 

During 1972 the President's Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board, with the full cooperation of the FBI, con» 
ducted detailed and extensive examination of the FRI's activities 
as a member of the United States intelligence conmunity. 

The Yoreign Relations Authorization Act of 1972 
ereated a Corimission on the Orranization of the Government for 
the Conduct of Forcisn Policy. That committee madé inquiries 
of menbers of the intelligence community regarding the role 
of intellicence as it affects the conduct of our foreign policy. 
In its research the committee looked into certain pertinent 
PBI activities and had contact with PBI representatives both 
in the United States and abroad. 

By direction of Chairnan Peter Sodino and the House 
of Representatives’ Judiciary Committee, the General Accounting 
Office (GAO) is currently reviewing the domestic intelligence 
operations of the TBI, concentrating on policies, prograns, 
procedures and cnse management. 

. ORIGINAL AND ONE FURNISHED TO DIRECTOR COLBY, CIA, 
BY LIAISON ‘s 

ares 

“gant SEE NOTE PAGE TWO ve : 

ii 
A 

GPO 954-545 

in 
rye. 

He 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITIRES 
TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY OF 
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT ‘TO 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

GAO's audit is covering Headquarters and ten 
of the FRI's fieid offices where a representative number 
of the Durenu's domestic investigations ore conducted. 

NOTE: 

See memorandum WW. 0. Cregar to Mr. W. R. Wannall, 
1/28/75, captioned as above, prepared by WOC:ebc. 

—w - 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Assoc, Dir. 

lL —- Mr. Callahan Dep. AD Adm. — 
v i) Dep. AD Inv. __ Memorandum 1 - Mr. Adams or 

Comp. Syst. —— 

To: Mr. W. R. Wannall, |.) pon. pate: 1/28/75 Files & Come 
Gen. Inv. 

1 =- Mr. Wannall Ident. 

oe : W. \aOseen _ dt — Mr. Cregar ORE a 
Laboratory | e 
Plan. & Eval. 

SONY ct z Spec. Inv. 

ys BJEGY: SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE ao sips FLED ae 
ce meegmarratan aires: ney ty : £9 Pie met NOR TRE baited a wus, Legal Coun. 

x oe Lo - Telephone Rm. —_ 

‘S) SS This memorandum recommends that the original Sere ee 
ANS and one copy of four memoranda (copies attached) be furnished 
SRR to Mr. William Colby, Director of Central Intelligence, for 
NOEL his consideration at the time of his forthcoming appearance 
a Gi, before the Select Committee of the Senate. 
wy ay 
Sig 8) oo i et Memorandum W. 0. Cregar to W. R. Wannall, dated 
“4 2 -.W1/27/75, captioned as above, advised that Mr. Colby anticipates 
mi RO ‘being called as the first witness before the Select Committee 
“ES < Sof the Senate responsible for examining the extent of overt 
“| aK ‘and covert intelligence activities in the U. S. and abroad. 
= (5 jg {22 goamection with this appearance, Colby has indicated that 
a ‘he intends to make a very strong pitch for the Intelligence 
= [ha a, | Community and has asked all agencies and departments of the | 
~, 4 ntelligence Boar o provide him wi memoran J UYU. S. Intelli Board (USIB) t de hi th da 

wy | lon the following four subjects: (1) examples of how the FBI 
SONA! in its counterintelligence role has materially benefited the 

we is ot U. S. Government, (2) ground rules that the FBI believes should 
wc} Tp «! be discussed with the Committee in order to insure that innocent 

| “persons are not maligned and sources and methods of investigation 
— CD! are protected, and (3) a chronology of independent boards or 

Cr . - commissions which have examined the efficacy and authority of 
Ose ‘the FBI, and (4) any pending or proposed legislation involving 

12 pee security matters submitted by\the FBI. 

n{S e Attached are copies of four memoranda prepared by 
WKY the Intelligence Division which we propose it 

£® 

Cp = fs Ga Z afire ‘ACTION: &e™ 
¢ 

if 
If approved, the original and one copy of each of the 

our memoranda will be delivered to Mr. oe s office On Pn | afternoon of 1/29/75, by liaison. REC- Lk LZ Lh iaadel” y 

ee a be xb os ~ j fo: 
wocrete t pe _ 

6) at co | 
ir ih oy? bat Is / 

orp ore We 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 Z 5010-106 e. , 
MAY 1962 EDITION ¥* w2 
GSA@SEN- REG. 10. 29 ® e au cw 

UNITED STA’ TES GO ERNMENT . Assoc. Dir. 

Ll =—- Mr. N. P. Callahan od oe 
3 NM 1 =- Me. J. B. Adams npn 

4 emorandum 1- M.T. 3. Jenkins afin, — 
x i - Each Assistant Director eee 2. 

je TO ‘Me. We. R. Wannall pple. DATE: 2/3/75 fh pcos ca 

\ on 1 - Each Section Chief, INID “a : 
FROM NGG? ke a TM ee : ; nemetoahpeieenme mies. Pe ie a te ee Saenger Sa Plan. & Eval. — 

SUBJECTYSENATE SELECT. COMMITTEE..TO.CONDUCT ae a 
AN INVESTIGATION..AND STUDY. -OE.,. oc J) seat en 
GOVERNMENTA I. OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO Ce eectaeg 
INTELLIGENC. BE ACTIVITIES 

— Pa akan nen ik PP LORI 

; Cae ae m las FT tian Lie i } 
teolnat sf “wk 

PURPOSE: 

This recommends code word VS ENS TUD NY .hPouWde, adopted 
as title of new control file for communications regarding 
subject. 

+ On 1721/75 the U. S. Senate reported Senate 
Resolution 21 to establish captioned committee. The a 
Committee will look into operations of members of the 
U. S. intelligence community including the FBI. The Committee.--_- 
is being chaired by Senator Frank Church of Idaho. We have 
already received and responded to requests from the Ad Hoc 
Coordinating Group for Congressional Inquiry for information 
to be used by Mr. William Colby, Director of Central Intelligence, 
in preparing for his anticipated initial appearance before the 
committee. The Ad Hoc Group is composed of representatives of 
U. S&S. Intelligence Board member agencies and departments to 
deal with "SENSTUDY 75," 

For administrative convenience, as well as economy, 
it is suggested that copies of all communications and material 
dealing with the activities of the committee be placed in a 
new control file, 62-116395, and that the code word "SENSTUDY 75" 
be adopted as a brief title for internal communications 
relating to this matter. FBIHQ indices contain no references 
to that code word, 

REC- e ~ - pn 

62-116395 Morag 62 lf SOR ef 

at 

IPT: bkb Lit OH 42 . 
(24) SONEINUGNo 7 OVER 

ES es 
. gE 

x 

ple sp ATED EMS yd! pate | if , 

an S/00 SP Sean oe rea 
pate : GS 

2 U} NS 

Hi w 55dVaD BeBr a. 31913, 30 wage 261 



Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senate Select Committee To Conduct An Investigation 

And Study of Governmental Operations With Respect 
To Intelligence Activities 

ACTION: 

With your approval, the Files and Communications 
Division will establish file 62-116395 under the caption 
"SENSTUDY 75” as a repository for communications dealing with 
this matter, 

pol fA. 

fo 
<P 
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The Attorney General 

Attached is a List of thase individusis 
representings the USI) who have been cesirrated as points 
or contact in thoir respective spencies or departments 
for io, Clarke. 

Enclosure 

L=- The Deprty Attorney General - Enclosure 

NOTE: 

Memorandum W. O. Cregar to W. R. Wannall, dated 
1/27/75, captioned "Select Committee of the Senate," recom- 
mended that Section Chief William 0. Cregar's name be provided 
Mr. Clarke as the Bureau's point of contact. The Intelligence 
Division is currently preparing memoranda for Mr. Colby's 
consideration in anticipation of his appearance before the 
senate Select Committee. Such memoranda, of course, will he 
furnished to the Director for his approval prior to being 
furnished to Mr. Colby. 
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1¥ am, McD en 

. Gebhardt \ 
‘. Mr. Mintz 
1 - Congressional Services 

The Nepaty Attorney General January 24, 1975 

t / 1 - Mir. Cleveland 
Director, FBI | 

SSNATOR HOWARD H, BAKE wit, oF, 

LEENGRITY BGI ae 
CASLSCT SEVATS eps TO ate mn Pk. \6 appre 

RVESTIGATS ore, SLUG ANOS A GaNCIEs EE pen LIS 
MANTIS CHSCIS REQUEST ree = yes ‘/00. 4 GRE 

This is to confirm 2 conversation between you and Depaty 
- Agsociate Director Adams on January 23, 1975, wherein you authorized 

tae FBI to honor name check requests on staff employees received 
from the Select Senate Committee to Iivesticate Intelligence Acencies. 
You were advised that we presently have a request in this connection 
irom Senator Howard H. Baker, dyv., for name checks on four one 

idea as to wno would have the recnonsibility of conducting the background 
investizations which must bo conducted, and this is to confirm your 
approval that we contact Director William &. Colby of the Central 
intellizence Agency regarding their desires. in this matier since they 

| normally handle backround cheeks of staff emnloyees of coramittees 
receiving sensitive information concerniny Central Intelligence Agency 
and the KBE normally handles such baelk -sround investizations on staff 
employees of commiliecs reccivine ¢ sensitive FEI information. Followiny 
discussions with fir. Colby, contact will be had with the Chairman of the 
Select Senate Committee in order to ascertain which agency should conjuct 
the required backround investisations, 

stall eraployees. 

Senator Caker had also indicated to the FEI that he had no 

J 

Clon ~ 

Miyg REC-LL1 Ig NM fle 49% sof 
aacen Bahk sie Ce “T= 

JAN 3 4 1975 BI dih-Ba-4975 

se 2 
r 

Of TELETYPE UNIT =a 
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OPTIONAL FSRKHO 10 " §010—106 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN, REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOWERNMENT 
Dep. AD Adm. or 

Memorandum ait 
& Admin. 

Comp. Syst. —_— 

: MR. JENKINS f DATE: 
4 r 

Inspection 

Intell. 

Laboratory 

Ce & Eval. a 

ut Space “Inv. 

Trainkes HOWARD H. BAKER, UR. (R-Tenn.) 
ORITY MEMBER ~ 

SELECT SENATE COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES VR 

NAME CHECK REOUEST 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. ~— 

Director Sg@y; —. 

Cree Y j SA Richard T. Taylor, Jr., WFO, telephoned Inspector 
Quinn in my office this morning to advise that he had been 
contacted by Senator Baker requesting name checks on three 
individuals who are to be staff members of captioned committee. 
In this regard, Baker indicated that he anticipated that the 
committee would request full field investigations — 

A 
members of this committee. 

Comer 

Baker advised that the three names he provided will 
be among the ten staffers that the minority representation on 
the committee will have. The three are as follows: 

AHAN 

Dxville, Tennessee 

Ne Residence Whipping Post Way, Vienna, Virginia 
tt 

CULAHOUSE, JR. S 
cP , tennessee 

E Street, _S. E., Washington, De Ce 
Re cit Eine esate Ae mnie ny ~—inghatt Parte et 

Résidence: 6304 Wildwood Valley Drive, 
——~Bréntwood, , Tennessee 

\./Formerly a staff member of the Select Committee 
to Investigate ery: ial ,Campaign ge ihe | 

uld Yappr Baker stated ena 4g. = .)/ 422 réstles 
of these name checks as soopHagh possible Since it is antic 
that the select panel will be receiving materia#@"@h OX epoca 
ene: of next week (1-28-75). 

ax jan 311979 
ore cy wi 

ee 

: ~ ae Gebhar 

i - Mir’, Min 
de. Congressional services Office 



Memorandum to Mr. Jenkins 
Re: SENATOR HOWARD H. BAKER, JR. 

Baker indicated to Taylor that he has no idea as to 
who will have the responsibility of conducting the background 
investigations but he would hope that the staff members would 
have "Q" clearances or the type of clearances afforded Atomic 
Energy Commission. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That this memorandum be approved and referred to the 
General Investigative Division for appropriate action in line 
with Senator Baker's request. 

y pe fi 

ADDENDUM: G. T. QUINN/crt 1-23-75 

SA Taylor called back at 2:00 p.m. and requested 
that the following individual also be subjected to a name ts 
check for Senator Baker: 

MICHAEL J. MADIGAN 
DOB: 4-18-43 eee H.-C. 

SSN 
peakaenea: SEE School Street, Acton, Massachusetts 
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Intel 
Laboratory 
Plan, & Eval 

' Spee. Inv. 
Training —W.Wwu. 

Lesal Coun. ....—. 
Telephone Rm. .. 
Director Sec’y ~... } 

(Indicate page, name of ¢ 
neWSECPOts city and state.) 

Edt ‘J Aeteth of 

p97, Vue OREGONIAN 

pallet 
easy 

a] 4 
Allegations” aiid: disclosures about. CIA and | 

+} XEBI stirveillanicé of Americans within. ‘U.S. bor- 
ders have been interpreted by some-as a. type: Of, 
domestic: ‘spying that could: have-a; chilling effect 
on the exercise of. political: expressicn. | ‘Orie 
response ‘has been that all. domestic: inte lligéence’, 

' operations. should be eliminated. Recént events: 
‘show this, would : be a ‘non; solution, -& patent 

“PORTLAND, - v ORERON a 

Ye wernt franaesont ree eer 

tendine roe : 

5 6 MAR 31 1976 

overreaction. 
. Most. public. opinion ‘pitid’ itiost judi Opin-: 

ion), we: ‘suspect, would not consider it ‘an inva: 
| : psion of constitutional: tights:of privacy if’ the: RBI 

infiltrated: or otherwise kept an-eye on ‘activities 
“of ‘the: ‘Weathermen. That. organization’ not long. 

S44) 

6 880: ‘expressed: itself ‘bytaking: credit for a,bomb 
| “explosion: in: ‘the. State ‘Department. and ‘for’ ‘plac-. 

ee 

E “Forces: ‘Induction: ‘Center:in: Oakland:;: Calif. 
ce . ‘Should: sfiembers'. 6f- Fuerzas. ‘Arimadas de} 
+ ‘Liberacion Nacional. (PALN)). fhe. Puerto Rican: *, 

Ay pationaligy ‘group: ‘that claimed responsibility: for: 
he Jan; 24 bombing: — three men. killed, -mariy: 

{aw Toe 

érn's. annex, ‘be.exempted. from. monitoring: by 

will:bring independence toPuertoRico; = -/ 
‘The . Question. answers. ‘itself ‘Society: ‘has. 

were: ‘acts: ‘of tetrorisin, ‘whethér: or Bot motivat- 
ed. by: political: ‘aims, vupenine innocent people 
to enforce points: ‘of ‘view. that have been ‘repu- 
diated-by a. frée; ‘open ‘politicalproceéss.is- black- 

_ Inail,. And: blackimai}' cannot become integral: fo, 
any: ‘long-sustainable political: system. , 
The Weathermen and FALN,-as well’ as any 

-cother® organization’ that’ ‘indicates. it will” use. 
&xtra-légal methods: to; voice dissent; ‘should. not 
"‘be-freedifrom: featof:doméstic:spying. * 

: ‘The answer is..not. £0. eliminate all: démestte. 
“political “surveillance, It i is: ‘to seb-the: Conditions,. 
“and they should bé.rigid; ; under which: domestic 

. spying: will he tolerated: and undér ‘which abuse 
i ‘by: federal agents. of ‘stich: infrequently. granted 

ity” willbe: met with: pede penalties. 
fe. SO 
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dng: . another explosive: device: ‘at’ the ‘Armed ly: 

-injured.- — at New: York's. historic: Fraunces Taye ., 

federal: .police’-because thé. act was. ‘supposedly 
politically’ inspired? By < gome:remotéiogic, FAEN. - 

' ‘believes that. bombing, ‘Wall: Street restaurants | 

‘rght,, arid the obligation’ to protect ‘itself, Th ae 7 
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(Mount Clipping tn ‘Space. Below) 

eat mea fata CAEN A pe es ene 
ie 1 TMT a ey, Sg -aet eae 
i “a mo wre 

Senate And 
7  The.: Special committee. thé U. $. Senate: is. 
forming te 1a0k. jnto. charges: Of; illegal: spying: 

“fon Améticans by the CIA; the EBE-or: other: 
egencien -can do a: lot of good-—or hatm. 

a If the- comthittee conditcts a-sober’ and -Te- 
sponsible inquiry if can determine if ‘the: CIA. - 
«did fn:ifaet overstep- tive, J Jaw against dduiestic 
espionage and what corrective: meéasties, if 
Aaiby,. are: needed. . ‘ 

Tf, however, th ‘e: coifimittee -conducts 8 

~ 

} hearings,:and: sensationalized deaks, it. can.sé- 
' verely damiage:the nation's foreign. policy and: 
intelligence capability. , ‘ 

Incidentally, ‘by voting.’ ‘in: 7eaucts. 4531 fe ‘8s 
tablish: ‘the ‘special comimittee,; Senate Demo: 

| erats, delivered’.a tebutf, which seems to be. 
unjustified, to President. Ford: and: the. ‘com ' 
mission: headed, by: ‘Vice. ‘President Nel son. 

{ ‘Rockefeller’ which: Mr.. Ford named to inves: 
tigate.:the:CTA. , . 

The Democrats implicitly stated ie ‘tieit 
vote that ‘they ‘did not ‘fiust the: ‘Rockéfeller ~ 
commission to ‘perform: an objective inguiry;, 

That amounts.to- Brejidicial préjidgement.- ° 
The ‘Rockéféller panel’ s h% ‘ould. be | five a 
chances to. do: its job: Then, if it does come up.. 
with. .a whitewash. the criticism. ¥ Would be’ in 

eC ere ee Pe wl a a ath 

eee SF er ~m 

kos 7 

= 

}spying. widened: :a after the EBI cotifitmed. its: 

gp DP ee ene ae ee 
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Ke. Se wi. 
Maanwillé;, ie é investigation ita Mba al. | 

ty 

behavior iof Sorhé congressmen. Theluded ‘are’ 

ulation” 

Td: 32989530 Page 290 | 

i Watetgatestyle ‘probe, complete’ with televised. - Ve 

files. conitain.some: infoririatlon:oni-thie: péefsonal’ | - 

| “neterences.| to. thelr moyelty ehatacten. ‘on BS - a 
a . : = 

-. y@ 3 

ALL TRPOR
MAT! ON o

e 

HEREIN, 1S PUCLASSEEDYY 
DATE dP ot-G 

CclA to 
Sa ‘congressmen are “shdignant toa 

"this. But they should restrain: their oubrage, 

v For ‘unlike. the.CIA, ‘the FBI. doés: havé ‘thé | 
‘duty . of ‘conducting’ domestic: investigations — 
‘ahd’ there .are ‘times: when members: of ‘Con 

7h eh 

[gress are proper objects of FBI ‘interest:. 

Every so often, for exainple, a congress 
man turns out to: be a rook, Atid in, such. in. 
stances the: Jaws ‘he violates are ‘usually fed 
‘eral ones. 

So-the FBI, as-the. fedleyal government's 1 fri. 
stigatory agency, should nidt:be. ‘barred: from. 

‘keeping. records: on:: -any-'suspécts, evel. if; hey 
_ happen to: be: — tc 

\'Some: people; ‘of course; Teact. with nae 
= ere fashion: any: ‘tine they hear of ‘thé ‘oe 

‘Keeping’ files: on, anybody. They’ shied ¥ 
“hegin. screaming about: “police: State” tactics; 

: Well; iio: American: citizensinchig, fight tind’ 
‘Should. defend police-staté actions’ by ‘any 
agency. 4 a 

“he But. ageiicies Tike. the-FEL and the: CIA are 
essetitial,, ‘considering ‘the . ‘kind! of world’ “we 

. divé: in, ‘So, ve dare tiot. emasculate them..to: 
‘the point where: they ‘won't. bé-.able: to-pérformi * 
their: necessary ‘functions. | == 
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ote ‘you tees 
ested: in “Rnowing” rene 
Arid ‘what: they. te ng 
piwe ys. intétésting - _ ty sa 
fh eledst, a4 
', Ffomh -ofié of.the: rhest profi 
icient” : informationgatherin 
re ee in. existence — th : Fae ar-Hoover com: 
ited: explicit tales. of hum4 
veakriéss in high places; - of 
icit’ sex, druhkéness, homo 

‘Sexijality, marital problems. 

If any: president ‘who: re 
ceived guch infotmation: from 
friooves — and all: ate said: to 
haye'++ ever tebuked:him:for 
hie: ‘efforts, if verjained.as SE- 
‘ret ag. Wie cofitents. ‘of. ‘thé 

os-themselves.” lost wer * 
fist grateful. eS 
_ Old’ FBI hands say Hoover 
bea 0 ormation 
n “piiblic “figures, including 
‘ Pdugteseinép, Very: early in-his 
30-year reign. 

‘By. “the. early. . 1950s -field, 
Agents: were “under. avstanding: 
directive ‘to: forward: ‘biograph-! 
cal ‘information: : ‘On; newly: 
elected: Congressmén-or: exeeiie 
ive ‘branch appointeés to; 
Washington: for the benefit of, 
ureau officials ; who: chad to! 
deal. with:them, ae ae t 

As ‘far as iti is: Rnown there! 
1éver. were any specific or-t 
ers, official or unofficial, for 
‘BE: agents, to: solicit. informa-! 
ion. Of an intimate ‘personal 

: ature: , 

ae But. o‘ne former assistant, 
“RT directo# recalled re+i 

“ently: “Tt wag understood ' 
that. Hoover was interested’ in: 
Uch., material. “Some agents: 

Jehositght come-across.a little , 
smut in the‘coutse of an.inves-, 
ee would. simply i ignore.it, 
land. not forwardsit, But athers- 
saw. ‘it as a ‘¢hatice 0. Bainfas 
ber and deliberately wenolt 

egg Lagat “Ae Latent eM, AP Se te tl Ae, wrest ot -- 

ips 

the: pret =e 
Be k fie Se oes ea S 
s within, The absence off: 

‘protest against. it until now: ing 
dicates.. that the threat that! 
those : files:: might be: ‘bared’ 
yest well’Have' ‘béenithe- ‘major; 
soureé af Hoovers: power: — 

“T° cante. really say ‘ how! 
imuch: of the ‘information: ever, 
was used;””. saidone former 
Ihigh-ranking hitteau: official. | 
“But I ‘am Convinced. -that! 
many a politician 's 1 Shied away. 
gfrom ‘confrontatiois. with: she; 
‘director . ‘becatise he did: ‘nok 
‘nim: what Hoover had oft 

im. 39 

y H. E COMING congress; 
sional: jrvestigationis may Hot, 
verify the-existence of secret, 
Thé -6fficial: buteausposition j is? 
ithe t the: ion: igigtoredé 

bits” ‘and: Pieces, and: was! 
iy led: “together . When: 
needed” esl 
} But there: are: witresses svehot 
Can swear-that stichidossiets. 
Jexisted,. perhaps: in ‘Hoayes" $i 

sersonal files. Which “have--ei} 
ther: ‘ heéri: “destroyed or te: 
noved fromthe ‘bureau. ‘And; 
ithéy, were readily, "gocessible! I 

Sag: - presidents. oe ‘ 

“ have’ ‘personally, ‘carried. 
‘tiles fo the White: Housé doz-! 
Lens’ of ‘times, .and” delivered: 
fhe toa ssécretary,” said‘ a’ 

“former FBEWhitei'Housé | liais’ 
4son: duiring.the: Johnson admin: 
sisteation,' «That. ‘was: the | 
President could. trythfully: ‘Say. 
ejigd never falkied to the FBI 

on 2 ‘articulaz-matter.’ 2 

WHILE THE. ultimate: ee 
jlof the FBY occtirred‘under Ri-, 
ene ‘Nixon, midstypresent:and‘ 

, Jforter FBT officials say: Pres-’ 
‘ident Lyndon B. Johnson, Who: 
‘had -a private:télephoné Jiné to; 
ithe home.of assistant: director’ 
Cartha. D. DeLoach;, did: not; 
hesitate te. use Hgover’s ‘but 
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‘For example, Johrison té- 
r'purea ins 

‘of. “both. . Sen: 

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.) 

| guestea™ 
vestigations 
‘Spita Agnew, atten: He-became 
pike prcncenr eles in 1968.) 

Jabnson justified the ‘Golde 6B 
[aterrenuest oe eX-EBI-offies = | —— 
cial reported, by pointing out; DETROIT FREE PRESS 
ithat . Goldwater: was auregerve; D -_S MICHIGAN 
Major’ general, in the. Air? 
Forep. and. “had: more secrets 
‘than’ .wé do: at fhe- Whites ~ fe ‘ moe’ 
i Hatise.”? 

eon cont INED Th 1964: ‘Jolmson-sett ates 
tite team ‘of: agents:héadedil yh AI 
‘DeLoach: to. the, Atlantic ‘City: FOL 
‘Democratic: -convention-to.do- @ 
‘little spying-onsfriepds.of Robs 
fert. “F. ‘Kérinédy, ‘whom: ‘he: 
feared. might. be :plotting tof 
take the- nomination: away! 
ifrortichim, “4 
» And a decadé before, it was: 
IHoayer's ERP that - supplied 
‘Sen, Joseph’ McCatthy with 
imuch :6f:the_a’ ynition in his; 
now discrédited’ pursuit ‘of. aly 
leged communists. 
‘More than: one president; 

>! 

fest officials agrée, used the 

mS at oe a ec 

f 

CR TTA e hicnay toes eBay ctrd EL URNNE AS Masten, oni cee age Ey 7 “eagra 5 ach pions ee Fre RE: 

lagency to. gather information, | pate: 
On: pefsonal’e enemies; inchiding oe 1/30/75 
lelected: Officials. , : 
i, sored the for: ‘nislande Author: 
Hlodsed’ the PBI on foes ofthis Editor: 
‘lend:lease: program, Johnson ae JOSEPH H. STROUD 

‘frequently, passed itiformation 
“along. tovalliés-dn: Capitol. Hill 4 
{Who “¢ could. stun a. J ohnsonops (4 et Ue L 3 7 > ite /- 
ponent “by- casually: dropping a: Lf, oe: 
juicy: tidbit of gossip: froin: his? ERE CORDED 
FBI’ file...’ Mey 

Althowgh-iever doeumanited; 
it ‘was. widely’ beliéved' in 
Washington: “that Johnson 
amused ‘himself with,: ‘bedside’ 
ireading. -of What.J. Edgar“ was’ 
ifinditig- Guitaboutothers, *.' | 

‘House Speaker: ‘Carl. Albeit,’ 
{who like. everyone’ else ‘heard 
iruniars that the FBI had EY 

‘'thick file on: his: ‘personal life, 
<wrete Hoover ‘and. asked:hitt 
‘about it, Hoover responded} 
ehuivocally that fd: such Ble; ; 
existed. TE see 

ceytanig 
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» The ‘existence of such, files’ 
lwas. riotSpanmery adkiawi:: 
‘edged: ‘until. 1973; after Hoo- 
iver’s .déath, wheri the Senate’ 
‘was. considering the appoint={ 
itHent of:L, Patrick Gray ‘as iS 

Fs (Successor. 
i Then, acting direst, Gray} 
"told the. Senate Judid Clary Goins 
imiftee he ad-seenifiles: SsPhol 
there: was. “no, Way.of destroy- 
ing ‘then: without: ashi hurt 
i ogome-subjects: : 

Sayirig he:would-like: to‘burn’ 
 them.-Gray :saidithe law: gives: 
‘thé’ National’. Archives. final 
Say, qverithe: documents. * : 

Subsequent. hews:stories‘dis- 
: closed-theréexistence:of files.on: 

iSen:: Edward. ‘Kennedy then: 
(House Majority Leader. ‘Hale; 
‘Boggs, ee haa ott ers, 
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